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Although the words "he", "him", and

"his", are used sparingly in this manual to
enhance communication, they are not intended
to be gender driven nor to affront or
discriminate against anyone reading Aviation
_Support EquipruOt Technician (ASE 3 & 2 and

ASM 3 & 2) Volume 1, Basics, NAVEDTRA
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PREFACE

The ultimate purpose of training Naval personnel is to produce a combatant Navy which can insure victory at sea. A consequence of the quality of
training given them is their superior state of readiness. Its result is a victorious Navy.
This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Ca Oer Course
(RTM /NRCC) forM a self-study package that will enable Aviation Support
Equipment personnel to help themselves
fulfill the requirements for advance.,
ment.

Designed sfor individual study and not formal classroom instruction, the
RTM provides subject matter that relates directly to the occupational standards of the Aviation Support Equipment Technician. The NRCC provides a
way of satisfying the requirements for completing the RTM. Assignments in
the NRCC include learning objectives and supporting item designed. to lead
thefstudent through the RTM.

The Aviation Support Equipment series (GSE) (Volume 1) was written
by, and with the advice of, senior AS technicians in the rating. I his series
replaces chapters of the three service ratings, Aviation Support Equipment
Technician's E (Electrical) NAVEDTRA .100443,
M (Mechanical)
NAVEDTRA 10315-B, and H (Hydraulic) NAVEDTRA 10316-A. This
volume, as well as subsequent volumes when cdmpleted will replace other
chapters of the ASE-ASM-ASH rate training manuals, until these manuals
are completely deleted.
Volume 1 is the basic manual for the AS rating. It provides beginners with

fundamental GSE shop organization and shop procedures. It includes the
rate structure including a short history of the AS rate, supriy, publications,
Naval Aviation Maintenance Program and ground support equipment training. Use and identificationsof ground support eqipment (GSE), tools, test
equipment, materials and hardware are also discussed.
Volume 2 will consist of detaile0 discussion of the following:
Metal4Vorking- Skills
Oxyacetylene welding
4

,

Electric Arc Welding
Inert-gas Shielded. Arc Welding.
Structural Maintenance and Repair

Tubing, and Flexible He
Fluid Power Components
Hydraulics Systems' Maintenance
Brakes alid Brake Systems
Chassis Systems

Volume 3 consists of information on reciprocating combustion engines,
gasoline engines, diesel enginc power trains, and gas turbine compressors.

Air conditioners and air condition systems will be included in a later
publication for the ASE (electrician).
This volume of the RTM/NRCC was prepared by the Naval Education
and Training Program Development Center, Pensacola, Florida, for the
Chief of Naval Education and Training.

1981 Edition

Stock Ordering No.
0502-LP-051-6300

Published by
NAVAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT CENTER

UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D.C.: 1981
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY
GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United States Navy is responsible for maintaining controlpf the
sea and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, capable of
strong action to preserve the peace or of instant offensive action to
win in war.

It is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious
future depends; the,United States Navy exists to make it so.
A

WE SERVE WITH HONOR
Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. To

these may be added; dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the
watchwords of the pre.sent and the futures

At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the
respect of our country, our shipmate's, and our families.
Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strerigthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with
,
honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY
The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea,
under the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and offensive power are the keynotes of

the new Navy. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in continued dedication to our tasks. and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.
Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPtER 1

RATING STRUCTUO
The Aviation Support Equipment Techni-

our equipment, our expertise, and our motivation, the aircraft could not !Unction, could not
be supported and the NavY's mission would .be

-cianIAS) rating is a relatively new rating in the
U.S. Navy (1966). The first assignments to the
new rating were approximately 1100 people who
had been .working in Ground Support Ecjuip-

jeopardized.

ment, shops at the time the rating was establishe&. Most of these first Aviation Support

Rating tasks range from the simple to complex. An example of a simple task is helping to

tow arr aircraft in and out of a hangar for

Equipment Technicians had changed froin other

aviation ratings such as Aviation Struceural.
Mechanic (AM), Aviation Machinist's Mate
(AD), and Aviation Electrician's Mate (AE).

initialstructure. Such ratings as Boatswain's
Mate (BM) Electronics Technician (ET),

maintenance. A complex task is the performing
of maintenance or an operational check on such
equipment as a hydraulioitest stand, an electrical
power unit, an air conditidner, and other complex equipment. Maintenande on this equipment
and the servicing oftquipment used on the flight

Machinist's

line to get the aircraft ready for flight is per-

Several other ratings were also represented in the

ate (MM), as well, as others, were

converted b BUPERS as a result of BUPERS
Noti4 1430 dated 18 August 1966.
When the AS class "A" schools first clss

formed by the AS.

4

has organized on 9 January 1976, there were few
people in the rating. Since that time, the number

.

of personnel has increased to approximately
2,000 men and women. However, the popula-

.

.

OCCUPATfONALSTANDARDS

tion has remained small when compared to other
ratings such as the Aviation Structural Mechanic
(AM) rating popUlation of approximately

This Rate Training Module is designed as a
self-study course for use by those personnel of
The Navy and Naval Reserve who are preparing
to meet the professional (technical) qualific4tions for advancement to. Petty Officer Third

14,500.

Class and Petty Officer Second Class in the
roMag of Aviation Support Equipment Technician E (Electrical) and M (Mechanical,
Hydraulics, and Structurks). Minimum occupational requirements for advancement in all
ratings are listed in thqpfailliarof Navy Enlisted

COMMUNICATIOIN AND FUNCTVIN

Although we are a small community, we
nevertheless contribute to .meeting the Navy's
mission through personal pride in doing a good
job and our knowledge of how important jobs
are to be done well. Glinted, everyone in the
Navy feels that his or her job is somewhere between reasonably and extremely ,important, and'
the AS is no diffelent in that respect. However,
we are confident in the knowledge that without

Manpower and Personnel 'Classifications and
Occupational Standards, NAVPERS 18068
(Series). The occupational standards which were
used as a guide in the preparation of this module
were current as of the 1981 revision. Changes in.

the ,standards occurring after the 1981 revision
may not be reflected in the information
presented here.
1-1
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
VOLUME 1, BASICS
ENLISTED RATING STRUCTURE

Figure 1-1, Paths of Advancement, illustrates the paths of advancement for an Air-

The present enlisted rating structure consists
of general ratings and service ratings.
General ratings identify broad occupational

man Recrt1it to Master Chief A%iaiion Support
Equipment Technician, Warrant Officer, or to

fields of relaCed duties and functions. Some

career stages where qualified enlisted personnel
may advance to Wairant Officer or to Limited
Duty Officer. Personnel in enlisted rates and not
in shaded areas may advance only as indicated
by the lines.

Limited Duty Officer. Shaded areas indicate

general ratings include service ratings; others do

not Both regular Navy and Naal Reserve personnel may fold general ratings.
Service ratings identify 'subdivisions or
steciallties within a general rating which require
related patterns of aptitudes and qualifications,

NOTE: The above information concerning
advancement to commissioned officer status

and which provide paths of advancement for
career development. The general rating provides

the primary means of identifying. billet reWARRANT OFFICER PROGRAM

qyirements and personnel qualifications; it is
established or disestablished by the Secretary of
the Navy;*and it is provided a distinctive rating
badge. The general rate is the pay grade \level
within the general rating. Alttiough service
ratings can !mistral any petty officer level, they
are most rammon at the PO3 and PO2 levels.
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Both regular Navy and Nayal Reserve personnel

may hold service ratings. For a more detailed
discussion on Navy ratings and valuable addlt.:. tonal information which will:help you do your
job better and .tinderstand the Navy-educational
andadvaficernentlarocedures, see chapter one of

the Military ReqUiremerlts for Petty Officer
and 2, NAVEDTRA 10056 starting with
series E.

I

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN (AS) RATING
The ASsrating, at the. time of this writing, IF.
divided'into two service ratings at pay grades E-4

and E-5. The service ratings are ASE
(Electrical), and ASM (Mechanical, Hydraulics,
and Structures).
The general rating, AS, applies to paygrade
E-6, where the service ratings ASE and ASM
merge through E-9. Prior to this time there were

AInMAN
1APPRENTICE

E2

RECRUIT
E

three ASS service ratings ASE (Electrical), ASH
(Hydraulics and Structures), and ASM
(Mechanical).

,

I

///: 100 AND WARRANT OFFICER INPUT ZON-E
DELETE AFTER MERGER OF ASH AND ASM

A study of the feasibility to consolidate the
ASH and 9kSM service ratings was conducted

and approved by Chief of Naval Operations
(CNO) effective,OctOber 1980.

224.1

%.

Figure 1-1.--Paths of advancement.
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Chapter 1RATING STRUCTURE
and painting of ground support equipment, ad
dusts and repairs brake systems, inspects and
replaces tires and tubes, operates and repairs
hydraulic test stands, and performs maintenance
inspection of ground support equipment.

applies only to the Limited Duty and Warrant
Officers programs. It should belemphasized that
there are other programs in which qualified per
sonnet in pay grades E-5 and below may bectime

commissioned officers. Consult Military Requirements for Petty Officer 3 & 2, NAVPERS

As petty officers, the AS technicians are
usually assigned to activities that perform intermediate level maintenance. AS billets are
assigned to all aircraft carriers. AS personnel

10056 (Series), and your local career counselor
for current programs.

Aviation Support Equipment Technicians
intermediate level maintenance and repair of.

assigned aboard carriers are usually attached to
the Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance Depart

automotive electrical systems in mobile and self-

ment (AIMD).

(E) service, test, and perform organizational and

propelled ground support equipment; aviation
armament handling equipment, including
generating, starting, iightin,, and ignition
systems; electrical components and wiring in
auxiliary electrical power units used in servicing
aircraft; electrical control systems in gas turbine
compressor units and air-conditioning systems,
and electrical and electronic circuits and components in general aircraft servicing equipment.

Many. interesting overseas shore billets are

also provided for the AS. If married, Third
Class and Second Class Petty Officers may
to bring their dependents to these
locations at government expense
Shorter duty tours is usually standard procedure
at a few overseas stations where dependents do
not accompany the AS.

qualify

overseas

They also service and maintain storage batteries
and perform periodic maintenance inspections
of ground support equipment.

Between sea tours, the AS Third or Second
Class Petty Officer may be assigned to one of
the many naval air stations along the U.S. coast.

In addition, the Naval Air Training Command

The Aviation Support Equipment Technician (M) services, tests. and performs

has a few naval air stations located inland where
AS personnel may be assigned. AS personnel
assigned to any one of these air stations are
usually attached to the Aviation Intermediate
Maintenance Department (AIMD).

maintenance and repair of gasoline and diesel
engines in mobile and self-propelled aviation
support equipment and associated automotive
systems, including fuel systems, transmissions,
differentials, and steering systems; maintains gas

turbine compressor units and air-conditioning

On sea or shore tours, you could be assigned

systems used in servicing aircraft; maintains and
operates'gas turbine compressor unit test stands,
and performs periodic maintenance inspections
of aviation support equipment.

to a squadron rather than an AIMD as most
squadrons have one or more AS technicians

Prior to the merger, personnel of the Aviation Support Equipment Technician (H) rating
were responsible to service, test, and perform
Organizational and Intermediate level
maintenance and repair of hydraulic and
pneumatic systems and structural components

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

assigned for user level support of equipment

One of the more useful things you can learn
about a subject is how to find out more about it
No single publication can give you all the infor
nation you need to look for accurate,
authoritative, up-to-date information on all sub
jects related to the military requirements for ad
vancement and the occupational standards of
your rating.

of ground support equipment and maintain
hydraulic test and service equipment, jacks,
workstands, and associated equipment. Since
the merger, all of these duties are performed by
the ASM. The ASM also welds, cuts, shapes,
and patches metal; performs structural repair

Some of the publications described in this
manual are subject to change or recision from

1-3
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time to timesome at regular intervals, others

perform efficiently or to advance; it is likely to
be a waste of time and may even be seriously

as the need arises. When using any publication
that is subject to change or revision, be sure that

misleading.

you have the latest edition. When using any
publication that is kept current by changes, be

,

Training films available to naval personnel
are a valuable source of information on many
technical subjects. Films that may be of interest
to you are listed in the United States Navy Film
Catalog, NAVAIR 1040-777.

sure you have a copy in which all official
changes have been made. Studying cancelled or

obsolete information does not help you to

1-4

CHAPTER 2

NAVAL AVIATION MAINtENANCE PROGRAM (NAMP)
cian (AS) or an AS striker, you are normally

stations would have a full share of tools, equipment, and machinery, such as the GSE shop, air-

assigned to the Maintenance Department of a
shore stati6n or a ship. Most of your work ef-

owning a welding machine. It is evident that dur-

As an Aviation Support Equipment Techni-

frames, and power plants, with each shop
ing a large part of the time much of this equipment was not being used. Attempts at higher
levels to solve this problem led successively to

forts are in direct support of, or working on,
ground support equipmentor maintenance.,
The.Department of Defense (DOD) defines the
term "maintenance" as ". . .the function of re-

the establishment of Carrier Aircraft Service
Units (CASUs) and Fleet Aircraft Service

taining material in, or restoring it to, a ser-

Squadrons (FASRON).

viceable condition. Its phases.include servicing,
repair, modification, modernization, overhaul,
rebuild, test, reclamation, inspection and condition determination, and the initial provisioning
(supplying) of support items."

Since all maintenance activities had
similarities in mission, operation, and administration, it was only natural that those early

planners of these activities should try to standardize the various areas as flinch as possible.
They felt that a well organized and.administered

BACKGROUND

maintenance department should rank high in the.
following!:

In the very early days of naval aviation
(before 1959), it was standard practice for every

aviation activity to perform its maintenance

1.

Performance

and

training of

maintenance personnel
2. Aircraft, support equipment, and system

using what ever organization the commanding
officer considered most expedient (convenient).
Naturally, these organizations differed in varying degrees and were wasteful with manpower,
money and material. Technical training of personnel was left up to the activity and proiided
mostly on-the-job training. With this trial-anderror plan, one method would usually prove to
be the fastest and most reliable way of 'doing a
job, but no provisions existed for determining
which method was the most besirable or for providing this. information to all activities

readiness
3.

Safety

.4. "Employment of manpower and materials
5. Planning and scheduling the workload
6. Management control of the organization
7. Evaluation of work performed
8. Combat readiness.of the unit
9. Continuity when aircraft support equipment or personnel are transferred between
commands.

concerned. .
Before the NAMP operating activities, were
self-supporting, they were provided with all
tools and equipment necessary for effecting all
maintenance short of complete overhaul. Each

These objectives could not be attained by
means of a manual or an organization structure
alone. They had to be attained by the intelligent
and dedicated effor. of all personnel engaged in

squadr n and most shops assigned to ships and
2-1
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the maintenance tasks; working together toward
a common goal, under the management control
processes of the organization.
It was felt that specific functions of all aircraft maintenance departments should include

always needed. To do the best you can for the
Navy, for your country, and for yourself, it lS

the-lb-Towing:

Naval Operations.
This'chapter deals with the activity that you,
as an AS, are working in. Figure 2-1, Chain of
Command (Maintenance), is included merely as

necessary that you understand how aircraft
maintenance is structured from where you start

out as a new recruit upward to the Chief of

Pe*riodic maintenance and routine inspections and servicing of aircraft, associated
support equipment, and aeronautical ,material
. 1.

a refresher and shows where direct,ies come
down from and where the reports and other

and components, including the necessary
disassembly, cleaning, examination, repair,
modification, test, inspection assembly, and
preservation.
2. r Special work (when require ) td comply
w'th technical directives or local ins ructions.

3.

CHIEF OF
NAVAL OPERATIONS

Corrections of aircraft and equipment

(CNO)

discrepancies.
.
4. Assurance.of high quality in all work.
5.

Maintenance of required records and

CHIEF OF
NAVAL MATERIAL

technical publications.
6. Maintenance and custody of tools and
other equipment provided the activity for its

( CNM)

own use. F.
7. Training of assigned personnel. (Most
ratings, including the AS, will have been already

COMMANDER
NAVAL AIR SYSTEMS COMMAND.

provided with\ a

(NAVAIR)

satisfactory theoretical
background for the performance of their as=
signed tasks. Further training in the practical
aspects- of aircraft maintenance is a continuing

TYPE COMMANDER

requirement.)
S. Conducting maintenance and ground
handling safety programs.
9. -Submission of statistical, analytical, and
historical purposes.

(TYCOM)

AREA/WING COMMANDER

Out of this type of thinking grew NAMP
(Naval Aviation Maintenance' Program) as it is
known today. The NAMP program is not a new
program. It was established_by the Chief of
Naval Operations (ONO) and implemented in
October 1959. It has been revised many times

COMMANDING
OFFICER

and will undoubtedly be revised many more
times as new materials and new methods come
along. The purpose of this chapter is to
familiarize you with the Naval Aviation

AIRCRAFT INTERMADIATE
MAINTENANCE OFFICER

Maintenance ProgramNAMP. You will still
be getting on-the-job training and you learn
how the maintenance department isThn, there is
still room for-new innovations, for growth, and
for a person to carve a career. New ideas are

227.91

Figure 2.1.Chain of command (maintenance).

2-2
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Chapter 2NAVAL AVIATION MAINTENANCE PROGRAM (NAMP)
activities similar to your own go up to. It is' at
these higher levels that your activity is coor-

instructions with which you will be involved,
This instruction is in manual form and divided

dinated with other activities similar to your own.
As You studyofigure 2-1, you probably wonder,'
"Just how do I fit in?" Well, actually, you don't
on this chart. This chart shows some of the ma=
jor commands which exert management actions
in the maintenance program. If it were extended,
the Ground Support Equipment Division would
be placed under the Aircraft Intermediate

into five.

Volume I

as follows:

Concepts, Objectives, Policies,

Organizations and Responsibilities

Volume II

Organizational Level

Main-

tenank

Maintenance Officer. It could be confusing to
analyze and discuss the various functions and

Volume III

Intermediate

Level

tenance

responsibilities of the commands shown itifigure

Main-,

2-1. However, you should familiarize yourself
with their responsibilities and functions as

Volume IV

Depot Level Maintenance,

outlined in the NAMP (Volume I). After reading

Volum V

this chapter, take some extra time to read that

Data Processing Requirements
Manual

volume, and if parts are not clear aAcl you do not
understand them, ask your supervisor to explain
them. After all, that is a part of the jpb of training and it shows you how you fit into the overall
picture.

Each volume is divided info sections and the
sections are divided into chanters. Chapters contain paragraphs and subparagraphs. Each
paragraph in the instruction is ,numbered. The

PURPOSE OF NAMP ORGANIZATION

first digit identifies the section of the volume,
the second digit is the chapter, and the third and
fourth the paragraph. Figure 2-2 shows how
paragraph 3204 a (1) is broken down. the pages

OPNAVINST 4790.2 '(Series)

are numbered in a separate series for each
chapter, appendix, and index. The pages for

The Naval Aviation Maintenance Program
(NAMP) as outlined in OPNAVINST 4790.2
(Series) establishes maintenance policies, procedures, and responsibilities for the performance of aviation maintenance throughout naval
aviation. What this means is, that this
instruction is the "IiNv" when it comes to command, administration, and management relationships .to maintenance efforts. Every job or
task you perform is in some way controlled by
this instruction. It is the purpose of this section
to &plain many of the terms, procedures, and
administrative actions with which you are re-

each chapter are numbered in sequence and are
preceded by the section and chapter ammker.
The section on Maintenance reporting (Vol me

Section 3

3

2

1

1

04

a (1)

Chapter 2

quired not only to become familiar but in time to

Paragraph 4

tremendous amount of
become an expert.
paperwork (forms, maintenance actions, letters,

Sub-paragraphs

files, memos, etc.) is associated with doing your
job. However, as you get more involved with the

Each paragraph in this instruction is
numbered with a unique system. The first digit
identifies the section; the second, the chapter;
and the third and fourth, the paragraph.

study of this section, you will see the real
necessity for these paperwork actions.

The NAMP (Naval Aviation Maintenance
Program) OPNAVINST 4790.2 (Series) is sponsored and directed by the Chief of Naval Operations, (CNO). It is one of the most detailed

Figure 2.2.NAMP paragraph numbering system.
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(-AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM
VOLUME 1, BASICS
lily -Scction 6, Chapter 4) is perhaps used by
maintenance personnel niorr than any other part

& 2)

Activities) that changed the components and
now the Intermediate Maintenance tiLti ity

.

of the NAMP. If you were on page seven of the
abose, you would refer to it as Volume II I-6-4-7.

repairs the component.
Intermediate maintenance activities are
manned by a nucleus of permanently assigned

MAINTENANCE LEVELS

personnel, and by personnel temporarily assigned from the on -board tenant, squadrons.
When these squadrons deploy, their intermediate maintenance per§onnel accompany
their squadron, and are then temporarily atsigned to AIMD (Aircraft Intermediate

e

(

1

la mtenance may be a task ranging from a

IMAM' of minutes of equipment servicing to a
matter of months of oserhaul in an industrial
type facility. Basicail-, there are three types of
maintenance. Organizational Maintenance, In-

termediate Maintenance, and

Maintenance Department) at their; new station.

Depot

NOTE: The Aircraft Intermediate

Maintenance. -These maintenance lesels are
numbered, i.e., organic 'omit maintenance is
maintenance loci I; intern liate maintenance

Maintenance Department {AIMD) is commonly
referred t as the SUPPORTING aLtisity, and
g4the
Or
izational Maintenance actlslty
(squadron) as SUPPORTED activity. Ground
Support Equipment shops are Organizational
Maintenance when they are servicing and replac-

is maintenance les el 2; and depot maintenance is
maintenance les et 3.

Organizational Maintenance

ing'components on equipment and Intermediate

0i,?anizational maintenance

is

the

Maintenance when they are repairiag,the com-

maintenance that is performed by user activities.

ponents,

[his means that a squadron is organizational
sAsi

Depot Maintenance

maintenance because they have the aircraft and
support equipment. Their aircraft maintenance
includes line operations (servicing, preflight inspections, minor adjustments, etc., m preparation for flight); periodic inspection', of
associ:I/ed test, repairs, and ailjustments \shich
do not require shop Cacilities, and component
remOs.al and installation.,

.

All nasal air stations which hale aircraft
assigned has e an Operations maintenance dki(ONID) That performs organizational
maintenance. The Ground Support Equipment
Di\ iskth performs some organizational

maintenance of equipment while it

is

.

'Depot maintenance is that type of work that
must be done in ati industrial type facility, Such
facilities may be either military Or 'cisilian. Tbis
lq,e1 )1-maintenance includes oerhaul and major repair of modification of aircraft, components, and -equipment. It also includes the
manufacture of specified aeronautical parts to
he stocked as spares, and' the manufacture of
kits for authorized aircraft and Support Equip,Ment modification. Installation of these spate
parts'and the incorporation of Me modification
kits may be done at this level or at a lower loel
of maintenance. If the work is contracted to a
contractor (civilian) it is still considered Depot

at the

shop.

Intermediate Maintenance

:Maintenance.

I

Navy Depot Maintenance activities manned

Intermediate maintenanLe is that type of
work performed in centrally located facilities foi
support "of operating actisities within a
designated area, at .a base or station, or aboard
aviation ships. This level of maintenance
includes shop type repair and test work on aircraft. components, and equipment from the supported units. The supported units arc the
squadrons (Organizational NIaintenant e

primarily by cis ilians is known as Nasal Air
Rework Facility (NARF). Ho\ke er, sonic
military'personnel are usually assigned to NARF

to assist with the intermediate and organizational work connected with the depot facility.
As you can see from the foregoing. the three
inamtence lesels proside for an orderly
,eparatiOn of the sarious maintenance tasks.
The t4isis tot the separation arc task Lomploaty.
2-4
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It

Divisions are \II major segments of the department reporting directly to the department head.

equipment; space requirements, skill levels of
assigned personnel,
responsibility.

and scope of support

In other words, divisions are subordinate to or
below departments.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
DIVISIONS

The maintenance officer with the help of
subordinate officers must manage the
maintenance department and is responsible to

In the activity or department in which-you
are working, there are two major types of divisions. They are the Staff Division and the Pro-

the Commanding officer for the accomplishment

of the department's mission. In managing the

duction Division. Each of these two diisions

department, the maintenance officer is responsi. ble for:

have subordinate divisions.
STAFF DIVISIONS

Estimating and programming facilities,
equipment, manpower, and training re1.

The purpose of staff divisions is to provide
services and support-to production divisions, to
correlate the accomplishments and progress of
production divisions, and to maintain appropriate records. The administration division,
the quality assurance/analysis division, and the

quirements
2.
Functional operations such as planning,

control, and production
3. Providing, the direction and guidance
essential for subordinate divisions to implement
and comply with all lecaLand higher authority
maintenance policies andjechnical directives.

maintenance/material control division are all
staff divisions.

4.-

Administrative DiviSion

The standard orgailization structure pr9vides
for the following subordinate officers to assist

The administrative divisiorraccomplishes the
following specific functions:

the maintenance office' in the management of
the department:

1.

Establishes and

controls acentral

The Assistant Maintenance Officer Is to
supervise the activities of the staff divisions, namely, the Administrative Division, the
Quality Assurance/Analysis Division, and the
Maintenance/Material Control Divisions.
2. The Maintenance/Material Control Officer is to exercise direct superviSion over the
production divisions, power plants, avionics, ar-

rporting and recordkeeping, system for all

mament equipment, aviator's equipment, and
ground support equipment.
3. Various aircraft maintenance division

current messages, annotated with the action
taken as appropriate, and keeps a message
history file by date-time-group fori\minimum

1.

maintenance reports and corrispondence.
2. Implements all directives concerning
distribution, retention, and disposition of
records, reports, and logs.
3.

Provides clerical and administrative

services for the department.
4. Maintains- a master message board of

officers are to organize and manage their respeLtive divisions.

of six months. It also reproduces, as necessary,

and distributes incoming messages and other
data.

7

The organization (Or maintenance departments provides firm lines of authority from the
maintenance officer to the personnel accomplishing the work for which the department
is responsible.. The term department is used in

5. Establishes and coordinates the department training requirements and obtains
necessary school quotas as required.
6. Maintains correspondence files in ac-

this training manual to mean any aircraft
maintenance activity having a department head.

SECNAVINST 5210.11 (Series) by each division
or 'branch.

cordance with the Navy Directives System's

2-5
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7.

Maintains

a

current

The major concerns of the Quality
Assurance, Analysis Division include the follow-

organizational

roster board w hich includes, as a minimum,
name, rates, and billet assignments in conjunction' witli OPNAV 1000/2, Manpower
authorisation.
t

8.

ing:

I. Safety (of bOth personnel and equip.-ment).
2. The 'n,Qed for training niaintenance personnel in the.. most efficient and effective
'methods and procedures.

Supervises and ,coOtclinates department

administrative responsibilities with other departments/divisions as required.
9. Safeguards and distributes personal
mail to departmein personnel when appropriate.
10.
Conducts liaison witii squadron or station, administration departments regarding
maintenance department personnel matters..
11.
Makes proper distribution of all
nontechnical information and publications.
Distributes approved locally issued
12.
maintenance directives, procedures, reports, and
.1

studies.

BASICS

3.

The quality of the workmanship and

materials used in maintenance.
4. The reliability of each piece of equipment and its component parts, and of the procedures used in maintenance of the equipment.
5.
Qualifications of all Quality Assurance
personnel, including the collateral duty inspec-

tors.

.

.

13. .Controls classified material required by
the department.

Some of the responsibilities of the QA Division are as follows:

14.
Establishes proper transportation and
communication systems to provide complete

1.

support oi t he w ork load.
.
15.
Assigns spaces to ihe various divisions
and 'establishes the responsibility for security
and cleanliness of such spaces.

tors.

,-_,

Ree9aluate QA inspectors periodically
and provide continuous on-the-job training for
2.

inspectors.
3.

Ensure that all work guides, checkoff

lists, cheek sheets, maintenance requirements
cards, etc., used to define or control
maintenance operations are completely current
prior to issuing.
4. Review Engineering investigation requests and review all quality deficiency, safety,
and publication deficiency reports to ensure that
they are accurate, clear, concise, and comprehensive prior to mailing.
5.
Perform work center and special audits.
6. Review all discrepancies while paying
special attention to recurring discrepancies for
corrective action.
I
7. Maintain the master Technical Library
for the department.

Quality Assurance /Analysis Division

The Otially( Assurance/Analysis Division
(QA) is the division that you, as an AS, will have

montact with than possibly any other divitton in the department. 1 or this reason the (QA)
division is covered quite extensively in this
chapter.
Quality assurance is commonly referred to as
QA'. Q A, as the name implies, is fundamentally

that of keeping defects from affecting or interfering with work. These preventive actions
cover all events from the start of a maintenance

operation to its completion and is the respom
sibility of all maintenance personnel. The
achievement of quality assurance depends on

QA usually operates with a small group of
highly skilled personnel. The maintenance persJnnel assigned to QA Divisions are known as
Quality Assurance Representatives (QARs).
There is one QAR from each rate or group of

prevention, knowledge, and special skills. These
goals are accomplished in two ways: (1) through

statistical analysis to compare! the results obtained with those desired and (2) through intensive research to find methods Of improving
effectiveness of the overall maintenance effort.

related rates. _The AS QAR assigned to QA
should be an ASI or above. The primary duties
are GSE related.
4

,

Establish qualifications for QA inspec-

2-6
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INSPECTORS.QA is responsible for
establishing qualifications for Quality Assurance

work directly, for QA while performing inspections and for the Production Division while performing 'maintenance. CDIs inspect all work
completed and spot check all work while it is in
progress. The CDIs are required to be familiar
with all programs that the QA Division monitors
and manages.

Opresentatives (QARs), Collateral Duty Quality Assurance Representatives (CDQARs), and
Collateral Duty Inspectors (CDIs). All the personnel in these positions are approved and endorsed by their commanding,officer.

Sometimes there is a shortage of CDI and
workers in the division and the CDIs are left to

QUALITY ASSURANCE REPRESENTATIVES (QARs).--Your Quality Assurance
Representative (QAR), the AS assigned to the
QA division, should be your main contact in

QA. The GSE QAR reviews

inspect their on work. This is a big "no-no".
The OPNAVINST 4790.2 (Series) is very clear
about -CDIs NOT inspecting their on work. It
states, "NO CDI MAY INSPECT HIS OWN

all incoming

publications and directives to determine their
application to GSE. The GSE QAR prepares
and assists the GSE division in the preparation
of maintenance instructions to assure they are
what is needed to get the job done. Troubled
areas in maintenance are investigated by the

WORK AND SIGN AS INSPECTOR." When a
CDI performs maintenance and there is no other
CDI to inspect the work, the QAR does the inspecting.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AUDITS.As
the name implies, audits serve to provide an

GSE QARs and recommendations for correcting
problems are provided.
Your QAR and the QA division reviews all

evaluation of the Maintenance Department and
are conducted by the QA Division. There are

AS personnel that the division nominates to

two types of auditswork center audits and

become CDIs or CDQARs. These inspector can-

special audits.

didates are a very important part of a good
maintenance program and must have received
the recommendation of the QA Division.

Work Center Audits.Work Center Audits
are conducted quarterly to evaluate the overall
quality performance of each mirk center in the
department. Some of the areas checked by the
audit arc:

COLLATERAL
DUTY
QA Rs
(CDQARs).At times there is a shortage of personnel and there is no one available to send to
the QA division to be the division's OAR. In this

I.

Number of personnel assigned to the

division and their skill levels, this ensures that
the division can perform the assigned jobs.
2. The division Technical Publications
Library which ensures that all publications are
on hand to perform the division's mission. They
are also checked to ensure that all changes are

case a collateral duty QAR (CDQAR) is assigned
for a short time. An AS CDQAR would actually

work in theZSE shop and also be required R)
perform all the functions of a QAR as though
assigned to the QA Division.

COLLATERAL DUTY INSPECTORS

incorporated and that the publications arc in

(CD1s).The Collateral Duty Inspectors (CDIs)

good physical condition.
3. All maintenance instructions, other
directives, and inspections procedures for compliance with regulations to determine if there are
adequate written processing, testing, and inspec-

are assigned to the Production Divisions (GSE is

a Production Division) and are the on-the-job
inspectors. The CDI is normally a P02 or
above. The CDI is certified for inspection on
specified types of equipment or systems. What
this means is that if a CDI is certified to inspect

tion procedures for all equipment in the work

only electrical systeMs and you are working on a
mechanical system, the CDI would not be able
to inspect this job.
When CDIs are performing QA inspection~,

spaces. Also to determine if they are being used.
4. The calibration of test equipment, gages,
torque wrenches, and other equipment to ensure

they are responsible to the QA officer. CDIs

plished.

that pritrper use of this equipment is accom2-7
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example, personnel null/anon ur pii)duitiv it) of
work centers) may be initiated as a monitoring
action.

The ground support equipment licensing

and training program to ensure that it is conducted in accordance with existing directives.
6.

The work area for compliance with all

safety regulations-and cleanliness standards. AU
paperwork areas are to be inspected.

TECHNICAL_ PL1111.1(..11IONS I IBRARY

(TPL).QA maintains the mastei Technical
Library for the Ivlaintenanee Ilepartment. This

Special Audit.In addition to the scheduled
work center audit, there is a special audit to
evaluate a, specific maintenance task. The work
center audit checks for unknown problemsthe
special audit is used to help correct a known

includes all

They ensure that each do ision receives all
applicable material and that it is kept current
and ,complete. The Technical Publication

problem area. For example, during a work
center audit, it was found that the GSE tool con-

trol program was not operating as it should

Library (TPL) %%11 be discussed further in the
publication chapter of this module.

After a reasonable time the QA officer directs a
special audit to see if the GSE has resolved the
problem.

Maintenance/Material Control

ANALYST RESPONSIBILITIES.The

Division

Quality Assurance/Analysis Division' provides
sound and sufficient analytical information to

As stated previously, the Maintenance/Mal,.rial Control Division is one of the
major staff elements in the Maintenance

the maintenance officer to enable continual
review of management practices within the
organization. A Quality Assurance/Analysis
Division is established to monitor, control, and
apply' the Maintenance Data System CADS)

organization. The Officer in Lharge of this divi-

sion is also the assistant to the maintenance
officer. He exercises authority in a position
between the, maintenance officer and the production divisions. He therefore is directly
responsible to the maintenance officer for the
overall "roductive effort and the material support of the department.
The functions performed b Maintenance/Material Control Division is divided into two work centersone is the
maintenance control function and the other is
the material control functions.

ithin that activity. This division serves as.a contact point between the work center and the Data
Services Facility and is responsible for all aspects
of the MDS at the activity level.

\Quality Assurance/Analysis functions are
regularly assigned to personnel of the AZ rating.

The analysis section normally consists o( one
senior petty

maintenance publications,

maintenance relfited publications, technical
directives, and maintenance acquirements cards
(MRCs).

bfficer who must be formally

trained in the MDS procedures, data prbcessing

capabilities and the techniques of statistical
analysis. The analyst reviews and analyzes

MAINTENANCE CONTROL FUNC-

reports on information of benefit to the
maintenance activity and which is produced by
the MDS.
The general responsibility of the analysis sec-

TIONS. Maintenance Pi.oduction Control is
the central control of the entire maini,enance effort. This control function is accomplished
propel planning, scheduling, and
primarily

tion is to extract and examine pertinent data

t70

from the MDS reports. The results are then

assignment of the various maintenance tasks
pertormed within the inaintenanic department.
Intermediate Maintenance activities exist
primarily for the purpose of supporting

presented in chart, tabular, or graphic form for
easy viewing. (In GSE you see this in the form of
a summary.) The requirements,fo- analysis may

stem from various sources and apply to a wide
range of maintenance subjects. In some instances, analysis may be initiated to provide an
answer to a specific problem. In other instances,
analysis of selected areas of maintenance (for

operating activities; therefore the personnel

working in the production control work center
are concerned with the procedures in% oked in
planning and st..heduling the workload which
consists of rePairing, testing, and processing
2-8
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aircraft parts, cpmpohentS, and ground support
equipment. Due to the size of an intermediate
activity, the location of the various work
centers, and the number of components involved
daily, it is not practical to control each compo-

PRODUCTION DIVISIONS

nent inducted into the activity from a central

273.Intermediate Level Department Organiza-

The standard organization framework for intermediate maintenance activities provides for

six production divisions as shown in figure

propction control area. Production control
delegates some of its functions to certair-

tion (Anore). The production control work
c,..ter in this figure is the overall coordinator for

seiected production divisions such as the (SE:

all division production segments. The entire

division. Divisions so designated exercise direct

responsibility for production of the department

control,-of the production efforts of assigned

is controlled by the production control work
center. The prbduction divisions are generally

work centers. Such divisions are responsible to,
maintenance control for the production efforts
of the assigned work centers, scheduling components' into work centers, and assigning
priorities as directed by production control.

manned by personnel of the same rating, in contrast to organizatiOnal maintenance departments

where personnel of..,more than one rating aro
grouped into fewer divisions. The type of work.
usually performed by an individual is the same
regardless of the maintenance level at which a

Production control cooperates with the staff
members by applying their findings and recommendations to improve the overall Inaintenance
efforts. Together with the adminikration divi-

person is working; that is, ADs work on engines
and related equipment, AEs on instruments and
electrical equipment, and ASs work on ground

sion, the quality assurance division, and the

support equipment. The 'difference between
work performed in production divisions at
various maintenance levels lies in the depth of

analysisNsection, maintenance /material control

provides the maintenance officer with a complete picteire of the maintenance situation as. it
exists at any given time, and makes recommendations for improvement.

maintenan .e verformed.
These production divisions provide intermediate maintenance on aircraft components

and equipment for the supported activities.
These divisions and some of theit more important responsibilities and functions are described

MATERIAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS.
The material control work center coordinates
and controls,the supply functions of the department. It ads as liaison between the department

below.

and the local supply activity, and it processes<all

Powerplants Division

supply and material transactions for the other

divisions of the department. It requisitions

The powerplants division is manned by Avia-

material, maintains the material control register,

tion Machinist's Mates (ADs) who perform

maintains inventories .of materials on hand,
maintains subcustody records of accountable

maintenance on powerplants, powerplant components, and associated systems.

items held by the department, maintains records
of all material transactions, and accounts for the
expenditure of funds by the department. It furnishes technical advice and information to the

Airframes Division

Aviatic,n Structural Mechanics (AMs) are
assigned to work ,L.-nters in the airframes division. This division is responsible for the
specified level of maintenance of the airframe
and structural components; movable structures

local supply activity concerning material requirements for the assigned workload.

The material control work center of intermediate maintenance activities has an
aerqnautical material screening unit which coordinates the screening of receivelt materials and
parts to determine the status,and repair respon-

and surfaces including their hydraulic and
pneumatic control and actuating systems and
mechanisms; air-conditioning, pressurization,

visual improvement, oxygen, and other utility

sibi lity /capability.

systems.
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NOTE 1

WHEN SPECIFIC AUTHORITY HAS BEEN GRANTED TO COMBINE THE OMD AND IMA, AN ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE
DIVISION WILL BE ESTABLISHED.

NOTE 2:

FOR AIMErs NOT LARGE ENOUGH TO RATE THE E-9 BILLET ASSOCIATED WITH THIS FUNCTION. AND IN THOSE
CASES WHERE FULL E-9 AND E-8 MANNING IS NOT -AVAILABLE. THIS SEPARATE ORGANIZATIONAL POSITION
IS NOT .REQUIRED.

Figure 2.3. Intermediate level maintenance depp<tment organization (ashore).
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tsionics'Di%ision

is know n and programmed to be accomplished (inspections}. Unscheduled

that

The avionics division is manned with the ap-

propriate combination of the following ratings
to provide Maintenance of avionics equipment

maintenance is that maintenance t hat' IS required

because of a failure of GSE.

for the supported activities: (1) Aviation_Ejectrieian's Mates (AEs) maintain aircraft electacal

Scheduled Maintenance

and instrument systems; (2) Aviation Electronics

In order to, have an effective scheduled
maintenance program you must have

Technwian (ATs) maintain and test aviation
electronic 'equipment, including detection,
reconnaissance, identification, communication.
navigatiln, display, and special purpose equipment

Maintenance Requirements Cards (MRCs). The
MRCs 'provide the maintenance tasks required

to maintain Ground Support Equipment in an
effective operational c: ndifion. The MRCs are

only for the look phase of inspection. GSE

Armament Equipment Division
Aviation Ordnanceman (AO) arc assigned to
armament equipment division and are
responsible for maintenance of aircraft armament equipment and aviation ordnance equip
the

ment.

scheduled maintenance program contains MRCs
for Preoperational Inspections, Periodic Inspections, Acceptance Inspections, and Transfer In-

spections. MRCs do not include instruction for
repair, adjusting or making corrective action on
eq Apr:lent .

PREOPERATIONAL INSPECTIONS.
Ground Support Equipment Division

Preoperational Inspections are performed to

1 he Ns union Support Equipment Technician (AS) performs tk necessary maintenance
on the GSE assigned to the maintenance depart-

ment and supported activities. GSE includes
such items as test stands, w orkstands, mobile
electric powerplants, and pneumatic and
hydraulic servicing equipment and other equipment needed to support aircraft.

Aviators Equipment Division
The Aircrew Stilt is al Equipmentman (PR) is

assigned to the As fat orS Equipment Division
and maintains parachutes, stir% is al equiPlucol,
flight clothing, aircraft Oxygen components, and
related equipment

formed prior to the first operation of the day
and/or before each use.

PERIODIC INSPECTIONS.Periodic Inspections provide requirements to ensure that

a

thorough examination of equipment is performed in increments of weeks. Operation
hours, starts and/or use will control the number
of weeks between periodic inspections.

ACCEPTANCE INSPECTIONS. The Acceptance Inspection is performed at the time
GSE accepts a newly assigned item of equipment. You can use preoperational N1RCs or
Periodic NIRCs for this inspection, depending on

the local GSE division. An ins entor will he
completed along with the inspection to ensure
that all history records and forms ale received
with the equipment.

NOI 1-: I he %anon\ divisions afloat ate
similar to those ashore in the production division. 1 his similarity an be seen in figure 2-4

TRANSFER

w hen you compare a \%, it 11 tteure 2-3.

MAI\

ensure that equipment is serviced and/or functional and ready for use. This inspection is per-

INSPF( I IONS 1 he

ridlSter Inspections are basically the same as
acceptance inspections. I he are completd by
the GSE that is transferring the equipment to
another comman,l's 'SE . I he transfer and Acceptance Inspections are only pert °ruled vy hen
equipment is transferred from one (,SL to
another 051-, not from GSE to a user activity.

AV I.

1 here are tw o tspes of maintenance actions
that you as an AS sill he pert orming. These act ions are scheduled and unscheduled
maintenance Scheduled. being maintenance
2 -I I
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MAINTENANCE OFFICER
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AVIATORS
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AVIONICS
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Figure 2- 4. Intermediate level maintenance departrnent organization (afloat).
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Unscheduled Maintenance

The front of the form is used to record basic
item -identification and sub-custody information. The back of' the form is used to record
operating and peri9dic maintenance information. It also contains instructions for use of the

Q,

Unscheduled maintenance is just what the
name implies. You might say that it is repair that

was not anticipated. Obviously the better job

-

that is done on scheduled maintenance, the less
likely you are to have unscheduled maintenance.

form. Entries are made on the periodic
maintenance record by the activity having prime

EQUIPMENT RECORDS

loaned such equipment on

custody of the equipment., and by those who

To ensure an accurate maintenance history
of each item of ground support equipment for
which Maintenance Requirements Cards
iMRCs). are provided, three records must be
maintained. These are (1) GSE Custody and

For the most part, the column headings, on

this form are self-explanatory. Ono the subcustody record in the column titled Data Due for

PM (periodic Maintenance) enter the date on
which scheduled maintenance is due. The equipment is returned to the prime custodian, for the
accomplishment of periodic maintenance.

Maintenance Record, (2) GSE Sub-Custody and

Periodic Maintenance Record, and (3) GSE
Daily Record.

On the periodic maintenance record, the columns titled Hours and Starts are used to record

GSE Custody and Maintenance Record

operating data. Some types of support equipment have hour meters to register operating

The GSE Custody and Maintenance Record,
OPNAV Form 4790/51, illustrated in figure 2-5
is maintained by the supporting or using activity

accountable for and having prime custody of
each unit of equipment. Entries on this form are
made, as required, in order to provide a
maintenance history. A record is maintained on
each unit of support equipment until the unit is
retired.

4

The front of this form is divided into four
major sections. The first section is used to
record acceptance information; the second is a
custody and transfer record; the third is the
rework record; and the fourth section is the
preservation/depreervation record.
The back of this form is divided into two ma-

jor sections. The first section is used to record
replacement of major parts, and the second is
co used to record the incorporation of technical
directives.

sub-custody basis.

time, and some have start meters to register Ole
number of-starts since, in some cases, starts, are
more significant from a usage standpoint than
actual running or operating time. Other types of
support equipment have no provisions for
registering operating time; therefore, the user of
the equipment must keep account of daily usage.
GSE Daily Record

A Ground Support Equipment Daily
Record, OPNAV Form 4790/52, illustrated in
figure 2-7 is maintained by the using activity for

each item of support equipment. This form is
kept with the equipment in a suitable container.

Entries are made to reflect all preoperational
(daily) maintenance performed. Additionally,
this form is used to record all operating times for
units not equipped with meters. Operating times

are logged as hours/starts as appropriate.

.

GSE Sub-Custody and
Periodic Maintenance Record

The current GSE Support Equipment
Custody and Maintenance Record and the GSE
Sub-Custody and Periodic Maintenance Form
accompany the equipment when transferred between activities on a permanent basis. All three

The GSE Stib-Custody and Periodic
Maintenance Record, OPNAV Form 4790/50,
illustrated in figure 2-6, is maintained on each

forms are available through local supply a.-

applicable unit of support equipment by the supporting or using actin ity.

tivities as listed in NAVSUP Publication 2002,
Section II.
2-13

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 &
VOLUME 1, BASICS
014AV FORM 47110/11 112411 MACK)

REPLACEMENT OF MAJOR PARTS RECORD

REMOVAL DATE

u.nN DATA
,ii sl NOMENCLATURE

!i
tc' 3

fi4"/

ACCE,PTING ACTIVITY

/PrAl; ceew

T..-CONTRACT NO.

73569

2aszer

Ate -S4

1t6 -1 .
acgmaNce i

Z

mANufACiuREI4

SERIAL Pi UNSER

MO OEL/TYPIE

e,:r

DRY WEIGHT I-REMARKS

*44.

AEI,

JEN

ardna,

litirtAT

I-

L

4P./116(

CUSTOM' AND TRANSFER RECORD

ROM

OAT[

AVT140 R ITV

TO

REMARKS

4.4.8, cerez AprAwr*.x
x:4-2'IA4'6'
JbAem
,e,,z
Giolz.
27ffef
AHD
At
.44,2
ace&
43414re
uroOtf.

A

,

List gown/mon wroth Nampa

List INYONIM ~NM. WIN.
me. euThorlains Nandi*.

2
.

2

unL

NOuCTCO

--OAT[

RECORD OF REWORK

ocsc.ipTioN, OF

AUTHORISATION

WORK

4.
ACTivrtu

AA:.......-_n..A.A.r....A.

5Gtin't uut

To b. compimed by um rp.ah
&comp.

PRESERVATION/OE.RESERvATION RECORD

OAT(

°RE SV.

DATE
LT OAT( TYPE
, RE.PRESv.
0EFRESV.

1/11/80

DIRECTIVE
COMPLIED WITH

REASON FOR

INACTIVE STATUS

PR

A.;

ESV.MfiSY. ev

'4' emir/04 MeAllArr

Lb

SIGNAT,i0L

,f/ILwiek

Entry romi INN winditurvot unit 4
PeNervad.

I

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

CUSTODY AND MAINTENANCE RECORD

CONAN FORM 4710/51 (12111 Um *pot OPNAV 'PIT 4790/60

Ars==amm
234.147

Figure 2.5.G51 custody and maintenance record OPNAV Form 4790/51.
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A/C

MEP P

0PNAv

SERIAL NO

MOOG L/T ',PE

NOMENCLATURE

fil

klii NVE ACT uRER

93568

26/828

I

SUB - CUSTODY RECORO

PNIMP:11.1172P

DATE

ACTIVITY

DATE.
FOR PM RETuR61E0

OATS OUE

CONO,TiON,REMARKS

CONOITION/RCuARKS

c/C.Ik, RS

3 /2 /PO 4- +lc

ff0
92 a

//00
/76 0

A"?' 1/ aef-.4-

7/14,

A',:z//Cdad
eic.t/ /if

'7/20V 6/27/60 keoto- 4..co ,oce

f41/to

1A,/lb i /0L( Alg, DOE

fi/v/ip

/3/to iziaw /.cam 01/1"

kNia
WA'

/44734

07/ ti

Vi-0S

ifie. 0 9 1444

,r/f/fti

VA -/777

ec.i/ 9.)0409

,

14 -4i5"

.gzi/to i my% as4' ON Lbw

,%7#111 1ZZP/ 44

'

i i /3 Ae /,401 4011

#

Tne coivmni on In,' fo,n, . 0, let lo

,g,,, vett ',Ho.,

OAT E -um./ ./wen ,/, user

AEI 'VITT -uv.nq .c,,,, x).

coND, T ION 'REMAROCS- E,,, omen. cone,' (1, P
.",t Of (mut sin'we of person COPPIni ,,,, 11
GSE

DATE OVE PRO' PM

NIP occoce

Icy

',chi nwecl.on

OATS RETURNED Ac,,,o am. to., omen. ....II ,,nee in

.

CON°, T10% REMARKS COntlo,nn , etlutOnnent tvnell
,n Ant, 91110n ,O Iwno Njrn,J n
MANLF ACTuRER'S CODES CAN RE EOUIvi) PO
THE CA TA LOG,NG HANDBOOK I.14.1

When

R (Tar(

tole le
(Mere

SOU

comp!
on

--GROUND SUPPORT EOUIPMENT SUBCUSTOOY ANO PERIOOIC MAINTENANCE RECORO

OPNAV room 4790/50 (12-64) / sr ,,,o, orN,i t 1111414790'51 Ii:AO,

wr, NO74704300
PLATE NO.21969111

PLATE NO 21963(21

A 1999

234.146

Figure 2-6. OSE sub-custody and periodic maintenance. OPNAV Form 4790/50.
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NOMENCLATURE

si Epp

SERIAL NO

MODE UT VPE,

mANUEACTURER

261525

r Quip

CUMULATIVE USAGE

INSPECTION PERFOHMEG (Insoectorl

INMARY UNIT
SKINATURE

DATE

ROMS I ENTHS

W6/1/1 /iN

'5/0?e5-:

fl/ r0 i1''

id 31'.0

,.,...STARTS

SECONDARY UNIT
STARTS

'4,1 -5"

SIGNATURE

HOURS/TENTHS

.

6

I
*4

l_3a
,te lliati464._yqySi
:,64,,,z,
.

N00156-71C-1267

(To be recorded tiy Supervisor,

t

'iliy.tro D

41///6/4° /9 441,444-v-

CONTRACT NO.

93-568

PAK:

Cacao*

jfl
i

,

4
, a. KINPAsi

7. 3

..

I
Enter operating times as hours. star s, or cycles
as appropriate. Signed by supervisor. Entrees are
made on this forM by the activity haying physical
custody of the GSL At local option, this card
may be used to identify to user next inspection
due date/hours. Back of this form is the same.

Enter date ilea', pre
operational /daily .11
spection performed
and signature of in
sPector in these two
columns.

,.

--4

...

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT .0AILY RECORD - OPNAV FORM 4790/52 (1269)
5/N-0107.770.5500

,

A-15133

234.145

Figure 2 -7. LOSE cially_record OPNAV 4740/52.

reports for use in the management and improvement of the maintenance, material, supply, and
equipment design function. It is, therefore, im-

MAINTENANCE DATA REPORTING
Various

maintenance

forms are required to enable
activities to schedule daily

portant thit all coded information entered on
the maintenance forms be accurate and cleirly

maintenance requirements, assign work in a

written so that key punch machine operators can
read and enter the information correctly on the
punched cards. The reports produced are signifi-

preplanned manner, establish responsibility for
work performed, and record replacement and
discrepancies ,discovered, as well as corrective
action taken. The following paragraphs cover
some of the forms which you, as an AS, may
come in contact with in your day-to-day duties.

cant and useful only if the codes are carefully
selected and accurate.
Some terms must be understood before we
discuss the codes. These items are as follows:

Maintenance data must be recorded in such a
manner that it Will be adaptable to accounting
machine processing. Therefore, much of the information that maintenance personnel enter on

End Item. An end item, for the purpose of
Maintenance Data Reports (MDR) is a final
combination of products, components, parts,

maintenance forms must be in the form of
codes. The maintenance forms are processed
through a key punch operation, and the information is punched into accounting machine

and/or other materials with a designed use. An
example of an end item is an NC-2A power unit.
Maintenance Action. A maintenance action

is any corrective or preventive action taken to

cards. These cards are then processed to produce
2-16
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- maintain or restore equipment or material to a

satisfactory operating condition. This action
consumes man-hours or material, or both,

ur
NAVAIR 16.1-8.1.

On-Equipment Work. Maintenance actions
performed bn complete end items (i.e., aircraft,
drones, ground support equipment units, etc.)
are considered as on-equipment work.

TECHNICAL MANUAL
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Off-Equipment Work. Maintenance actions
performed on removed repairable components
(usually at the AIMD/IMA)Rare considered as
off-equipment work.

Most of the codes required are listed and
defined in OPNAV Instruction 4790.2 (Series),
The. Naval Aviation Maintenance +Program,
Howev:lr, work unit codes vary from one model
of Ground Support Equipment (GSE) to
another. Therefore, these codes are provided in
Ufigure 2-8; WUC manual, NAVAIR 16-1-8.1 for
SE. In addition, most of the other codes commonly. u*ed by maintenance personnel are included. The manual is issued in pocket size for
your convenience. 'Brief descriptions of these
codes are presented as follOws:

ti
AERONAUTICAL
SUPPORT

EQUIPMENT

WORK UNIT CODE MANUAL.

This Publication Supersedes
NAVAIR 16-1-8.1!
Dated 1 December 1978

Work Unit Code (WUC). A five- or sevencharacter numeric or alphabetic numeric code
which normally identifies the system, subsystem,

assembly,- component, etc., on which
maintenance is being performed. The first two
characters are system codes (Codes 1 through 49
anc1,92 are GSE codes).

PUMISHED

'DIRECTION OF

THE COMMANDER OF THE NAVAL AIR
SYSTEMS COMMAND

1 DECEMBER 1919

The five character code is normally used'for

"on equipment" maintenance work.' The
number 9 is used in the fifth digit position to indicate "not otherwise coded" (NOC). The NOC

22'7.100

Figure 2-S.Work unit code manual.

is used only when there is no other code that
could be used.

voltage regulator and 44FM821 which is the circuit board in the voltage regulator.

The seven character code is an expansion of
the basic five character code to identify further

breakdown of components to lower levels ,of
assembly. In figure 2-9 work unit codes ior 5
NC-8A mobile electric power plant system (4)cre
44) are indicated in the outlined area. As can be
seen 44FM0 (figure 2-9) is the NC-8A power
-unit. The 44FM800 show. n in this figure is the
control box assembly The control box is further

broken down to 44Pv1820 whia is the AC
2-17

Malfunction. Description Code. This code
consists of three numeric characters and is used
to describe equipment malfunction. Conditional
malfunction codes, a part of Malfunction
Description Codes, are those which describe a
malfunction caused by battle damage, improper
maintenance/handling, improper operation of
associated equipment, etc. In the WUC manual,

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
VOLUME 1, BASICS

NAT -AIR 141-8.1

NvIO 10.1.8.1

01 OEC 19I4
u.tvs
- ELECTRICAL 6p46.Tto.

01

CODES

rm)20
444))0

,040
Ar4341
r4)42.
AArm3S0

Fm)S1
r4140
04)61
rm)42
4%,..3463

rm)**

AORTAS
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FA
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4
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CODES
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SPARE A
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'OOD ASSENOLA
NousING
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AC ACA[ AAA OR
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Figure 2-9.Work unit codes.

When Discovered Code. This code consists

figure 2 -SO conditional codes are indicated by an

of one alphabetic character which indicates
when the need for mintenance action was

asterisk () preceding the code. The malfunction
description codes and listed in both alphabetical
and numerical sequence in the Work Unit Code
(WUC) manual.

discovered. Figure 2-11 is an example of some of
these codes that are used.
2-18
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A

Action Taken Code. This Code consists of
one numeric or alphabetic character and in-

NAYAIR 161.11.1

dicates what maintenance action was taken on
the item identified by the work unit code. Action
taken codes
through 9 are only used when
reporting repairable items of material which are
found to he nonrepairable at the intermediate
maintenance level. These codes are commonly
referred to as BCM actions (Beyond Capability
of Maintenance). These codes are:

oI etc 1979

1

NALPUNCTION OtScAIPTION cODESICONTD)

MAL LISTING
COD(
1116

$17
GIN

006
087
t.w
437

DESCRIPTION

O

IMPEDANCE N10N
INOEDA4CE LOW

IM/(Nom OR INCIPIENT AlLuRE INDICATED OT
SPECTODNETAIE OIL

IS

INP400Elo NANOLIN4

lowaeown toewwiricitiow
IMPADOER 00 pAULT4 MAINTENANCE
IMPROPERLY POSITIONED/StLtc.TED. OR DINER

CODE

0FAATOM ENRON
161

907
]SO
017
374
I3S
wei

410
607

INCORRECT VOLTAAE
INPUT1PULSE DISTORTION

INSULATION OREAKONN

I.

INTEANITTENT OPERATION
INTEANAL PAILUOt

DESCRIPTION

1

BCM - Repair not authorized

2

BCM - Lack of equipinent, tools, or

JAWED
KEYWAY 00 SPLINE DAMAGED 00 MOAN
LACK OP,i1p,004101) LUSAICATIoN

LATE 00 NAND wrtenwoomen Lupo
ISO LAUNCH MANAGE
]Ol

facilities

" 1..,,,........4=111r1

227.102

3

BCM - Lack of technical skills

4

BCM - Lack of parts

5

BCM - Fails check and' test

6

BCM - tack of technical data

7

BCM - Beyond authorized repair depth

8

BCM - Administrative

9

BCM - Condemned

figurer 2-10.Malfunction description coees.

WHEN DISCOVERED CODES
DESCRIPTION

CODE
C.

D.

EQUIPMENT OPERATION - CAUSED EQUIPMENT DOWN
TIME.
THIS CODE IS USED WHEN A NEED FOR MAINTENANCE IS DISCOVERED DURING EQUIPMENT OPERATION.
AND EQUIPMENT DOWN TIME RESULTS.
EQUIPMENT OPERATION - DID NOT CAUSE EQUIPMENT
DOWN TIME. THIS CODE IS USED WHEN A NEED FOR
MAINTENANCE IS DISCOVERED DURING, EQUIPMENT OPERATION AND NO EQUIPMENT DOWN TIME RESULTS.

F

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE.
THIS CODE IS USED WHEN
A NEED FOR MAINTENANCE IS DISCOVERED DURING UN-

G.

ACCEPTANCE/TRANSFER INSPECTION. THIS CODE IS
USED WHEN A NEED FOR MAINTENANCE IS DISCOVERED
DURING AN ACCEPTANCE/TRANSFER INSPECTION.

J.

LOCACINSPECTION/SHIFTNERIFICATION.
THIS CODE
IS USED WHEN A NEED FOR MAINTENANCE.IS DISCOVERED DURING EITHER AN INSPECTION REQUERED BY LOCAL
COMMAND OR A VERIFICATION CHECK ON GSE BETWEEN

The-alphabetic action taken codes may 66-Used

for on 'Or off equipment work. Some of the
codes frequewly used by the GSE technician are:

SCHEMED MAINTENANCE.

CODE

A

No repair required

B

Repair and/or replacement of attaching units (seals, gaskets, packing, and
electrical connections)

C

Repair (repaired a repairable item of

SHIFTS.
M.

SCHEDULED INSPECTION. THIS CODE IS USED WHEN A
NEED FOR MAINTENANCE IS DISCOVERED DURING ANY
SCHEDULED INSPECTION UTILIZING MPG'S.

0.' ADMINISTRATIVE.

DESCRIPTION

material)

THIS CODE IS USED WHEN AN AD-

R

Removed and replaced material

Support Action C5de. This code is a threecharacter numeric code used to identify routine,

227.103

Figure 2-11.--When discovered codes.
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
VOLUME I, BASICS
description of these codes belox4. Type
Maintenance Codes commonly used by ?SF are:

repetitive r/aintenance actions of a nonrepair

in

type, The Se codes are used on Support Actic,
Forms (SAFs) only, except in thecase of 03Cind
tion Display System/Maintenance Action Forms
(VIDS/MAFs) for scheduled inspectigfis. Some
of the frequently used support actin codes are:

010

General SupportSAE only (Routine,
repetitive type tasks That do not ins
malfunctions, repair, or inspections)

DESCRIPTION

CODE

Unscheduled

030

040

Operational support, ground hancllirg

CleaniniDepreseration

inspections

3. Calibration of precision measur-

Inspections (Calendar, Daily, Acceptance, etc.)

ing equipment

4. Transient maintenance

Coirosion prevention (This series of

General

Preoperational

090

on GSE. Used on SAF special and
special, daily. This code is used on
VIDS/MAI
MAF only.

Maintenance -V I!
only. ,Maintenance or sil,port actions
performed on equi!-Anen in a ti,12,tent
Transient
status.

PLexentixe Maintenance (PNI) inspec-

tions VIDS/MAF only. This code is

Non-aeronautical work. This includes

used for PMs on GSE equipment.

maintenance which cannot be
properly charged to aircraft or support
equipment maintenance.
the

Conditional inspectionVIDS/MAF
only. The look and fix phase of conditional Inspections on GSE will be
assigned this code.

The support action code 070 mission shop support is frequently misused by GSE 'shops. The

Reclamation and sal ageUsed on
SAF only. All work performed in connection with reclamation and salvage
actions will be assigned this code.

070 code is for handling of bombs, rockets,
small arms, ammunition, etc.
Type Maintenance Code. This code consists
to

Transaction Codes, These codes rethe type of data being reported. The

describe the type of work being accomplished

flect

and it used on VIDS/MAF and SAF as indicated
2-20
sa

.

Acceptance/transfer inspection VIDS/

Buildup/teardow ft of engine and
engine test stand operation

is used

GSE

Daily /and postoperanonal inspections

functions (Wheel and tire

of one alphabetic character and

inspections or

SAE oql2r1

buildup/teardown, painting, stenciling,
etc.)
060

Maintenance V I DS/

i. Look phase of any inspection
Look and fix phase of GSE PM

codes is further broken down into errosion prevention as),
041 Airframe enclosures
042 Power plants (engines)
044 Utilities (fuel-hydraulic syst.
tems, etc.)
045 Electronics/electrical (batwiring, connections,
. teries,
etc.)
050

c

"! '1/41- only except for the folldx4ing:

and servicing
020

DESCRIPTION

CODE

640 which can alsc be used on Visual Inform-

Chapter
codes
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often b) GSE personnel

most

are:

CODE
11

code category. "A" series codes are aircraft

DESCRIPTION

A. On-Equipment Work. Not invok ing removal of defective or suspected

defective

codes. An example of code structuring used in
this series is as follows:
Type Equipment Code AACG

componentsv/

items.

B. This code is_also

published in the Type Equipment Code Master
-List (NAMSO Report 4790.A7210.01).
Type equipment codes are structured in each

AACGA-4F Aircraft
used

organizational/intermediate

at

the
level

maintenance activities when closing
out a maintenance action.

A

Equipment Category (Aircraft)

AA

--Aircraft Type (A-Attack)

AAC Aircraft Type/Model (A-4)
12

On-Eqnipment Work. Involving nonrepairable components/items, dot:4mented as failed parts.

AACG--Aircraft Type/Model/Series (A-4F)

Work performed on a removed re-

the "G" series type equipment codes. "G"
series codes are Common Ground Support

Most of the time, as an AS, you will be using
31

component/item with no
parrs or awaiting parts
documented in the failed/required
pairable

failed

Equipment Codes. Some examples of these
codes are as follows.

materiai blocks. This action is normally

Type Equipment Code GACB

performed at the AIMD/IMA.
32

AGACBSun

Work performed on a removed re-

Model NC-10 Diesel-driven mobile
electric power plant

pairable component/item with failed
parts, awaiting parts or cannibalization
actions documented in the failed/
required material blocks. This action
normally performed at the AIMD.
39

GA

47

Technical directive compliance (TDC)
with a part number change. This also
applies to components/items that require blocks E and G information with
no part number change.

(electric

GAC Equipment Group (diesel engine di IN en

maintenance activity.

Technical directive compliance (TDC)
with no part number change.

--Equipment Subcategory
generator units)

Close out for man-hours or awaiting
parts (AWP) at an intermediate level

41

Equipment Category (common ground
support equipment)

G

generator units)

GACB- -Sun MOdel NC-10
Type Equipment Code GAC'G

CIAC(JNC-2A

Common ground support equipment
GA

Electric generator unit

Type Equipment Code. This code consists of
four characters and is used to identify complete
end item or category of equipment being worked

GA(

Diesel engine dmen elek.ttiL generator

on. A detailed listing of assigned codes are

GAC(.1 N( -2A

units

2-21
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The general equiprtent group is indicated by

omitted. "This is the date the J('N \La, assigned

the code ending in "A' (GACAdiesel engine

to a inauntenanee action and does not 'ILL L ssarily
actually
reflect the date on hich yyuik w
started.

driven electric.generator units). This code may
be used when the specific equipment/inodel/
series designation is not known, or when type
equipment code is not assigned. It can also be
used when work is performed on several different type/model, series equipment of the same

(3) Serial Number. 1 he :mil nunibet is
Nit her a three character numbLI 111,1t 11111, Nt:
quent ally from 001 to 999, ter t thILL Lhamoci

alpha numeric number with an alphabetic fist
lett& and the last tYo characters r inning se
quentially froin 00 to 99, for example A01, A02,

general group. Howeer, codes ending in"A"
are not used M. here a more specific Lode applies.

etc. of more than 99, use alpha LhataLteis in the
second and third positions, such as A.\1, AA2,

Manufacturer's Code: A manufacturer's

code is

a

fire character numeric or alpha

et(..). This number is normally assigned in sequence as new, jobs are initiated (i.e., 001, 002,
When the number 999 has been as003. .
signed, the next !lumber in scque-ns:e %ill again

numeric code that identifies the manufacturer of

a component, part, end item, etc. The handbooks H4-I and H4-2 published by Defense
Logistics Serx ices Center eies all names and

be 001. Serial numbers with alphabetic lust

their codes.

characters are used only w hen documenting ma-

\

Julian Date. The Julian date identifies the
year and a numerical day of the year, and consists of four digits. The first digit indicates the
year, and the remaining three characters specify
the day of the year. For example, in the Julian

jor inspeLtions other than pieflight, postflight,
turnaround, daily, special, conditional. Limo-

date 0122 the first character (0) indicates the year

alphabetic, numenk Lode added to the bask JCN
as in above paragraphs to identity a subassembly
or sub-subassembly repair action pet lot med in-

sion, and acceptance transfei inspections

(4) Suffix: The JCN suffix Is a stitiLtuied

(1980) and the last three characters specify the
122nd day of 1980 or 1 May 1930.

dependently of the major component iepair.
used for inteimediate lc el
The suffix

Job Control Number (JCN): The JCN is a
9-, 10-, or 11-character alpha numeric number

maintenance functions only.

that serves as a base for MDR and Maintenance
Control procedures. The JCN allows for

Bureau /Serial Number: A bureau serial
number is a numbei that identities a pc,,th.. end

separate Control procedures. The JCN allows
for separate identification of each maintenance

Item,"Lomponent. The numbo i, usually

signed by the manufacturer of by the Na y and
is used to dif ferenilate bet%cen a painLidai end
type,
the
nem, compon :in and otheis

action, and pros ides a link with the maintenance

actions performed by the AIME)/ IMA in suppoft of an' organization or an organizational
discrepancy. The JCN is composed of four

model, series, design, en..

parts: (I) The organization code, (2) the day, (3)
the serial nun bet-, and (4) the suffix.
(1)

Organization Code: This

is

a

as

center Lodes are
three character codes that identify %(nk centers.

Work Center Code: \\

They arc used in 1V1DR to identity the work
ion
Lerner performing the mai ntena n, L action
k center Lode. tot (I'1 tic the
documented.

three

character alpha numeric Lode that identifies an
organization. It is used in the JCN to identity
the organization that originally assigned the
JCN to a maintenance action.

900 series and are listed in 'iglu c 2 12

Maintenance Le el: Ea,h (il the \11)k source

(2) Day: Three numeric characters specify
the day of the year. The Julian date of a JCN

documents (SAl and VMS N1\1 si h,i. a data
I he \11)R
block labeled maintenance loci

differs on the VIDS/MAF source document

system

designed .c) that the Icycl ot the
maintenance actually being pL. i to Uhl!

whereas the first position, identifying the year, is
2 -22
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900

90A
90B
90C
910

91A
91B
91C
920

92A
92B
930

93A
93B
940
950

95A
960
970
980
990

Support Equipment Division
Production Control
GSE Pool
GSE Training/License
Support Equipment Engine
Repair Branch
Air Start Repair
Tow Tractor Repair
Servicing Power Engine Repair
Support Equipment Structural/
Hydraulic Branch
Structural Repair
Hydraulic Repair
Support Equipment Electrical
Repair Branch
Electric Servicing Power
Battery Shop
Support Equipment Component
Repair Branch
GSE Inspection Branch
Corrosion Control Shop
Installed Air Start Branch (Shipboard Only)
Air Conditioning Branch
GSE Flight Deck Troubleshooter

electronic assembly would be documented as one

item processed, with the WUC identifying the
electronic assembly being repaired and the action taken code indicating repair. For support

actions, refueling five aircraft would be five
items processed. VIDS /MAFs submitted for
closeouts by .all work centers at the end of, or
during, a reporting period indicates 0 items processed. The items processed block is limited to
two (2) characters. If the count exceeds 99 items
processed, an additional form must be prepared
and submitted.

Man-Hours: Entries in the man-hours block
of the MDR forms represent all man-hours expended by assigned pefsonnel to complete the
work described on the source document. Hours
and tenths worked, multiplied by the number of
men working, equals total man-hours. The entry
in the'man -hours block of MDR forms does not
include labor hours for any work center other
than the one submitting the document. For ex-

ample, if two work centers jointly correct a
discrepancy (same JCN) on the same equipment,

workers from each work center submit a source

Branch

document with that particular work center's

Mobile Support Center Branch

labor hours in the man-hours block.

Figure 2-12.Work confer coders for GSE shop.

indicated in this block. This information is riot
to be confused with the maintenance level
Assigned to the activity. For example,
A/MD/1MA personnel may work on an aircraft
performing on-equipment work. This job is indicated as organizational level maintenance. Onequipment work is considered as organizational

level maintenance and offequipment work is

Elapsed Maintenance Time (EMT): EMT for
the purposes of MDR is defined as the actual
clock time, in hours and tenths, that
maintenance was being performed on a job.

Although the EMT is directly related to job
man-hours, it is not to be confused with total
man-hours required to complete a job. For example, if five men complete a job in 2 hours of
continuous work, the EMT = 2 hours times five

men for a total of 10 man-hours (2 x 5 = 10)
(EMT x men = man-hours).

considered as intermediate level maintenance.

VIDS/MAF
Items Processed: Items processed, for the
purpose of MDR, is defined as the number of

The Visual Information Display System/

times that an action, indicated by an action

Maintenance Action Form (VIDS,'MAF) is pro-

taken code, is applied to the item identified by

vided in two-part and five-part formats. The
two-part VIDS /MAF (OPNAV Form 4790/59)
is used primarily by organizational level

the WUC recorded on a VIDS/MAF, or the
number of items cc mpleted by a support action.
Example: Since the fuel nozzle of an engine is a

coded item, replacement of five fuel nozzles

maintenance activities where the crowded condition of squadrons spaces and the need for fast

would be documented as five items processed. In
contrast, replacement of several transistors in an

procedures prohibit the use of the five-part
form. The design of the form permits folding to
2-23
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the Vidal Information Display System
(VIDS) Board and serves as the Work Center

2.

fit

Register. Both copies are identical and separated
by carbon through to the second copy. This tw opart form requires the use of the five-part form
by Maintenance Control.

as desired locally,
3. Accumulated \k ork Hours Block
a. Name ShiftEnter the name

The five-part VIDS/MAF (OPNAV Form

and or shift ot personnel performing the Vt k
b. Date - -Enter the Julian date on

4790/60) is used primarily by organizational and

intermediate level maintenance activities as a
Visual Information Maintenance Action Form.
In addition to on-equipment maintenance ac-

which the action takek plaLe.
c. Man-hoursEnter the number ot
man-hours that were expended to sorreo the

tions, the form is used to document the removal
and subsequent processing of a repairable component item to an AIMD. The first, third,

discrepancy (in hours and tenths)
4. Block A22 ,vork Unit Code) Enter
the \VUC that identities the system or torn

fourth, and fifth copies of the five-part form
contain the same information. Copy two is a
tear-out of VIDS register size and contains the

pollen( part on which work is being done.
5. Block A29 ( Action Organisation)
Enter the orgamiation rode of the organization
accomplishing the work.
6. Block A32 Trans (Transaction ( ode)
Enter the transaction cod, %%Inch describes the
type of aLtion aLcomphshed on the document
(Maintenance
7. Block A34 Maim
through 3 that
Level). Enter a number
describes the level of maintenanLe being per

necessary data for material reporting. All copies
are separated by carbon which permits coded in-

formation to carbon through to succeeding
copies. At the intermediate level of
maintenance, copy one of the five-part
VIDS/MAF

is

used as

Reference I octal l se Block Enter the

supply reterenLe in order .o aid the Nlaterial
Control DRision in requisitioning the tailed or
required material. This bloc may also he used

the Work Center

Register. The copy two is used as the Supply
Department Register, copy three is the Production Control Register, copy four is the work
center's Ready for Issue (RFI) or Beyond
Capability of Maintenance (BCM) copy and

I

formed.
8.

Bilck A35 Act Laken (Action Taken)

Enter the CC AC that desLribes the aLtion taken 1(1

copy five is the work center daily audit copy.
Figure 2-13 illustrates the documentation of
a V IDS/MAF relating to the repair of a NR-1 air
conditioner.
A step-by-step explanation of the entries is
presented in the following paragraphs. It should
be emphasized' that this is only one example of
many different actions that must be 4ocumented

correct the discrepancy.
9. Block A36 VIAL Code (NlallunLtion
Description Code). Enter the malfunstion
description code that best describes the trouble
or cause of trouble in the system or component
identified in the Work Unit Code block (A22)
When a conditional malfunLtion Lode is used on

on a VIDS/MAF. For further information on
VIDS/MAF, refer to OPNAVINST 4790.2
(Series). The following items refer to circled

used on all related assisting VIM MM-s, sulfur
VIDS/MAFs, etc.
10. Block A39 Items P (Items ProLessed)
Enter the number of times the action indicated
in block A35 ('Action T aken) was taken against
the item desLiibed in the work unit Lode Moo,

the primary document, the same Lode will k

numbers on figure 2-13.
I. Entries Required Signature Block. This
section is provided to ensure that historical

A22.

manner. Maintenance control/logs and records

Enter the
I I. Block A4I (Man-Hour,
number ot man-hours that wen. expended

personnel will screen all VIDS/MAFs and (x) ap-

correct the disLrepano f in hours and tLnths

records are updated in a timely and orderly
propriate blocks to indicate if log and/or SRC'
card entries are required. If entries are required,
the name and rate of the person making the entries will be entered in the signature prtion of
the block to certify that the necessary entries
have been made.

12.

Block

A45

EIM)sed

NI

I

(Elapsed

Maintenance I line) E nter the number of L100,

hours involved in making the rtpda on hour:
and tenths). I or example, it 3 people v,orked
together tor 2.5 hours to make a repair, the total
hour
man-hours (hioLk A41) would
2-24
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COPY 1

No.CYM7264
VIDS/MAF

...,.. tnC

-..., 4,9s, I,

USE BALL POINT PEN PRESS HARD %OM JOGS A(C

Ell 0 0 A7.3

4 302

N.

S. N

54

ENTRIES REQUIRED SIGNATURE

5 PART FORM

WORK CENTER REGISTER CONTROL AND PROCESSING COPY

ACCUMULATED WORK HOURS
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Figure 2-13.Primary work center repair action.
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(3 x 2.5) and the elapsed maintenance time

23.

would be 2.5 hours or the actual time it took to
do the work.
13.

tional and intermediate acts ines. Possible use ot
these blocks can include pool number,
nomenclature, aircraft side number, work

Block A48 (Type Equipment Code).

Enter the type equipment code that describes the

prim), supply project Lode, estimated Lomple
non time, crew size, etc.
24.
Inspected By Blink. 1 he signature and
rate of the quality assurance representative 01

end item on which work is being performed.
14.

Block A52 (Bureau/Serial Number).

Enter the bureau or serial number of the equipment or enckitem on which work is being performed.
Block A58- -Discd (When Discovered
15.
Code). Enter the applicable When Discovered
Code. When Discovered Codes are listed in Appendix V of OPNAV 4790.2.
16.

collateral duty inspector w ho inspects the Job for
proper standards is entered in this block.
25. Corrected By Block The signature and
rate of the worker or Lrew leader who per or iii
the maintenance action is entered in this block,

and the VIDS/MAI: is submitted to the work

Block A59T/M (Type Maintenance

Code). Enter the type maintenance code that
describes the type of maintenance being per-

center supervise ;
26. Sun:- isor Block.

The w ork center
supervisor's or vssistant super isor's signature
and rate are entered in this block to indkate that

formed.
17.

Block A69Meter. Enter the GSE

meter reading.
18.
Repair Cycle Blocks (Organizational).
a.
Received Block:
(1)

Blocks a, b, c, and d (Local Use). These

are blank bloLks for local use by the organiza

screening and other appropriate action has been
performed. This person removes and roams the
MDR verification copy, and for ards the
original document to Maintenance Control.

Block B08Date. Enter the

Julian date the discrepancy was reported.
(2)

Block B12Time. Enter the

Maintenance Control screens all documents,

enters appropriate date on logs and records,

time the discrepancy was reported.
b.

In Work Block:
(1)

extracts essential data for ESD reporting, completes appropriate controlling blocks, and forwards the original doLument(s) to t ht. Anal\ sis

Block B19Date. Enter the

Julian date work was begun on the discrepancy.
(2)

Block B23Time. Enter the

Di% ision.

time work was begun on the discrepancy.
c.
Completed Block:
(1)

The Reference Local L se block Lan also be
used for tool control, t igurc 2-14

Block B30Date. Enter the
SUPPORT ACTION FORM (SAM

Julian date the repair action was completed.
(2)

Block B34Time. Enter the
The separate reporting tit support data was

time the repair action was completed.
19.

Discrepancy Block. Enter a narrative

designed so that the time expended in the pci tyi

[name of repetime type tasks that Lonsume

description of the reported discrepancy.
20.

Corrective Action Block. Enter a nar-

many man-hours (but do not ink ol% e malt um.
11011, repairs, or Londemnation aLtion) may hL
easily identified, reported, and monitored. Manhours expended in support L 1 une, such as anLraft refueling, engine or tut: buildup, paraLhuIL
paLking, etL , 1.
JUL liniClikd Oil the Sup
port ALtiun I urns (S \I
I min
(>1.4
4790 42

rative description of the action taken to Lorre Lt
the discrepancy.
21.

Blocks A08 through A17. JCN (Job

Control Number). Enter the assigned job con
trol number. In the case of a maintenance action
being performed on a transient aircraft (Navy or
non-Navy), the first three positions of the JCN,
block A08, are always the organization code of
the aircraft reporting custodian.
22.

11

1

The SA I is a standard I Icor om,..

Block A19 (Work Center). Enter the

LLounting

'Machine (LAM) card that ma hL either hand
smbed or prepunt.hed preprinted, dependu4:
on the desires and requircmcnis tit low]
maintenance managers In cam Las,;, 111 SA{ s

of the work center performing The
maintenance action described on the
VIDS/MAF.

code
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COPY 1

No. DUN0500
Vi DS/MAF of sA V 4790:60111EV 1

USE BAIL POINT PEN PRESS HARD

ACCUMULATED WORK HOURS

HAW/5mM

SEC

2.

A4W.S014
15Roki___A

:

NOTE

2

5 41C

I

171 SivI 0107 LE 04: 9707

REF ERENCILOCAL USE

VIE

ENTRIES REOUIRED SIGNATURE

5 PART FORM

WORK CENTER RECRSTER.CONTIOL AND PROCESSING COPS

OATS

_15301

9502.
302

IA AN HOURS FLAPSEDAVI

I 10

110

310

3 Tio

1 15

I

ACCUMULATED AWM HOURS
DATE

TIMI

SEE 14 OTE

REASON HOURS

1

SEE NOTE 2
SEE NOTE

2

t

-T1

The workers having a tool container on the job will always have their naves
entered in the accumulated work hours block.
Initials to the left of the
tool container number indicate the Work Center Supervisor/CDI sight inventory afker return of the container to the Work Center.

Note the ease of annotating more than one tool container and LPrtif
,ight inventory whether or not the job is complete.

127.105

Figure 2-14.Tool control.

are signed by the work center supervisor to indicate that screening has been completed.

3. Block 2 (Work Center Code). If not
preprinted/prepunched, enter the threecharacter code that identifies the work center

To identify man-hours expended in specific

performing the support action.
4. Block 4 (Maintenance Level). If not
preprinted/prepunched, enter the one-character
code that identifies the maintenance level of the
support action being performed. (These codes
are printed on the front of the SAF.)
5.
Block 5 (Action Date). Enter the Julian
date the support action was completed.
6. Block 6 (Support Code). Enter the
three-character code that identifies the category

categories of support work, three character
codes known as support action codes are used.
The non-basic categories of support type work
and their codes are listed, together with type
maintenance codes, on the back of the SAF as
may be seen in figure 2-15

SAI: Documentation

of work in which the support action was performed. (These codes are listed on the hack of
the SAF.)
7. Block 7 (Type Maintenance Code).
Enter the one-character code that identifies the
type of support maintenance !that was performed. (These codes are also trilled on the back
of the SAF.)

SAI-s are Completed in the following manner

Block 1 (f ype Equipment Code). Enter
the lour character code that identities the equip
ment on IA likh support work is being performed
aircraft, engines, USE, etc.).
e

8. Block 8 (Items Processed). Enter the
number of items processed, or the number of
times that the support action identified in the
Support Code block has been performed (i.e ,
four aircraft refueled, three preflight inspections

Mod,

( Action Organization). If nut
preprinted preptindied, enter the three
Lharacter Lode that identities the organization
accomplishing the support action
2.
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I

t

T Etc
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WORN
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Ct NMI

Y.Z.A. A
I

1

I

A
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I

I
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Figure 2-15.Support Action Form (SAF) OPNAV Form 4790/42 (Roy. 9.73).
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Chapter 2NAVAL AVIATION MAINTENANCE PROGRAM (NAMP)
desired, enter a checkmark in this block for

11. Block B (Signature). Enter the
signature of the person documenting the suppOq_____

12.

replenishment. No other entry is authorized on a

_tepleni§hment SAF. The maintenance officer
controls and the Analysis Division coordinates

action.
Block

10

(Replenishment).

If

the production, volume, and distribution of

pre-

punched/preprinted cards are authorized and

prepunched/preprinted cards.
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CHAPTER 3

PUBLICATIONS
Technical manuals issued within the Naval
establishrfient for aircraft ground support equipment and related systems operations and
maintenance are published under the direction

When a new item of equipment is accepted
by the Navy, manual(s) necessary to ensure its
proper operation and upkeep are ,prepared and

and authority of the Commander, Naval Air

maintaining the equipment. Supplemental information and directives that must be issued from
time to time are published in the form of letter-

made available to all activities using and/or

Systems Command. Their primary purpose is to
aid technicians, like yourself, in accomplishing
your assigned tasks.

type materials. Both manual- and letter-type
publications usually are referred to as "directives." Broadly speaking, any communication
which initiates or governs action, conduct, or
procedures is a directive. Another term commonly used to identify manual- and letter-type
Publications is "technical data."
As emphasized throughout this module, all

Technical manuals concerned with flight per-

sonnel training' and air operations are published' by the authority of the Chief of Naval
Operations and under the direction of the Commander, Naval Air Systems Command. Technical manuals and other data pertaining to naval

aviation are managed and distributed by the
Commanding Officer of Naval Air Technical

personnel of the AS rating must use applicable

technical ,publications in the performance of
their duties. This chapter will describe the type
of information contained in technical publications used for the operation, servicing, and

Services Facility (NAVAIRTECHSERVFAC)

Philadelphia, PA. They provide current
authoritative information about material
upkeep, checks, tests, repairs, and operation in

maintenance of support equipment.

order to provide optimum product performance.
All personnel responsible for the operation and
maintenance of ground support equipment must
be thoroughly familiar with these publications
and use the inffirmation and instructions in them

NAVAL AERONAUTIC
PUBLICATION INDEX
Ones of the requirements for advancement to

when doing their jobs. Constantly changing

ASM2 and ASE2 is to be able to use the different parts of the Naval Aeronautic Publications Index to locate and identify publications
relative to the maintenance of support equip-

modern technology demands continuous
reference to, and use of, approved technical
publications!.

Publications issued by NAVAIR are known
as aeronautic publications. They are divided into
three categories and arc issued in the forms of:
(1) technical manuals, ,(2) technical directives,

ment.
The Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
consists of several individual publications, each
of which serves a specific purpose. The parts of
the index are as follows:

sand (3) engineering drawings and associated
data.' Procedures in technical manuals are direc-

tive in typethat is, they are a "must." The information they contain is specificNOT general

Equipment Applicability List, NAV-

in nature.

Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR 00-500B

AIR 00-500A

3-1
...

4
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Directives Application

List, NAV-

that all users thoroughly study this section and
become familiar with its contents. The format of
the alphanumerical listing is illustrated in figure

AIR 00-500C (Series)

Microfilm Cartridge Cross Reference, NAVAIR 00-500M (Series)

3-1.

NOTE: It must be emphasized that figure 3-1

Support Equipment Cross Reference, NAV-

illustrates the format and use of the Equipment

AIR 00-500SE

Applicability Last, NAVAIR 00-500A. Although

the information on the illustrated list was current at the time of this writing, all or any part of

Navy Stock List of Forms and Publications..
NAVSUP 2002

it is subject to change from time to time.
l'ilerefore, the latest edition and supplement

The content and purpose of each of these

(discussed later) of the NAVAIR 00-500A must
be consulted in all actual cases.

publications are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Column Headings

EQUIPMENT APPLICABILITY
LIST, NAVAIR 00-500A

The column- headings of the page in the

Basically, the Equip ent Applicability List,

figure consist of two lines. (See lines (1) and (2)
of figure 3-1.) Line (1) identifies what information about the specific item of equipment will be
listed in the column below. The headings in line

NAVAIR 00-500A, co monly referred to as
NAVAIR 00-500A, is
cross-reference index
listing of NAVAIR manual-type publications according to model/type part number. It is issued

(2) indicate that the status of publications, or

annually and supplemented quarterly. At the

current publication number is listed on a line, or
lines, under the information in the column under
the heading.

time of this writing, the NAVAIR 00-500A con-

sists of eight volumes. Each of the first seven
volumes contains about 400 pages, and Volume
8 contains the rc .raining entries. With the excep-

MODEL/TYPE/PART NOThe identify-

tion of several small sections in the first part of
Volume 1, the NAVAIR 00-500A is one continuous index of model/type part numbers listed
in alphanumerical sequence.

ing number of the specific item of equipment or

system is listed in this column. Some items of
equipment are identified by more than one part
number. 1n these cases, all of the identifying
numbers are listed in alphanumerical sequence.
For example, the numbers listed in this column
on lines (3), (5), (7), and (10) are different versions of the same model hydraulic test stand,
AHT63. Each version is similar, but obtained
from a different vendor.

In addition to an Introduction, the other see
pertain
weapons
aircraft,
primarily to manuals for

tions in the first part of Volume

1

systems, and aircraft engines. Therefore, the
publications are listed according to their respective aircraft, aircraft engine, and weapons

system designation Of these sections the one
titled Allowance Lists is the most irriportant to
the AS. Allowance lists are discussed in this

VENDORThe appropriate five-digit code
which identifies the contractor or government
agency that manufactured the item of equipment
is listed in this column. If you need to interpret
these codes, obtain Cataloging handbooks H4-1
and H4-2 from your technical library. If a vendor Lode is not firmly established at the time the
item of equipment is listed, the code 99999 is inserted. Another use of the 99999 code as shown
m line (14) indicates that SECS listed inLludes all
AHT 63's.
I

chapter.
A complete list with explanations of all codes
and statements used in the NA VAIR 00-500A Is

contained in the Introduction, located in die
first part of Volume 1. This introduction also
contains other veluable information concerning
the use of the NA VAIR 00-500A. It is important

a

3-2
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I

1 NOV 79

(
(

(

1) mODEL/TYPE/vAPT NO

VENDOR

2)

3) AHT63

(

4)

(

51 AHT63

(

6)

(

7) AHT63

17050
2'266
30003

(
(

9)

(10) AHT63

82386

(II)
(12)
(13)

(14) AHT64

99999

(15)
(16)

(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

(21) AHT63A

82386

(22)

(23) AHT64

17(:)50

(24)
(25)

(26) AHT64

:7266

(27)

(28) AHT64

300C3

(29)
(30)

AHT64

AHT64

8,386

99994

NAVAIR 00-500A
NAVAL AERONAUTIC PART NUMBER
TECHNICAL MANUAL INDEX

NOMENCLATURE
TECH DATA NO
TEST STAND HYD
17-I5BF-55
TEST STAND
17-20vP-06
TEST STAND HYD
SEC 3023
17-15BF-63
HYD TEST STAND
17-15BF-39
17-600-23-6-1
17-600-23-6-4
TEST STAND HYD
SEC 1983
SEC 2224
SEC 2234
SEC 2406
SEC 2589
SEC 2868
TEST STAND
COMMERCIAL PACKup
TEST STAND HYD
SEC 2238
17-158F-56
TEST STAND
17-20VP-06
TEST STAND HYD
SEC 3023
17-158F-66
HYD TEST STAND
17-158F-40
17-600-24-6-1
17-600-24-6-4
TEST STAND HYD
SEC 2224

NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLY
TECH DATA STK NO

TYPE

15

0817-LP-11.2-1010

23

0817-LP-243-130u

15

G47-EP-134-2030

15
37

0817-LP-057-6020
0817-LP-110-8530
0817-LP-110-9020

37

15

0817-1P-112-3530,

23

0817-LP-223-1500

VOLUME

SUPPE. REMAPTS
SC

NO. DATA
STK NO.

EQUAL TO

1436-100

EQUAL TO

68A5J600-1/68A5J800

EQUAL TO

64A99E1

EQUAL TO

68A4J1

EQUAL TO

68A4J600-1

EQUAL TO

A840-9998

---

U
U
u
u

U

0817-LP-134-2530

U

15

0817-LP-057-5520
0817-LP-110-9540
0817-LP-111-0030

U

37

SUPPL PART
MI CRTRGE

u

15

37

HF CARTRGE NO

I

u
U

SEC_ 2234_

NOTE

THE SEQUENTIAL LINE NUMBERS, (1), (2), (3), ETC

,

IN THE LEFT MARGIN ARE FOR EXPLANATION PURPOSES ONLY.

225.5

Figure 3-1.Alphanumerical listing.

NOMENCLATUREA descriptive tf:rm
for the item of equipment is listed in this col-

SUPPLEMENTAL REMARKS (SUPPL
REMARKS)An entry is made in this column
if the number listed under the MODEL/TYPE/
PART NO., is being supplemented with other
part number information. Listed below are the

umn. For instance, the term "HYD TEST
STAND" in figure 3-1 is typical of the descriptions used throughout the NAVAIR 00 -500A.

descriptions of the supplemental remarks:

NEXT HIGHER ASSEMBLYIn some
cases, technical manuals are not required for a

DEFINITION

specific item of equipment because the necessary
information is, or will be, included in the
technical manual(s) for the next higher

Supersedes Completely

assembly. In these instances, the model/type

Equal to
Superseded Partially by
Superseded Partially

SUPPLEMENTAL
REMARKS
\

SUPS COMPL
Superseded Completely by SUPSD COMPL BY
Interchangeable

part number of the next higher assembly is listed
in this column.
3-3

INTERCHANGEABLE
EQUAL TO
SUPSD PARTLY BY
SUPS PARTLY

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
0

VOLUME 1, BASICS

SUPPLEMENTAL PART NUMBER

for Operation and Service Instructions Manuals,

DATA (SUPPL PART NO DATA)i'A part

and the number 37 in line (11) is the code for
Maintenance Requirements Cards for Ground
Support. Since the use of these particular codes
is limited to the Equipment Applicability List,
NAVAIR 00-500A, a complete list of manual

number listed in thii coluinri is associated with
the statement listed in the SUPPL REMARKS

column. Examples of this type entry are illustrated in line (7). As explained previously, this
is a different number for the same hydraulic test

types and their corresponding codes is in the In-

troduction in Volume 1. Types of technical

stand. Although there are different numbers,
only one is listed in each space. It should be

manuals for maintenance of support equipment
are discussed later in this chapter.

noted, however, that regardless of which
number of the Equipment Applicability List you
look up first, you will be directed systematically
through all part numbers. For example, assume

TECHNICAL DATA SA6CK NUMBER
(TECH DATA STK NO)The National Stock
Number for ordering the publications is listed on
the second line of this column. A stock number
in this position indicates the technical manual is
available and may be requistioned from the supply system by using the applicable stock number.
Before ordering, look in the Navy Stock List of

that the only number you, as an AS, have
available for this hydraulic test stand is Model
NO. AHT-63. When you locate AHT-63 on the
10th line, you are referred to the part number,
64A99E1. This type of arrangement is used
throughout the NAVAIR 00-500A when two or
more numbers are listed for the same item of

Forms and Publications, NAVSUP 2002
microfiche to obtain the complete publication
title, date, and requisition restriction code. A
blank space. in this column indicates the

equipment.

TECHNICAL DATA -NUMBER (TECH
DATA NO)To find the identifying number of
the current technical manual and all proposed
technical manuals (those which have been

technical manual was not available as of the date
of the current NAVAIR 00-500A.

numbered but have not been published) look for

SECURITY CLASSIFICATION , (SC)

it in the column under the descriptive name of
the equipment. The numbering system (code

Technical manuals listed are unclassified if the
letter U is assigned. If the letter C (Confidential)
or the letter S (Secret) is listed in this space, they
are classified manuals.

numbers) for technical manuals is distussed later
in this chapter. If the technical manual numbers
have not been assigned, if it has not been determined if technical manuals will. be procured, or
if coverage will not be contained in a NAVAIR

MICROFILM CARTRIDGE NUMBER
(MF CARTRGE' NO)A number in this posi-

technical, manual, a qualifying statement is
entered in this column. For example: the statement "UNDER REVIEW" means that the part
number was submitted to the Naval Air

tion indicates if the publication is on microfilm.

Technical Services Facility (NATSF) for possible

NUMBER (MF CARTRGE STK NO)If there

Here you will find the microfilm cartridge
number assigned to the publication.
-

MICROFILM CARTRIDGE STOCK

action, but no decision was made prior to the
date of the current issue of the NAVAIR

is a stock number listed in this column, the
technical manual is available on microfilm. A
cartridge number listed without a stock number
is not available for issue. Such cartridges will be

00-500A. The statement, "UNDER PROCURE-

MENT," indicates that publications are being
procured for this item .of equipment but the
publication numbers have not be assigned: The
Introduction in the first part of Volume I of the
NAVAIR 00-500A has explanations of other
qualifying statements used in this column.

available in the near future. Publications on
microfilm are discussed later.

AIRCRAFT APPLICATION LIST,
NAVAIR 00-500B

TYPEA code, for the type of technical
manual,is listed on the second line in this

The Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
is an annual publication shish

column. For example, the number 05 is the code

00 50013,

3-4
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The Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
00-500B, is especially useful when you need to
determine which manuals you need for equipment to support a particular model aircraft.

contains a listing of Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) technical manuals grouped according to their application to a specific aircraft.
Aircraft are arranged by model number and are
grouped in series according to their mission (At-

tack Series, Cargo/Transport Series, Fikhter
Series, etc.). It also lists technical manuals deal-

DIRECTIVE APPLICATION-LIST,
NAVAIR 00-500C (Series)

ing with electronics, armament, instruments,
powerplants, etc. Technical manuals for each
model aircraft are listed by code number. They
are arranged by their subject matter in a
numerical sequence of classification numbers

annually with no supplements and contain a
listing of the published and distributed Naval
Air Systems Command NAVAIR) Technical

The NAVAIR 00-500C series are issued'semi-

shown in table 3 -I. Groups 00 (Allowance List
under the heading General), 17 (Machinery,

Directives (letter-type) fsir each type of Navy air-

craft. The publications are issued in sections
(booklets) and each section is applicable to a

Tool, and Test Equipment), and 19 (Ground
Servicing )1nd Automotive Equipment), are of
most interest to the AS.

specific aircraft series. The NAVAIR 00-500C.I
is for the A-3 aircraft, the NAVAIR 00-500C.2 is
for the A-4 *Craft, etc. The custodians for each
aircraft are automatically supplied with the applicable aircraft listing.

'I able 3-1.--General subject classification numbers for
manual -type publications

General
Aircraft
Powerplants

MICROFILM CARTRIE,I-E
CROSS REFERENCE,
NAVAIR 00-500M (Series,

00
01

02
03

Accessories

The NAVAIR 00-500M (Series) index provides information on the contents, application
and status of Maintenance Information
Automated Retrieval System (MIARS)
microfilm cartridges. MIARS microfilm car-

Aircraft Hardware and
Rubber Material
Instruments
Fuels, Lubricants, and Gases
Dopes and Paints
ElectrOnics,_Airfield Lighting
and Related Accessories
Instructional Equipment and
Training Aids
Photography
Aviation Armament
Parachute and Personal
Survival Equipment
Standard Preservation and
Packaging Instructions
Electronics
Machinery, Tools, and

04
05

06

Automotive Equipment
Instructional Equipment and
.
Training Aids
Meteorology DCNO (AIR)
Ship I nstallation

Naval Air Systems Command. Parts I and II of
this index make up NAVAIR 00-500M.1, which
is issued quarterly with monthly cumulative sup-

08

plements, Part III of the index makes up
NAVAIR 00-500M.2, and is issued semi-

09
10

annually.

II

Part I is a cross-reference of NAVAIR
technical manuals to a microfilm cartridge
number. It als1 provides the latest issue date of
the technical manuals and the date of the car-

13
15

.

Test Equipment ....
Ground Servicing and

tridges contain technical matotals issued by

.

.

tridge.

.16

Part II is a listing of microfilm cartridges
with the date of the latest cartrege.
Part III lists microfilm cartridges along with
their applicable technical manuals by aircraft

..17
19

model.

.28
.50

The cartridge numbering system for Support
'quipiricr.! is (litferent than that for aircraft and

5!

..
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can be easily identified. Figure 3-2 compares examples of the two systems. The cartridges start-

Support Equipment Changes (SEC) are listed in

ing with SE and numbers I through 9 identify
cartridges that contain technical manuals applicable to support equipment work unit codes.

along w ith the Type Equipment Code, and

NAVAIR 00-500SE in the two sections. Section
lists the SEC's in numerical sequence,
1

model/part ,amber of the equipment that it is
for. Section 2 is a cross-reference of Support
Equipment Changes listed in alpha/numqicat
sequence by the model and part number of the

The cartridges SEI for servicing equipment; SE2

for handling equipment; SE3 for test, check,
calihrate, and inspection; and SE4 for_power
generation and supply are the ones that contain
most ofthe Ground Support Equipment.

equipment. Refer to figure 3-3. Note SEC 2896
is for an NCI2A. You can use this reference list
to find out what changes are in effect for your
assigned equipment.

After the decimal point of the cartridge
numbers there is a number from Ikthrough 899
which also identifies thelevel of maintenance the
publication covers. Cartridges for the organizational level are I through 299,400 through 599

NOTE: NAVAIR 00-500SE Section I is by

SEC number and Section 2 is by model/ part

apply to the intermediate level, and tt)e car-

number.

tridges for the depot level are 600 through 899.
Notice from the example in the figure that the
first cartridge for the depot level was 600, not

The status column (3) is blank, or has an NI
or NA entered. A blank column.indicates that
the SEC is issued and active. NA id the column
indicates that the SEC is cancelled or rescinded
and NI indicates that the change has not been
issued but will be issued in the near future.

601.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT CROSS
REFERENCE, NAVAIR 00-500SE

This publication is a cross-reference for Sup-

Updating the Index Naval
Aeronautic Publieution Index

port Equipment Changes. Currently effective
A6.43

AIRCRAFT
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

jT

As indicated in the previous discussion, you
use the different lists of the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index to locate and identify
available technical publications applicable to the
equipment you maintain. The Index has
undergone many changes to improve its system

SELL 608

of indexing technical publications. Therefore,
when you receive new issues of the lists, check

1

POWER GENERATOR
DEPOT LEVEL
NINTH CARTRIDGE

their introductory pages thoroughly for any
changes that may have been incorporated.

The publications listed in the Index con-

tinually change. New equipment requires new
publications. Old and obsolete equipment is

SE2.1

retired and the applicable publications are
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL
FIRST CARTRIDGE

cancelled. Changes to equipment require additional publications and/or changes and revisions
to existing publications. Therefore, the Naval

Aeronautic Publications Index must be constantly updated. To accomplish this, each list of

the Index is replaced at regular intervals by a
new list. In addition, some of the lists are kept

227.110

Figure

32

of c,S1 microfilm
numbering system.

1 xamples

cartridge

current by the periodic issuance of supplements.
3-6
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PREPARED

02/07/81
GSE SEC CROSS REFERENCE SEQUENCED BY S E C

SEC

TEC

2895
2 896

2897
2897
2897
2898
2899
2899
2900
2901
2902
2903
2904
2905

GACC
GHMP

GHMP

GPCL

MODEL/PART NUMBER

RE IDENTIFICATION

PWA21151
NC12A

NI

1285EAV18231
123SEAV11368-9
128SEAV19125

NI

REVISION

AMENDMENT

vI

NI

MD3

AE32T15
604AS102
A02G1077
AO2G1009

A02G1008-500

NI
NI
NI

P46694
P1044138

Ni
NI
NI

2 906

2907

SECTION
PREPARED

STATUS

I

02/07/81
GSE SEC CROSS' REFERENCE SEQUENCED BY MODEL/PART NUMBER

MODEL/PART NUMBER

TEC

SEC

NC12A

GACC

NC12A
NC12A
NC12A
NC12A
NC12A
NC12A
NC12A
NC12A

GACC

NC2A

GACG

N C2A

GACG

NC2A

GACG

0262
0330
0355
0404
0420
0484
1948
2183
2896
1643
2026
2027

GACC
GACC
GACC
GACC
GACC
GACC
GACC

RE I DENT I FI CAT ION

STATUS
NA

REVISION

AMENDMENT
1

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NI
NA

NA

SECTION
227.111

Figure 3-3.NAVAIR 00-500E, Section 1 and 11.

these publications is the Navy Stock List of
Forms and Publications, NAVSUP 2002. Most

NAVY STOCK LIST OF
PUBLICATIONS AND FORMS,
NAVSUP 2002

of your technical manuals may be found. in
NAVSUP 2002 if you know either their titles,
their publication number, or their stock number.
NAVSUP 2002 is principally used for ordering
forms and publications from the supply system.

The Na %,) Supply Systems Command main-

tains the inventory, and issues most of the
publication3 used by the Navy. The catalog of
3-7
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NA-01-S3AAA -

4

-SA Aircraft, Introduction, Numerical and Reference
Designation Indexes, Organizational Maintenance IPB
S-3A Aircraft, Airframe Group System. Organizational
maintenance IPB (Includes Change 1)
S-3A Aircraft, Landing System, Organizational Maintenance :PR (Includes Change 1)
-.1A Aircraft. mydraulic System, Organizational
ma nt IF9
,_34 Aircraft, !uel and Inflight Refueling System,
:roarizational maintenance IPB (Includes Change 1)
'-3A Aircraft, Propulsion System and Engine Buildup,
,r,ianizational maintenance IPB
s..3A Aircraft, Environmental Control System,
Organizational Maintenance !PR (Includes Change 1)
S-3A Aircraft, Escape and Survival Systems.
Droarizational Maintenance IPB
s..1A Aircraft, Flight Control System. Organization
maint :PS (Includes Change 1)
$ -3A Aircraft, Wing and Fin Fold Systems, Organizational maint W/IPB (Includes Change 1)
5-3A Aircraft, Power Distribution Electrical Power
and Lighting, Organizational Maintenance -IPB
5.-3A Aircraft, General Purpose Digital Computer,
organizational Paint.
IPB
c_3A Aircraft. Avionic Systems - Data Processing
and Control Acoustic Processing Armament and
Mores Control, Organizational Paint IPB
S-3A Aircraft, Avionic Systems - Nonacoustic Sensors,
E,ectronic Countermeasures, Navigation, Automatic
Flqht Control and Corminications, Organizational
011.1- IFB :Includes Change 1)

NA-01-S3A,': - 4

NA-01-S3AAA - 4

-

NA-CI-S3AAA - 4
NA-01-S3AAA 4

t

NA-C-S3AAA - .

7

NA-01-SIAAA -

-4c--

%A-01-S3AAA - 4

-,

NA-01-S3AA4

4

%A-01-S3AAA -

4

NA-01-S3AAA -

4

'1

NA-01-S3AAA -

4

2

NA-01-51AAA -

4

:21.x,,

9

-

I

t.

NA-31-S3AA. -

12/15/75
10/01/74

10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74

10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74
10/01/74

10/D1/74

ENTRY G-15
LOWER HALF

0

r
G

FICHE CARD

H

.1

K

L

1
N

f

7

!

f

!

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

II

12

13

E

f

14

15

TABLE OF
CONTENTS

16

17

18

220.580

Figure 3-4.Microfiche card example.
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The Navy Stock List of Publications and
Forms, NAVSUP 2002, has been converted to

IA, 1B, IC, and ID. In section 1 you will tini
forms such as the YIDS- MAF (see note 11)
figure 3-5), which we will discuss later SeLtion
IA lists the forms by the form number. 1B by
form titleinomenclature, IC by form ,tack

microfiche which is a film negative card (fiche).
Figure 3-4 illustrates a fiche card used as part of

a publications stock list deck. Throughout the
Navy, fiche cards are used for many purposes
where microfilming is used to reduce large
amounts of piper documents. With this conver-

number, and ID by a standard subje,t iden
tification code.

Publicatio:is are found in Section 2 which
has four segments: Section 2A show n in figure
3-6, and sections 2B, 2C, and 2D which arc not
shown. Section 2 is used in ordering
maintenance and maintenance-related publica

sion the format of the publications is listed in an
individual section. Each fiche card of this deck is

approximately 5.75 by 4 inches which has a

printed capacity of 270 printed pages of
microfilmed data.
The particular fiche illustrated in this figure

lions such as the publication for an NC 2A
mobile electric power unit which is on the list in
figure 3-3. Section 2A lists them by publication
number, 2B by publication title:nomenclature,
2C by publication stock number, and 21) by
Ironic model number.

divided into frame-grids of 15 rows (A
through 0 down the side) and 18 columns (1
through 18 across). The lower right entry (0-18
or 18-0) is a table of contents for the fiche and
lists the first entry of each frame-grid.
The NAVSUP 2002 has been changed from
time to time. As of this writing, the NAVSUP
is

Section 3 pertains exclusively to NAN, AIR.

SYSCOM Technical Directives. In the list on

2002 has been modified to a three section

figure 3-7, find the manual: Support Equipment

microfiche publication as follows:

Change 3562 NC-8A, Ether Start System Thermostat Assembly Replacement. Refer to figure

Section 1 is exclusively for forms, and is con-

3-8 for a column breakdown Some ot the

structed in four segments identified as section
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
VOLUME 1, BASICS
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127.109

Figure 3-8.Microfiche headings breakdown.

New microfiche editions of NAVSUP 2002
are issued quarterly in February, May, August,
and November. Each edition reflects all current

4. Identification aids and detailed instructions for requisitioning commercial books and
publications sponsored by the other service
branches and other U.S. Government depart-

and available cognizance symbol

I and II
publications and forms. The NAVSUP 2002 in-

cludes an introduction microfiche. This

ments.

5. Other detailed information pertaining to
the equho lolling of printed material.

in-

troduction is reissued with each quarterly edition
of the microfiche card deck. The introduction to
the NAVSUP 2002 contains the following:

NAVAL AERONAUTIC PUBLICATIONS
Instructions for ordering forms and
publications.
2. Lists of prefixes and codes used to identify the various types of publications.
1.

PUBLICATIONS NUMBERING SYSTEM

Code numbers are assigned to all publiLain order that they may be identified,

3. Standard abbreviations.

tions
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Chapter 3PUBLICATIONS
indexed, and filed. A knowledge of the numbering systems enables the AS to locate any desired
information with a minimum of time and effort.

Table 3-2.Subject breakdov,n of series 17 and 19 manualtype publications

17 SeficsMachincr

Here is a b-ief explanation of the coding of

,

I ools,

and Test Equipment.

publications.
17-1

Shop and Warehouse Machinery,

17.c

Shop and Warehouse Machinery,

Figure 3-9 illustrates the identification and
.decoding of a complete manual publication

1' 10

number.
Code numbers assigned to manuals consist

Powered Tools and Equipment.
Shop and Warehouse Machinery,
Powered Tools aMd Equipment.

17-15

Laboratory and Shop Test and In-

Manuals

Tools and Test Equipment General.

of a prefix and three groups of letters and/or
numbers. Manual-type publications are listed in

the Index with the prefix NA. This

is

the

shortened form for, NAVAIR and identifies

11-35

those publications originated by the Naval Air
Systems Command.
The three parts which make up the remaining

17-40
17-75

Part 1 is a two-digit number that indicates
general subject classification. Table 3-1 lists the
general subject categories and the appropriate
two-digit numbers.
Part II is a group of numbers or of numbers

19

19-1
19-5

and letters which indicates the specific class,
group, type, or model and manufacturer of the

19-10
19-15
19-20
19-25

equipment. Table 3-2 shows the class identifying
numbers for the 17- and 19- subject classifications.
PART

I

PAPT II

.

r-go

portions of the nuli,ber indicate the following:

PREFIX

spection Equipment.
Instrument Calibration Procedures.
Measurement System Operation
Procedures.
Miscellaneous Calibration
Publications.
MIARS Equipment
Testers and Test Card Sets
Ground Support Maintenance Requirement Cards.

11-20
17-25

19-30
19-35

PART III

19-40
19-45
19-50

4

A NAVAIR PUBLI,ATION

19-60
19-70
19-75

SeriesGround Servicing and
Automotive Equipment.

.General
Oxygen Equipment.
.Airfield Lighting Equipment.
Platforms and Scaffolds.
.Portable Shop Equipment.
Fire Trucks, Miscellaneous Trucks
and Trailers.
. Field Starters (Mobile).
Air Compressors (other than for
Powerplants).
ractors and Aircraft Towing.
Mobile Electric Power Plants
.Generators for Other Than Power
Plants.
Portable Heaters and Coolers.
. Aircraft Hydraulic Jacks

.Generator Skid or Trailer Mounted

THIS PAPTICULAR GROUP IS
BLOWER, GASOLINE DRIVEN

19-95

THIS NUMBER IS THE ASSIGNMENT !DOE
FOR A SPECIFIC MODEL BLOWER

19-1(X)

(Gas/Nitrogen).
Motorized Material Handling
Equipment.
Transportation and I_ oading Lquipment Configuration.
Handling Equipment.

19-105

Gas Turbine Compressors and or

PERTAINING TO GROUND SERVICING
AND AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT

19-80

J

19-110A

226.2

Figure

19-6(X)

3-9.Identification and decoding of manual
publication

c,.de

number.

3-11

Power Units and Enclosures
Blower, Gasoline Driven
Ground Support MaintenanLe
Requirement Cards

J

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)
VOLUME 1, BASICS
Part 11 is the number or numbers which
designate a specific manual. For some manuals,
this number designates a specific type of
manual. However, for those pertaining to support equipment, this part is assigned in
numerical sequence, and has no reference to the
type of manual.

Table 3-3.Navy directives system subject classifications

1000 Series.
2000 Series.
3000 Series.
4000 Series.
5000 Series.

Military Personnel.
Communications.
Operations and Readiness.
Logistics.

General

Administration and

Management.
6000 Series. Medicine and Surgery.
7000 Series. Financial Management.
8000 Series. Ordnance Material.
9000 Series. Ships Design and Ships Material.
10000 Series. General Material.

Letter-Type Directives

Letter-type directives incluth instructions,
notices, and bulletins. Each directive has an
identifying number. Two systems of numbering
are used for the directives you will work with.
The two systems of identifying directives are as

11000 Series. Facilities and Activities Ashore.
12000 Series. Civilian Personnel.
13000 Series. Aeronautical and Astronautical

follows:

Material.

1. According to specific application. This
system uses a description 'Of the application of
the directive followed by,a sequence number.
For example, Support Equipment Change 590 is

SECURITY OF CLASSIFIED
PUBLICATIONS

the 590th support equipment change that has
been issued. All changes to support equipment

The Department of the Navy Information

are grouped together and numbered in sequence.
Bulletins are numbered in the same way;

Security Program Regulation, OPNAV Instruc-

tion 5510.1 (Series), is issued by the Chief of
Naval Operations. It is the basic security directive on the safeguarding of classified information. It applies to all military and civilian
personnel and all activities of the Naval

however, those pertaining to specific items of
auxiliary power servicing equipment are
numbered in separate groups for each item of
equipment.

Establishment.

2. According to subject matter code. This
method is used for all Naval Air Systems Corn
mand Instructions and Nod Les. An example is

In this manual you will find detailed instruLtwits for classifying, marking, and handling

NAVAIR Instruction 10304.1. The number
W340 indicates the general subject of the instruction, and the .1 indicates it is the first
instruction issued by the Naval Air Systems
Command on that particular subject. I able 3-3
shows the major classifications of the Navy

classified information, and for access to and

Directives System. NotiLes Larry the general sub

security level of the material in them. Whenever
you have classified material, you must know and
abide by the instructions in the Security Manual.

authorised disclosure of the information.

You may never use classified publications,
but if you do, before you accept such pubhca

tions yOu must be cleared for access to the

ject number only, and do not carry a suffix. The

current edition of a notice is identified by its
date,

The security classification

is

prominently

NOTE. Instructions and notices are NOT
listed in the Natal Aeronautic Publications In
dex, but each activity that issues instructions

displayed on the cover and pages of each

publishes a notice numbered 5215 which lists its
effective instructions

SUP 20()2 stock number list. Sometimes not only
the manual, but even its title is classified

classified technical manual and is indicated m
the Physical Security (PS) column of the NAV-
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Unclassified manual titles are cairied on the
nomenclature, torm pub'hull and stock
number microfiche cards When the title of the
manual is Llassitied, nomenclatur' is omitted
and the word "Lla,,itied" is substituted for the

know so that they can list your new requirements
on their next submission 01 a NAVA1R
00-25DRT-I.
The fourth method 01 procuring publications

is by ordering individual publications directly.
Manual-type publications must be ordered on a
Single Line Item Requisitioning System Docu-

actual title
la,,itications appearing on the
primed manuals, or NA VSUP '2002 listings,
apply mils to the information contained in the
manual and not to the security classification of
NO1

ment (DD Form 1318 or DD Form 1348m).
Technical

the e0Ipment cos ered. Changes in classification

must

he

being placed on the

but will riot result in

of manuals ate relle.:ted as rapidly as possible
after such action is approved.

automatic distribution list.
MISCELLANEOUS AVIATION
PUBLICATIONS

PROCURLMEN I OF PUBLICA1 IONS

You will obtain sour technical publications
bs one of lour way

Several magazines containing article, of
general interest to aviation personnel are
published by authot native sources in the Navy.
These should be read regularly by all
maintenance personnel.

last method is initial outfitting. The

he

letter-type publications

ordered on DD Form 1149. The use of an of
these three forms will get you the publication,

Nasal Au Technical Service Facility (NAVAIR-

11.0-1SPRVI'A(') automatically provides the
'commanding ot ricer of a newly commissioned or
rcactisated ship, station, or activity an outfitting
of general aeronautical publications.

Naval Asiation News

The Natal A tiation. News, NAVAIR
00-75R-3, is published monthly by the Chief of
Naval Operations and Naval Air Systems Command. It contains interesting and important

A second method is used when support acchange their mission or aircraft, resulting
in support equipment requirements changing.
ti

articles on aviation training and operations,

Such changes may require a different set of
publications Upon such a change, an Aero-

asiation support equipment, space technology,
missile,

nautical Publications Outfitting Allowance for
the model designations ot the aircraft and equipment ins olsed may be obtained by letter request
from the commandnding of ficer of NAVA1R-

rocket, and other asiation ordnance

developments; aeronautical safety, aircraft
design, powerplants, aircraft recognition,
technical maintenance, and oserhaul procedures.
This publication is essentially a news
magazine. It enables readers to keep abreast of

TL(1151 RV1
I he thild source 01 publications is by
automatic distribution trom the Nasal Air
ley lini,a1 tiri s kc, I aolity in Philadelphia
automat ik.alls receive publications and changes
Sow
1\ is
ils ou I -I utolliant D/StribUTUM
Req/ittc///0//\ Iahles, N XV AIR 00-251)R I -I,
and submits them to the ( omrnanding Office',
NA\ AIRI I( 1151 R VI. AC. As your needs

the latest unclassified developments in every
facet of naval aviation. In addition, the coverage

of fleet operations and the human interest ar-

1

on the noteworthy feats and accomplishments of individuals, both officer and

ticles

1

enlisted, make !he \aria/
entertaining as

welt

as

i.gurgon

an

\ efts art

intormational

magazine -type publication

change so,u actisit will submit updated and
Hes It sou need to receive publicat es ised

Maintenance Crossfeed

t

tion, sou ate not getting, and particularly if you
want to be sure ot eetting the latest changes and
sou must let sour technical librarian

Maintenance Crossfeed pit hli(at Ruh

arc

"Official Use (MIN nest letters issued t.)r the
1 I1

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ASE 3 & 2 AND AStvl 3 & 2)
VOLUME I, BASICS
Naval Safety Center. Each Crossfeed is in the
form of a monthly letter to aviation units.

copy for every ten persons. It presents the most
accurate information available on maintenancecaused mishap prevention and general aviation
ground safety. Its contents are informational
and it should not be considered as a regulation,
order, or directive.

Due to the designation "Official Use Only,"
Maintenance Crossfeed issues are not available

for general distribution throughout an activity.
Maintenance Crossfeed issues often contain
material extracted from Accident Reports,
Safety Reports, Quality/Deficiency Reports
(QDR), Engineering Investigations (El), Incident Reports, Ground Accident Reports, and

MECH's motto is "Our product is safety,
our process is education, and our profit is
measured in the preservation of lives and equipment and increased mission readiness."

Ground Incident Reports. Distribution of this
type of information is limited to authorized per-

General Manuals (00 Series)

sons, but the information is of importance to
maintenance department personnel.

As indicated by the title, this series of
manuals includes instructions and information
of general interest to all naval aviation person
nel. Included in these publications are the parts
of the Naval Aeronautical Publications Index
described previously' (00-500A, 00-500B,
00-500C, and 00-500M, etc.) NAVAIR outfitting lists and allowance lists. and aviation training literature.

The unit's aviation safety officer generally
passes on information from Maintenance
Crossfeed to those with an obvious need to
know and follows it up to see that it is used.
However, each Maintenance Crossfeed may
contain information that affects you. Keep in
mind that on the average you will only see an occasional Maintenance Crossfeed unless you go
out of your way to look for them. For those who
need the information contained in Maintenance
Crossfeed and are interested enough to ask for

OUTFITTING LISTS AND ALLOWANCE
LISTS, 00-35Q (Series).
support and repair

it, these publications can provide a wealth of
useful and timely information.

Aircraft maintenance
parts for aircraft

maintenance repair are listed in NAVAIR's
Initial Outfitting Lists and Allowance Lists. The
equipment and parts listed in these publications
are made available to aircratt operating and
maintenance activities in accordance with
assigned operational and maintenance respon
sibilities through appropriate applications of
Allowance Lists and Outfitting' I ists

Maintenance Crm.kleed issues are printed in
sections acLoiding to subject matter. The sections are listed as Maintenance Management,
Airframes, Armament, Avionics, Ground Support, Povverplants, and Life Support Equipment. The pages of Maintenance Crossfeed
issues are perforated to allow easy removal and
retention of any one section by a work center
without disturbing the other sections. Of course
you are most concerned with the section titled
Ground Support. The Maintenance Management section also has general information, and
as the title reflects, it contains management
material with which lhe mote senior ASs should
become familiar.

The Aeronautical Allowance I Isis Program
was designed to Lover the various types of an
craft support equipment and repair parts on
sidered to be required by maintenailLe activities.
Repair parts, nuts, bolts, etc , at: inducted in
the publications identified as Initia' Outfitting
Lists. Maintenance support equipment items
such as test stands, aircraft jacks lubricating
guns, wrenches, drills, compass testers, and

Mee h

volmeters are included in publications identified
as Allowance Lists. Most of these Out/Ming and
allowance lists hak.c. been cancelled with no

MECH is published quarterly by the Naval
Center and is distributed to naval
aeronautical orgamiations on the basis of one
Safety

replacement
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A program clostly related *to the allowance
and outfitting lists is the Air (-raft
Maintenance Material Readiness List (AMMRL)
Program. This program provides for the
development of data and documentation needed
lists

to determine and establish firm support equipment requirements and inventory control of aircraft maintenance support equipment. The
AMMRL Program includes material readiness
lists, v. hich are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Safety Manual, is one of the training manuals in
this series.

Support Equipment Manuals
(17 and 19 Series)
The 17 and 19 series of aeronautical technical
manuals cover most types of support equipment.

The manufacturer of each item of support
equipment is required to furnish adequate in-

The Application Data Material Readiness
List ( ADMRL) specifies the requirements for

each item of aircraft

maintenance support
equipment at each level of maintenance and for
each aircraft, engine, propeller, and system. The

initial ADMRI

Support Equipment, General Handli'ig and

is established

by NAVAIR-

structions for operating the equipment and

maintaining it throughout its service life. The
manufacturer does this by preparing a support
equipment manual which is approved by and
issued under the authority of the Naval Air
Systems Command. These support equipment
manuals are official Navy publications.

SYSCOM.
Support equipment manuals contain descrip-

individual Alatelial Readiness List
(IMRL) is derived from the more general
ADMRL, and is designed for specific activities.
The

Each list specifies items and quantities of ground
support equipment required for material
readiness of the aircraft maintenance activity to

hich the list applies The list applies to an actin ity by name. The Naval Air Systems Command k responsible for the preparation of the
INIRL for each activity in his cognizant area. It
is

prepared by etracting from the ADMRL

those applicable portions kk ilia pertain to the
specific aircraft and maintenance material
assignments of the activity for which the list is
de, eloped.

tive data, detailed instructions for operation,
servicing, inspection, maintenance, repair, and
cverhaul, and illustrated parts lists.
If an item of support equipment is relatively
simple, all the necessary instructions may be
contained in a single manual. An example is NA

19-1-60, Operations, Service, and Overhaul Instructions with Illustrated Parts Breakdown for
the Aircraft Universal Towbar Assembly. More
complex equipment may require two or more
manuals. For example, one manual may contain
operation, service, and repair instructions, while
the parts breakdown is contained in a separate
manual.

The INIRI is reviewed annuall, and updated

Regardless of the number of manuals used to

each activity to support current and an-

contain these instructions, the terms "Opera-

ticipated changes in pound support equipment
requirements Because the IMRL is continually

tion," "Sere ice," and "Repair" or "Overhaul" are usually used in the title of these
instructions. However, some of the newer

by

reviewed and updated and approves' by the
cognizant command, it k the firm mandatory
material readines,
list applies

of the activity to which the

RAINING IIIIRA IlJRE,

00-80
i his sok, of puhkanons is issued by
authority of the Depot ( hiet of Naval Operations (Air) I he series includes various air
safety pamphlet. and venetal aviation training
manuals 1 of csample, NA 00-80 I 96, Aircraft
(Series)

models of equipment are provided with manuals
for different levels of maintenance. In this case,

the manuals are titled "Maintenance Instructions, Organizational Level"; "Maintenance
Instructions, Intermediate Level"; and, if
required, "Maintenance Instructions,
evel."

Depot

OPERATION AND SERVICE INSi RIA
IONS --Although sometimes issued as

\ 1 \ IION

PPOR I I QL IPMENT

1-1A FINK IAN (ASI

I & 2 AND Ny\l

2i

UME I, BASICS
i Ill' seic ice institiLlions ale ,ontained n tile
fifth section -1 hese instruction, tell coil liocc to
perform periodic Inspections, maim, naikt., and
lubrication. (. harts or tables all thud 111d1Lale

separate manuals, operations and sercux
IlOn, tut ea. ii heal of ,lippOI I equipment
are usualk combined into one manual, and, as
sti

plec loud\ .taicd, ale 01 ten combined cc oh other

insttuLtions and the part. breakdcmn. OperaNils and setcke instructions include inf mina
IICLC,11 lot OlganliallOnal IC\ el
maintenance (the hist lo el of maintenance)

,\ ,tens. and
poncnts. (Periodic inspections of till (wpmt
equipment are pet ormed In acsoidancc \cull

Operation and ser \Ice 111,1111010ns manuals are
111 \ Ned Imo sections, but the \alb as to content
and number of sections I he f (Om mg is a
description of a tc pica! manual

In LOIl)llnLII0I1 \ %itIl Ille liltolltlalloll 0110,11110.1

I he f itsl section is

the inspeL11011 inter cal of

t

NIaintenance Requitement ( aids \c inch ail
in this ,,ection.) You cc ill find ilk Npecilication.
ill this section
for oil, fuel, lubricants, ct<
Diagrams,- shocking the places to be fill), icated,

arc also included. (In some manual,.
shooting charts are also in this

an introduction and

othet
!Pi Iln7,e
manuals contain all additional sect
charts.)
The Operation and serciLe nl,ti u. 1101k, ,it.

description of the equipment I hts section also
contain, a table of specifications These
specifications include the cc eight and merall
dimensions of the equipment; capacities of the
I tiel, oil, and cooling ,)stem, the manufacturer,

\cell as the other pails of support equipment
manuals, use pictuies to Jar it the tem I he II

model and tp(ind leading particulars of the
engine,

I kid

s stem

lust rations used in support equipment manual'.
are similar to those in this naming manual. both

components, elLetneid

,\ steals components, tiansmissions, and other
mato' component,

use a \%ide ant* of graphic ptesemailons Included arc pictorial dr asc ings (isohnetrik diacc-

Ings and reproduetionc of photogiaph,),

The second sr lion of a kpkal manual is a
list Of special took required for the operation

The third section Lice, information for
preparing the unit for use. Instructions for unpacking and assembling the unit are co\ ered ill
this section I he third section also includes an\
adiustments and inspections that must he made
and an safetc precautions that must he ob-

NOTE. For detailed lilt 01111,111On WIlLef fling

I \TCS of dray rugs and d1:11anI, Including the delmitions of terms used in °ninth.
(Id

troll will these graphic presentation., :clef to
Blueprint Reudini; and .SIketchuw, N \\ PI RS
10077 (Series) 5% Inch also illu.lrotes man\ of the
dif ferent symbols used on (hag! anis

operated (Some
manufacture!, also include in this section information about prepai me. the unn for storage and
shipment )
the

unit

or-

thographre dracc trigs, and schematic and block
diagrams. Sumettmes von cc ill see Lombinations
of these draccings and chagt in]. being used

and ser\Icc of the equipment

smed before

ti ouble_

is

REPAIR OR OVI RIIAI I INS I Rt (
HONS. I sco types of manuals ate used for
intermediate le\ el maintenance of ,ofpot

1 he toutttt se,rion na. complete and detailed
Silk.li
opei aung ptoceditie, lot die
nif (lunation as the pi inLiples of operation, the
purpose and usc of Ok operation controls, and
the purpose and usc of the nicht:clung instruments ate included in this section. Normal
operatinc presques and tcmpetaturcs are also
gicen Sato pit:cannons under the heading. of
"kk ARNINOS" and (At 1 IONS" are in
serted In the appropriate parts of the test I he
same methods of empliast/ing and canine cow
precaution, are used in all
attention to
support equirn,in in .1, II, ni, and manuak

equipment. They are "Repair likti tici Ion," and
"Os erhaul instructions S01111,
both the f :Taff and thc os er haul opc ix ion

are called "NlannenanLe insti nowt,.
Repair mstitletion. kICA I I k flt)
dCf COI \

,ILL..pldhlk.

,

and

t.,,Iktic
)1)(7 di ion

It)

V.1010111 complete disassemblc And [17,pC%.
(Iserhaul Insf I lidi0117-,
!Iwo, ill di,,1,. An

plc a piece of equipment and lit IN(
of I c-1,
portent, to ieplace
needed, and !ea.-A.10!: and it: .1 Ili.
to
(7 II, none, III,

1

It.

I

d

1,1Irnk
7
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haptel 3PU13I K A I IONS
II the Repot! of 0\ et haul InsuilLnons are
published in separate manuals, the first section
of each is a brief introduLtion. I his inLludes tht
purpose and leaden) particular, of the item of
equipment The remainder of the manual Lon
tams complete repair or 05 erhatil instruLtions
and test procedure, Some manuals Lombme thL
Operation and Ser \ ice Instruction LLith the
Repair or OLerhaul Instruction, %%Inch are
',rged in a seLtion, o, seLtion iuilussing the

\ less. ate 11',11,111 used Io
these assemblies and pails. I he parts lists ate
used in Lonrunk. non \snit the dlusnations Index
C \pIOLICd

numbers m the pal ts lists Loi iespond to those in

the illustrations. \ on use this set(ion and the
1

I he last section, the Numerical hides, Lontams an alphanumerical listing of all the parts in

set L ice instructions

11 I USITRAIE

ist of illustrations to locate and identity a part

\% hen the part number i, tinkno\%n 1 Ins profess
is slum n in 1 igine 3-10

the IPB. In addition to the pan numbers, the

P \RIS BREAK-

Numerical Index contains such information as
national stock number data, figure and mules
numbers, soince Lode data, and repair code

DO \\ N. I he Illustrated Paris BreakdLmn
(IPE3) h Ler) helpful in the idennf mg, tequhr
wiling, and issuing of pints for support equipment

1 he Numerical bides is used to find the illustration and nomencl,culL of a part 0 the pat(
number h kno%n 1 'gale z 11 -,buss, ho to do

1 he I P13 f or a complex item of suppot
equipment is issued as a separate manual and has
its assn identification number
Fire IPBs for
most support equipment are combined N ith one
01 more sections 01 the instructions manuals and
are the last section of sections of the manual. An

this.

61..\41-,RA I

example of the title of a combined manual is
-Operation and Service Instructions Lith Il-

PI MR At HOY.,

on as an AS, should become familiar ''nth
some NAVAIR publications that coLei general
technologies and pioLedoi es I lie lotlos'tng
paragraphs v, Jest.' ihe some of tl ese LLIuLlt
\Lill be aluable to Lou

lustrated Parts Break doss n

,\ {though the IP13 appears in some manuals
as one section, it t, usualk disided into three sec

tions or parts Introduction, Group AssembIL
Pat N I ist, and Numerical !mks. In addition to
these three parts, it has a fable of Contents. It
the IP13 is a separate manual, the fable of ( ontents is contained in the hist less pages of the

The 111/1noti //itho/4/// Alm/////, NAV NI R

01 1A-17, t, apphLable to all auLiatt hydiauht
and related hdiauln. SU\ long and test
equipment. 1 his mLludes all (ISE 'that is used of
Could be used \Lit h an salt, such as the AI -II -64
IIdraulit. I est Stand and the II-250-1 IIdrauln,
Sep' itirig Unit. The Avratrun lvdrauhcs Manual

manual 1 1 the 1PB Is t_onthined ssith instr uLtions
manuals, a combined I able of Contents appears

in the first tens pages of the Lombmed manual.
In either case, the I able of C ontents Lontams a
of Illustrations sshith plays an impottant
role in locating pans in the 1143.

is required reading ion all personnel (nditar),
and to than) at ill maintenance lc\ els ho perform any hydraulic maintenance function on
nasal inrClah sstems and related ground sup-

I he Introduction tells ho'' to use the 11'13
You should lead this section cruet ulk below us
mg the reinaming set twits I lie Introduction \\
help sou locate the neLessars information about
a part of parts quiLk Is and '`ails.

por t equipment ((1SF).
I lit publication, Inspec non and Proof load

1 es tau: 01 I Pine SluNs (,nd Restraining Deivees
/or Aire, a 1 t and Relatcd (%omponents,
NA \ AIR 17-1-114, can be \ els helpful to you in
identiN mg &Rhin dings It ,Ikt) tont,uns inf m11401011 on the iep,ur
AIM! of the I I) -IA
nedoLL n ham

I he nest seLtion, (mm AssembIL Part
ist, lists and illustrates the assemblies and pats
of the equipment
As mentioned pieronsk.

I
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DETERMINE LOGICAL SEC-

IONAL GROUP UNDER WHICH
THE PART OR SUBJECT

HOULD BE LISTED.

FIND THE TITLE OF THE

3

ILLUSTRATION ON WHICH
THE PART SHOULD BE

SHOWN.

TURN TO ILLUSTRATION
AND FIND THE PART.

REFER TO SAME FIGURE

AND INDEX NUMBER ON
PARTS LIST.

I
i

225.7

Figure 3-10.Use of the IPB when the part number Is unknown.
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authoritative listing of approved jacks for all
Navy and Marine Corps -eacraft. It lists the

Ground Support Equipment (leaning
and Corrosion Control,
NAVAIR 17-1-125

prime Jacks and alternate jacks for each aircraft,
and it also lists for you the position (wing, axle,
fuselage, etc.) that the jack can be used. It also
has data on associated repair kits, leg extension
kits, and technical publications for jacks.

This is a new publication (Jan 80) that was
for Ground Support Equipment
Before this GSE publication, AS personnel were
required to use the Aircraft Corrosion Control
designed

the Military Standardization Handbook,
Tec hnical Information File of Ground Support
Equipment, MIL-HDBK-300B, is a consolidated
source of information about individual items of
ground support equipment used by the Navy,
Air Force, and Army. It consists of several
volumes and provides descriptive information

Publication, NAVAIR 01-1A-509, which volt
now use as a ',upplemental publication.
The purpose of the manual, Ground Support

Equipment Cleaning and Corrosion Control,
NA 17-1-125, is to provide instructions for the
determination and effective control of corrosion
on Navy Ground Support Equipment (GSE). In
addition, the manual establishes requirements
for corrosion control at 4he organizational and
intermediate maintenance levels, This manual is

such as

Official nomenclature of the item
Manufacturer and model. type number
I Functional classification
4 National stock number
5 A photogiaph or drawing of the item
6. Functional description (purpose)
Its relation to other equipment
7
8. Electromechanical/ mechanical description (technical details)
9 Reference data and literature available
about the item
10 Shipping data (site, weight. etc
I

2

used with, and supports the Maintenance Instruction Manual (MIM) and Service Instruction
Manual (SIM), for the equipment you are work
ins on. If there is a conflict between these
manuals on materials or procedures for ,orro
sion control, GSE Cleaning and Corrosion ( Gntrol takes precedence.

The manual bilefls defines corrosion in
terms of how and why it occurs, and methods
for its control. It describes the common mett,ods
of cleaning and treating corroded metal surfaces
in preparation for painting. There is a section in
this manual called Coating Systems. This section
covers the coatings that are applicable to USE
(paints, primers, and chemical cons ersion
coatings). There is a preventive maintenance sec-

PDA LING MANUALS
Modern technologs is a constantly changing
thing. \\ hat is considered to be the "latest"

word today may be modified, totally revised, or
others' se made obsolete tomorrow. This is not
alw ass a planned or intended condition, but it
must he accepted and dealt with

tion which provides general guidelines fot an
effective corrosion prevention program and a
section on corrosion control of specific problem
areas and corrsion-prone areas of GSL. An zip
pendix in the manual has a list of available tools
and materials required to perform the pi o
cedures included in the manual

to
hese changing conditions apply
aeronautic technical publications, so you will

find %ourself constantly updating the technical
information and data that Non use

The Inde.k and Application I utiles /or
Mobile Electric Power Plants, NA AIR
19-45-1, contains all the descriptive information
and illustrations that % on need to identify mobil(
electric power plants

ks(un changes may be more important than
others, but they all must be entered sooner or
Wei Don't let changes stack up on you Make it
practice to keep your publications up to date

and 4pp/a anon I aide,
Aircraft Jacks, NAVAIR 19 70-46,

automatic distribution are first delivered to the

rhe

/fide%

( opics of changes and revisions received by

1,11

1 20

ter 3

1( \I It

Pt

technical library Personnel of the libiar% make
necessary changes to the publications hied in the

Repi&enieni pages teplatc pages alreadt ut
ilk bask. publkation 1 ho ate numbered in LA

library. Hots eyer, the changes to the publkaholt, held by the production (lit him. are writ d

atilt the same stay as the pages they replace
dale of the Jiang( is shot% n on the bottom of the

to the appropriate.%tork center's hbrat ran along

page in Ilk .0I 110 opposite the page number
Bet ore % on put replacement pages into a
pithlkation, Luton them Vs hen the c hange has
been entered. count the !emoted pages to make

ssith a Change Entry Certification ((IC). OP
NAV Form 507Q '12. CE C is used to maintain
control of changes and re% hums. I he Lenhal
library uses the%0 part ('EC to assure that the
changes are made by the stork tenter librarian
he central library hrst fills in the blocks Ion the
short title of the publication being changed, the
local copy number assigned to it and the change
or correction numbers, Under Remarks in Part
1, the central library supplies oterall direction
for incorporation of the change and ant other
information it feels the stork center might need
\hist libraries require the old pages or replaced
publication to he returned as an e tt a step to ensure the changes hat e been made If this is to he
done, the special instruction should he entered in
the Remarks block.

sure that the same number ssetc tenanted as sere
put In. Also, 1 Ile banana of each remoted lage
should be t.heLked to, dales to make sure nt, nest
replaLement pages %%Lie madtertentl% miss( d

On the hack of each change ,otiee cot er
page N a Lumulatite list of all chan,cd reused
pages issued and the date of Issue since the bask

date of the manual. Checking the listed pages
and dates against the cot 1 espondmg pages of the

manual, %%WI are also dated, is one good
method of detei miffing Lutrentness and Loinpleteness of the manna! I his page becomes the
toter page of the re% ised manual

non is prepared as supplemental data

In ,..Idnion to the normal technical manual
Lhange and !et ision system described abotei
Rapid Atmon Change (RA( ) system has been
des eloped to get urgently required information
into the held quk.kly. Under this system, fulmination affecting flight safety, hazards to personnel, equipment damage, aircraft system or
component !mime, or grounding of aircraft is
nransnutted 10 cuncetned atilt IlleN by natal
message and they immediately incorporate it
into the at tek. ted manual. RAC's must be
entered t% ithm 1%%o %ol king days of teLeipt and

incorporating eluoges, sou should
I ollott the instructions pro% idtLon the how

outink.0 changes are to he incorporated %% itlun
tite tt 01 k ing (Ia.. Return t he second part of the

Your

librarian

the %%ork Leffler
acknot% ledges receipt of the change b% signing
at

Part I of the (-EC and returning it to the central
library. If you are incorporating the change, son
still sign and clan: Part 2 of the CH.' tot in and
return one lorm tot each change mem notated

1 he changes or roisions mat LliteLt stilt in
Lhangcs, pros ide replacement additional pages.

and or protide information Aft:0111g taboo.
par ts of the manual, in %%Inch Lase the int (ulna
V her

(

page of the change. Write-in material should he

neatly and legibly using indelible ink
Ec\t material to he deleted should hat e

single
1

line ruled neatly through etery line of ttpe
'supplemental data is printed on pages ss In, II
ton tile next to the at teLted pages nil the manual
ripplemernary pages are inserted in the manual
in page number order and ate identified ht a It 1
ter added to the page number I of e \ample, tl a
supplemental- \

page

is

it sued

bearing

I ( 10 sour .entr.al library ssithin illese time

1111111,

1.1

1 1 R -11 PI, 1)11(1.( I 11..,

I her e art r%%0 1)1 (rad categories of letter -type.

dilet.iit es

One Lategor

is

used to pass out

IL, link al nifoi Illation and likludes Bulletins and
( hances
,rite I

"it

I hk. C are I eLIMILal Dirt:L[1%es. I he
per tam. to polk% and .A1111111.11,1

non pi oLkt.fules

t lit

I he Instructions and Notices

number 2-16A, it is rnaLed bettteen page, 2 1/,
and 2-17 I he supplementar% int ()lithium) mat
Ni! h
be applkaHe to either imees 2 16, 2 l',

ss Ilk. 11 11.0t psi t s kiosk been described, Make up

tot the paces

1,11.1,

itto hums of letter -kpe

1111.

dirt L 1

1
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Technical Directives

Each Interim Change is followed up by a
Formal Change directive which has the same

The Technical Directive System controls and

number as the Interim Directive and which

issues all technical directives, such as those
which direct you to perform modifications and
onetime inspections of ground support e uip-

replaces it. Interim Bulletins, however, are not
superseded by Formal Bulletins.

tical
equipment. Therefore, the Technical D. ective
System is an important element in the p ograms
you use to maintain equipment in alafe/and curment as well as of aircraft and other aeron

rent state of operational and material readiness.

This system provides for two types of
technical directives. The difference between the

Sometimes a Change or Bulletin is not the

answer to a problem, and it is necessary to
amend or revise a Technical Directive. An
Amendment is used to do this. It is a document
comprised of information which clarifies, corrects, adds to, deletes from, makes minor
changes in requirements to, or cancels the existing directive. Notice that an Amendment

modifies another publication, while Changes
and Bulletins direct specific operations on equip-

two is the method of their dissemination. The
two types are Formal (letter-type) and Interim

ment. An Amendment is only a supplement to
the existing directive and not a complete directive in itself. A maximum of three amendments
may be applied to any Technical Directive (TD),
each remaining in effect until rescinded or
superseded by a Revision. If the Technical

(message-type). As opposed to the manuals we

have discussed, they are both considered as
letter-type publications. They contain technical

instructions or information which cannot be
disseminated by revisions or changes to technical
manuals. However, technical directives often re-

Directive needs more changes, a Revision must
be issued.

quire you to change or revise the applicable
technical manual, along with performing the

A Revision is a completely new edition of an
existing Technical Directive (TD). It supersedes

directed modification of equipment.

the original directive and all existing Amend-

A Formal Technical Directive is issued as a
Change, or as an amendment or revision to a
Change and is disseminated by mail. A
"change" as used here, is a direction to ac
complish and record a modification to support
equipment, aircraft and related equipment.

ments.

A rescission of a TD is its cancellation after
all its requirements have been completed. The
final rescission action is given in NAVSUP
Publication 2002 (microfiche).

A Bulletin is a message-type document com-

Cancellation of a TD is the process by which

prised of instructions and information which

a TD is removed when it is determined that it
should not be incorporated. When this is determined, an Amendment is issued to cancel the

directs a one-time inspection for a given condition. It specifies what action is to be taken if the

given condition is found or not found. Some

TD

bulletins may contain instructions for corrective
action but bulletins w ill not authorize any
change to the material or configuration of the
equipment involved.

Changes and Bulletins arc automaticall),

distributed to all adtities on the appropriate
distribution list.

An Interim Technical Directive is either a

the title of a Change or Bulletin for support

Change or a Bulletin, or an amendment or rev i
sion of a Change or Bulletin. In order to get to
the concerned activities quickly, it is sent as a
message. The Interim Technical Directive is only
used when it is necessary to inspect or correct a
safety or operational condition which is too im-

equipment consists of three parts. Part one is the

portant to risk waiting for a Formal Directive

haste directive title

term "Support Equipment," part two, the word

or words "Change," "Interim Change," or
'Interim Bulletin," an part three, the sequential

number.

When

applicable,

"Rex. A," "Amendment I,-
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Changes are classified by various "action"

conditions which could result in perAninel
or property damage. This categor), of direttise

categories. Bulletins may also be assigned an ac-

tion classification, but it is not mandatory. The

identified by the words "URGENT At. 110\
printed in black ink at the top ot the first page
and a border of black diagonal lines. like the

assigned action category tells you the priority for
compliance with the directive.

The category "Immediate Action"

slash line on a typewriter. around the 0,,:
page.

is as-

signed to directives which are issued to correct
unsafe conditions, which if not corrected would
probably result in fatal or serious injury to personnel, or extensive damage or destruction of
property. Immediate Action directives take unsafe equipment out ot service until the directive
has been compiled with. In some cases action
may be deferred up to 120 days (see Table 3-4).
Immediate Action directives are identified by a
border of black X's on the cover page, broken at

Directive not later than the nee; regular
scheduled rework or overhaul of the. equipment
If the equipment does not hair a regular
overhaul schedule, Lompl %kith Ifc
within 18 months

the top center of the page by the words "IMMEDIATE ACTION," printed in black.

hazard through prolonged usage or liae

You must cornply with a,l

adverse effect on the operational lift or genera:
use of equipment. Compl!, with routine aLlion

directives v.hich are used to correct unsafe

directives not later than ii.e nest

Table 3-4.Technical directives priority system

Sruatior
direcnse

Us: of the equipment INVOI \ l 'N t,\L t ts
,rn
affected component or system n.
or emergency operation
1

lntenn,

Immehate

ot

Use of the equipment
S \O;
use of the aftected ,ompon,-,1 0- s's

ormai

if

hi either normal or einrgeny operailoi

rger t

se of the equipment INVOLVI
attecti:d components or sN, stem in
or emergenLy operation

lr;tc art
r

Use of the equipment DOI S \Ol IN
use of the affected Lomponent or
in either normal or emrgern

rin
Roffiins

rszeni

Routine Action direLti\ es are issued a tics,
there are deficiencies v..hit..h Lould beLonie

The category "Urgent Action" is assigned to

Action
classification

I.

XII\

1 q111,11
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TECHNICAL. PUBLICA I IO\
FILING AND STORAGL

scheduled overhaul or rework, or for equipment

not reworked or overhauled on a scheduled
basis, nor later than 18 months after issuance of
the directive. If, however, accomplishment of
the work requires depot level maintenance
capability, and the required action will seriously
interfere with operational commitments of
schedules, you may defer compliance. Routine

NAVAIR technical manual, and di! cuik.
are drilled with five distuktive hole, thr<< laigL
and two small. The three large hole, tit ti< po.i
of the special NAVAIR publkation
h<

two small holes are provided to pontit
standard three-ring loos leaf biniter,

Action directives are identified by the words
"ROUTINE ACTION" printed in black capital

of

storage provides a uniform mean, of
well as controlling the q01,1g< of loo,t.
documents. The NAVAIR binder, ai<

letters at the top center of the cover page and no
border symbols are used. Table 3-4 illustrates the
technical directives priority system Just described.
A Record Purpose category is assigned to a
technical directive which describes modification

as

In two- and three-inch sizis

National Sit.k

Numbers for these binders are

2" Binder- 7510-00-889-35V)
( ode 9Q

that has been completely incorporated by the
contractor before acceptance of the equipment
by the Navy. This category of technical directives merely documents the action for configuration management purposes. Consequently,
compliance is not required. They are identified
by the words "RECORD PURPOSES" printed
in black capital letters at the top center of the

3' Binder- 7510-00-889-152n
Code 9Q

I

)1,1.1

1)i, rihutiun

Each manual, direLtive reLeivcd should he
placed in one of these binders which ha, a viriy
envelope spline into which ari identification strip
is inserted. This strip should identify
the

Coker page.

manual/directive number and title. More than
one manual/directive may be placed in the same
binder (depending on thickness). In this case, the
number of the directives in the binder should appear in the spline window or the indushe
numbers, such as NAVAIR 5200-5212. Publkaions that are used often should he filed one to a

IL( FINICAL. PUBLICATIONS
LIBRARY

A reann.al Publications Library (I PL)

is

maintained in each airt.raft maintenance department. Management 6f the TPL is a function of
the QA division. The TPL, personnel determine
hat technical manuals are required to support

binder. Commeicial manuals that have been
assigned NAVAIR nun-hers :ire filed along with
NAVAIR manuals. Those commercial manual,
without NAVAIR numbers should be Bled in a
separate file. The binders should he placed

the maintenance organization. They receive,
distribute, and control these manuals, as well as
tnsuring that changes are entered for updating
manuals distributed throughout the maintenance organization.

shelves so that the manuals are arranged in
tlphanumerk order by publkation number.

As an AS you will be more concerned with

In a similar manner, NIIARc) Lartm,Ige, are

t he Dispersed Library which is the library that is
ire your division. At one time or another you will
probably be assigned as the publications PO and
he responsible to your supervisor for all publkations in the division. When assigned as publications PO, one of the first things you should do is
go tk your central IPI (in QA) and spend some

arranged in alphanumeric order by Larrrit2e
number sequence and stored in an appropriatL
storage cabinet or container with the Lartridg<
end label readily visible. I otter -type WILL tie.
should be filed in individual binder nunicti

rally. Therefore, there should be bintkr, tor
changes and binders for bulletin,

time with the Al charged with maintaining it so
vuu may obtain a good understanding ot the
oper"tion 01 a library

;Miscellaneous publkation, also Should he
tiled in looseleaf binders I wo tiav,ii V,triate
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Publication Library (NWPL) cards should be
prepared for each publication regardless of type
and filed" record card files. You should have

To you, the technician who maintains GSE
and on whom its safety depends, the delay between the time a technical manual change is is-

one card index by NAVAIR number and one by
model or part number as a cross-reference for all
publications.

sued and the time that change is translated into a

repair is DANGER TIME in which naval personnel and equipment are exposed to possible in-

jury or destruction. Any method that shortens
or eliminates this DANGER TIME is a way to
MAINTENANCE INFORMATION
AUTOMATIC RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

increase safety.

MIARS provides the aviation maintenance
man with required technical information in a

(MIA RS)

more efficient way than was possible with con-

The Maintenance Information Automated

ventional printed manuals. This new system

hereafter referred to as

means fast access to up-to-date, accurate,

MIARS, projects and prints out information

technical information, and you no longer have

from maintenance manuals vv hich is contained
on 16mm microfilm cartridges.

to lug heavy paper manuals to your working

Retrieval System,

area. All you handle is a 4-inch square cartridge
in which the roll of microfilm is encased. Each
MIARS cartridge contains approximately 2700
pages of information. The reader-printer (figure

3-12), on which the microfilm page can be

227.97

227.98

Figure 3-12.---AR-150A reader-printer,

Figure 3-13.----AR-151A portable reader.
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displayed is near your work site, where its
automatic retrieval system is ready to use and its

printer can make Lopes of those pages you re
quire for the job at hand.

AR-150A reader-printer (figure 3-12) and the
smaller AR-151A (figure 3-13) portable readers.
The reader-printers have a keyboard for finding
microfilm pages and a printer which can make

up to seven copies of a microfilm frame. The
In addition to Lartridges of microfilm MI ARS

requires two basic pieces of hardware. The

portable

readers

are

basic

projectors

that

magnify and display microfilm information.
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CHAPTER 4

AVIATION SUPPLY SYSTEM
requirement that you develop tact, job
knovv ledge and a "team" attitude to get the best
possible supply support to complete your shop
mission.

You have otten heard that "The only permanent thing in supply h change." This statement

may be slightly exaggerated, but at times it
sounds quite true. The important thing to
remember is that changes in supply procedure,
are necessary to keep pace vvith the changing

ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION

OF NMI SUPPLY

maintenance concepts of the modern Navy. Nest

systems, and equipment are constantly under
development in today's Navy. Therefore, nov

To better understand the relationship of the
Naval Supply Systems Command to the aviation

systems and procedures are being developed in
the Navy supply 'system to ensure that supplie,

supply system, you should rev ley% hoc% the Navy

and materials are available in the right quan-

supply system \vas developed.

tities, at The_right place, and at the right time.
The primary objective of the Navy supply,

In 1921 the Bureau of Aeronautics (BuAer)
came into being and assumed the responsibility

system is to achieve a balance betvv een the sup
ply of materials and the material requirements of

of procuring aircraft and aircraft engines. The
responsibility for procuring spare parts and
other aeronautical material remained vvith the
Naval Aircraft I actors, located in Philadelphia,
and Much until 1941 \vas the aviation supply
center of the Nays.
-I he Aviation Supply ()Ince (ASO) vvas
established. in 194; under the technical control
of BuAer ,and the management control of the

the Department of the Navy. The av 'anon sup
ply system must achieve this objeCtive for the
aeronautical material segment. It must be emphasized at this point that the aviation supply
system is not separate and distinct, but is a segment of the integrated Navy supply system. I ht.
procedures and organdation in thi, chapter arc
appropriate to the aviation segment and arc fic
quently equally appropriate to other segment, of
the supply system.

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts. The functions
vs ere the procurement, custody, and issuance of
aeronautt,:al spare parts and technical material.

One of your tasks as an Aviation Support
Equipment Technician (AS) is to ensure that
needed material is available to complete work
assignments. To ensure that this material h

I his is essentially the !unction of AS() today
under the technical control of the Nasal Air
Systems ( ommand INA% AIR) Management
control of AS() is under the Naval Supply

available you must work closely skull supply per-

Systems ( ommand

sonnel. To do this, you must have a vvorking

( ommander, Naval Supply Systems
( ommand, is usually a rear admiral appointed
by the President for a !OM of 4 sears \Alai the

k nosv ledge of the supply system and its applica

tion to the maintenance of support equipment
II you, an Aviation Support I qurpnieii
Technician, are to advance to third or second
class petty of freer, on must become more
soked to O: details of rendering material sup
port for the completion of Oh ;oh

advice arid consent of the Senate lie sv mks %kith

the delegated authorth of the ',eLretat% of the
Nass All policies and procedures of the ,R1,1
(1011 supply olflaillititl01111,1s Olt lull t it
and
etto,t ctl 51 ( N \\ (kr
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APPROPRIA tiONS

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE
NAVAL SUPPLY SYSTEMS
COMMAND

At one time lq another, 011 nia ha% e had
the frustrating experience ot not being able to
draw from supply some item needed mimed'
ately. The usual reason given is. "\N e do not
have any money lett." Obviously, the Navy

The general functions of the Naval Supply
System Command include several areas which
may not apply to the AS. Listed below are some
of the more important general functions of the
Naval Supply Systems Command:
I.

Supervises

the

procurement,

.

operates with limited fund. 1 his seLtion and the

following section, titled "Operating Budgets,"
are presented to help you better understand how
money can be available for operating expenses

receipt,

Ow supply phases of the Navy supply system and
administers the redistribution program of excess

The main money pool of the government is
the General Fund of the Treasury. Funds come
into the General Fund from such sourLes as income taxes, import-export taxes, etc. The only
way for money to be expended from the General
Fund is by congressional action, vhit.h has to be
approved by the President. A congressional bill

_personal property within the Department of

which includes spending of funds from the

custody, warehousing, and ssuance of Navy
supplies and materials, exclusive of ammunition,
projectiles, mines, explosives, and medical sup-

Supervises and directs the operation of

Defense and the sale of Navy surplus property.
Authorizes and supervises the trans3.

General Fund is called an appropriation.

portation of Navy property.

quired for the operation of the Defense Depart-

An estimate of the amount of money re-

ad-

ment during a given fiscal year is prepared by the

for the supply distribution

Department of Defense before the beginning of
the fiscal year. The Congress studies the pro-

Renders an annual report to the Con-

posed budget in the light of world affairs, the

gress of money value of supplies on hand at the
various stations at the beginning of each fiscal
year, the disposition thereof, purchase and expenditure of supplies for the year, and balance
on hand.
Coordinates (cooperation toward a goal)
6.
the compilation and arranges for the printing ot
the Catalogs on Navy Material.

current domestic eLonomy, ind such other con-

4.

Prepares

ministers funds

budget

estimates

and

system.
5.

siderations as they see fit. Congress may increase

the amount requested, decrease it, or pass it as
is. After presidential action is Lompleted, the
money is made available to the Department of
Defense to be spent dining a spes.it led sear. Fhis

is known as an "annual" or "cane -rear" appropriation
C ongress and the President ma% also approse no-year appropriations fox special pro
tects such as large construction programs over
an unspecified length l)t time
Another form of appropriation is the
"multiple -year" appropriation t or projects
which will be' Lompletid in a prk..11Liablt length
of time An example of the use of this 1%pc. ut
appropriation is the monc% appr ululated to
sorer the expenses of the R01( .allege, programs 1()r the next tom %ear,
111(),,t
,
1 he appropriation wtich tit let.
tier the
I ht. Aim-cm-Near appi opr iJnon
appropriation expenditure atithoniation is re
sewed in the 1)rt-wrinkly f Det(AiNe. it 1, ppi_
rated among the Net
a a pt.rcentai,( ot their
pre%lou.1%
.uhrnitted hukiver ( oiniare\ the

Some additional functions of the Na %}, Supply Systems Command that ate of interest to AS
personnel are the general functions of the Avia-

tion Supply Office (ASO) The ASO is the
primary Navy Inventory Control Point (ICP)
that is responsible for material support of the
Naval Aviation Maintenance Control Prograni,
with respect to technical aviation material
Technical aviation material are items such as
spare parts for aircraft, engines, avionics, elee
trical, accessories, safety equipment, and

I

ground support equipment The Aviation Sup
ply Office has the responsibility tor the
budgeting, funding, prouireinent, disposal and
transfer of equipment within the Naval A, lation
Maintenance Program
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and the requirements for airframe configurations, power plants, and avionics systems

Accountable (tern
The term accountable item applies to all GSE

AMMRL has as its objective the data and in-use
asset information concerning Ground Support

assigned report code "R." Report code R is
assigned to all repairable Intermediate Material
Readiness List (IMRL) items of GSE in addition
to all other GSE costing $200 or more. A status
change (gain, loss, survey) or a report code R

Equipment (GSE). This data can be used by
your super-shin for the following purposes.
I.

To establish allowance requirements for

item requires a transaction report to be filed.
Non-repairable GSE and/or items costing less
than $200 are assigned report code "C" (con-

GSE at the intermediate or organizational
maintenance activities.

2. No redistribute in-use assets
3.

sumables) in IMRLs and are not repotted when
their status changes.

To establish a base lot GSI. budget re

quireme,.ts,
4.

Excess "In-Use" Accountable GSE

To esaluate material readiness

This includes items of GSE which meets an

Ground Support Equipment (GSE)

of the follmking criteria.
An authorized INIRL item which is not
I
considered to he needed in the authorized or
allowed quantity.
2. A quantity in possession of any aircraft

GSE includes all equipment on the ground to

make e weapons system (in aircraft), support
system, subsystem, or end item of equipment
operational for its proper use. This also includes
all equipment required to. in,tall, launch, arrest,
inspect, test, adjust, calibrate, assemble,
disassemble, handle, transport, safeguard, store,

maintenance activity which exceeds the authorized IMRL quantity, or the quantity authorized
by the Aircraft Controlling Custodian, these are
commands that direct the mosement of aircraft.
The following commands are ACCs:

sersice, repair, oserhaul, maintain, or °perme
the system, subsystem, end item, or component

Application Data for Material
Readiness List (ADMRL)

h

Nasal Air .S),sterus Command
Commander Nasal Air Atlan-

d

tic Pacific
hief of Nasal Air Reserves
Chief of Nasal Au Training

a

I he AD\IRI s.onsists of uata specifying the
requirements for each item of GSL as applied
against intermediate and/or organizational lend
of maintenance .ind selected ranges for each type
of aircraft, engine, and avionics system these
data are stored in computers and used to des clop
intermediate Material Readiness I ists (I \1RI si

Ans on-hand quantity of GSE which has
heen deleted from the ac its ity's present IVIRI

Individual Material Readiness

\s used in this sec min, an alternate item is an
interchangeable or suhstitute for the desire item
I \kind] IN lane(' a "prime" Item in this chapter)

1

Alternate Its.in

I,ist (IMRL)
tsonihined) fisting of (s1
the 1%1RI i
that is required h% an aLtRit to perform its
assigned maintenance function, It is maintained
by that acRits reporting all on-hand assets
then are teceiYed, inyentoried, and transferred
It is extreme's important that these transaction,
ahout Iti1Ri items he reported as then occur

MA IERIAI AI I MA ,Vs4(
DOCUMEN

\cionautical matelial and equipment

to

,tiered tot the operation and maintenance of au
launched weapons. and aetonautical

4 -1
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systems are normally furnished through one or
more of the follow mg allowance lists.

Breakdown (IPB) or other teLhincal reference.
The request is forwarded through maintenance

control for assignment of a priority indicator

5.
6.
7.

Aviation Consolidated Allowance I ht
(AVCAL)
Coordinated Shipboard/Shoiebased
Allowance List (COSAL/COSBAL)
Individual Material Readiness I ist
(IMRL)
NAVAIR Allowance List (AL)
NAVAIR Initial Outfitting Lists (101 )
Allowance Equipage List (ALL )
Allowance Parts List (APL)

8.

Tables of Basic Allowances (TI3A)

I

2.
3.

4.

The Aviation Supply Office (ASO) publishes
microfiche consolidated listing of all
aeronautical allowance lists (ASO publication
ARR -100, Allowance Requirements Register).
This publication is updated quarterly and sent to
various aviation activities by an ASO controlled
distribution list.
a

and project code. Then the request is passed to
material control, and forwarded to the SSC.
I isted below are some examples of material

support provided by Material Control in the
cognizant organization:
Ensuring that maintenance requirements
1.
for parts and material are properly forwarded to
the SSC in a timely and continuous manner to
keep from stopping work or grounding the air
craft.
Ensuring that parts and material re2.

ceived are expeditiously routed to applicable
work centers and are not allowed to accumulate.

Establishing delivery,"pickup points for
3.
all material as mutually agreed to by Supply and
Maintenance Officers.
4.

Maintaining liaison with the supporting

SSC on maintenance material matters to ensure

SUPPLY DEPARTMEN1
ORGANIZATION

that material needs of the organization are
satisfied.

Material management and supply support re
quires and involves a direct relationship between
two complex operationsmaintenance and sup
ply. These operations must have a single point of

quired for operational support of weapons
system (i.e., material chargeable to funds such as

5.

contact for coordinating actions common to
operations.

of

material
the In
termediate Maintenance Activity (INIA) depends

both

The

success

management and supply support in

Preparing documents for materials re-

aviation fuel, lube oil, flight clothing, etc.) and
material carried in SERVMART, JETMART
(ServiceiJet Market) outlets.
6. Maintaining control, records to ensure
the turn -in of defective components within
established time frames.

largely on this cooperation. Both supply and
maintenance personnel must be familiar with the
local organizational structure. Material Control

Centers (MCCs) and Supply Support Centers
(SSCs) are contact points for material and sup-

Some tundions which apply only to the in
termediate level of maintenance are listed in the
following paragraphs.

ply matters.

Intermediate Level

MATERIAL CONTROL FUNCTIONS

An Administrative Screening Unit has been
established in Material Control for intermediate
maintenance activities this socening unit does
the following'

Material control serves as the single point of
contact within the maintenance organization I or
conducting business with the supply organization.
When an organization is in need of a Lompo
_rent, the production work center requesting the
material furnishes identification of the required
item in the form of a part number and manufac
turer's code from an Illustrated Parts

1.
111111CS

Positiel!, identifies material and deterIS within the repair capability of the

it it

Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance 1)epat tment
2.
1 nsures that all required documentation
is affixed to the component ii e , logs, records,
\IDS MAI , eft

4-5 ,
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3
Not les maintenance production control that defectie components has e been reeeled for scheduling into the AIMD.

4

sectionsthe Component ( outiol Section and
the Suppl) Response Section.
The amount of support pros ided is depend
ent upon the operating hoots of the
maintenance aLnsiti,es that the Leiner supports.
If maintenance is being per tot tiled 24 hours a
day, then supply support iti as actable 24 hours a

Transfers the (lefectie components to

the appropriate \%ork center \% hen directed 11)
maintenance produLtron control.

All components recessed in the AIMD
material control reLeiSe screening to determine
ss nether the item is within the cheek, test, or
repair capability of the AIMD. As a result of this
screening, components requiring maintenance in
the, AIM!) are reported to maintenance, produc-

day.

The center mamtams the I oLal Repair ( Lie
Asset (FRCA) lot inert), known as the "Rotable
Pool." The I,RCA is a gathering place for irequentl used parts that require frequent reordering. Proper management of the FR( A
depends on ha mg a real..s..' ri L stock lescl ,01

tion control as "Reads For Induction". Items
beyond AIMD's ability to correct are returned
to the Suppl, Support Center with appropriate
recommendations for disposition. When the

reordering. This is the stock IeNC1 at ss 111LII int-

ther use of a part or material will likely result in
the aetn, ity being unable to do its mission. Hie
assignment of a low limit (noun for I corder mg)

work in the AIMD has been completed, the com-

ponents, together with required records, are
returned to Material Control for appropriate

may be based on any sensible set of standards or

limits, i.e., as er age number of daily issues per
related (family) group, Wor k Unit ('ode (WLIC);

routing

items \kIth an allow ance of tsso or less are alw a\ s

Organizational I.eNel

at this low limit. The use of loss 'Innis alloys for
timely notification to Aircraft Intermediate
Maintenance Department (Al NI I)) of I R( A upwining shortages and permits a potential Not
In Stock" (NIS) si. 1 uation to he cleared up prior
to the actual NIS esent

In addition to the general functions, the
material control ssork renter in organizational
ley el act is ales ss
I
Vent> NORS (Not Operationally Ready
Supply ) iequisitions and maintenance of current
NORS status records.

Lel \ ed

COMPON VI CON I ROI.
SECTION (CCS)

In\ entor airciatt when they are reor transfer red and maintain in\ entor

The CCS is the section of the Supply Support
C enter (SSC') that I, responstble for management
of repairable items CCS must aLLount tot all

records

reparrables stored m the I RCA storage alias, in
the AlNID repair cyLle, and in proLess for ship-

V hen Components are remoked as a result of

nialliteriall,e, Material control will ensure that
the SS( rs liOntled to piLk it up I hese com-

ment to Designated Os erhatil Points (i)op)
('('S is dik kW into the following seLuons

ponents must he aLLompamed h) record cards
and RT.., s, hen applicable, plus a use parts

\ IDS \I \I

I

z.

St PPI 1 tit I'POR I (I \ I ER

4

,.iiii/ation, him one point of
Nlarnicitan. c
.ont,kt \ith the supporting supply activity I his

r, I %It\

I

mode

it

of

Stippl), Screening

)

'rut (SSI.

\\kaiting Part,. l nut ( \\\ I))

Document ( ontrol I nit

supply ecniaLt point is the Stippl Suppor t
( cruel
I he SS( responds to all material
requirements of the marmenarke ortfanuation,
1 1)c. SS( is in Inir11,1i meal)I/anon of the local
supply

Document ( mitt ol [rut (D( I
I R( A Storage unit

unit is tesponsibk for the ,oPt! of of
ollirotichk and their doLamc,'1, sash a,
1)0( 1, \11 N I SI S11 Ns1
1 his HI( Lori
tips Of Ole 1)1) I 01111 1348
tarns fire sshrte

tss
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received from the Technical Research Unit, indicating that a demand for a repairable component was recessed, but other than Expeditious
Repairs (FXREP).

components returned from the AIMD. This unit
should be located adjacent to AIMD Production
Control. The functions of the AWP unit are:
I. To establish holding and staying areas
for AWP components.

EXCHANGE DUE. El LL.This file contains the yellow copy of the DI) Form 1348,
received from Material Delis ery Unit, indicating
that a detectise turn-in is to be received.

2. To requisition lists with prices, maintain
requisition files, registers, and records necessary
to monitor (check on), follow-up, expedite

1NDUC [ION RtTURN DUE FILE.This

(speed up), reconcile (re-check or adjust), and
report material demands for component repairs.

file contains the Visual Information
Display System,' Maintenance Action Form
sisual

(VIDS/MAF),

Copy: 2, received from the
AIMD. This shows that a part is to be inducted
into the AIMD. When the delectise components
are processed without an exchange ready-forissue component, the Copy 2 of the VIDS/MA:
will show that the component has been inducted

3.

To maintain contact with the Supply

Section (SRS) on maintenance
material matters to ensure delivery of material
required to repair components.
Response

4. To receive incoming material, match it
to the failed component and when all required
material is received, reinduct (arrange with the
AIMD the return for repair) components.

into the AIMD. No other copies of DD Form
1348 are filed.
Local Repair Cycle Assets

(LRCA) Storage Unit

5. To continually review and follow up on
off-station requisitions to fill AWP re-

The LRCA storage unit is responsible for the
receipt, storage, and accountability of repairable
assets (components, Lints, and parts). LRCAs

quirements.
6. To set procedures to ensure that an unsatisfactory LRCA is reported; that AWP situations are made known to higher authority; and
that aid is to be received within a set period of

are part of an activity's repairable Operational
Support [memory (OSI fixed allowance) and
are in a central location to allow for rapid issue
to Organizational Maintenance Activity/AIMD.
This includes returning RFI components to the

time.
7. To make recommendations on cannibalization (stripping parts from one unit to
repair another unit) of AWP components after
joint study by both the AWP unit and produc-

L RCA storage area or the stock warehouse and

sending non-RFI (equipment to be repaired)
components to the Designated Overhaul Point
(DOP).

tion control.

SUPPE. Y SCREENING UNIT (SSU).The

8. To set procedures to assign failed components to the next lower lesel of repair when

SSU also keeps a repairable control file. This file

contains the yellow copy of the DD Form 1348
for those requisitions for repairable items that
could not be filled from on-station souices, such
as LRCA, stock, quick repair, etc. This file indicates that the requisition has been forwarded
to Main Supply for off-station processing and
that a repairable back order has been made.

needed.

Supply Response Section (SRS)
The Supply Response Section (SRS) prepares

all necessary requisitions (DD Form 1348) and
related documents required to obtain material
for local maintenance use in direct support of
weapon system maintenance. The maintenance
organization verbally notifies the supply
organization that the material is needed. When

AWAI TING PAP FS UNI1 (AWP).The
Awaiting Parts (/, h is responsible for News
mg, storing, and controlling all AWP
4-7
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the material is available locally, the time frame
for processing and delivery is as follows:
Priority

Process/Delivery Time

1-3

1 hour

4-8

2 hours

9-20

Force/
Activity
Designator

AND ASM 3 &

2)

A

B

C

Unable
to

Impairs
capability

Routine

I

4

11

2

5

I2

3

6

13

7

9

14

8

10

15

perform
I

Combat

24 hours

11

The SRS is responsible for the receipt, storage,

Positioned

and issuing of all ready-for-issue pot)! components. It is responsible for physical delivery of
RFI material to maintenance organizations, and

III

Ready

the pickup of defective components from the
organizational maintenance activity and delivery

IV

to the intermediate maintenance activity. You,
as maintenance personnel, are not involved in

Reserve
and

the physical movement of material between

support

organizations.
The SRS also performs technical research in

order to complete requisition documents and

V

determine the status of outstanding requisitions
and inform the customer about the order.

Others

Uniform Material Movement
and hive Priority System (UMMIPS)

Figure ft-I.Priority Number Chart.

In this system, the priority designator is

(CONUS) in specific theaters or areas designated
by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and those CONUS

determined by a combination of factors. These
factors identify the importance of the requisitioner FAD (force/activity designator) and the
urgent FAD need or end use (indicated by an
urgency-of-need designator). The FAD and a
Roman numeral I through V, is assigned by the

forces being maintained in a state of combat
readiness for immediate (within 24 hours)
deployment or employment.

IIIREADY: All other United States combat ready and direct combat ready and direct
combat support forces outside CONUS not in-

Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO), and Navy commanders.

cluded under designator II.

Every activity is assigned one of five
force/activity designations according to its

IVRESERVE AND SUPPORT: U.S. active and selected reserve forces planned for
employment in support of approved joint war

militiry importance. The designators are shown
in Figure 4-1 and explained as follows:

plans. This category includes training units and
units in training for scheduled deployment.

ICOMBAT: The highest order of military
importance. This designator is not normally

VOTHERS: All units not otherwise
assigned, inzluding administrative/staff type
units.

used in peacetime unless approved by the President or the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

HPOSITIONED: United States combat,
combat ready, and direct combat support forces

The Force/Activity Designator is prepared
according to the urgency of a requirement in

leployed outside Continental United States
4-8
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negotiating on the open market for an item held
in surplus by another sei y ice under its on stork
number. This confusion resulted in the Military
Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedure
(MILSTRIP) in 19S' of the Defense Cataloging
Standardization Act.

order to determine the priority to be assigned to
requisitions. For example, FAD II activities can
submit priority 2, 5, or 12 requisitions for
material, depending on the urgency of the requirement to mission readiness, while FAD III
activities submit priority 3, 6, or 13 requisitions
for corresponding requirements.

The priority assigned o individual material

Implementing the Defense Cataloging Stand-

requisitions is assigned by maintenance control
in accordance with the military importance and
the urgency of need of the item. Abuse of the
priority system minimizes the effort that the supply system can devote to units directly involved

ardization Act has reduced the duplication of
items among the services by providing for one

in combat. Instructions for the assignment of

The standardized numbering system was intended to create and improve standardization of
items of military supply in servicewide use and
reduce excess inventories, which, for the most

stock number for each item, regardless of how it
is or was used by the using activity.

FADs are promulgated by OPNAVINST 4614.1

(Series) and are implemented by Fleet Commander and Support Commander instructions.
The urgency-of-need designator (an
alphabetical A, B, or C) is determined by

part, were caused by lack of standardization.
Also, reducing inventories saved money by
reducing the time material stayed on the shelf.

maintenance control in the requisitioning ac-

Less items had a chance to become obsolete.

tivity, with certain exceptions. These two factors
(FAD and urgency-of-need) enable the requisitioning activity to determine the UMMIPS
priority designator (arable numeral).

Originally these stock numbers were known

as Federal Stock Numbers (FSN), but were
changed to National Stock Numbers (NSN) in
1974 in order to comply with item identification
requirements of the Status of Forces Agreement
of the NATO members.

MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION
Aviation Support Equipment personnel
work closely with the aviation storekeepers in
keeping GSE in an "up" status. In order to ob-

military, you should know that the national

tain replacement parts as rapidly as possible, you
must know how to determine the source of sup-

stock numbering system is the prime numbering
system for all federal agencies.

NOTE: While this chapter applies only to the

ply of different items. For example, you may
waste many hours in trying to trace a supply item

Types of Stock Numbers

before you find out that the item can be
manufactured within your own activity. Also, it
is important to know the correct part number

Numbers with prefixes composed of 1, 2, or 3

In the Navy, ASO uses National Stock

symbols, and suffixes composed of 2 characters
which may be all letters or a combination of letters and numbers. When the prefixes and suffixes are used, the stock number becomes a Cod-

and stock number used to requisition items from
supply.

In DOD, the cataloging system uses one
name and number per item for all government
supply items. When you request material, you
should always use supply terms.

ed National Stock Number, such as shown in
figure 4-2.

When the first prefix symbol is used, it
designates the command or office having control
or cognizance of a particular item. Some of the

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBERS
Prior to 1952, each of the services had its
own numbering system for identifying, catalog
ing, stocking, and issuing items of military supply. It was common for one service to be

more common cognizance symbols, together
with the type material controlled and the cognizant command or office, are listed in figure 4-3.
4-9
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2 Riff' 1560-123-00-4567-BF
2R

H

F

1560

00-123-4567

BF

tSpecial Material Identification
Code (SMIC)

National Item Identification Number (N IIN)

Federal Supply Classification Code (FSC)

Material Condition Code*

Material Control Code

*These codes will not appear in the Fed era
Stock Catalog; they are used only for
material turn-in.

Cognizance Symbol

Figure 4-2.Breakdown of a Coded National Stock Number.

You will find many variations of coded stock

numbers in field maintenance work. These
variations indicate material management responsibilities

for the item; flag certain items as

recoverable, consumable, CLAMP (high usage)
etc.; identify the condition of the material if a is
not ready for issue.
Because the variety of codes is so extensive
and the trend to single service management of

items has caused so many changes in recent
years, a list of codes that might be prefixed or
suffixed to a stock number would not be appropriate for this manual. The primary things to
keep in mind are that the basic stock number,
consisting of four groups of numerals, identifies
the item from a technical point of view, and that

the other codes identify material management
characteristics.

Material Control Codes

Material control codes divide inventories
into segments with similar demand, repairability, or other characteristics. For example,
some material control codes are either fast or
slow moving, while others are to be repaired
either at the intermediate or depot level of
maintenance. Management techniques peculiar

to various items of material can be easily
recognized at all levels of responsibility by this

code. In figure 4-4, the stock number example
material control code H designates the item as

repairable, subject to scheduled overhaul at
designated Navy rework facilities or commercial
overhaul. All defective repairable material must

be returned to supply for subsequent overhaul

upon receipt of a replacement item. Other
material control codes used with aeronautical
material are listed in figure 4-4.

Material Condition Codes
Material condition codes classify material ac-

cording to ready for issue and use, or action
under way to change the status of material. For
example, one material condition code indicates
that a particular item is serviceable and ready for
issue. If, after issue from the supply system and
through use, this item becomes unserviceable, its
code is changed to reflect the requirement for
repair or overhaul. Upon completion of rework
or repair, the material condition code is changed
to show that the item is once again serviceable
and ready for issue. There are presently 13 dif-

ferent condition codes, indicated by letters A
through N (less I), which may be assigned to
Navy material. Since these codes apply to
specific quantities of material, they do not appear in stock catalogs.

4-10
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Cognizance
symbol

Cognizant inventory
manager

account

01

Naval Publications and

None

Navy Publications and
Printing Service

Pull It as,

NSA

Navy Publications and
Printing Service

F

NSA

Varic

Stores

Forms Center, Phila-

Technical
responsibility

Detn,it:

delphia
11

Naval Publications and

Forms Center, Philadelphia.
1N

Navy Electronic Supply

corm,.

Office
IR

1W

Navy Aviation Supply
Office

NSA

Navy Fuel Supply
Office

NSA

systems

Is

Naval Air Systems
Command

Naval Supply Systems
Command

Electronic

-rt

repair parts
AeronautIcai, ph t
and meteorol igie. 1 ma'nal (consumable A
pense type material
Bulk and drunlme,1

141

petroleum fuels. hu.k
lubricating oils, hulk Ar\
cleaning solvents, calibrating fluids '5.-t I c,,rr

sion preventies, new
used drums and mis,.,laneous pet r,,leuni
2R

2V

8R

Navy Aviation Supply
Office

APA

Naval Air Systems
Command

APA

Naval Air Systems

APA

Command

Navy Fleet Material
Support Office

Naval Air Systems
Command

Naval Air Systems
Command

Command
9Z

Naval Air Systems

NSA

Various bureaus and
commands

Figure 4-3.CognIzanco Symbols.
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Code

Definition

A

Field activity controlItems on which continuous centralized item inventory is
not exercised.

D

Repairable locallyCapable of being repaired by using activities or their
immediate supporting activity,

F

FastHigh system quantity demand.

G

Repairables with unit price of $1,000 or moreMaterial subject to
special transaction reporting from acquisition to final disposition.

11

Repairables other than. G, X, or Q, Capable of being repaired by depot maintenance activities.

J

Consumables with unit price of $1,000 or moreMaterial subject to
special transaction reporting from acquisition to final disposition.

M

MediumMedium system quantity demand,

Q

Repairable items with unit price of less than $1,000.

R

InsuranceEssential item with unpredictable demand, long lead time, and
difficult to procure

S

SlowLow system quantity demand.

X

Special ProgramCurrently assigned to all accountable cognizance 2R and
2V ground support equipment.

Flours 61-4.Motorlal Control Codos.

STANDARDIZATION OF
ITEM NOMENCLATURE
The assignment of names of stock items is as

important as the assignment of National Stock
Numbers. When items are inducted into the supply systeol, official government nomenclature
must be assigned. Often this item title plus additional descriptive data differs from items
previously used. If you have trouble in locating a
familiar item in the catalog, it is possible that the
title has been changed to a more general usage.
Fok instance, a "swab" is found listed as a small
stick with a tiny wad of cotton on one end, and
is used by the Medical Department. In order to
clean the decks it becomes necessary to think of

another name for "swab." Now, "mops" are
4-12

found listed, together with the correct National
Stock Number. Other examples are as follows:
"Ceilometer" becomes "Projector, Cloud
Height"; "Zipper" has become "Fastener, Slide
Interlocking," etc.
MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION AIDS

There may be times when a part or some
technical material is needed and the stock

number is not known. At other times some
material may be on hand and it cannot be
positively identified. If you know the many ways
that material can be identified, it'll speed up

your job. Some information may be available
which does not identify an item but may help by
getting you to another publication that will. An

Chapter 4--AVIATION SUPPLY SYSTEM

has a part number. The part
number may be looked up in the IPB and

or equipment. All parts are illustrated and listed
for quick identification of assemblies and their
component parts. The items are presented and
identified with the parts in sequential order of

aircraft part

identified by nomenclature and often by the
stock number. If the stock number is not furnished in the IPB, it may be found by referring
to Cross-Reference Section C0006 of the Navy
Stock List of ASO.
Some equipments have attached nameplates
which provide the manufacturer's name, make
or model number, serial number, size, voltage,
phase, etc. Identification taken from the
nameplate of the old part can be very helpful in
identifying the replacement.

assembly.

Although slight variations in format exist
among the various IPBs, each usually includes
the following major sections.
The INTRODUCTION includes general information about the equipment, contents and
instructions on how to use the IPB.
The GROUP ASSEMBLY PARTS LIST is a
breakdown of the complete unit into major components, systems, installations, assemblies, and

When only the description of the item is
known, the best source for identification is the
descriptive sections of the various Navy Stock

detail parts. Generally, parts are indexed in
disassembly order. In some instances, assemblies
or installations are shown in an assembled form
on one figure and the detail parts are illustrated

Lists.

Various publications used in identifying
material are described in the following
paragraphs.

in another figure. In these cases, the parenthetical note "(See figure

_ for breakdown)"

appearing after the description refers to the

NAVAL MATERIAL CATALOGS

figure number of the illustration on which the
detail parts of the subassembly can be found.
The parenthetical note "(See figure
for next
higher assembly)," indicates the figure where
the item can be found in assembled form.
The NUMERICAL INDEX lists part
numbers in alphanumerical order, and each part
number is cross-referenced to the figure and index number where it is illustrated. This section

Federal and naval material catalogs provide
the necessary information to identify and order
material for the operation and maintenance of

activitiL, ashore and afloat. How and which
catalogs to use are discussed in the following two
sections on identification source data.

Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB)

also shows the total quantity of each part used in
the equipment, material source code, and
federal stock number when applicable.

The IPB and allowance lists continue to be
the most important source for obtaining information necessary to order specific support
equipment parts. Properly used, they provide a
reference to identify a part number to a specific
model of equipment and in some cases provide
interchangeability data that can be used when a

The REFERENCE DESIGNATION IN-

ability of parts is discussed in greater detail later
in this chapter.
An Illustrated Parts Breakdown, also known

DEX has been added to later editions of IPBs.
This index lists in alphanumerical order
reference designators (Example: B1, J1, K7,
etc.) for syr-. 5ols on schematic and wiring
diagrams. The index also lists part numbers and
index numbers of where the parts are located in
the IPB.
When using the IPB, consider if the failed

Illustrated Maintenance Parts List or Ilis prepared by the
manufacturer for each model of aircraft, most

part is one that was installed as a result of a
technical directive, then the part number may
not appear in the IPB. The index manual for

items of ground support equipment, engines, ac-

IPB volumes includes a list of directives which
have been incorporated into the IPBs. For information on parts where the directive has not been
incorporated, the directive may provide the information for ordering a replacement item.

prime item is not in stock. The interchange-

as

lustrated Parts Catalog,

cessories, or other aeronautical equipment's

identified and issued by NAVAIR. The IPB
enables supply and maintenance personnel to
identify and order replacement parts for aircraft
4-13
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Nary Management Data List
The Navy 'Management Data List (NMDL)
consists of two separate sections. One section,
the Fleet Ballistics Missile Weapons System Supplement, applies only to submarine forces and is

of little or no use to aviation maintenance personnel. The other section, titled the Management Data List, includes basic management data
for preparing material requisitions. Also, it is

the instrument fur publishing data for stock
number changes, unit of issue, unit price, shelf
life of material, number of items contained in a
package, and associated information.
The NMDL is designed for management type

information relating to the NSN. It

is

not

designed to be a comprehensive catalog of
material in the supply system or to identify an
item to an NSN; therefore, it cannot be used as a
shopping guide. It is printed in national item
identification number sequence. In order to get
the necessary NSN or other information needed
to make effective use of the NMDL, additional

materials. They list catalog material cy what it is
rather than by what it is used on. These catalogs
are similar to the Sears-Roebuck/Montgomery-

Ward type catalogs, which have a comprehensive alphabetical index, group like :terns

together, and thoroughly describe the items
(size, weight, composition, etc.).
The Illifstrated Shipboard Shopping Guides
(ISSG) are similar to the ILs. They are designed
to assist fleet personnel in Identifying those Items
of supply not normally related to a part number
or reference number to an NSN. They also help
in determining substitute items by illustrations,
specifications, and narrative descriptions from
which material can be compared.
The ISSG is a multivolume publication with
an introduction and master index plus a number
of individual sections which apply :o specific naticnal supply classes or groups.

The master index provides an alphabetical
sequence listing of all items included in the

publications must be used in conjunction with
the NMDL. Some of these are discussed in the
follow ing section.

ISSG, referring to the individual sections (NSC
group or class) where they appear. The index is
similar to that shown in figure 4-5.
Navy Deleted and Superseded
NIIN List (DSNL)

Support Equipment Reference
Lists (ERLs/SELs)

The Navy Deleted and Superseded NIIN List
is the historical record of stock number deletions

The ERLs and SELs references are helpful to

you in that they provide a two-way crossreference of all part numbers which apply to

and supersessions. The DSNL is printed in old
NIIN sequence and lists old NIINs which have
been canceled and cross-references old NIINs to

specific types of ground support equipment. The
lists are made up in two parts.

superseding NIINs. In the event that an old

Part I. Cross-references the part number to

code indicates the reason for cancellation or

NUN was superseded more than once, it crossreferences to the latest NIIN. The change notice

the FSCM, NSN, and SM&R code and

replacement of thc old NIIN.

nomenclature of the item.

Part II. Cross references from the NSN to
FSCM and part number.

NOTE: The DSNL does not constitute
automatic authority to substitute or effect interchangeability. The change notice code should be

The lists sav es y ou time w hen looking up part

considered and the items end use application
must be known to determine if the superseding

numbers or stock numbers IA hen a replacement
part or item is needed.

NIIN is a valid replacement item.

Descriptive/Identification Lists and
Illustrated Shipboard Shopping Guides

Source Codes

In 1972 the Navy adopted the Joint Service
Uniform Source, Maintenance, and Recoverability (SM&R) Codes. These codes appear

Descriptive type catalogs or Identification

Lists (ILs) are available on all NSG group
4-14
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NeschIng----Nuts

NATIONAL SUPPLY CLASSIFICATION
Class

Notching machines
sheet metal, foot operated
sheet metal, hand operated
Notching tools
Notebooks
reporters'

Number tape bolder!
1445
344 5

3456
7S3')

stenographers' .....

75.0

Novobiocm sodium capsules

WW1

/los-sloe

automatic jet hypodermic inject
apparatus

651;

eating gun

chemical, fire hose..

dslup, fire hose.

5120

4210

_
_

.

diaphragm, steam turbine, main propulsion

distribution, water. ...
exhaust, rocket motor
fire hose, foam ...
fi r e hose, water ....

_

fireboat

fuel and oil servicing ......

garden hose
paoline hose, dispensing
jetties, pile driver
meteorological balloon inflation
monitor type, fire fighting

84
8410
8730

1610

451
42
47

652
4730
6515

6530
4210
4730

.....

carburetor, engine, aircraft and guided
missile prime mover type
carburetor, engine, except aircraft and
guided missile prime moving
pressure suit
Notate boxes, turbosupercharger
Noss& relief valves, multiapplicauon _
Nasal* safety valves, multiapplication.
Nosale seta, urethral irrigating
Nuclear batteries
Nuclear components, atomic ordnance
Nuclear radiation protective hoods
Nuclear radiation-hydrogen peroxide protective overshoes
Number plates, telephone dial
_

2040
9905
2040
9905
6523

ursee' capes
Nurses' dresses
Nursery e ock
Nuts
4
adjusting, differential, vehicular
49.
aircraft propeller hub
3895
led washer
6660

6530
4730
4610

vapor, fire hose....

snip draft.__
ago
X-ray film marking

7520
3610
7610
7520

5

4210
4210

urethral irrigating._
vaginal irrigating

reflectorixed

5805
5815

Numeral sets

45:30

propeller bub, aircraft. _ _
rectal irrigating
sand blast
sanitary, water purification
shower
shutoff, fire hose -.
spray
syringe, dental operating unit. _
underwater excavating

teletype.
Numbering machines
office type, band operated.
typographic, printing prase..
Numbering machine ink... ..
Numbering stamps, rubber,.
Numerals
boat bow

2825
4710

4210

_

oil burner, pressure atomising..
partition, fire hose
playpipe

water hose_ _
Nosale assemblies

421;

telegrapb____

2915
2910
8475
2950
4820
4820
6515
6135
1140

8..15
11430

5805

ball seat,
n
battery, electrode
blind rivet
Brazil, shelled

p,
-locking
cashew, shelled
cashew, unshellpd
castellated, hexagon
Whited, octagon

2520
1

5310
5310
6140
5310
8925

89

8925
531

c

cbeck
concave, hexagon
concave, square
cone seat, hexagon
coupling, electrical cond-at
coupling, flexible tail g, multiapplication

5310
5310
5310
5310
5310
5975

3040

double ball seat, hexagon__._. -. ___ 6310
6310
drop bolt
extended washer, double hexagon
extended washer, hexagon
extended washer, square
eye

fin lock, bomb
fingerboard, musical instrument

hexagon, jam....

hickory, abelle.d
bickory, unshelled
bose coupling
.

...... __

.

.

5310
5313
5310
6310
1325

7720
6310
8925
8925
4730

32

211.78

Figure 4-3.Cataloging Handbook H 24Description to National Supply Classification (NIC).
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in all new maintenant.e and supply publications,
however, some Qf the older aircraft publications

PD

still contain the Navy coding sytem. So, once
again, it is imperative that you be thoroughly
familiar with the coding system in the publica-

or outfittings. Not subjet.t to auto-

tions you are using.

matic replenishment (re-supply).

The SM&R codes are five position codes
used to identify the source of spares, repair
parts, and items of support equipment and the

PE_

equipment

procured

and

to speLified maintenance repair actis Ines.

PI

Support equipment v Ina is not
stocked but %kill he centrally procured
on demand.

PG

Item procured and stoked to provide

for sustained support for the life of

listed here.

the equipment. (The use of this code
has limited application in the Navy.)

for
anticipated or known usage that will
Item

Support

stocked for initial issue or outfitting

levels of maintenance authorized to use, maintain, overhaul, or condemn them.
Figure 4-6 shows the component parts of the
Joint Service Uniform SM &R code. The following paragraphs list these codes.
The first and second positions of the SM&R
code indicates the source of the item, e.g., procured, manufactured, or assembled. Some are

PA

Support item, e\Lluding support
equipment, procured for initial issue
or outfitting and stoked only for subsequent or additional initial issues

procured

and

stocked

not deteriorate (spoils, rusts, or rots).

KD

An item of a depot overhaul repair
kit and not purchased separately.

Item procured and stocked for
insurance purposes because it is
necessary that a minimum quantity be
available in the supply systems.

PB

P"

KF

An item of a maintenance kit and not
separately (Replaced at
organizational or intermediate
purchased
levels.)

Item procured and stocked and which
otherwise would be coded PA except
that it will deteriorate.

kB

Item int.luded in both a depot overhaul repair kit and a maintenance kit.

PAODD

SOURCE CODE

(FIRST 2

MO

Item to be manufactured or fabricated
at an organizational level

ME

Item to be manufactured or fabricated
at intermediate levels afloat.

'ASH

Item to be manufactured or fabricated at intermediate levels ashore.

POSITIONS)

Item to be manufactured or fabri-

MAINTENANCE CODES

(POSITIONS 3 AND 41

at both afloat
intermediate levels.

cated

RECOVERABILITY CODE
(POSITION 5)

MD

and

ashore

Item to be manufactured or fabricated at a depot level

208.272

figure 1-S.Component Part of Joint Service

Uniform Source, Maintenance, and

AO

Recoverability Code (MLR).

Item to he assembled a' an organizational level

4
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AF

AH

Item to be assembled at an intermediate
level afloat.

Fourth
Position

Item to be assembled at an intermediate
level ashore.

0

Item to be assembled at both afloat and
ashore intermediate levels.

AD

Item to be assembled at a depot level

XA

Iterii is not procured or stocked because
th6 requirements for the item results in
replacement of the next higher assem
bly.

XB

z

No repair is authorized, (May be
reconditioned by adjusting, lubri-

B

Item

not stocked. If not available
salvage, requisition. (May

through

result in direction to procure locally)
XC

Organizationai
Intermediate level afloat
Intermediate level ashore
Intermediate levels afloat and ashore
Depot level
Specialized repair activity
Nonrepairable

F

H

AG

Installation drawing, diagram, Instruction sheet, field service drawing,

cating, etc., at the user level.)
Recoverability Codes

Recoverability codes (as shown in fig. 4-6)

are examples of items for disposing unserviceable items. They are entered in the fifth position of the Joint Service SM &R code as follows:
Code

that is identified by manufacturer's

part number and not stocked in the

Lowest maintenance level for complete repair

7

supply system.

Definition
Nonrepairable item Condemn and dispose of at the level indicated in
column 3.

Maintenance Code

0
Maintenance codes (as shown in fig. 4-6) are
assigned to the levels of maintenance authorized

pose of at organizational level

to USE and REPAIR support items. the

Repairable item. Condemn and dis-

maintenance codes are entered in the third and
fourth positions of the Joint Service SM&R code
as follows:

Third
Position
O

pose of at intermediate level afloat.

Repairable item' Condemn and dispose of at mtumedrate levels ashore.

Removed, replaced, and used at

Repairable stern: Condemn and dispose of at intermediate levels afloat

Organization level

and ashore

Intermediate level afloat
G

Intermediate levels afloat and ashore

H

Intermediate level ashore

Repairable stem Condemn and dispose of at depot level.

Repairable nem: Condemn and dispose of at depot or specialized re-

Aviation rework, Avionics and
Ordnance Facilities, and Shipyards

pair activity'

Designated specialized repair ac-

A

Not authorized to be removed or

Item requires special handling or condemnation procedures (precious metal,
tugh dollar value, critical or hazardous

replaced at any level

material)

tivities
7

Repairable item. Condemn and dis-
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and washers with a unit cost of $25.00 or less

PARTS KIT CODES

may be preexpended. This material is paid for in
the

advance and placed in bins. This material is

maintenance, repair, and rework of selected

available to the worker as needed. Items having

aeronautical repairable items are procured,
stocked, requisitioned, accounted for, and used
on kit basis. Parts kits are processed using per

a unit cost exceeding $25.00 may be preexpended

Supporting

items

and

matei till

for

with the approval of the commanding officer. In
either case, the inventory at any one outlet must
not exceed an estimated 30-day supply.
Specific items added to or deleted from the

tain terms or definitions. The term, parts kit,
should not be confused with the term, changes
kit, which is procured and issued to perform a

bins are determined jointly by the Supply Of
ficer and the Maintenance Officer having

one-time modification of an item. Parts kits
codes are described in the next paragraphs.

cognizance over the shop in which such bins are
located.

C KitCure Data Component Kits

The quantity of each item preexpended is
determined by the Supply Officer based on

The letter, C', is applied to kits that contain

usage data or expected demands.
Preexpended bins are located in the
maintenance area. However, the Supply Officer
is primarily responsible for proper management

cure-dated items such as diaphragms, packings,

and 0-rings. C kits also contain soft goods not
subjected to age controls, such as gaskets, seals,

and metallic items, i.e., screws, nuts, and

and maintenance of the bins, ir.cluding display,
labeling, and initiating replenishment, when required.
The supply department inventories the bins a
minimum of twice a week in order to determine
replenishment actions, and corrects any p!acement of items which have gotten into the wroing

washers. Any metallic item placed in the C kit is
not duplicated in the D kits. Also, the range of
cure-dated items does not exceed three months.
The age of C kits is in calendar quarters. When
cure-dated kits become overage due to the expiration of the storage period, the kit is disposed
of as excess material.

bins.

D KitOverhaul Kit

MATERIAL TURN-IN

The letter, D. is applied to kits that provide
hardware repair parts required at the time of

There are two main reasons for turning 10

overhaul and that are available only to activities._

authorized to perform major overhauls. Dicits
do not contain cure-dated items.

F KitFleet F;t
is applied to kits that provide
The iet.er,
items to be replaced at the organizational level

the

turning in of a damaged, wornout or otherwise
inoperative part in exchange for the same or
replacement RFi item; and second, returning
material for credit, such as excess material or
material received in error.
When it is determined that a needed part is
an exchange item, the old part should be cleaned

of grease and dirt, drained, flushed, or purged,
as necessary, before turning it in. It is your
responsibility to attach equipment condition
tags directly to the repairable item. An equipment condition label is applied to the exterior of

of maintenance and that are available to activities authorized to perform organizational or
higher level repair including major repair activities m support of fleet maintenance. Replace-

ment of F kit parts normally does not require
special tools or equipment.
cure-dated items.

materialthe first and most common is

the container. All turn-in material should he
returned, if practicable, in the container in

kits do not contain

which the new item was received.

PREEXPENDED BINS

Activities placing items into shipping containers are responsible for accurate and com-

Fast moving, consumable items, such as
spark plugs, thermostats, gauges, nuts, belts,

plete information on the tag and the label,
including the necessary removal of coverin'i. over
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of previous markings on the container which no

If material being turned in is no longer re-

longer apply. The primary reason for the tags

quired and is RFI, a Single Line Item
Release/Receipt Document, DD Form 1348 -I,
as shown in figure 4-7 is submitted with the item.
RF1 means "ready for issue" in all respects, i.e.,
preservation still intact and item in original or
reusable container with seals unbroken.

and labels is to identify the material and its con-

dition without disturbing the contents. These
tags and labels indicate the required disposition
to those processing the material through channels.

When a defective repairable item is turned
in, the following forms are required: a five part
VIDS/MAF and the Accessory and Component
Service Record, when applicable. The supply
department uses copy two of the VIDS/MAF
for bookkeeping purposes. Copies one, three,
four, and five of the VIDS/MAF stay with the
item to the intermediate maintenance activity.
When repair is completed by the AIMD, copy
four of the VIDS'MAF is attached to the RFI

Administrative Screening Unit (AIMD)
Components that are turned into the AIMD
material control area are processed through the
administrative screening unit to determine
whether the item is within the check/ test /repair

capability of the AIMD, and whether such
check/test/repair action is desirable.
When work on components which have been
processed and inducted into the AIMD has been
completed, the component is returned to

item and the item is returned to the supply
sv stein
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sea can sometimes be difficult. However, the impact of sophisticated weapons and high cost will
require a special effort in material management
in order to keep the cost of maintenance as low

material control who, in turn, notifies the SSC
that the component is ready for pickup and
return to the pool or supply stock, as applicable.

as possible while maintaining a high state of

Servmart Support

readiness.

SERMARTs are operated to provide a retail

outlet for nontechnical supplies used for administrative and housekeeping purposes. The
use of a SERVMART helps the supporting activity (IMA) as well as supported operating activities (OMA). The ability to requisition/pay
for many items with one request document

You contribute to material management by
ensuring that (1) only necessary and proper
replacement components are ordered, (2) new
components ire installed as soon as possible
after receipt, and (3) the defective components
are turned in for repair to the supply system as

reduces paperwork and speeds material issue.

soon as possible. You can manage material best
by making sure that the repair of all components
is kept at the lowest level of maintenance, and

Figure 4-8 illustrates a typical SERVMART
requisition. Examples of items carried in SERV-

returning promptly the RFI component to the

MART are hand tools, corrosion preventative
material, and petroleum, oils, and lubricants.
SERVMART requisitions carry a stated dollar
limit to preserve accounting control and help

supply system.

When ordering components, you should not
order to
overemphasize the urgency-of-need

prevent theft.

get maintenance control to assign a higher
priority than is actually necessary. Abuse of the
priority system reduces the effort of the supply
system and wastes time which can be put to bet-

SUPPLY DISCIPLINE
One of your major responsibilities is supply
discipline which, under operating conditions at

ter use.
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By conscientious effort on your part and of
all supply personnel, cost effectiveness and
combat readiness can he maintained at desirable
levels

Material in excess of allowance or departmental need should he returned promptly to the
supply department Every attempt should be
made to return such material in a ready-for-issue
condition

Material returned to suppIN is documented
on DD Form 1348 1, and in some cases, DD
Form 1149

,..

4-21

SUMMARY

Supply is a complex matter in the Navy. It
pays to keep abreast of everything going on with
respect to changes in the supply system, or in the
methods for requisitioning materials. The treat-

ment here has been brief by necessity, but it
should have given you some insight into supply.

The station instructions with regard to supply
are important; study these well as you go from
station to station. Although the Navy operates
on a uniform system, there are minor variations,
and knowing these will make the difference between smooth operations or a headache.
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CHAPTER 5

GSE TRAINING
You, as a petty officer, will be frequently
called upon to conduct training. The training of
personnel is a necessary function which is all too
often avoided. How many times have you been
expected to do a task without any experience,
training, or even a simple briefing as to how to
do it? You probably completed the task through
"trial and error," a most inefficient and
sometimes unsafe way of doing any job. if you
had received the proper training, then time and
material would have been saved and a better job
done.
Since at some time you may have been exposed to rather sketchy training, it is the intent of
this chapter to stress the importance of your new
role in training. As a petty officer, you are aware
that the training you received must be improved
upon and that the mistakes made in your training must not be repeated.

Training of subordinates is the most important responsibility of a petty officer. A second or
third class petty officer has regular and continu-

ing responsibilities for the training of others.
Even though you may be fortunate enough to
have a trainee who is highly skilled and well
trained, some training is still needed. For example, the training of strikers and lower rated personnel for advancement-in-rate is a continuing,
never-ending process. Under the Navy rotation
policy the best personnel are transferred eventually and replacements will, in most instances,

However, before you can be designated as a
training petty officer you must meet the training
requirements for Petty Officers 3 & 2. A training
requirement for advancement from airman to
third class petty officer and nonrated personnel
is satisfactory completion of the correspondence
course based on the text Military Requirements
for Petty Officer 3 & 2, NAVEDTRA 10056
(latest edition). This course sets forth the basic
principles of training, in general, and teaching
techniques in particular. Continued study of this
course and experience as a thifd class petty officer may eventually lead to your advancement
to second class petty officer.

An advancement and training requirement
for second class petty officer to first class petty
officer is the satisfactory completion of the correspondence course based on Military Requirements for Petty Officer First Class and
Chief, NAVEDTRA 10057 (latest edition) This
manual expands and amplifies training theory
and introduces job analysis, training aids, and
testing. Probably for the first time in the Aviation Support Equipment Technician's career,
the prospective first class technician is required
to demonstrate correct instructional techniques
OKGANIZING A TRAINING
PROGRAM
Organizing a training program involves such

require additional training before new personnel
can be relied upon to take their places as effective team members of the work center organization. You may be designated the training petty
officer for your work center and your ability to
conduct an effective overall training program
for assigned personnel is most desirable.

things as planning lessons, developing job
plans, selecting and qualifying instructors,
making arrangements for classroom space, coordinating the training program with the scheduled

maintenance workload, procuring visual and
other training aids, and determining teaching
methods for each lesson or lesson series.
5-1
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The subject matter areas to be included in the
training program are. (1) material relating to the

NAVAIR 10-10-777 for applicable training films

maintenance of GSE supported equipment, (2)
general material required by personnel for

with specific lessons.

and, if available, schedule them for showing

When planning a training program, you

advancement-in-rating examinations, (3)

should consider where the classroom sessions
should be conducted. The space selected should

materials relative to examinations, and (4) GSE
licensing programs. In most cases, lessons may

under more than one of these broad

Once it has been determined what publications adequately cover the subject areas, the

be in a quiet area or at least one with a minimum
amount of noise. The area should be well lighted
and large enough to accommodate the students.
Adequate ventilation helps keep the class awake
and more comfortable. Convenience is another

material must be divided into lessons. Of course,
it is helpful to assign numbers to the lessons and

Some of the desirable space characteristics may,

fall

subject areas.

factor in the selection of the classroom space.

on occasion, have to be sacrificed in order to
find a classroom nearer to the working area.

initiate personnel training progress records for
each individual. These records should provide a

handy index as to the state of training of the
work center personnel.

TRAINING FORMS AND CONCEPTS

The state of training and experience of the
assigned third or second class petty officers, in
part, determines who teaches each lesson. You,
your fellow petty officers, or your supervisor

Training is generally conducted in one of two

types of environmentseither formal or

in-

formal.

may actually teach the lesson Other factors each

FORMAL TRAINING

as the locale, the work assignments, or the instructors available may affect the scheduling of

This type of training is conducted in the

instructors.

classroom through lectures and discussions, supplemented by research and study and applicable
visual aids. A schedule of formal training is nor-

If at all possible, training sessions should be
conducted at the same time each day and on a

mally prepared and published periodically by
your maintenance administration officer. The
list usually includes the time for training, the
subject of the lesson, location of the classroom,
and the name of the instructor.

regular schedule. In order to have a regular
period for training, it is necessary to coordinate
the training periods with scheduled
maintenance, meal hours, watches, and
availability of classrooms

When you are first assigned as an instructor,
your lesson guides are usually prepared by your

Some subject, are better suited for a given
type of instructional technique than are others.
The type of presentation for each lesson should
he planned in advance. This will allow, you to

supervisor or a first class petty officer who is
qualified as an instructor in the subject matter.
These lesson guides indicate the titles, objectives, time to be consumed in presenting each
lesson, list of instructional aids, list of
references, outline for presentation, and a summary of each lesson of the series.

select the best instructional technique, i.e., what

method to use, classroom, OJT, etc., and also
the best way to rotate the lessons among other
instructors so that they can get experience under
different instructional methods.

When you have been assigned to instruct a

The effectiveness of GSE training can be

given lesson, it is your responsibility to get a

greatly enhanced by the use of training aids. You
should always be on the alert for scrap material

copy of the lesson guide and from it prepare
your lesson plan. Lesson plans are prepared by
each individual instructor based on the lesson

or components that can be converted into
training aids at

minimum expense. Check
5-2
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guide. While lesson plans may differ from instructor to instructor, they must adequately
cover the subject. Additional information on
formal training is covered in Military Requirements for Petty Officers 3 & 2, NAVED-

NAVPERS 18068 (latest edition) for your
rating, the first page of which is shown in figure
5-1 in order to provide you with a sample of the

TRA 10056 (latest edition).

Professional Training

INFORMAL TRAINING

Professional training is normally conducted

Informal training is usually on-the-job (OJT)
training. It is a planned program designated to
qualify personnel, through self-study and supervised instruction and demonstration of proper
performance. OJT is conducted in your actual

work situation by petty officers within your
work center w ho are qualified AS technicians
and know the job thoroughly in their support of
the work center's mission. Although the respon-

sibility for conducting OJT is

standards.

delegated to

within the work center to which you are assigned. The responsibility for conducting the
professional training phase of OJT is a respon-

sibility of each supervisor in the work center
who directs or controls the work of the people in
his charge. Professional training is the practical
application of job knowledge. It places you in an
operational situation where the performance of

specific training tasks are a part of your duty
assignments. After you acquire a skill in the
simpler tasks, then you are assigned other tasks
that are progressively more complex.

specific individuals, the overall OJT program
must be of concern to every petty officer in your
work center. The nature aih! effectiveness of the

Therefore, you are constantly broadening
your base of skills and knowledges until you

training conducted in your work center today
largely determines the quality of the work produced by the work center tomorrow.

should be proficient in all eiements of your job.

During this training period, the organii:ation
receives the benefits of the trainees production
while the trainees benefit is the learning. Learning results from the close work association between the trainee and the trainer.

The concept of OJT is based on the premise
that, in career development, certain skills and
knowledges must be obtained before trainees
can progress in their chosen career fields. OJT
also provides the versatility needed by the
trainee to move quickly from one kind of equipment or system to another. The trainee acquires
job knowledge by self-study of the rate training
manuals with professional training acquired by
performing on the-job training under the supervision of a skilled worker.

MAINTENANCE TRAINING
Specialized skills are required to maintain
and operate present day ground support equipment (C)Sr.) and its associated equipment. The

training programs of particular interest to the
Aviation Support Equipment Technician are
Navy training schools and factory training.
These programs are outlined in the following
discussion and also in OPNAVINST 1500.11

Knowledge Development

This phase of OJT is administered through
the use of rate training manuals (Rrvls). RTMs
contain information on common knowledge re-

(Series).

The Aviation Support Equipment Techni-

quirement for each rating. Information on a
specific item of equipment is included in the

cian Class "A" schools for ASM and ASE

RTM only when that item is used throughout the
text, or when equipment information is
necessary to illustrate the application of a principle. The subject matter included in all RTMs is
based upon the knowledge elements listed in the

trainees are located at the Naval Air Technical
Training Command (NATTC), Memphis, Tennessee. Class "A" schools provide the basic
technical knowledge and skills required to
prepare for job entry level performance and
some fuither sNcialized training, sut.h as ap-

approved Personnel Qualifications Standard,

prenticeship training.
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OCCUPATIONAL STANDARDS
NAVP96 18068-D. ()WOE 4
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ELECTRICAL) THIRD CLASS

Avg)

44 MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE - CONTINUED

94777

PRESERVE AND DEPRESERvE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPmENT AND ACCIsk-x

94779

USE HOISTING AND LIFTING DEVICES DURING EQUIMENT REPAIR

94780

IDENTIFY TYPICAL MECHANICAL COMPONENTS OF ELECTRC-MICNANI,AI
SYSTEMS

84957

USE AND MAINTAIN PONE, TOOLS AND SPECIAL TOOLS

to

98 IIIVIRONKINTAi POLLUTION CONTROL
98258

IDENTIFY POSSUMS POLLUTION THREATS DUE TO OIL AND OTHER F
PRODUCT SPILLAGE ON THE HATER OR GROUND

98266

CARRY OUT PROCEDURES TO LIMIT OR MINIMIzz THE ADvERSZ EFFIV:T
OF OIL AND FURL SPILLAGE

AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN (ELECTRICAL) SECOND CLASS

ASTI

24 ELECTRICAL MAINTENANCE
24064

REPAIR ANL ArluST TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER ',NITS

24065

TEST, ADJUST, AND REPAIR ELECTRICAL COmPONENTA Cr POWER
UNITS

24066

IDENTIFY MALFUNCTIONING COMPONENTS Or ELECTRICAL .,HER
SYSTEMS

LQFPA.'N

24068

IDENTITY MALFUNCTIONING COMPONENTS OF CHASSIS ELECTRI,_A: ,Y"ET1N

24070

REPAIR MALFUNCTIONING ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS OF kIA-1
SYSTEMS

24072

PERFORM ELECTRICAL LOAD BANK CHECKS

24406

PERFORM MODIFICATIONS AND CHANGES TO GROUND SUPPORT

24568

A
PERFORM TESTS, LOCATE MALFUNCTIONS, AND RAKE ADJUSTmEN,c, .N
.p,
TURBINE COMPRESSORS UTILIZING GAS TURBINE cOmiRisK-p ANA

k'

"s 4f,"

46 pUBLICAT-ONs
4604S

USE PUBLICATION INDEXES TO IDENTIFY AND LOCATE TE MN'
PUBLICATIONS AND DIRECTIVES

k

Figure 5-1.Occupational standards

The Naval Air Maintenance Training Group

ena:ile the AS techniLian ti a,Liiore
knowledge, skills, and teanique needtk.1
form a particular ,oh on a speufik. tspe ,it
ment, such as N( 8, NRc(
\1P'

(NAMTRAGRU) located in Jacksonville,
Florida, and North Island, California, provide
Class "C" school training on specific types of
ground support equipment. These schools

GTCP-100 gas turbine engtn:,,
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Each Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF)
provides specialized on-the-job training with
emphasis. on troubleshooting, alignment, and
benchwork covering various accessories and
components. This training is not intended to

to the activity having custody. This material
must be kept in a state of readiness at all times.

The training courses contain all the materials
necessary for a training-situation and also the
performance standards required for both written

duplicate any, present courses.of instNction prp-

tests and practical operation. As new training;
vided by the NAMTRADETs, but is intended to' material and. lisense perfOrmance standards on
supplement other training courses. These
additional or new GSE are completed and apcourses are tailored to the operational reproved,they are distributed by NAMTRAGRU.
quirementsiof the fleet and the training comIn every case, local maintenance personnel must
mands and are:listed in the Catalog of Nakyt
be. licensed under the approved standards within
Trairfing Courses,' NAVEDTRA 10500,
90' days following introduction of the training .
Volumes
and III.
Materials at the local level. Licensing under the
standards is accomplished by issuing a GSE
operator 'license: If NAMTRAGRU-furnished
GSE OPERATOR TRAINING '
training materials are not available on certain
PROGRAM
GSE, the support activity shourd develop it's
own training according to acceptable standards
---A§..an Aviation Support Equipment Techni-

.

cian 3 or 2, you will need to become familiar
with the procedures' necessary to *train and
quality personnel in. the: operatimi and
maintenance of GSE. This type training is re-

(

Of learning.
I Pe..

LICENSING PROCEDURES FORGSE
.

quired pefore a person can lie licensed to opelate

All personnel operating Automotive GSE
driven as a vehicle, must have a valid Government'MOtor Vehicle Operators Card and a GSE
operators license. On all.other GSE which is nat.
self-propelled, iiperato) must have a valid GSE

and maintain or service GSE. The training and
licensing program is a command' responsibility
of Allps ashore and afloat, :and is normally a
direct responsibility of your work
super-

operators license only. The GSE. operators

visor.
During recent years the improper rise-of GSE
has resulted in many ground handling accidents.
This improper ruse has caused excessive repair
and replacement costs amounting to millions of
dollars annually and reduced' operational
readin °ss, plus the hardships that always accompany personnel injuries.

license-ORNAV Form 4790/102 as shoyin in
figure 5-2 is mandatory for all equipment for
itch standardized training isavailable.
.
,

s'

.

GSk operator licenses are valid for a 3 -year

.period from the certified datepf qualification
for each type equipment, unless revoked: The

Investigations have shown the major factor
in the improper,use of GSE to be a lack of effec-

tive training for operators and maintedance4,
technician's., As a result of these investigations,

the Chief of Naval Operations has initiated a
QSE Traininclirogram. Tho-objectives of this
prOgram, OPNAVINST _4790.2 (SeriA), is to
improve safety, providelraining for lic,enairtt
operators, and imprOve GSE readiness.

I

expiration is noted in the expiration date column
on the reverse side of the GSE operator's license,
If More thari one type of equipment is licensed
on the same card the date of expiration is' the one
that reaches the 34ear limit first. When klicerise
expiresr is revoked the operator must requalify,

before the license' is reissued. Requalificatioa
consists of passing both the written and perform-

ance tests used for the initial licensing. Failure
to qualify as an operator requires that the course,
of -instruction for the equipment be repeated.

GSE.TRAINING MATERIAL

Renewal of licenses is for a 3-year period for that,
specific. equipment.only. All other GSE listed on

The GSE materials distributed by NAM-

the same license , may also re luire that the
operator must operate" hat equipment to requalify. When a GSE operator is transferred to

TRAGRU_to the Intermediate maintenance activities are serialized; accountable, and charged

5-5
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RESTRICTIONS

,

1

)

SELF PROPELLED UNITS
REQUIRE A GOVT LICENSE
E

fell
TYPE EQUIPM)1$1
0

TA-75B

M ICH OuALIFIED

TOW TRACTOR

EXPIRATION CERTIFIED W
DATE

8/3/83

fiNITIALS1

G.: P.

USN AYIAT!OS SUPPORT EQUIPMENT OPERATOR'S IDENTIF ICAT ION CARD
RATE

NAME Of OPERATOR

U S

HEIGHT

73"

BLUE

BROWN

2/6/54

.

N/A,

COLOR Of HAIR COLOR or.tvis

OATE or 110TH

SEX

'DATE ExPINES

,AN

DOE, JOHN

senate

210

GOvERNmENT moTosivENICLE OPERATOR S IDENTIFICATION

804404

15AUG80

C
CARD NO I ISSUED',
Licensee is qualified to operate/amint4in eviatian support equipment
t tbts card subject td'stated restractaons.
specified an tile re
NAME AND LOCATION OF ISSuiNCIECTivITv

FLA NO

NAS PENSACO
/Cr TRANSFERABLE

sic*

Af

C

,

8885

El (not v.:lid; watts *wed)

Card gnat be carried

at all fives Oen
aperattnemetntitning
An /fatten support
1

rat.

NCH. CD

N

,I
Figure S-2.GSE operator's license OPNAV 4790/102.

instructors. Some Of these traits have been Included here. They are:

another command, the operator's license
'becomes invalid and the: operator mist requalify
on the equipment of the new command:

1. Vasi a test for depth perception.
2., Are screened to eliminate those persons

who have shown a tendency to be accident

ELIGIBILITY FOR'GSE TRAINING

prone.,
3.

If you are selected for training On driven (self-

propelled automotive type) equipment you must

4. Possess a valid Government Motor Vehicle Operators Card (SF-46) prior to training on

have a tovernnient Motor Vehicle Operators
Card (SF-46).

.

self'- propelled type GSE.

You can alio receive instructor training,

GSE OPERATORS LICENSES

loCally, if you are assigned to a support activity
whether on an air station, facility, or on a ship.
so that
Usually, you, as an AS, will get tr
ge'of AS
you can train bthers. If there is a sli

ag

people, people from any other rating, may be

GSE operators license (OPNAV Form
4790/102) is to be issued only when a certificate
,

.

or letter of satisfactory completion of USE
training course is provided by the operator and
is restricted to those pieces of GSE on which
standardized training has beenjeceived.

trained. Rersons selected for this training should
be mature, possess Sound, judgeMent, be cons,

Have- the degree Of maturity and judge-

ment equal to that required' for safe operation
and cart of the GSE. -

cientiOns, and have traits required of good
5-6
".
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EQUIPMENT MENSES. FOR WHICH
REQUIREMENTS ARE NOTSPECIFIED

A standing file is kept by your division which-1

contains material removed from tile required

Operators of GSE for which standardized

reading board that`has been real and initialedby
all assigned personnel, and is later filed for the
' indoctrination of new persdnnel. The required

reading and maintenance information record,
OPNAV Form 4790/34 (figure 5-3), is used to

training materials are not available must have an

operator's license which is valid at the local
level: The A,IMD is responsible foi

maintain' records of required reading by division

GSE operator training on GSE whether standard-

personnel. The requiredreading board is an integral part of training.

ized training material is available or not. GSE
for which standardized training is not available
cannot be licensed by the use of the GSE
operators license (OPNAV Form 4790/102).
.

TRAINING FOLDER

Local,training.licerning requirements; and form's
remain effective localk until they are superseded
by the issuance °fa standard traininfand livens=
ing requirement.

The training folder is a standard .9" x 12"
folder initiated and maintained \on each person
within tie work 'center. The training folder is a
consolidated account of a person's military and
professional training. It has four individual sections which are on the right-hand side aril are
separated as 'follows:

REVOCATION OF LICENSES
4
Comjnanding officers and officers in cliarge
aro not only charged with the responsibility of issuing GSE ciperattor licenses but they can also
revoke them with sufficient cause.

It

1.

Training

1

Record

Information Sheet,

(local).
2. General Military Training Syllabus (OPNAV Form 4790/33).
3. Professional Training Syllabus (OPNAV
Form 4790/33).
#,
4: Informal /on- the -job training record
(OPNAV Farm 4790/33, or PQS Qualification.
cards where applicable).
,

REQUIRED REARING
Certain directives, and publications, as
:directed by your-aircrill maintenance officer,
are routed for dissemination a,s "'maintenance
informationto your work center. This material
. is inCorpOrated on (the "standing required

The training flier

is

a record of ac-

c

complishments which' document the entire range

of. the trainee's progressidn from E-I through
E- It is normally kept in the work center.
H ever, it could also be kept. ina centralized

reading board:' located in your work center.. The

board disp/ays maintenance information and
such other information which are important to

tion within your department., When you are
transferred, your training record will go with,4,
you to yonr-next duty command.

your division and could be of special interest to
you..

I.
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'REQUIRED READING AND MAINTENANCE
INFORMATION RECORD

OPNAV FORM 4790/ 34 (10-69) S/N 0107-LF-047-9170
DIVISION

r

SUBJECT

R
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(

-

4,v g

lI

RATE

NAME
1
REEP ,

1.L.

4

ASC

2/10

1112.

1, iI

H 47. -ft

CZ)

p.i -J r

2/0 3/5 t/a.

DEVINE, .E,D.

ASI

-!44

3/4 3/4,4j2

4k

THOMPSON, J.W.

ASI

.12j2

1215

i/g

1/5

HALL, D.O.

114142

4/4 4/4 4/5 4/4 4/4

BENNETT,' J.E.

ASE2

(012.

(.'

KENNARD, C.C.

ROOKS, J.R.

612 6/2. Y.2/2

ASE2

15/10 5110 5/11

ASE3

12.

1II2

Os

t

)

1

-143

a

11

,

ASMAN

TUCKER, D.E.

ASEAN

, ROGERS, D.W.

SKELTON, R.R.

r

9/4 9/4

,9/4

NA

lea

....
ASMAN N

,

11/

r

,

..
.

1/137A -04
B/3

,q2.

ph.

1111

WI

...

.
.

5/13

B/2..5613

1

;

(//3.

zit

,

.....
,

,

,

.

I

. GIBS, W.G.

t

i

,

.

-

,

.../"".t.-...-.....,- .,........
4

4

Figure 5-3.Rsquired reining form.
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GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Ground support, equipment,has become as,
important to the assigned mission of naval.ayia\

servicing of certain types of equipment. Several

types of support equipment require licensed

tion activities as the aircraft itself. Many dif-ferent types of support equipment are required
for handling, servicing, loading, testing, and

operatots. The training: testing, and licensing of
these operators, are also responsibilities v. per-

sonnet in the Aviation Suppdrt Equipment

maintaining aircraft: Because most of this equip-

ment is used in direct support of the aircraft
itself, aircraft squadtons and the Air pepart!Ont. aboard carriers are the principal users of
ground support. equipment. Within this depattment, personnel of the flight deck and hangar
deck aircraft handling crews use aircraft handling equipment such as tow tractors and spot-

ting do ies. In addition, personnel of the
Aircraf Crash, Fire, and Rescue crews use such
/ equipm t as t
B-5 aircraft firefighting_and
rescue trucks. heOsers depend upon' personnel of the Aviation Support Equipment echnician rating (AS), who are normally assigned to
intermediate maintenance activities, for the
mainterianceof this equipment.
Since the above activities are the principal
users; The equipment is usually operated by per-

Technician rating.
,s

Commoii types of ground support, equipMeth are described in this chapter. It Must be

emphasized however, that this is a training
manual for support equipnient in general and
that the applicable Operation and Service Instructions for a specific item,of equipment must
be consulted for the correct and specific
operating and Servicing rrocedure5.,-

TYPES OF GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
Grotvirzl Support Equipment (GSE), for the
purpose of classifying maintenance functions, is
defined hi OpNAVINST 4100.2 (Series) as

,equipment required on the ground to make an
servicing ..nd preoperational inspections are fret e aeronautical system, support *stem, subsystem,
or end itiFn of equipment (GSE for GSE) operaquently accomplished by personnel of These
tional in, its intended environment." This is
using activities. Thus, personnel in the AS rating
primarily .that equipment covered "by the Air.
are concerned primarily with major inspections'
craft Maintenance and Material Readiness
and repair. .However, this does not mean that

sonnel df ratings other than AS. In addition,

you are relieVed of all responsibilities concerning

(AMMRL) prOgram.

the operation and servicing of the equipment.
To effectively' perform all phases of
maintenance -- inspecting, troubleshooting,

GSE ;s categorized as common general purpose) and peculiar (special curpose) and is fur-.
Aber divided into the categories of Avionic GSE
and Non-Avionic GSE.

repairing, testing, etc.you must understand
thoroughly tile dperatiowof the equipment. This

. is especially important when troubleshooting
k:

malfunctions and testing equipment.
In addition, you may frequently check ,outi
squadron persohnel in the operation and

P

AVIONICSGSE

Avionics GSE (common and peculiar) includes all equipmEht of an electronic nature used

100
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Tow tractors must be especially
maneuverable, particularly those used on aircraft carriers. Maneuverability of the tractor
depends on its dimensions and turning radius.

for the test, troubleshooting, alignment, or
calibration of aircraft systems and components.
Some examples of.Avionics GSE are Automatic
Test Equipment (ATE), Versatile Avionics Shop
Test (VAST) and temperature and fuel quantity
indicator test sets. Some of the test equipment

The smaller the size and turning radius, the more
maneuverable the tractor. The type of transmission also contributes to the ease of handling the

such as multimeters that are used in the GSE
shop are Avionic GSE and are maintained by the
avionics shops.

tractor. Modern tow tractors have automatic
transmissions. Compared with the standard

NON-AVIONICS GSE

vides a smoother coupling from the engine to the
driving wheels. It also frees the driver from
operating a clutch and allows him to concentrate

transmissions, the automatic transmission pro-

Non-Avionics GSE (common and peculiar)
refers to all equipment that is nonelectronic in

more on the job at hand. This
equipment.

MObile Electric Power Plants (NE-8A), gas turbine.power service 'equipment (NCPP-I05), air. craft tow tractors (TA-75) and hydraulic service

,

Tow tractors are often rated, by drawfbar
pull. The drawbar pull is the amount of force,
that the tractor can exert on dry concrete. The
drawbar pull of any tractor is dependent on the

units (AHT-64). Nonpowered equipment ex-,
amples are, aircraft jacks (134A), aircraft tow
bars (NT-4), aircraft slings, and maintenance
work stands. The AS rate is responsible for

type and condition of the surface on ,which it is
being used. Dry concrete gives the most traction;
hence the most drawbar pull for a given tractor.
On a wet, fuel-soaked steel deck there may be no
traction.

maintaining the non-avionic GSE. An exception
to this is installed equiptnent, such as Hydraulic
U
Test Standg-(HCT-10) and Electrical Test Units
(VARI-DRIVES) that are mintained and
documented by the work center having' physical
custody. The installed Jet Engine Test Facilities'
maintenance responsibilities are assigned to the
work center having physical custody (usually the

Support equipment for supplying electric
power and/or compressed air for aircraft engine
starting or servicing is installed on some tractors.
Aircraft tow tractors are usually cla'ssified by

power plants work center) along with the station's Public Works 'Department which is
responsible for the structure and basic systems
(such as fuel, air, and water).

one of' two designationsthe M series and the
TA series. Some tractors may have both designations..In this chapter we describe the MRS .190
and 'MD -3 tow tractors. The first two letters of

the M series do not have a standard meanin

The ordnance equipMent is maintained by
the ,Weapons Department and also the Public
Works Department.

The number in the M series is the model numb

A letter following the model number, ittdic es
the number of modifications to that model t actor. An & indicates the first modification, a B
tor.
indicates the second modification', etc. Th= TA
in the TA series denotes Tractor, Aircraft..The
numbers following the TA indicate'the first two
numbersof the draw bar pull. Other designations
are sometimes used to identify tractors. One ex-

TOW TRACTORS AND AIRCRAFT
SPOTTING DOLLIES
. A tow tractor or aircraft spotting doll) is the
only means of propulsion for the majority of air-

ample is the JG-75 tow tractor. This tractor,
however, is one model of the type TA-75 tow

craft on Abe ground with the engines not running. Most present day aircraft are too heavy

tractor. Another type of tractor to be discussed
later is the A/S 32A-30 ground support equipment tractor, a. tractor used to move equipment.

and large to be moved by manpowd alone. Tow,
tractors are also used for towing trailer - mounted
support'equipment.

(

.

results in

stir6other and safer movement of aircraft and

nature. It may be powered or nonpowered.
Some examples of powered equipment are

6-2
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All tractors classified as a certain type are not

always- manufactured by the same contractor.
As a result, the tractors may not be identical in
all respects. They may differ in appearance: The
instruments and controls, may be arranged differently. Such major components as the engines
and transmissions may be manufactured by different companies. However, these tractors are
still classified as the same type as long as they
meet the Military Specifications for that type.
The same is true for many other types of support

eqyipment. This is another important reason.
1

. why you should consult the.,applicable technical
publications to properly an l safely operate, service, and maintain each'specific item of support'
equipment.

As indicated by the preceding .discussion,
there are several types and moaels of tractors

available to aviation activities The tractors
described in 'the following paragraphs are
representative of the types most widely used at
the present time.
TA-18 TOW TRACTOR
This is a gasoline powered tractor for use on
shore bases as an aircraft towing and spotting
vehicle for large 'aircraft. This tractor has a
drawbar pull of 18,000 pounds. A ,

The TA-18, shown in figure 6-1, has an
automatic' transmission with six forward speeds

end one 'reverse speed. The speed ranges ".die
selected by .a. shift lever 'located onlop. of the
strarmission cover. the transmission shift pattern is shOwu'in figu. fe 6-2. The tradior dimensions are 14 feet 10 inches long, 8 feet wide, and

M RS 190

TA-18
2271-15

"'I.-225.22

Figure e. 1 . Tow tractors.

Figure 6-2.TA-18 -transmission shift pattern.
(

6-3
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5 feet 7 inches high. The turning radius is 24 feet

10 inches. The grosses,veight of this tractor is
25,800 pounds. Ndrmally, the driver's compartment is open, as shown in'figure 6-1, but if the
tractor is to be used in arctic weather, a 'completely enclosed cab is availa le. These cabs-ate,
equiPped with windshield
ers, a heater, and a \
defroster.

& 2)

positioning aircraft arresting gear. This tractor
weighs 47,000 pour and is capable of exert*
sufficient drawbar ull' to perform practically
any work that may b required. It is 17 feet long

and 9 feet 6 inches wide. It is powered by a
355 - horsepower die I engine and is equipped
with a 5-speed stan rd transmission.

TA-7SA/B TOW TRACTOR

A/S 31A-36 AIRCRAFT GROUND
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT TRACTOR

The TA-75A/B is a gasoline-powered tractor
intended for use on shore bases as a towing and
spotting vehicle for aircraft with gross weight's
up to 75,000 pounds.

tow mobile grqund support equipment such as

The A/S 32 tractor (figure 6-3) is designed to

starting units, work stands, electrical power
plants, hydraulic test stands, and other GSE. It

The TA-i5A/B (figure 6-1) has provisions
fot moanting a gas turbine compressor or other
servicing equipment. This add-on provision has
not been widely used: The tractor is equipped
with an automatic transmission that has three

'has

forward speeds and one reverse speed. The trac-

The tractor is a gasoline engine-powered unit
with a Chrysler model A-727 automatic

a towing capacity of approximately
000-pound drawbar pull and can also be used
to tow armament handling equipment. As a
secondary mission; it can be used to tow light
aircraft and helicopters.

tor dimensions are 20'3" long, 5 '6" wide, and
3'2" high. The turnineradius is a minimum of

transmission. It is a shore based tractor td be
used on concrete or asphalt surfaces in support
of aircraft operations. Hydraulic brakes are on
botti front and rear vtlteels and it has power

140".

MRS-190 TOW TRACTOR

.

assist steering. At the me of this writing there
have been tw,o 'separate contracts to manufacture the A/S 32 tractor. .

The MRS-190 tow tractor, also shown in
figure 6-1, is intended for use at air stations for
4..

A PART NO. 8850R-B

.B PART NO. Jd4OPT-16

Figure 6- 3. Aircraft ground support equipment tractors, Type A/S 32A-30.
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.. One of the major differences in-the two trac.

f.

gear ratios..1%is bolted to the engide bell housing
,and is driven through a single-stage torque converter. A hydraulic controlasy stem regulates the
transmission. shifts. The system alsp" synchronizes the engagement and release:oft the con-

tors is the. engine. The first tractors were

manufactured wit.t. part number Of 8856R-B
and use a Chrysler LH318 V-.8 engine (see [A] in
figure 6-3) and the second manufacturer of these
tractors has a part number of JG4OPT-16. These

trol clutches and brake bands to effect quick
position shifts to meet load demands. The corn'
plete transmission system is lubricaked,

tractors use the Chrysler H 225 slant 6 engine
(see [131 in figure 6-3).

.

.

operated, and dooled by a single oil system.

MD-3 TOW TRACTOR

A gas turbine compressor Mounted at the
This tractor was designed for vise aboard aircraft carrier and will handle any type of earrierbased aircraft. It can be configured as an MD-t3'

rear Of the tractor provides pneumatic power in
the form of compressed air for the operation of

(basic tractorno gas turbine power unit),

craft main erigine starters (and other consumers

MD-3A (mounts a GTCP-100-54 gas turbine
power 'unit), or Mb -3B (mounts a GTC72/73 power unit)...The MD-3A is show in

of compressed air). The operating contrOls fo'r the"
gas4turbine compressor are loeat
n a panel on

figure 6-4.
The MD-3 tow tractor is a self-contained unit

ment. Compressor operation.i outlined on two
instruction plates adjacent to he controls. .

capable of developing 8,500 pounds drawbar
pull at an approximate speed of one mph' on a
dry conekete surface. The main powerplant of
this type 'tractor is an inline horizontal, four-

OPERATION OF TOW TRACTORS

large class pneumatic equipment, such as air-

the right-hand side of theop ator's compi'ft--

As a'i AS you aik required to operay6 the

tractors swhen training personnel, in

stroke cycle, diesel engine. The steering systenris
hydraulically assisted and the serVice brakes are
assisted by compressed air. The grass weight of
the MD-3 tractor is 12,000 pounds.

troubleshooting, and intestin4afterrepairs, have
been
Therefore, you Inust be familiar
with 'the instruments, and controls. Figure 6-5
shows the instrument/control panel ,and figure

The transmission is a multiple reduction
drive unit that shifts automatically in all forward

6-6 shows other controls of an rvl1? -3 tractor`.

4

199.10

- Figure 6- 4. Mb -3A tow tr*ctol.

x
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20

A

r
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1, Glow phi meter.
2.tStoptig t switch.
3. IleadlIght switch.
4. Ignition switch.
5. Start switch.

6. Ammeter.'
7. Dash 1pmp.
$. Engine oil pressure gage.

9. Dash lamp.
10. Fuel gage.

11. Hourmeter.
12. Torque converter temperature gage.
Engine temperature gage.410
4. Air presturegage.
3.
15. Instrument light switch.

16. Airlow.pressare warning Ught.
17. P1stle light switch.
18. Instruction islage.
19. Glow plug switch.
26 ;Hora button.

.

I.

226.5

Figure 6-5.MD-3 4nstrument/control panel.

*.

(A)

NEUTRAL

REVER

DRIVE
LOW

225.21

Figure 6-6.MD-3 contrils. (A) Shift pattern; (B) Parking brakekver operation.
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switcl [191 must be ON. Operation of the glow"

As mentioned previously, the operating pro=
cedurqs for the,prious types and models of tow
tractors differ in some respects. The operation
of the MD-3 is used as a represen,lative example

.

plug is indicatedOn the glow plug meter [lb
Normal gage operation is indicated by the gage
pointer moving 'to the far right when the,glow
plug switch is pressed.

in the following discussion. It should be emphasized that the current applicable operation
instructions should be consulted,for the.correct
and specific operating procedures.

Cold weather . starting procedures are as
,

1. Apply the hand' brake and shift the

Before 'attempting to %orate. any type of
equipment, y3u should be familiar with its instruments -and controls. Procedures' or starting

-tiansm" issiort. level to N (neutral).
,

k the MD-3 tractor depend on weather conditions.

2. Turn the ignition tWitch141 ON and press
the glow, plug \switch [191 to`preheat the engine

If the 'aerate ambient temperature is above

combustion chambers, Allow the amount of

40 °F;, NORMAL starling procedures should be
followed.4lf the average,temperature is 40°F or
.below,, COLD WEATHER.starting procedures
should he followed.

preheat, time as indicated in table 6-1. After ilhe
combustion chambers have been warmed, pr

the,itartar button. Do not releak the glow plug
switch until the engine begins firing regularly.

The normal starting proiedures lire as
3; If the engine fails to start during the first
Ni seconds of cranking, rele4se the starter button to allow a 2-minute recovery 4period before
another attempt at staidly. Do not release the
glow plug switch between start attempts.

follows:
.

.

1. Apply the hand brake and shift transmission to N (neutral) as shown in figure6-6.

t

2. "Turn the ignition switch ([41 in figufe 6-5)

'-ON and .push the starter, button [51 unti/ the

4. After the engine starts, run it at a fast idle

engine begind firing regularly. Should the e.ligine
fail to stet in 10 seconds, release the starter but-

until the engine oil pressure gage [81 indicates oil
circulation and the engine temperature gage [1i1

ton and allow' a 2-minute recovery time before

indicates that the coolirCg system is warm: Idle
the engine untilfull air pressure is developed in'

each .:additional attempt. to start. Excessive

.the brake system. This is indicated by the air

4ngine cranking at any one time may damage the
Vranking motor.
.

.

pressure gage 141 and the air low-pressureWarning light 1161, The warnini light is on whenever
pressure in the air system is less -thp 60 psi. The

3. Afte r. the engine starts, check the engim
qil pressure [8), water temperature 1131, and the

"1

operation of the ammeter [61. The ammeter
should hidicate a positive ( + ) charging rate.

Table 6:I.Glow plug preheating chart

CAUTION: Stop the. engine if tiiere is-a sud-.

Ambient Air

den rise in engine temperature and/or ho oil

tem. rature

pressure.

T,he diesel- engine of the MD-3 is eonipped
with\ glow pings . for cold weather starting. A

60

. plug is an electrical heating element inst Hed next to each fuel injector and is used to
preheat ,the injector and combustion chamber.

30

igl

0

Ile healing element.is supplied with current'
from the battery. To complete this electrical circdit, the ignition switch [41 and the 'glow pltig

-20
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tractor shold not beopetated until The warning
light is OFF and the'air pressure gage ildicates
" more than 60 psi.
CAUTION: Do nqt use glow plugs while the

tractor is waking. Damage t4 the engine may
result.

.
.

Outing tractor operatin, the operator'
should listeg for unusual sounds which may indicate trouble. Gages and instruments should be
checked periodically. Any unusual gage indications, such as excessive temperatures or
pressures, are warnings of possible troubles. For
example, the torque converter temperatuie gagg
([121 in figure 6-5) shows The temperature of oil

To operat e the/tractor, Apply the- service
brakes and release he parking brake. (Seep in

leaving the converter. Readings vary %kith work-

figure 6-6.) With the engine idling, Use the shift

should never exceed 250°F.

ing conditions, but the converter temperature

lever to select the type transmission operation
desired. (See [Al of figure 616.) Release pressure
on the brake pedaland gradually 'acrease the ac-

.AIRCRAFT SPOTTING DOLLY, SD-10

celerator feed to start moving the tractor. The
'

.

transmission should be Operated in the following
manner;

The movement of aircraft on shore stations
and aboard aircraft carriers has historically been
accomplished by means of a tow bar and man-

All normal forwArd driving and towing with
light or moderate loads should be accomplished
with the shift lever at,D (drive). In this position
the ...transmission automatically up'Shifts and
downshifts between second gear and third-gear
(direct drive). Maximum acceleration is obtained
by fully depressing:the accelerator, causing the

power or a tow bar and tractor; however, in

transmission to automatically downshift frbm
third gear to second gear. When pressure on the
accelerator is decreased, the transmission
automatically upshifts.

The SD-1D, manufactured by Consolidated
Diesel Electric Corporation, is equipped with a
3-cylinder diesel engine and jweighs 7;500
pounds. It has a ,lifting capacity of 16,000
pounds, and cari operate under most aircraft as
it is only 29 inches high. The spotting dolly can

crowded areas these methods become ineffective. The aircraft spotting dolly (figure 6-7) ca
while providing maximum maneuverability,
tow, .turn, and spot several types of aircraft as
effectively jn congested areas as in the open.

The shift lever should be moved to L (low)
wlien the tractor is used to tow near maximum
loads (8,500 pounds' drawbar pull), or ascend
steep grades. In addition, engine braking power
can be gained when 'the transmission is in this
gear ratio. This braking power assists the braking action of the service brakes. The transmission will not upshift automatically from -first
gear while the lever remains at the L poiition.

approach an aircraft head on, pick up the
nosewheel, spin on its own axis, and tow the
nosewheel directly out at any angle to the aircraft's original line of direction. It can turn an
aircraft through 360 degrees while the landing
gear pivots around a stationary point.

The newheel, when loaded on the lifting
arms of the spotting dolly, is on a freely revolv-

ing turntable located between the two drive

The shift lever may be removed from L to D
or frbM D or L.at any tractor speed. If the shift
lever is at D when the tractor is at a standstill and
the accelerator is fully depressed, the transmis-

sion will automatically downshift from second
gear to.first gear. As tractor and engine speed increases, the transmission automatically shifts'
from first gear through second to third gear. The

wheels of the spotting dolly. A differential driv e
system permits one drive wheel or the spotting
dolly to be driven forward, the other in reverse.
This allows the spotting dolly to spin completely
about without moving the
nosew heel. ,
.

tractor must be brought to a complete stop
before making the shift between D and R

The spotting dolly is a 3-wheeled deviee, to
of th wheels are driven and the third -g a freewheeling caster. Control is accomplished

(reverse).

through a single handle on the end of the control
6-8
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,-.....44.1

ey,

C`

225.4

Figure 6- 7. Aircraft spotting dolly, Model SD-1D.
.

,

arm. Steering is accomplished by pushing ,the
handle left or right; speed and direction (forward or reverse) by twisting the handle. The
operator may either walk with the unit, or ride

Personnel to whom the crane is assigned should
study the crane's technical manual prior to actual operation of the crane.

on the operator's seat, controlling it with a

NS-60 MOBILE CRANE

single hand. Maximum speed for the SD-1D is
two miles per hour loaded and five miles per
hour unloaded.

designed primarily to lift and carry crashed air-

The NS-60 mobile crane (figure 6-8)

is

craft an the flight deck of an aircraft carrier.
The usual manner of loading an aircrafeis to
set the brakes on the main landing gear, lower

The crane is equally suitable for similar duty on

the lifting arms of the spotting dolly, drive it

and for paved or unpaved operational areas.

shore stationsboth for aircraft landing areas

under the nosewheel, insert two axle pins in the

lifting arms, raise the lifting arms, release the
aircraft brakes and drive away. .

The crane, a self-propelled vehicle,

MOBILE CRANES

motor is equipped with multiple disc type'springloaded brakes for emergency stops and parking,

Mobile cranes are used both at shore stations

and aboard ship. Those for shipboard use are
usually

is

mounted on four electrically powered wheels.
Heavy -duty d.c. electric traction motors and
gear reduction units built within the wheerhuts
provide motive power for the crane. Each wheel

while an electrical braking system is used for

smaller and to some degree more

operational deceleration of the crane.

maneuverable than shore-based cranes. The
mobile crane is an emergency vehicle primarily
designed for use in aircraft salvage and rescue.

The hook motor also operates on d.c. and
because of an electrical interlock, cannot be
operated simultaneously with the wheel motors.

Maximum performance of the mobile crane,
including its operating equipment, is dependent
.

A.c. electric motors, strategically located at
the point of power application, drive through
reduction gear boxes to provide boom movement and steering. Each a.c. motor is equipped

upon . the frequency and scope Of the
maintenance rendered, plus the ability' of the
operator' to properly operate the crane.
6-9
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Figure 6-8.Mobile cranes.
pp

with a multiple disc, spring-loaded brake that
sets instantly when the mopes electrical power
is interrupted, thus locking the boom in posi-

operator to maneuver the crane or to operate the

tion. Restoration of the motor's electrical power
automatically releases the motor brake.

feet.

hook motor, boom motor, and parking brakes
from any point on deck up to a maximum of 25
,

The crane is capable of lifting and'carrying

Two generators, one a.c. and one chc.,, 60,000 pounds with the boom at its minimum excoupled directly to and driven isy a 6-Cylinder

tension. Unloaded weight 9f the crane is 125,000
pounds.

diesel engine, supply current to the control
motors and the wheel motors. One control.ban

dle (potentiometer), located on the operator'sN
control panel, provides control of the wheel

Attached-to the front of the crane is a' stationary, bulldoier-type,push plate. Its ptirpose

motors or hook motor, whichever is selected by

is to allow the 'crane to push away damaged aircraft or other material to clear the flight deck or
runway:

the operator, -while fingertip switches on the
control panel provide control of steering an
boom movement.

An earlier version of the crane, the NS-50

A remote control panel having a 25-foot

(SC-7), is quite similar to the one just described.
The Main differences are the weight of the crane
and its load capacity.

cable is stored in a compartnient on the left side

of the crwie. This control panel allows the

I
6-10
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MB-1A
199.24

Figure (4.Mobile cranes.

motor, jib motor, boom motor, grid steering

MB-IA MOBILE CRANE

motor.; These motors are controlled by fingertip
is

switches located at the operator's station, A

designed to ,have good Maneuverability in lifting

remote control box is provided for controlling
the hook, jib, and boom motors from a position
near the point of pickup

The MB-IA mobile crane (figure. 6;9)

and removing crashed aircraft froin air station
runways and surrounding areas. The MB -IA is
made up of a 2- wheeled prime mover attached to
a 2- wheeled crane.

Air brakes are provided on all four wheels.
These brakes consist of alternate discs splined to

The prime mover is powered by a diesel
engine driving through a twin-disc clutch, a

the brake drum and brake hub. Air pressure
directed to a pressure plate forces the discs

5-speed transmission, a high/low-speed auxiliary

transmission, and a torque-proportioning dif-

together for braking. Springs are used to move
the pressure plate to the released position when

ferential. The auxiliarrtransmission in combination with the 5 -speed transmission_ results in 10

the air is bled from the brake. Selector valves are

provided to control the selection of front, rear,
or both brake sets.

speeds forward and 2 speeds in reverse, The
wheels of the crane are not powered.

There are three stations where soundpowered telephones may be connected, One station is in the cab by the operator, and the others

An a.c. generator, driven frotri\l,he engine
flywheel, supplies current for powering the hook
6-11
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are located at the left side of the crane tongife
and at the rear of the crane. To use, simey plug
in the phone jack at one of the station outlets.

identified by prefix letters NA, NB and NC.
Theseletters indicate the type of povieruailable
fiom the unit as follows:

NAd.c. output power only

MOBILE ELECTRICAL
POWER PLANTS

NBa.c. output power only

Mobile electrical power plants (MEPPs) sup-

ply electrical power for various testing ancl
chackbut operations of aircraft. The MEPPs
used today are designed for opetation on shore
stations and aboard aircraft carriers. On aircraft

carriers these units are usually of the mobile
type,. with Minimum vehicular dimensions and
weight; they are usually designed for utmost,
maneuverability and mobility. On shore stations
these units may be mobile, self propelled, large
in size, or may be trailer- mounted and require
towing.

There are four categories by which the
MEPPs are readily identified: (1) vehicular, stlfpropelled; (2) trailer -mounted, gasoline or diesel
engine driven; (3) trailer mounted, electrically
driven; (4) dolly/skid mounted, gasoline /diesel
engine driven or electrically driven. The various

categories of power plants may be further

NCa.c./d.c. output power
There are many types of MEPPs in use. The
type used depends upon the type of aircraft to be
serviced. Three of the various types of ,MEPPs
are described briefly in the following

paragraphs.;

NC-2A MEPP

The NC-2A (figure 6-10) is designed' primarily for emergency use aboard aircraft carriers. (Normally, deckedge power is used.) It is a
self-propelled diesel engine-powered service
unit. It is front axle-driven, steered by the two

rear wheels, and readily maneuverable in congested areas. The vehicle has a turning radius of
130 Inches. The front axle Is driven by a 28 -Volt
d.c. reversible, variable speed motor, capable of
propelling the unit up to 14 mph on levellerrain.
*

ee

225.115

Figure 6-10.MEPP NC-2A.
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The primary source of power is a 3- cylinder,
diesel engine which drives the a.c.
'and d.c. generators throtfgh a speed increasing
transmission. All controls, both propulsion and
electrical power, are available to the operator on

motor-propelled vehicle with a dual voltage
a.c./d.c. generator, and a water-cooled, fourcylinder, two-stroke cycle diesel engine..
Like the MEPP
this' power' plant is

he power plant is designed for air transport
and is provided with two tiedown rings each on

designed for air transport and is provided with
four tiedown rings, two each on the front and
rear bumpers. Forklift channels are located between the front and rear. axles, "providing safe
lifting points for the unit.

the front and rear bumpers. Forklift channels
are located between the front anci rear axles,
providing safe lifting points for the unit.

PowerSupply/Transformer
Rectifier (T/R Unit)

three panels located in front and to the tight of
the o erator's seat.

The power supply/transformer rectifier

NC $A MEPP

referred to as a T/R unit is an add-on unit for
the NC-8 . It supplies jet starting power for aircraft wit electric starters. The a.c. input power
of 208
is 3-phase 60 kva and 400 hertz from

The NC-8A (figure
is a mobile, selfpropelled, diesel engine-powered sers ce unit
which,is utilized for starting and servicing rotary
and fixed wing' aircraft-. It is capable of providing 400-hertz, 3- phase, 120/208 vac, 60-kva
power, and 500 amperes (current limited) inter-

the NC-8A is supplied to the T/R unit to produce a d.c. output of 28 or 35 volts and 750 or
1000 amperes for jet start.

mitnt pmk er.
is

OPERATION OF THE TRANSFORMER-

The NC-8A mobile electric power plant
a four-wheel, front-steering, electric

RECTIFIER 'UNIT.The? following

is

the

operation and starting cycle pf the T/R, unit.

4

225.134

Figure 6-11.NC-8A mobile poerplant.
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When the start signal'is received to start the
aircraft, the output %oltage from the T, R unit

the capability and the switch is in this position)

to approximately 6 volts. Tve limited

regulator. As the starter motor speed increases,

voltage rise prevents current inrush and sudden
mechanical shock to the aircraft starter prior to
and during the time the starter dog engages with

so does its counter emf. This decreases the

rises

and is held constant by action of the voltage
amount of current flow. When the starter current decreases to approximately 235 amperes,

the engine.

the undercurrent relay or speed switch in-the air-

While maintaining low voltage, the aircraft
jet engine starting contactor closes, delivering

craft drops out, electrically disconnectifig the
T/R unit from the aircraft starter motor. When
the current demand has decreased to qs dropout

current to the starter motor. After a current flow
of approximately 100 amperes, the starter dog
_engages with a minimum Of force. The voltage
now starts to rise while the current is limited by
the voltage regulator.to a value of 1000 to 1100
amperes. While the T/R unit is in a current liMit
status, the output ()Rage Jeduces to a leNel
determined by the starter motor impedence.
As the aircraft starter motor speed increases,
its counter electromotiNe force,(CEMF) also in-

valve (235 amperes), the jet engine RPM is high
though to accelerate without external aid.
NC-10B MEPP
The NC-1013" (figure 6-12) is a diesel engine-

driven unit designed for shipboard or shore
station

use. This unit supplies 90-kva,
120/208-volt, 3-phase, 400-Hz power for servicing, starting, and maintaining helicopters and jet

aircraft. A portion of the electrical power

creases, reducing the current demand. As .the
current decreases, the Voltage is permitted to increase up to 35 volts (or 28( volts if the unit has

generated is rectified to supply 28 volts d.c. at
750 amperes (1,000 amperes intermittent) for
aircraft starting.

225.131

Figure 6- 12. MEPP NC -1011.
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The powerplant is enclosed nt a steel housing, fabricated in two section which are easily
removed for servicing the unit. Operating com-

MOBILE MOTOR- GENERATOR
SETS

ponents are mounted on a four,wheel trailer

Mobile motor-generator sets (MMGs) perform the same functioh as the mobile electric

which-is equipped with mechanical-type internal
xpanding wheel brakes. The brakes may be set

by hand lever, and set automatically when the
tow bar is in the vertical position.
Double-hinged doors provide access to the
control panel, starting components, and three
output power cables.
The plant's electrical system is protected
from overload by output circuit contactors, circuit breakers, overvoltage and undervoltage
relays, overfrequency and underfrequency
relays, thermal overload relays, and fuses.
The unit is self-propelled, for movement be-

tween aircraft on the line, by two hydraulic
wheel motors. The operator's control is located
on the tow bar. Hydraulic pressure is supplied

by the hydraulic system which also provides
pressure to operate the engine starter and the
eiectrohydraulic governor's actuator system:

powerplants, but they are not self-contained and
require an external source of electrical power for

operations tike MMG-1/A and MMG-2 are
primarily used in hangars on shore stations, or
on the hangar decks of aircraft carriers where
the running of an internal combustion engine

would be objectionable and- where external
power (220-440/60Hg) is readily available.
MMG-2

The MMG-2 (figure 6-13) is physically quite
small and compact. It is a trailer-mounted electric motor-driven generator set used to provide
120/208-volt, 400-Hz, a.c. power, and 28-volt

power for use in ground maintenance,
cgibration, and'support for all fighter/interceptor type aireraft equipment.
1

3

207.153

Figure 6-13.MMG-2.
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FLIGHT LINE ELECTRICAL
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM (FLEDS)

The FLEDS is an electrical distribution
system for servicing aircraft on the flight line.

Figure 6-14 shows the major parts of the
FLEDS. It consists of 3-way junction boxes, interconnecting ramps, aircraft service point
., castings, and aircraft
connector plug assemblies.
The total system capability is 24 aircraft (figure
6-15). Each service point can service one aircraft
with 115/200 volts, 3-phase, 400-hertz power.

The FLEDS accepts power from a Mobile

JUNCTION BOX

Electric Power Plant (MEPP) capable of supply-

ing 115/200-volts, 3-phase, 400-hertz power.

Power is applied at the junction boxes and
branches into the service point castings to the
aircraft connector plug assemblies,. The cables
connecting the junction boxes, service point
castings, and aircraft connector plugs are installed underneath the interconnecting ramps
for protection.

AIRCRAFT SERVICE
POINT CASTING

FORKLIFT TRUCK

The fdrklift truck is a much used, powerdriven piece of material handling equipment. It

is a cantilever type of industrial truckeither

I

diesel-, gasoline-, or electrically-operated with
either three or four wheels. It contains vertical

uprights and an elevator backplate equipped

RAMP SECTION

with two,or more forks of sufficient length and
thickness for use with various types of pallets.

(See figure 6-16.) Forklift trucks that come
under your care as an AS are powered by diesel
and gasoline engines and have Rheumatic or
solid rubber tires. Forklift trucks are generally
used to handle palletized unit loads but may also

AIRCRAFT CONNECTOR
CABLE AND PLUG

be used to haul boxes or containers equipped
with skids as well as other large containers and
packages. They are used to hoist heavy loads
into aircraft. They are also used to move loads

aboard carriers, onto barges, onto piers, in
warehouses, and in and around freight terminals.

The forklift truck must be operated only by a
licensed operator. The servicing and upkeep are

similar to those required for any automotive

227.113

equipment.

Figure 6-14.Major components of FLEDS.
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or

MEPP or MMG

227.114

Figure 6-15.FIEDS.

PREHEATERS AND MR
CONDITIONERS

two-cylinder, air-cooled engine developing 13.6
horsepower. This engine drives a ventilating air

blower and a generator. The blower forces air
through the heater and through the outlet ducts.
The generator actuates the spark plug to ignite
the combustible mixture in the combustion

Preheaters and air conditioners are used in
maintaining desired temperatures in aircraft on
the ground. In the following paragraphs, an example of each type of unit is discussed.

chamber of the heater. The heater burns the
same gasoline as the engine. Twin outlet ducts

PREHEATERS

can supply heat through 30 feet of 12-inch ducts.

The NPH-3 portable preheater proc'..ces up
to one minion BTU per hour for ground heating

AIR CONDITIONERS

of aircraft, portable shelters, or any space requiring heat. It is a box-shaped, four-wheeled,
towed vehicle that has expanding-type parking
brakes on the rear wheels. It is powered by a

Air-conditioning units are designed to pro side ground ventilating and cooling for aircraft
6-17
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electric-powered by a 30- horsepower, 440-volt,
3-phase, 60-cycle electric motor which is an integral part of the compressor.
The unit is mounted on four wheels. The two
rear wlie-:3 are non-steerabie, shock-absorbing
or ;wavy duty cushion tread tires. Two swivel

shock-absorbing wheels arg provided on the
center front of the unit. The rear wheels incorporate parking brakes that are applied or released by a single manual control lever located at

the front of the unit. Access doors and panels
are provided for full accessibility. Four lifting
rings are mounted on the upper corners of the
unit.

NR-10 Air Conditioner

The NR-10 air conditioner (figure 6-18) is
a!sb a mobile, trailer-mounted, self-contained
air-conditioning unit. A six-cylinder, tur-

215.192

Figure 6-16.Forklift truck.

bocharged, 82-horsepower diesel engine supplies
all the pow^r for the operation of the air conditioner. Incc.porate,1 in tke engine iee a manual

cabs and electronic systems. Most units per-

throttle, water pump and thermostat,bil filter,
fuel injection pump, fuel transfer pump, fuel
filters, variable speed governor, o erspeed control, thermal protection arid .v oil pressure
safety switches;*enerator, an starting circuits.

form the following functions:

1. Cool aircraft avionics equipment compartments.

1

2,9-Ventilate equipment compartments at
ambient temperatures where cooling is not re-

*lb

The engine is itquid-cooled by means of a
radiator. Air flow through the radiator is provided by the condenser fan. The axle assembly
consists of the tow bar and four independent
suspension wheels. The tow bar assembly is
designed so that when the front wheels attain
their maximum angular position, a cam on the

quired.

3. Cool occupied aircraft cabins.
4. Cool pressurized personnel suits.

towbar assembly is released allowing the towbar
to continue following the motion of the towing
vehicle. All four wheels are provided with brak-

Air-conditioning units are usually trailermounted. The unit is usually powered by either a

gas6line engine, a diesel engine, or an electric
motor. Air-conditioning units are identified by
the letter designation NR, followed by a model
number. NR-2B, NR-3A, NR-5C, and NR-10
are all differenAnodels of air conditioners. The
NR-5C and NR-I0 are briefly described in the

ing.

following paragraphs.

Gas tuYbine power units are driven by gas
turbines. Alti.ough they all employ similar gas
turbine engines, there are several different types
and configurations of gas turbine p

GAS TURBINE POWER
SERVICING EQUIPMENT

NR-5C Mr Conditioner

The NR-5C air conditioner (figure 6-17)
is

a mobile,

trailer-mounted unit and

eqt.ipments. Basically, these units provide air for
jet starting and in some cases provide electrical

is

6-18
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INSTRUMENT PANLL
ACCESS COVER
AIR

DUCT STORAGE

FILTER,

LIFTING
RING

CONDENSER
COIL

D5AWBAR
T.IEDOWN

PARKING

RING

BRAKE LEVER
227.86

Figure 6-17.NR-5C air conditioning unit.

n

Figure 6-18.-INR-10

r conditioner.
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power for servicing or starting aircraft. These
units may -also be used to supply air for safe
removal of snow or ice from aircraft and carrier
flight decks.

The GTC-85-72/73 engine mounts in a
GTE-85 enclosure (GTE = Gas Turbine
Enclosure). Some GTE-85 enclosures are
mounted on the MD-3B tow tractor and other

Gas turbine power equipments are largely
self-contained and require only an outside
source of fuel and oil tamaintain a constant out-

put. The units' may be enclosed in a skid:

enclosures are mounted on trailers. GTC-85 and
GTC-100 are different models of gas tur,Ane
compressor engines.
NCPP-105

mounted enclosure, housed in an aerodynamic

pod, or mounted on 'lye rear of a tow tractor,
such as the MD-3 desCribed previously in this
chapter. When housed in an aerodynamic pod,
thes units are designed to be transporced on the

bo b shackles under the wings of jet aircraft.
T pod is mounted on detachable wheels or on
a bomb trailer Nhen in use. T
Ksit) etion,
maintenance, and repair of gas rbine power
equipment are your major resp nsibilities as an

The NCPP-105 with the GTC-100-54
described briefly in tne following paragraphs.

is

The NCPP-.105 (figuri 6-19) is a aamplete,
self-contained unit

consisting of a, _flyaway

assembly enclosed in a skid-mouned, weatherresistant enclosure. The top view of figure 6-19
shows the NCPP-105 as a skid-mounted unit.
This unit can be installed on a trailer, as shown
in the lower view of this figure. This permik ease
of movement from aircraft to aircraft and from

GTC-85

place to plaice.

The GTC-85 gas turbine engine is basically a
two-stage centrifugal bompressor, directly

The NCPP-105 supplies, compressed air at
two pressure ratios (5:1 and 3.6:1) for aircraft
engine starting,' and a.c. and d.c. electrical

coupled to a radial' inward-flow gas turbine.
Compressed air is obtained as bleed-air from the

second stage of the compressor at

a

.6:1

pressure ratio. This pneumatic power (bleed-air)

is used Lor the operation of large pneumatic
equipment which is bastcally that of jet aircraft
turbine starters.

The following is an explanation of model
number identification. The GTC -85 -72 and
GTC-85-73 are the two GTC-85 turbines used
most in GSE. Gas turbine compressor model
number GTC-85 -72 is used as, an example..

GTCA group of letters sekLicd from
the title of the unit to reduce the title to
symbol.

a

85Indicates a specified design or type
unit.

72Denotes a basic design configuration
and indicates that all units bearing this
dash number are interchangeable, but
noninterchangeable with other. units
bearing a different dash number.

6-20

power for operation of aircraft a.c. and d.c.
electrical components. It is equipped with a
remote cable assembly, an a.c. output cable, a
d.c. output cable, and a bleed air duct assembly.
The unit enclosure consists of a forward and
aft closure (hinged together), a cable stowage
enclosure (hinged together), muffler assembly,
fuel tank structural assembly, and a base
assembly.

The flyaway assembly is normally operated
while in the NCPP-105 enclosure, with the d.c.
power supply mounted in the forward enclosure.
However, when it is required to- transport the
flyaway :assembly by aircraft to 'a temporary
location, the d.c. power supply is removed and
relocated on the flyaway assembly structure.
The fuel line and a.c. and d.t. electrical output
cables are disconnected, the forward and aft
enclosures are lifted off t4 structure assembly,
and the flyaway assembly If then removed from
the base assembly. The flyaway assembly, with
its remote cable, a.c. and d.c. electrical output
cables, and bleed air duct assembly, upon arm al
at its temporary location, can be operated by attaching it to a fuel supply. t'
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MUFFLER ASSEMBLY

"Inr-warar=',.
:1474111

BLEED AIR

OUTLET

CABLE
STOWAGE

'

ENCLOSURE \

CONTROL
PANEL
ASSEMBLY

STRUCTURE ASSEMBLY
BASE ASSEMBLY
BLEED MR DUCT STOWAGE

FORWARD AND AFT
ENCLOSURE (HINGED)

FUEL TANK

213.17

Figure 6-19. Model NCPP-105 compressor power unit.
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multifuel burning engine which provides power
for the movement of the vehicle as well as the
hydraulic system.

The control panel is part of the flyaway and
is located on one end of the NCPP-105 unit, as
shown in figur4 6-19. The control panel cDntains
the complete operating instructions for the

operation of the unit.

The AERO 47A is controlled in a manner
similar to conventional forklift ttucks...It is

NOTE: The NCPP-105 flyaway assembly
cannot be hung as an external store and must be
transported inside a transport or cargo-type air-

equipped with hydraulic powered steering which
provides a turning radius of 15 feet. All
hydraulic motions, including the lifting

mechanism, incorporate safety features which
prcvent movement of the load in the event of
mechanical or hydraulic failure.

craft.

WEAPONS LOADER

The application of this loader, in aircraft
loading operations permits the loading of all

The AERO 47A Weapons Loader (figure

weapons with a two-man crew. Since the loader
permits transportation and handling of
prepackagFd multiple suspension racks, opera-

6-20) is designed primarily for the U.S. Navy to

load externally carried munitions, weapons,
JATO bottles, ammunition -cans, rockets,

tions such as individual weapon attachment,
sway bracing, fuzing, attaching arming wires,

pylons, and fuel tanks onto tactical aircraft. It is
used 'to lift, transport, and attach these items of
varying size, weighing up to 4,500 pounds, to the
wing and centerline pylops of the aircraft. All
lifting and manipulating functions of the
weapons loader are hydraulically powered. The
vehicle is powered with a 27.5-horsepower,

and preliminary rack checkout can be performed

as a prestaging operation. Loading time at the
aircraft is reduced to minimum.

AERO 47A has conventional automotive
power steering. The drive train consists of a

v

225.23

Figure 6-20.Aero 47A weapons loader
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single dry disc automotive clutch, a standard
3-speed transmission, a 2-speed transfer case,
and a limited slip differential to ensure positive
traction. Brakes consist of a mechanical parking
brake on the rear wheels and hydraulic service
brakes on the rear wheels and two inside front

surface hauling at low speeds but has only a five-

inch clearance. It is provided with a coupler on
the rear of the frame to facilitate towing trailers
or other vehicles.

wheels.

AIRCRAI1 FIREFIGHTING
AND
RESCUE EQUIPMENT
. .

P-36 AIRFIELD MAINTENANCE
TRUCK

MB-5

The P-36 airfield maintenance truck (figure

6-21) is a platform truck capable of hauling
loads up to 3,600 lb. A 34-horsepower, fourcylinder, air-cooled engine provides the power.
The open operator's compartment is located at

the front of the truck beside the engine. The
transmission and steering are manually
operated. The ignition system is the coil and
distributor type. The maximum governed speed
of the engine is 2,175 rpm producing a top speed
of 15 mph. Hydraulically operated brake shoes
inside each wheel brake drum provide a means
of braking the\ truck. The standard shift
transmission unit provides two forward speeds

and one reverse speed. The six volt lead acid
storage battery, generator, and voltage regulator
system is thesource of power for the starting, ignition, and lighting systems.
This truck is used around airfields for

general hauling. It can be used for off -paves

Most aircraft firefighting and rescue equipment used on shore stations is maintained by the

Public Works Department. On board aircraft
carriejs, personnel of the AS rating are concerned with the maintenance of this type of
equipment. An example of such equipment is the
MB-5 Aircraft Firefighting and Rescue Truck.

The MB-5 fire truck you will encounter
(figure 6-22) is manufactured by the Oshkosh
Truck Corporation and is used on b)aard some
aircraft carriers. The MB-5 was designed for
shore stations and they are 'sting replaced by
units designed for carriers. The main engine is
mounted on the rear of the chassis with the fan
and radiator to the rear., This engine is a sixcylinder diesel engine displacing 638 cubic inches

and rated at 273 horsepower at 2,200 rpm. An
exhaust-driven turbocharger compresses the inlet air before it enters the cylinders. When first
started, a speed limiting device limits the engine

225.218

figure 6-21.P-36 airfield maintenance truck.
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Figure 6-22.MB-5 aircraft firefighting and rescue truck.

speed until lubricating oil pressure builds up to a
,.

compressor as well as 'the normal passages. The
air compressor, driven by the engine, provides

safe operating range. The full pressure lubrica
tion system also bypasses the oil cboler and. filter
is first started until the
temperature of the oil increases to a high enough

air pressure for the operation of the hydraulic
brake system power assist unit, radiator shutter
cylinder, windshield wipers, and other units.

when the engine

temperature to flow unrestricted through the oil

passages. Oil sprayed on the underside of the
pistons assists in cooling the pistons, inaddition

The transmission is semiautomatic. and pro-

vides four speeds forward, neutral, and one

to providing lubrication. All moving parts of the

reverse speed. The transmission gear selector is

engine are either pressure-lubricateeby a gear
type pump or splash lubricated.

located to the right of the driver's seat. Under
normal conditions, the vehicle can be operated
in 4th gear. In this position the transmission
automatically upshifts and downshifts with the
increase and decrease of engine speed. For offroad or heavy pulling operations, a lower gear

The engine is of the overhead valve design
using mechanical lifters and push rods. Passages
in

the block and cylinder head circulate a

coolant to cool the valves. Thermostatically controlled radiator shutters and a regulator valve in

range should ,be selected. When the selector is in
one of the lower gears, the tachometer should be
observed for indicated engine speed. When the

the water jacket restrict the flow of water and
cooling air through the radiator to decrease the

engine speed reaches 2,200 rpm, the transmission should be shifted to the next higher gear
range. A smooth shift capfie obtained if the ac-

wartimp time 'of the engine and maintain proper

engine operatini, temperature. The cooling
system is pressurized for safe operation at higher

celerator is released momentarily while shifting.
The lower ranges are also used to aid in braking
the vehicle when descending steep grades.
However, engine speed should not be allowed to

than normal temperatures. The coolant is circulated by a centrifugal water pump through the

engine oil cooler and the water-cooled air
&-2,4
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SB/TAU-2 FIREFIGHTING UNIT

exceed 2,500 rpm. The'liikes shoUld be applied
as necessary to maintain engirt speed below the
2,500 rpm level.

The TAU-2 is a self-contained 'twin agent
firefighting unit designed for shipboard use. The
assembly-is mounted on.the rear of an MD-3 tow
tractor for flight deck use pr it is mounted on an
Aero 21C bomb skid for hangar deck use.

C,

The transmission transmits power to both
the front and rear axles through separate drive
shafts. A parking brake of the internal expanding type is provided on the output shaft to the

.

The TAU-2 consists' of two tanks, an

, front axle.

'VO-gallon tank for premixed Aqueous Film

Porming Foam (AFFF) Solution (commonly
referred to as light water) and a 200 -pound
capacity tank for Potassium K poker (PKP)

The MB-5 is equipped with power-assisted
steering. The service brakes are of the hydraulic
type, and the system incorporates an air-overhydraulic power assist unit. The volume of compressed air necessary for the ,operation of the
brakes, windshield wiper, and various other control units is supplied from two reservoirs
mounted on the chassis.,A constant pressure is
maintained in these reservoirs by an air compressor w. hich is mounted to and driven by the

chemicals. The, solutions, PKP and light water,

are both propelled from the tanks through
associated piping by a single 400-cubic foot
capacity nitrogen cylinder. The nitrogen cylinder

must have a charge of 1700 to 2400 psi at 70
degrees Fahrenheit for proper operation of the

engine. A recharging yalve is provided on one of

unit. The solutions are dispensal through a
100-foot nontollapsible twin hose and twin

the reservoirs to facilitate air system charging
from an external supply.

pistol grip nozzles. The hoses are bound together
and enclosed by a cotton cover.

An auxiliary power generator set is located
on the work deck area just forward of the main

A/S 32 11:16 FIREFIGHTING TRUCK

engine. The generator set consists of a one-

The P-16, Type TAU 3 (see figure 6-23) is a
self - propelled, low profile, firefighting vehicle
designed for shipboard flight deck use. The size
(40" x 65" x 175", 1/5 the size of an MB-5) and
maneuverability (16 '4" outside turning radius) is,
comparable to an MD -3 tow tractor with a rear

cylinder air - cooled diesel engine coupled to a
generator of 1,000-watt capacity. The generator
supplies 115-volt, single-phase, 60-hertz current
for the operation of hand power tools and accessories and also supplies direct current for battery charging. The generator set may be started

mounted TAU-2. The capacity of the TAU-2,
however, is too small to be highly effective in
fighting major fires while simultaneously

from the operator's cab by means of an electrical starting motor. A duplicate s of starting
switches is provided for starting at the unit. A
means of manual starting is also provided.

augmenting pilot rescue. The physical size of the
MB-5 limits its access to some areas of the flight
deck during flight operations, and its
firefighting effectiveness is limited by its ability
to expel its full capacity within 90 seconds. The
MB-5 requires a basic crew of five while the P-16
requires three. The crew for the P-16 consists of
a driver situated in the forward left quarter, and

Maintenance of the MB-5 requires the coordinated efforts of the using and supporting ac4*

.4

tivities. On board aircraft carriers, the using
activity is the V-1 Division of the Air Department, and the supporting activity is the Aircraft
Intermediate Maintenance Department (AIMD).
Within the V-1 Division, peFrsonnel of the ABH
rating operate the vehicle. In addition to servicing and performing preoperational inspections,
personnel of the V-1 Division are responsible for
complete maintenance of the actual firefighting

two handline operators stat'oned on a platform
at the rear of the truck. The truck is powered by
a two-cycle, four-cylinder, liquid-cooled Detroit
Diesel Type 4-53N. The engine develops 136 bhp

at 2400 rpm; with a displacement of 212 cubic
inches.

equipment and components. AS personnel of
the AIMD are responsible for calendar inspection and major repair of the vehicle itself.

The drive system used in the truck

is a

hydrostatic transmission system. This type of
6-25
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Figure 6-23.Firefighting truck. P-16 (MS32P-16, Type TAU-3).
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drive has the advantage Of operating an
automatic transmission while the engine runs at

governed speed. This permits operation of the
light-water timp at all times. Mechanical connections -Sikh as clutches, drive shafts, chains,

etc. between the engine and the wheels are
eliminated so that mounting the engine parallel
to the axle is possible. One of the power take-off
shafts from the engine drives a variable displace-

ment pump supplying hydraulic power to the
differential unit. The rear wheels are driven
from the differential unit through universallyjointed drive shafts.
When the neutral interlock button'is pushed
in, the selector4ever located in the driver's compartment is Use\ for forward, +.neutral, or

reverse. This sa
selector lever becomes a
throttle when the neutral interlock button is
pulled out. The engine cart be started with the
lever in the neutral position. A speed control
foot pedal is mounted in the driver's compart.ment. The farther the foot pedal is depressed,
the greater the output flow from the drive pump.
When in neutral or when the foot pedal is not
depressed, there is no flow from the pump to the
drive motor. Switching to forward or reverse
and depressing the pedal causes the truck to be
driven in they selected direction.. A 24-volt elec-

trical system supplies d.c. power to the instruments, the dash-panel gauges, the solenoid
controls of the hydraulic system, and to the
starting and lighting systems of the truck.
The wheels of the truck are made up of twopiece bolted rims, 12 inches in diameter. All four
tires are 12 ply, 7.00 x 12. The four one piece

tube type lires are factory inflated with pertnaroam_ter 100 psi. A permafoam tire,is a solid,
foam filled, non-repairable tire.

The truck contains two storage tanks which
are de3igned to carry 375 gallons of Aqueous
Film Forming Foam (AFFF) solution and 200

pounds of Potassium K Powder (Pig)) dry
chemical extinguisher agents. The truck- is

equipped with an 80-foot twinned hose
handline, a sirrgle hose 100-foot handline, two
fixed nozzles and a driver operated turret. The
AtTF solution can be delivered through the left
hand nozzle of the twinned hose handline, the
single handline, and the driver operated turret.
The dry chemical canoonly be delivered through.

the right hand nozige of the twinned hose
handline.

The fire-fighting system provides a dual firefighting capability: a light water (AFFF) system;
and a dry chemical (PKP) system. The two

systems operate independently of each other.
However, they may be used simultaneously or
they may be used to complement each other.

Using one supply tank and one pupp, light
watedan be routed to fight a fire tiro ugh four
separate systems: the valve and nozzle on an
80-foot twinned hose, the hand-held Nozzle on a

100-foot hose, the. two fixed bumper nozzles,
and the driver-operated turret.
HYDRAULIC TEST STANDS

Portable hydraulic test stands provide a
means of simulating the aircraft engine-driven
hydraulic pump. By connecting a test stand to
the aircratOs hydraulic system, die various actuating systems may be operated without turning

up the aircraft engine. The test stand is connected to the aircrafts hydraulic 'system at

ground test couplings (quick discoinects) pro-

The braking system of the truck consists of
service brakes and parking brakes. The service
brakes are hydraulically actuated with internal
expanding drum brakes located on all four
wheels. The parking brakes are actuated by a
hand lever at the driver's compartment with an

vided on the aircraft. In addition to *round

over-center type locking device. The hydrostatic
transmission supplements the braking force required whenever forward drive is relaxed. The
steerqig is controlled by the front wheels with.1

AHT-63 and AHT-64 (see figure 6-24), are fre-

the aid of a power-assist type power steering
system.

checking aircraft hydraulic systems, most test
stands can be used for flushing and filling the
hydraulic system with micronically filtered
hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-83282 or MIL -H -5606.

Portable hydraulic test stands, such as the

quently referred to ae hydraulic jeh-nys. The
AHT-63 and AHT-64 hydraulic test stand is
manufactured by the Sun Electric Corporation,
the Liquidonics Corporation, or Vitro Services
Division.
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Figure 6-24. Portable hydraulic test stand, Model AHT-64.
A

The AHT-63 is powered by a 50-hp,
3520-rpm, 220/440-v, 60-Hz, S-phase,

in-line 3-, 4-, and the V6 cylinder configura-

128/054-ampere motor. It drives an axial piston-

changability Of parts among members of the

tions. Thise engines enjoy a high degree of inter-

type pump which operates with a variable-

family.

volume and is pressure-compensated at 24 pm
at 3000.psi ty13 gpm at 5000 psi. The AHT-64
operates tbe same as the AHT-63 except it is
powered by a 3-cylinder, 2 cycle Cerlist diesel

Since the displacement (53 cu in) per cylinder
is identical, 70% of the components of different
engines are compatible. That is, a 4-53 engine

engine. NOTE: The Cerlist diesel engine
manufacturer (Waukesha) discontinued

could use 70% of the components of a 3-53
engine because they both have 53 cu in cylinders.

manufacturing-the Cerlist engine and replacement parts some time ago. The test stand engines

are now being replaced with a Detroit Diesel
Model 3-53. The -53 series engines are used

HYDRAULIC FLUID SERVICING
EQUIPMENT

throughout the fleet in GSEs such as the NC-2A,

NC-8A, NC-10A/B/C and the TAU -3 fire-

Fluid servicing is the process of adding new
filtered hydraulic fluid to a system. to replace

fighting truck. The 3-53 engine is a member of
the -53 ries family of engines consisting of the

fluid lost through leakage or as a result of

g

1'2
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stem n
function. Because of
hydraulic Systems must be *roved by the Airthe close tolerance between operating parts of
craftControlling Custodiste, Naval Air R.work
equipment used in aircraft hydraulic systems, it ar' Facility Ar the Naval Air Systems Command. In
is extremely important that precautions be taken-

to ensure that foreign matter is not introduced
into aircraft systems. Because hydraulic fluid
must not be poured' directly in a hydraulic unit

or aircraft system, the hydraulic servicing
(dispensing) units were developed.
The only approved types of hydraulic fluid

dispensing equipments for use in servicing
hydraulic systems are listed inviable 6-2. The uie

of any other servicing equipment to service

all cases any and altservicing equipment must be

fitted with 3-micron (absolute) filtration in the
discharge line and constructed so the fluid cannot become contaminated.
4,

HYDRAULIC FLUID SERVICING UNIT,
MODEL H-250-1
The Hydraulic Servicing , Unit:t. Model
H-4250-1 is a 1-gal servicing unit, illustrated in

Table 6-2.Approved hydraulic fluid dispensing equipments

NOMENCLATURE

'MODEL NO.

Hydraulic Fluid Servicing Unit

CAPACITY

H-250-1

1 gal

HSU-1

3 gal

Hydraulic Fluid Servicing Cart

310

10 gal

Hydraulic Check and Fill Stand

74

5 gal

35-100A

5 1/4 gal

D21929

(7 1/2 gal

718-0001

7 1/2 gal

t

Portable Hydraulic Test Stands

AHT-63

AHT-64

Hydraulic Fluid Dispenser

A/M27M-10

55 gal

'These equipments are intended primarily for system check and test
but have approved fluid dispensing capability.
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re 6-25. This unit provides a meets r servicm Asy. -stems by hand purhping filter fluid

serves

a reservoir whiCh is not opened'until it

is place

in the unit and the handle assembly

Weedy from the oriOal container wifhout ex-

presse into a locked position. When the handle
is lock d, the can is sealed into the unit cleanly

posing the fluid to open air or to othe? atmospheric contamination. The unit accepts the
standard 1-gal container which, when installed,
serves as a reservoir. Three-micron (absolute)
filtration is provided to remove even the smallest

pl

g the top and bottom, automatically

destroying the can's potential for reuse. The

H-250-1 Servicing Unit is equipped -with a top
piercing pin which is drilled to prqvide the can
with
atmospheric Venting through a 5-micron
onparticles from new fluid and to prevent
filter.
It also Rat a check valve to minimize airtamination of the system being serviced. While
borne
particulate and moisture contamination,
it
has
contamination in new fluid is rare,
The
lower-piercing
pin is alsoidrilled to provide a
occurred.
means
for
the
hydraulic
fluid to reach the pump
Ap important feature of the H-250-1 servic-)"\

ing unit

is

hr ugh a passage in the base casting)and a

that the original fluid container
1 GALLON
HYDRAULIC FLUID

HANDLE
ASSEMBLY
VENT VALVE
ASSEMBLY

HAND PUMP
ASSEMBLY
AIR TRAP
BLEED VALVE

SIGHT
GAGE

AIR TRAP
ASSEMBLY

CAN HOLDER

HOSE PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

BASE
ASSEMBLY
SUCTION
FILTER

PRESSURE
GAGE

ME TAI CAP
-4,

IN-LINE FILTER

227.116

Figure 6-25.Insertion of can into hydraulic servicing unit H-250-1.
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3-micron filter. The filter is. a nonbypasi type,
and when it becomes loaded the unit is rendered
inoperative. The filter housing is designed so
that the pump will not operate if a filter element
has not been installed.

A Pressure shutoff and bypass valve, a
presstire gage, ata air trap, and a manual air
bleed valve are attached directly to the pump
assembly base. The air trap automatically
removes any air present in the fluid at the, pump

titamhet and retains it in a separate' trap. Air
collected in the trap is vented'from the unit by
manual operation of a spring-loaded air bleed
valve.

The H-250-1 'servicing unit is provided with
an 8-ft service hose equipped with a 5-micron inline filter at the dischafge end to prevent reverse

flow contamination through the hose. Because
naval aircraft usedifferent disconnect fittings on
the reservoir service-inlets, no mating fittings are
Provided with the unit. Each activity must procure and install the disconnect fitting required

for compatibility with the aircraft' supported.
Both male and female fitting shall be procured
so that half can be installed on the hose end and

half on the bracket provided. The bracket,
mounted fittings provide a contamination-free

means of stowing the discharge end of the
service hose when the equipment is not in actual
use.

HYDRAULIC FLUID SERVICE UNIT,
MODEL HSU-1

in figure 6-26, is similar in operation to the
Model H-250-1, except that it has .a fluidholding capacity of 3 gal. Like the H =250 -1 serv-

icing unit; this unit also accepts a standard
1-gal container and uses it as a fluid reservoir. In

additions it contains an integral 2-gal reservoir
assembly. Three-Micron filtration.. is incorporated to ensure delivery of contamination-free
fluid./

,

A sight gage indicates the fluid level of the reser-

voir. It reads from 0 to 2 gal in 1/4-gal increments. An indicated level of 2 gal or less
denotes that the 1-gal container is empty and can
be removed for replacement.

HYDRAULIC FLUID SERVICE CART,
MODEL 310
- Fluid Service Cart, Model 310 illustrated in
figure 6-27, is a hand-prOpelled mobile unit
designed for servicing aircraft hydraulic systems
with fluid obtained directly from the 10-gal container. It can be operated by one man and is for
use in those applications where the fluid capacity
of the H-250-1 servicing unit (1 gal) or HSU-1
service unit (3 gal) servicing units is inadequate.
The hand pump is used to deliver, 3-micron (absolute) filtered fluid.

The main frame assembly'of the fluid service

cart consists of .a two-wheel dolly having a
tubular 'handle extending outward to enable
'hand pushing or pulling of the cart. The frame
contains an inner bridle which, with the cart in
its upright position, may be positioned around
and secured to a'10 -gal fluid drum without requiring lifting of the drum. Once installed in the
bridle, the drum can be readily moved about
using the dolly or tilted back 90 degrees from
vertical to the position required for operation.
STEAM CLEANERS

Fluid Service Unit Model HSU-1 illustrated

I

is mounted on top of the reservoir and allows
fluid to flew from the installed 1-gal container
into the reservoir, automatically replenishing it.

A ste ?m cleaner (figure 6-28) serves-as a com-

pact, mobile, easily operated means of cleaning
and degreasing vehicles, vehicle pails, aircraft
engines, machinery, and all equipment not subject to damage by the application of moisture.
Often those parts of equipment that aqi

damaged by moisture can be covered with

moisture -proof material and the equipment still
be steam cleaned. The steam cleaner can also be
used for esterilization, disinfecting, `and paint
removal.

.

The integral 2-gal reservoir assembly is
anodized cast aluminum and, along with a hand
pump assembly, is mounted to a cast alumintim
base. The lower can pieriief shown in figure 6-26

A one-cylinder three-horsepower, air-cooled
gasoline engin* powers the cleaner. It has a
6-31
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Figure 6-26.Fluid serice unitiel HSU-1.

magneto furnishes the spark to ignite and keep
the kerosene burning. Cleaning compound in
solution with water is pumped into the heater
coil where it is brought to a high temperature.
The vapor spray that is forced into the delivery

magneto ignition system and is similar to the

engines mounted on many powered

lawn

mowers. It furnishes power via a V-belt arrangement to drive the two piston-type fuel and water
pumps, the burner magneto, and the blower fan.
A governor holds the engine speed steady during

The clutch disengages he engine from the

hose at high pressure is a mixture of steam,
water, and cleaning compound. The cleaning
gun assembly, used to direct the vapor on objects to be cleaned, has an insulated handle.

cleaner system when the engine is at idle speed,
and automatically engages the tengine with the
system 'When the engine is advanced to operating

HONING MACHINE

operation. A centrifugal clutch couples the
engine to the V-belt drive pulley of the system.

spRed.

The burner fuel pump pumps kerosene to the

The portable dry honing machine (figure

vaporized. The burner

6-29) is a compact, self-contain-d, lightweight

burner where it

is

6-32
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I

Figure 6-27.F1uid service cart, Model 310.
4

227.17

Figure 6-21. Steam cleaner.
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pump or an electrical pump that has been installed on some units.
To use, hold the blast,gun firmly against the
surface to be dry.honed and press the blast con-

trol valve at ,the gun. Move the gun smoothly

over the surface in a uniform manner. To
prepare the work piece, remove all oil, water,
and wilt,- debris before darting the dry honing
process. To prevent loss of abrasives, the blast
.couitrol valve must be released before the gun is

raised from he surface.
TRAILERS, DOLLIES, AND CARTS
The.trailers usually found as part of aviation
support equipment are special-use, unpowered,

four-wheeled ,vehicles. They- have a towing
tongue, and the front wheels are turned in a
manner similar to an automobile or are free
swiveled. The wheels have either solid or
pneumatic tires. Twol or more of the wheels are
usually equipped with a brake system to permit
the trailer to be parked in a desired position.
Trailers are used to move ordnance, oxygen,.
nitrogen, and liquid oxygen (L'OX). Equipments
such as aircraft starters, air conditioners, engine

preheaters, gas turbine coinpressors, and
227.59

r

Figure 6-29.Dry honing machine.

(160 lb), portable unit used for cleaning small
work pieces and for the safe and ,convenient"
removal of corrosion through the dry honing
process. Although it is used princip9ily for aircraft and.aircraft component corrosion removal,
it is equally effective on the equipment within
the maintenance field of the Avork of the AS.
The machine must have an out ide source of air
to operate. The abrasives are ither glass beads
or aluminum oxide particles. he glass beads are

and reciprocating aircraft engines when the
engines are removed from the aircraft. These
trailers are usually manufactured as a unit with
the equipment nu unted on them.
UNPOWERED DOLLIES

Unpowered truck dollies (figure 6-31) are
commonly referred to as crash dollies. They are
provided on all carriers for moving heavy aircraft components and to serve as aids in moving
crashed aircraft. This is a heavy-duty, low-bed
dolly of welded steel, construction. with a hard
fiber top surface and four swiveled, shock ab-

used on metals that will co osively react with
aluminum should alumina

preoilers are permanently mounted on trailers.
The trailer permits the mobility needed for this
type of equipment without the prohibitive cost
ofan engine and accessories that would not be
needed most of the time. Aircraft engine service
trailers are used to move and support both jet

oxide be used.

The blast gun assembly (figlie 6-30) consists

of a hand-held gun, blast control valve, nozzle
assembly, and the connections cgr air, abrasive
supply, and abrasive return hoses. The abrasive
is fed into the flow of air which is then directed
against the work piece. Abrasive and debris are
then returned to the filter bags by an air ejector

sorbing, caster-type wheels with nonsparking
tread. Bar, rails on all four sides of the dolly
provide handholds and places for tiedowns.
These dollies can be modified in many different

ways to serve specific purposes. One such
6-34
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227.18

Figure 6-30. Blast gun, cutaway view.

modification has a heavy steel socket welded to
the top of the dolly to insert a landing gear strut
when the wheel is broken off. Any modification
of the dolly must be sufficiently strong to safely
handle the load imposed on it. The aircraft spotting, dolly is covered separately in this chapter
because it is self-propelled.

from the tongue to keep the cart horizontal
when not hitched to the towing vehicle. They are
used to haul the same material or equipment as
trailers, but they have smaller bulk and weight
capacity.

PRESERVATION/DEPRESERVATION
TRAILER

CARTS
Carts are two-wheeled vehicles, often having
a caster-type small wheel on a stand projecting

Aircraft and aircraft components, as well as
support equipment, must be preserved before
6-35
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permit towing by other vehicles. The enclosure is

constructed to provide a nonskid working platform for maintenance personnel when servicing
aircraft engines. All doors and panels are constructed to provide a weather-tight seal and are

arranged so that the internal components are
readily accessible by personnel for operation,
adjustment, or maintenance.

Two oil tanks are provided. An L-shaped
depreservation tank with a 20-gallon working

capacity is mounted on the right side of the
trailer and a rectangular shaped preservation
tank with a 30- gall, working capacity is
mounted on the left side. Both tanks are pro-

199.51

Howe f.31. Aircraft crass dolly.

vided with cleanout openings, drains, and filler

shipment, storage, or extended repair periods.

necks.

The preservation must be removed .before
operating the aircraft or equipment. A preservation/depreservation trailer or cart is used for this

purpose. One such unit is illustrated in figure

either preservation or depreservation fluids at
the rate of 3 gallons per minute against a head
pressure from 0 to 250 psi. A 3-phase, 3-wire,
220/440-volt, 60-hertz electrical system is pro-

6-32.
The chassis of this unit is of welded steel con-

struction and so arranged as to be transportable
by ship, cargo aircraft, and helicopters. Fourwhteisuspension is provided with knuckle-type

vided to operate the pump motor and strip
heaters and their controls. The system is so

steering of the front wheels to provide

wired that it may be easily connected for operation at either voltage. The system is connected to

maneuverability. Internal expanding brakes are
used to hollithe trailer in position when in use.

the external power supply by means of a

A tow bar is provided with a lunette eye to

3-conductor cable 35 feet long and terminating
in a standard 3-prong male plug. The heaters are
arranged so that they may be operated at either
200 or 440 volts. They are capable of heating the

oil reservoirs from 32° to 250`F within one

WNW CAA
NOSE

RILLS
FILLER CAP

PRESERVATION
TANK

This unit is equipped with en electrically
driven pump. The pump is capable of delivering

hour.
PONCA PANEL

NITROGEN SERVICING UNIT
Nitrogen servicing units, similar to the model
shown in figure 6-33 can be found at most naval
air stations and on board aircraft carriers. This

unit is designed to provide a mobile source of
compressed nitrogen for servicing aircraft high

CPAONTROL

NEL

OUNIGSERVATION
TANK

NUM BRAKE

pressure systems and inflating aircraft tires. The

LIFTING RING

nitrogen servicing unit is mounted on a twowheeled trailer with a retractable, swivel castertype front wheel.
Compressed gas cylinders are mounted to the
frame in two groups of three each. A steel box is

225.227

Figure 6-32.Preservadoa/depreservation trailer.
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There are two classes of gaseous nitrogen
and both are available in military supply. Class I
is\oil freethat is, it is compressed by a water
lubricated or nonlubricated pump. This class- is
commonly referred to as water-pumped
nitrogen. Class II is defined as oil tolerant

nitrogen. This class is compressed with an oil
lubricated pump and is, therefore, referred to as
oil pumped nitrogen.
Class I (water pumped) nitrogen is most
commonly used in aviation. Class II (oil
pumped) nitrogen can be dangerous in certain
situations. For example, if oil pumped nitrogen
is used in tiress- an oil film (hydrocarbon) may
build up on the inside walls of the tire, soaking
into the pores of the rubber. This should not
hurt synthetic rubber and it does not present a
combustion hazard in the presence of inert

225.17

Figure 6-33. Nitrogen servicing unit (NAN-3).

located between the cylinder groups for storage
of hoses and necessary tools for system servic-

ing. A tow bar is prTfided on the trailer to
enable towing by othcrr vehicles.

nitrogen.

However,

when

nitrogen is

not

available compressed air is used to.inflate the
tire. The hydrocarbon film is then in contact
with compressed air which is definitely a combustible mixture. The use of air is an undesirable
pikkice.

Two control panels are mounted to the
framethe main panel which provides controls
for high pressure system servicing and the auxiliary panel which pros ides controls for aircraft

One of the greatest potential hazards when
oil pumped nitrogen is available is the possibility

that someone will use it to purge an oxygen
system. Oxygen will not burn, but it supports

tire inflating.

and accelerates combustion and will cause oil to

A chemical drier is provided to remove any
moisture which may have adhered to the valves
or which may have been accidentally introduced
into the system. The chemical is contained in a
metal cartridge or can which is changed
periodically, and the nitrogen passes through the
drier just before it enters the servicing hose.

burn more easily and with greater intensity.
Therefore, oil-pumped nitrogen must never be
used to purge oxygen systems. When the small
amount of oil remaining in the nitrogen comes in

contact with the oxygen, an explosion may
result.

Nitrogen gas will not support life, and when
released in a confined space will cause asphyxia
(the loss of consciousness as a result of too little

NITROGEN

oxygen and too much carbon dioxide in the

For all practical purposes, nitrogen is considered to be an inert gas. (Inert is defined as
chemically inactive not combining with other

blood).
In the liquid state, nitrogen is colder than liquid oxygen. Under normal atmospheric

chemicals.) It is not completely inert like helium

or argon. Nitrogen is very slow to combine
chemically with other elements under normal

pressure the temperature of liquid nitrogen is
-320°F. Therefore, if it is exposed to air, oxygen

from the air may condense into the liquid

conditions. Nitrogen, as a gas, supports no fires,
no living things, and causes no rust or decay of
most of the things with which it comes in contact,. Due to these qualitities, its use is preferred
over compressed air in many pneumatic systems,
especially aircraft and missile systems.

nitrogen. If exposure is allowed to continue for
any length of time, the oxygen content of the liquid nitrogen increases to the point w here the liquid requires the same preLautions in handling
as liquid oxygen.
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Liquid oxygen, commonly referred to as

The following safety precautions should be
strictly observed for safe operat(on of the highpressure and liquid nitrogen service vehicle:

LOX is normally obtained by a combined cooling and pressurization process. When the

1. Only qualified operators should operate

-182'F under about 720 psi pressure, it begins to

temperature of gaseous oxygen is lowered to

form into a liquid. When the temperature is

the vehicle.

lowered to -297 °F, it remains a liquid under normal atmospheric pressure. Once converted into a
liquid, oxygen remains in its liquid state as long
as the temperature is maintained below -297°F.

2. Always wear protective clothing when
handling liquefied gas. Wear goggles, loose fitting leather iiloves, and long sleeves when han-

dling liquid in a container or drawing liquid

The liquid has an expansion ratio of 862 to 1,
which means that one volume of liquid oxygen

from a valve.

will expand 862 times when converted to a gas at

3. Store and use liquid nitrogen in a wellventilated place. Without adequate ventilatibn,

atmospheric pressure. Thus, one liter of liquid
oxygen produces

expanding nitrogen lowers the oxygen content in
the air. Air with low oxygen concentration
causes dizziness, unconsciousness, or even
death.

liters of gaseous oxygen.

Liquid oxygen cad be handled safely and
easily by observing ir.e following safety precautions:

4. Dispose of liquid nitrogen in an outdoor
area where its cold temperature cannot cause

tive hand coverings. Unprotected hands will

1. Never allow liquid oxygen to contact the
skin. The extreme low temperature of the liquid
immediately freezes the area and severe frostbite
results. Obtain first aid immediately if splashed
with liquid oxygen.

stick to the line and attempts to withdraw from
it may tear the flesh.

cidental spillage of liquid oxygen must wear pro-

damage and where it will evaporate rapidly.
5. Do not touch supply lines without protec-

2. Personnel who may be exposed to actective clothing to

6. Various parts of the system contain
gaseous nitrogen at pressures up to 3,000 psi.
The precautions and procedures that apply are
the same as those for handling compressed air at
the same pressures.

prevent skin and vision

damage because of freezing.

3. Only qualified or authorized personnel

being trained and under the supervision of
qualified personnel should be allowed to operate
liquid oxygen equipment.

4. NO SMOKING applies at all times. Oxygen gas does not burn, but it supports combustion of any material which does burn.

OXYGEN SERVICING UNITS

For aircraft servicing, oxygen is provided in

one of two forms. The first is liquid oxygen,
which is extremely cold, but not under any great
pressure. The second is ompressed oxygen,
which is in a gaseous form and contained in high
pressure cylinders. Different equipment is used

5. Keep liquid oxygen away from absorbent
materials, loose clothing, or rags. These

for the different forms and examples of both

6. When in use, keep the equipment in a
well-ventilated area away fropi all gasoline,

materials can trap oxygen gas and later be ignited by a spark from a cigarette or match.

types are discussed below.

kerosene, oil, or grease.

OXYGEN

7. Never confine liquid oxygen in any piping
or container. The pressure buildup when the liquid expands to gas will rupture any piping and

Aviator's breathing oxygen is supplied in two
types (I and II). Type 1 is gaseous oxygen and
type II is liquid oxygen.

tubing.
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Liquid oxygen must be kept free of con-

6. Ensure that the line valve on the discharge

tamination otherwise serious conscluences may
result. A contaminated supply may cause noxious,and nauseating odors which may adversely

end of the servicing hose is klosed at all times

affect the pilot's efficiency or cause malfunctions in the liquid oxygen system. For these
reasons, all personnel working with liquid
oxygen servicing equipment should take every
possible precaution to maintain the quality of
the liquid oxygen supply and prevent contaminants from being introduced into the Lpply
during the storage and transfer operations.
To prevent liquid oxygen contamination:

7. The charging hose must never be tightly
stretched to reach a connection. Position the
trailer so the service hose is not under tension

when not actually servicing a system.

during a service operation.
8. When disconnecting the service hose from
a fitting, loosen the connection slowly to prevent
rapid bleeding of the trapped oxygen.

9. The trailer should be stowed inside
whenever possible. Where inside storage is impractical, a canvas cover should be fabricated to

1. Never store liquid oxygen in or around

areas in which odort of any type may be
absorbed by the liquid oxygen. It should be
remembered that liquid oxygen has a high
affinity for (is highly attracted to and mixes
readily with) many gaseous compounds. An
ample of a poor storage practice is parking the
liquid oxygen trailers in the area behind the
flight line where jet aircraft are parked.

protect the manifold components and service
hose assembly.

LIQUID OXYGEN SERVICING
TRAILER (TYPE NO 4)
The liquid oxygen servicing trailer shown in
figure 6-34 is the type NO 4, manufactured by
Ronan and Kunzl. It is typical of equipment currently in use with the exception of the
TMU-70/M oxygen servicing trailer. The other

2. Extreme care should be taken to ensure
that dirty or oily equipment is never used with
liquid oxygen equipment.
3. Keep the liquid oxygen transfer hose filler
valve dust cover in place at all times except when
actually in use.

types of liquid oxygen servicing trailers are
similar in operation, but differ in tank capacity

and running gear. The lower profile of some

NOTE: This dust cover is usually attached to
the hose with a chain. This ensures that the cover
will be readily available at all times.

types allows them to pass under low wings of aircraft and other obstructions encountered during_
shipboard and line operations.
The type NO 4 servicing trailer is a 50-gallon

4. Liquid oxygen storage tanks and servicing
trailers should never be allowed to go dry and be

unit. Basically, this unit consists of a liquid
oxygen tank, a transfer hose assembly, and a
trailer. The necessary controls are mounted in a
hooded area on the rear of the tank. The hose is

exposed to the atmosphere. When the liquid
oxygen equipment is emptied for any reason, it
should be closed to the atmosphere in order to
prevent the introduction of water vapor or odor.

stowed in a rack mounted on the side of the
tank.

Figure 6-35 is a schematic diagram of the
liquid oxygen tank and related equipment. As
shown in the diagram, the unit consists of two
tanks (inner and outer), sepatated by an annular
space which is packed with a powder-type in-

NOTE: Liquid oxygen storage tanks and
servicing trailers which have been allowed to run

dry must be purpd in accordance with the existing directives.

sulating material. This space between these

5. Know your oxygen system conipletely.
Make sure you know how much pressure you

tanks is evacuated to a high degree (forming a
vacuum like a thermos bottle). Since the vacuum
bottle was invented by Sir John Dewar, this con-

have in the system to be filled and in each of the
cylinders before you start to add oxygen.

struction is called a "Dewar tank."
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Figure 6-34.--Type NO 4 liquid oxygen servicing trailer.

The servicing trailer is equipped with all the
control valves, gages, pressure relief valves, and
'blowout rupture discs necessary for simple and
safe operation. Practically all this related equipment is located either inside the control hood or
on the outside of the control hood which is- attached to the rear of the tank. (See figure 6-36.)

The vent line and fill-drain line connect the
inner tatalt to the external piping. Both lines
emerge' in the control hood. The pressure
buildup coil, which is connected between the

113.138

To prevent excessive pressurization of the inner tank, the tank pressure relief valve (1) and a
safety rupture disc IF] shown in figure 6-35 are
installed in the pressurizing coil line. The rup-

ture disc [0] located in a weather hood at the
front of the tank, is designed to rupture and

release the pressure between the inner and outer
tanks in the event that the inner tank is
damaged.

Two direct reading gages are shown on the
control hood --a pressure gage, to indicate the
pressure in the inner tank, and a differential

vent line and the till-drain line, operates as a

heat exchanger to %aporize liquid oxygen and
pressurize the inner tank during the transfer of

pressure type capacity gage with a bypass valve.

In addition, pull-to-test handles for the tank

liquid oxygen

pressure relief valve and the hose pressure relief
6-40
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Figure 6-35.NO 4 liquid oxygen servicing trailer (schematic).

\

)

valve are located on the hood, as well as a filldrain hose coupling.

stainless steel. One end of the hose is attached to

The following components are located inside
the control hood as shown in figure 6-35: a tank
pressure relief valve (1), a vent valve [El, a filldrain valve [C], a pressure buildup valve [DJ, a

filler'valve assembly. The filler valve has a dust
cover which must be in place at all times when
the hose is not in use.

hose pressure relief valve (6), a hose pressure

The tank and related equipment are mounted
on a four-wheel knuckle-steering utility trailer of

the fill-drain coupling of the servicing trailer.
The other end of the hose is equipped with a

safety rupture disc [HI and a transfer hose purging fitting.

all-steel construction. The trailer is equipped
with a mechanical handbrake £ssembly, hoisting
links, and a tow bar.

NOTE: The cont41 valve handles shown in
figure 6-36 are color coded for ready identification.

Operation

The trailer is equipped with a length of

The tiquii oxygen servicing trailer is used to
store a supply of liquid oxygen and to fill aircraft converters. The valves mounted under the

3/8-inch inside diameter flexible hose. The hose
is

insulated and has a covering of braided
6-41
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Figure 6-36.NO 4 liquid oxygen servicing trailer (control panel).

hood on the rear of the tank control the various
functions of the trailer. Table 6-3 lists the position of the *yes for each function of the trailer.
The filling, pressure buildup, transfer, and

Purge the storage tank hose by allowing a
little liquid oxygen to ,flow out of the hose.

CAUTION: To prevent fires and explosions
always drain liquid oxygen into a clean drain pan
or can.

storage functions of the NO 4 liquid oxygen
servicing trailer are described in the following
paragraphs.

After the storage tank hose has been purged,
attach the hose to the servicing trailer fill-drain
coupling. Open the fill-drain valve on,the trailer,

FILLING,Servicing trailers tre usually
filled from large liquid oxygen storage tanks.
These tanks are quite similar in construction and
operation to the servicing trailer.
The first Step in filling the trailer is to set the
trailer control valveS in the positions as indicated

then open the fill-drain valve on the storage
tank. The fill-drain valve on the storage tank
should be opened only enough to permit partial
flow until the transfer hose and servicing trailer
have been cooled down. This requires about a
minute and is indicated by a slowing down of the
gas escaping from the vent line on the servicing

in table 6-3. After the control valves are, set,
check the trailer pressure relief valves (tank
pressure and hose pressure) for freedom of
operation. This is done by pulling the handles

trailer. Open the storage tank fill-drain valve

several times.

and leave it open until the trailer is full.

,
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Table 6-3.Valve positions for type NO 4 trailer functions

Functions

Valve

identification
Letter

Color

Valve name

Bottom

Top

filling

filling

Pressure
buildup

Vacuum
pumping

Transfer

Liquid
storage
Nf

'4,

B

Yellow
Black

C

Blue

D
E

White

A

P

Red
Silver

Vacuum
Capacity gage
Fill-drain
Pressure Buildup
Vent

Top fill

Closed
Open
Open
Closed
Open
Closed

Closed
Open
Closed
Closed
Open
Open

If pressure falls below desired transfer pressure,
tfopen valve "D" un I desired pressure is obtained.

Closed
Open
Open

Closed
Open
Closed
Open
Closed
Closed

Closed
Closed
Closed

i

Open
Open
Closed
Closed
Open
Closed

Closed
Open
Closed
Closed

Open
Closed

Should be closed when tank is
empty and not used.

PRESSURE BUILDUP.In order to
transfer liquid oxygen from the servicing trailer

NOTE: When the liquid spurts from the
trailer vent line, the tank is full.

to an aircraft converter, the trailer tank

Close the fill-drain valve on the storage tank,

is

pressurized. This is called the pressure buildup
condition. The servicing trailer is put in the
buildup condition by placing the control valves
in the positions shown in table 6-3.

then close the fill-dr-1;n valve on the trailer.
Next, relieve the pressure in the transfer hose by
pulling the hose pressure relief valve. Disconnect
the transfer hose.

The pressure relief valves (hose pressure and
tank pressure) should be checked for freedom of
operation prior to setting the buildup condition.

CAUTION: Personnel filling liquid oxygen
servicing trailers must wear the special protective
gloves, face shield, and clothing provided for
this purpose.

The pressure buildup valve (valve D
is'
white) should be opened slowly while observing

the tank pressure gage. As noted on the trailer
schematic shown in figure 6-35, opening the

WARNING. Some liquid may remain in the
transfer hose even after the relief valve has been
pulled. Use caution at all times when disLonneLl
ing the transfer hose. Keep it pointed away
from people.

pressure buildup v (live allows the liquid oxygen

to flow into the buildup coil. This causes the
liquid to evaporate, pressurizing the space above
the liquid.

After an interval of 10 minutes (to let the

The pressure should not be allowed to exceed

liquid quiet down), aks trailer should be chet..ked
(using the capacity age) to see if the tank is full.
Close the capacity gage bypass ?lye to allow the
capacity gage to operate.

50 psi. Most converters may be filled with a
trailer pressure of 30 psi.

NOTE: When using equipment other than
the Ronan and Kunil, type NO 4, refer to the
applkable manual fur the operating pressure.

NOTE: Youvmust reopen the capacity gage
bypass valve as soon as the gage reading is taken
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The pressure buildup valve should be closed
when the desired pressure is reached. In order to
maintain tank pressure, it may be necessary to
open the pressure buildup valve as transfers are
made. Transfer pressure must be maintained in

devised to greatly 'educe liquid oxygen transfer
losses and eliminate the safety hazards
associated with venting oxygen in critical areas.
The TMU 70/M, Low Loss, Closed Loop,

order to completely empty the trailer tank. If
transfer pressure is lost when the liquid in the
tank has been reduced to approximately ten
gallons, it may be necessary to refill the tank

figure 6-37. It is a completely self-contained unit

before pressure buildup can be reestablished.
After completing the necessary transfers and
provided no further transfers4tre to be made in

the next four hours, the vent valve (valve E
which is red) should be opened to release the
tank pressure. All valves should then be set for
the storage condition as indicated in table 6-3. A
closed vent valve on a tank in the storage condition raises the tank pressure to the point where
the tank pressure relief valve opens. If the tank
pressure relief valve fails, the vent line safety
disc ruptures and relieves the pressure.

STORAGE.After the filling, buildup, or
transfer functions are completed, the liquid
oxygen trailer should be returned to the storage
condition. In this condition, the trailer controls

Liquid Oxygen Servicing Trailer is shown in

having three major components: a 50-gallon
Dewar tank, a 15-liter Dewar tratianank, and
a low loss, closed loop (LLCL) system of
transfer lines. Separate liquid level and pressure
gages as well as pressure relief devices are provided for each tank.
These components are permanently mounted
on a portable three-wheel trailer, equipped with
a manually operated parking brake and retractable caster wheel. The TMU 70YM is manufactured by Cryogenic Engineering Company.

The primary purpose of the TMU 70/M is
the servicing of aircraft liquid oxygen (LOX)
converters. The low loss, closed loop transfer
system (LLCL) is designed to retain oxygen
vapor caused by heat losses during transfer to
the aircraft converter. The gaseous oxygen
vapors being vented from the transfer tank and
aircraft converter are returned to the storage
tank for cool-down and retention.

should be set as indicated by table 6-3. This
places the tank in the vented condition. If the

Storage Tank

tangis completely empty and is not to be refilled

The storage tank is a 50-gallon (U.S.)
capacity, double walled Dewar. The space

immediately, the vent valve (valve E which is
painted red) should be closed.

CAUTION: When setting the tank in the
various conditions, do not disturb the vacuum
valve (valve A which is painted yellow). This
valve is used only when pumping down the
Vacuum space between the tanks.

TMU 70/M, LOW LOSS. CLOSED
LOOP, LIQUID OXYGEN
SERVICING TRAILER

During liquid oxygen servicing of aircraft
converters, considerable loss of oxygen occurs as

a direct result of the manner in which the
transfer is carried out. In addition to wasting
oxygen, a safety hazard is created when liquid
oxygen or oxygen vapors are released to the atmosphere near operating equipment and personnel. The low-loss closed loop system has been

214.32

Figure 6-37.TMU 70/M low loss, closed loop, liquid
oxygen servicing trailer.
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between the double walls of the stprageitank and

the transfer tank is evacuated down to five
mjcrons or lower and contains a multilayer, high

vacuum insulation td minimize heat gain andboiloff of the liquid oxygen.
Transfer Tank
The 15-liter capacity transfer tank is a double
walled vacuum-insulated Dewar, and permanently attached to the storage tank. It is self-

contained and gravity filled from the storage
tank. The transfer tank is equipped with a
pressure buildup coil, relief valve, rupture disc,

and controls. The primary function of the
transfer tank is to hold small volumes of liquid
coggen and to utilize cold gas pressure from the
pfessure buildup unit for the purpose of

transferring this liquid oxygen to the aircraftconverter.

Transfer lines and Piping System

1. Storage tank pressure gage.
2. Storage tank liquidievel gage.
3. Converter vent line shutoff valve.
4. Transfer tank vent line shutoff valve.
5. Transfer tank fW line shutoff valve.
6. Transfer tank prepare buildup valve.
7. Transfer tank liquid level pge.
8. Transfer tank preistre gage.
9. Converter full indicator gage.'
10. Fill-drain line shutoff valve.
11. Storage tank vent line shutoff valve.

The lines carry the liquid oxygen from the
storage tank to the transfer tank and then to the
aircraft converter. They also carry the vented
oxygen gas from the aircraft's converter to the
storage tank.
The closed loop system of the transfer lines
contains the vented oxygen gas during filling
operations. The interconnected liquid and return
gas lines are vacuum jacketed wherever practical
and are of minimum length to reduce cool-down
and heal leak losses.

214.33

Figure 6-38.TMU 70/M liquid oxygen servicing trailer

The piping system consists of a fili line for
storage tank filling, a vent system for overboard
venting of excess liquid or gas, and a pressure
relief valve system whichis connected to the vent

controls knd indicators.

tank and is calibrated in gallons. The transfer
tank pressure gage [8] indicates the pressure in
the transfer tank. This pressure must be more
than that of the storage tank to effect transfer of
liquid since the converter is vented into the

system.

Controls and Indicators

storage tank during converter filling. The

The controls aild indicators of the
TMU 70/M are illustrated and identified in

transfer tank liquid level gage [7] which reads in
percent full, is the same type as the storage tank
liquid level gage [2] that reads in gallons. Gage
[9] of figure 6-38 is shown0e converter full in-

figure 6-38. Storage tank pressure gage [I] indicates the pressure in the inner tank. A storage
tank liquid level gage [2] indicates the level of

dicator gage (marked LIQUID GAS), it is a
vapor pressure thermometer that monitors the

liquid in the inner tank when the tank is on level
grounds -The dial is magnetically and mechanically coupled to a float sensor inside the storage

converter vent line temperature.
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During transfer of liquid to a converter, it in-

dicates "GAS" temperature in the converter
vent line. When the converter is full the vent line
is filled with liquid oxygen. The comv,ejter vent

line temperature drops and the gage indicator
moves to the LIQUID" position that indicates
a full converter.
With the exception of the converter full in-

dicator gage (marked Liquid-Gas) and the
transfer tank liquid level gage, all gages have a
green band to indicate safe operating pressures
and a red band to indicate unsafe pressures.

Storage tank vent line shutoff valve [11] is
used to control the release of gaseous vapors
from the storage tank to the vent piping
manifold. This valve is open during filling to
vent all pressure from the storage tank. During
idle storage it is also left open to vent all vapors
generated by normal liquid oxygen boiloff. In
flight line service it is left closed to prevent
oxygen vapor contact with flammable liquids or
vapors and prevent unnecessary loss of liquid
oxygen.

A

Operation

In addition to the indicators there are several

valves in the system. The converter vent line
shutoff valve [3] controls the flow of oxygen
vapors from the converter to the storage tank
and prevents loss of storage tank gas when the
converter is not being filled. The transfer tank
vent line shutoff value [4] controls the flow of
oxygen gas vapors from the transfer tank to the
vapor space of the storage tank. The valve used
to control the gravity flow of liquid oxygen to

the transfer tank from the storage tank is the

The following procedures describe liquid
oxygen flow in connection with filling the
TMU 70/M storage tank and the servicing of an

aircraft converter using the trailer. The flow
description is keyed to figure 6-39. Figure 6-40 is
a copy of the actual onerat q instructions from
the plate attached to the tr er.

When the servicing trailer is received from
the factory or from an overhaul activity, it is

transfer fill line shutoff valve [5].

normally ready to be filled with LOX and
pressurized for immediate use. The annular

The transfer tank pressure buildup valve [6]
of figure 6-38 controls the flow of liquid oxygen

space is evacuated to the point desirable for a

from the bottom of the transfer tank to the

pressurizing the tank, perform a preoperational
inspection.

warm and empty tank. Prior to filling or

pressure buildup coil (PBU). The PBU coil is a
ht4tt exchanger which exposes the liquid oxygen
to ambient temperatures whict convert it to gas.
As this conversion takes place; the gas expands
and the output gas from the PBU is fedback to

FILLING.Normally the servicing trailer is
filled from central supply tanks. These tanks
have transfer hoses terminating in couplings that
match the fill-drain line coupling on the trailer.
Operation of the supply tank used should be in

the transfer tank vapor space, providing the
pressure to discharge the liquid oxygen to the
converter.

accordance with the procedures found in its
operation mai-oral.

The fill-drain line shutoff valve ILO] is used
during the storage tank filling operation. it per-

In filling the supply tank, ensure that all Lequired safety equipment is in use and all safety
precautions have been taken. Place the trailer on
a level surface or ensure that the tank is level.

mits the flow of liquid oxygen from a central
supply tank to the storage tank. This valve is to
be opened completely during the filling function

and closed after the transfer has been com-

Close all control valves on the storage tank.
Pressurize the Lpx supply tank to the required

pleted.

pressure for transfer. to the TMU 70/M. Remove

CAUTION: The fill-drain line shutoff vale
is not used to control flow. Restricting transizr
flow may create a dangerous back pressure on
the supply line used for filling. Control of the

the dust covers from the supply tank's transfer,
line and purge hose. After purging, connect the
fill-drain line coupling ([1], figure 6-39) to the
trAnster ;awe. Open the TMU-70/M's storage

transfer flow should be maintained with 4he

Link vent line shutoff valve [5] and fill-drain line
shutoff valve [3].

service valve of the central supply tank.
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1. Fill-drain Hite coupling.

12. Transfer tank pressure gage.
13. Transfer tank liquid level gage.
14. Transfer tank inner shell relief valve.
15. Transfer tank inner shell rupture disc.
16. Converter vent line connector.

2. Fill-drain line filter.
3. Fill-drala line shutoff valve.
4. FM-drain line relief valve.
5. Storage rank vent line shutoff valve.
6. Storage tad( liquid level gage.
7. Storage tank pressure gage.
8. Storage tank inner shell relief valve.
9. Storage tank inner shell rupture disc.
10. Transfer tank fill line shutoff valve.
11. Transfer tank vent line shutoff valve.

17. Mr force filler valve.
18. Converter vent line check valve.
19. Co'nverter full indicator gage.
20. Converter vent line shutoff valve.
21. Transfer tank pressure buildup valve.
22. Outer shell relief device.
214.34

Figure 6.39. Liquid oxygen storage tank schematic diagram.
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GV3
LV2

GV5
LGI

LG2

GV4
P2
Fl

Cl

C2
GV6

PI

C3

LVI

r4

LEGEND

GVGAS VALVE
LVLIQUID VALVE
LEVEL GAGE

CC PLING

PP ESSURE GAGE
FlFULL INDICATOR
CLOSE ALL VALVES BEFORE STARTING ANY OPERATIONS

FILL MAIN TANK
CONNECT CI TO SUPPLY TANK
2. OPEN GV6 a LVI a OBSERVE LGI
3. WHEN TANK IS FUL.. CLOSE LV1
a DISCONNECT CI
1.

FILL CONVERTER
I. FILL TRANSFER TANK
2. OPEN GV5 B OBSERVE P2
PRESSURIZE 80-100 PSIG
3. CONNECT C3 a C2 TO
CONVERTER

FILL TRANSFER TANK.

4. OPEN GV4 a OBSERVE Fl
I. OPEN LV a GV3 a OBSERVE LG2
5, WHEN Fl INDICATES LIQUID
2. WHEN TANK IS FULL CLOSE LV2 a GV3
DISCONNECT C2
6. CLOSE GV4 8 DISCONNECT C3
EMPTY TRANSFER TANK
7

CLOSE GV5

OPEN GV5 a LV2 a OBSERVE LG2
2. WHEN TANK IS EMPTY CLOSE LV2 a GV5
1.

214.35

Figure 6- 40. Operating instructions for IMU-70/M.
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CAUTION: Pressure should not be allowed
to rise above 55 psig in the storage tank.

bled off. Close all control valves on the service
trailer except the storage tank vent shutoff valve

Monitor the storage tank pressure gage [7]

[5].

closely during cool-down.

Open the service valve on the supply tank
slowly and allow only a partial flow of LOX
through the transfer hose and into the trailer.
Considerable vaporization takes place while the
transfer hose, fill-drain line, and storage tank on
the trailer are cooling down. When they are sufficiently cooled and able to handle a full flow of
LOX, open the service valve on the supply tank
completely.

NOTE: Observe the time required to fill the
TMU 70/M. Filling varies with each supply tank

and supply line system. Under normal conditions and 30 psig transfer pressure, the storage
tank should be filled within a period of five to
ten

minutes. Abnormal deviation from the

average filling time should be investigated.
GASEOUS OXYGEN
SERVICING TRAILERS

During filling, LOX flow is through filter [2]
and shutoff valve [3] to the storage tank. Relief
valve [4] is provided to prevent excessive
pressure if the fill-drain line shutoff valve and
the service valve on the supply tank are closed
with cold gas or liquid trapped within the supply

The general appearance of the trailer

line.

lustrated in figure 6-41.

The relief valve [4] is connected to the vent
line for safe discharge overboard. Vent valve [5]

Components

is opened during filling and normal storage
where safe overboard discharge is provided.

There are several different models of gaseous

oxygen servicing trailers currently in use by
naval activities. They are all similar in operation.

Type NO 2, manufactured by Aeroil Products
Incorporated, is the only one described here.

PRESSURE

Storage tank conditions are monitored and indicated by the liquid level gage [6] and pressure
gage [7].

is il-

REGULATORS.The

pressure regulator controls the charging pressure
when the trailer is being used to service aircraft
oxygen systems. Only one pressure regulator is

used during operation. A spare is provided to
ensure uninterrupted operation should one fail.

Relief valve [8] and rupture disc [9] are provided in case of excessive pressure in the storage

When the shutoff valves on the inlet and

tank of the TMU 70/M. Monitor the storage

outlet sides of the regulator are open, the

tank liquid level gage [6] during filling. When it

pressure regulator is ready for use. By turning
the regulator control handle cockwise, the
pressure (as read on the gage attached to the
regulator) increases. Turning the control handle

indicates 50 gallons or LOX starts to flow out
the vent manifold, close the service valve on the

supply tank. Close the fill-drain line shutoff
valve [3] and relieve internal pressure in the

counter-clockwise decreases pressure.

transfer hose.

CAUTION: Use extreme caution when

MANIFOLD CONTROL VALVES.There
are six manifold control valves which serve to

disconnecting the transfer hose. Even though the
hose has been drained and the pressure relieved,
some LOX still remains. Do not direct the hose
toward personnel or to other equi*Hnent.

shut off the flow of oxygen from the cylinders to
the system being charged. These valves are levertype valves. The manifold control valves should

not be used for long time storage. Always use
the handwheel-type valves
cylinders.

Disconnect the supply tank transfer hose,
immediately drain the LOX that remains, and

SHUTOFF VALVES.There are four
shutoff valvesone on the inlet side of each

replace the coupling cap loosely. Tighten the cap

after ensuring that all LOX has vaporized and
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OXYGEN CYLINDER
HOSE BASKE T

HIGH PRESSURE
ADAPTER

DRIER --0MANIFOLD
CONTROL

VALVE
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CYLINDER

UPPER MANIFOLD

PRESSURE
GAGE

RECHARGE

VALVE

PRESSURE REGULATOR
VALVE

PRESSURE
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TABLE OF

FILLING
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Figure 6-41.Type NO 2 gaseous oxygen servicing !nailer.
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pressure regulator and one on the outlet side of
each regulator. These shutoff valves control the
flow of oxygen from the upper manifold to the
lower manifold via the regulator.

DRIER ASSEMBLY.The drier assembly
is a reservoir containing a chemical drying agent

through which the oxygen must pass before
going through the servicing hose. This chemical
drier is provided to remove any moisture in the
oxygen supply. The oxygen flows into the bottom of the drier, passes up through the drying
agent, and out through the servicing hose.

RECHARGE VALVE.The recharge valve
is provided as a means of recharging the trailer
cylinders directly through the upper manifold
without the necessity of removing the cylinders.
When not in use, the valve adapter should be
fitted with a dust cap.

MECHANICAL SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT

Some of the mechanical support equipment
with which the AS is concerned consists of jacks,

adjustable aircraft maintenance platforms
(workstands), and other equipment for lifting,
towing, and securing aircraft.
AIRCRAFT' JACKS

Aircraft jacks are used when a complete aircraft or when only a part of an aircraft is to be
lifted so that various maintenance operations
may be performed. There are two basic types of
aircraft jacksaxle jacks and tripod jacks. They
are portable, self-contained, and hydraulicallyoperated units. Axle jacks shown in (A), (B),
and (C) of figure 6-42, are used for raising the
main landing wheels or nose landing wheel off

SERVICING HOSE.The servicing hose is
a high-pressure, nonkinking, metallic flexible
hose. The line servicing valve is attached to the
servicing hose and is used to control the flow of

the ground for maintenance such as wheel

oxygen to the system being charged. Other components of the gaseous oxygen servicing trailer

maintenance personnel to raise and lower the
aircraft landing gear for maintenance purposes.

are either a high- or low-pressure charging
adapter, six oxygen cylinders, and connecting

change. Tripod jacks, shown as (D) and (E) in
figure 6-42, are used for raising the complete aircraft for maintenance. This enables aircraft

flexible hoses (see figure 6-41).

Aircraft jacks are identified by an identification code which describes their respective

Operation

axle or tripod. (Refer to table 6-4.) The first let-

numerical capacities (tonnage) and their type

ter is either an "A" which stands for axle or
"T" which stands for tripod. The numbers

The six supply cylinders are connected by
means of flexible hoses to their respective control valves. (See figure 6-41.) The six control
valves are attached to the upper manifold. A

following "A" or "T" indicates the jack capacity in tons (10-ton, 20-ton, etc.). The number

pressure gage is screwed into each control valve

tion number assigned to each jack. NAVAIR

plus the hyphen (-) is the specific jack identifica-

at a point below the seat. This allows each

publication 19-70-46 lists each jack and its iden-

cylinder pressure to be easily read.
The oxygen flows from the upper manifold
through either of two pressure regulators
through two shutoff valves. The oxygen is col-

tification number and also gives the jacking
point at which the jack can be used on the aircraft. The aircraft jacking point codes are also
listed in table 6-4.

lected in the lower manifold where a gage
registers the pressure of the delivery side of the
system. The lower manifold is connected by flex-

The two letters which follow the identification number indicates the configuration of the
jack (hand-carried, horseshoe, T-Bar, etc.), The

ible hose to a drier which filters and dries the
oxygen. The servicing hose connects directly to
the drier and has a line servicing valve on the terminal end. The line servicing valve is fitted with
a standard oxygen cylinder connection.

last number is used only for variable height jacks

and indicates the number of leg extension kits
available. Note that the tripod jack in (E) of
figure 6-42 has five leg extension kits.
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(E)
LEG EXTENSION

KITS

4

226.48

Figure 6-42.

Hydraulic jacks. (A) Hand axle Jack. (B) Alligator axle Jack, (C) Crocodile axle jack, (1)) fixed height tripod
jack, (E) Variable height tripod jack.

WORKSTANDS

fabricated locally to permit repair of one type
of aircraft.

r

The adjustable aircraft maintenance platform (figure 6-43) is a hydraulically operated
platform and ladder assembly mounted on a

AIRCRAFT TOW BARS

caster-equipped base, which enable personnel to
work in safety at heights varying from a
minimum of 3 feet to a maximum of seven feet.

Two general classes of tow bars are used in

naval aviationthose adaptable to only one
type of aircraft and those adaptable to more

All four wheels have lock, to make the platform stationary. Other Y. rkstands are often

than one type of aircraft. Most naval aircraft
may be towed with the Universal Aircraft Toy,
6-52
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Table 6-4.Aircraft Jack identification codes; aircraft Jacking point codes

Configuration Code Identification
A = Axle

T
HC
HS
TB
OR
FH

= Tripod
= Hand Carried
= Horseshoe
= T-Bar
= Outrigger
= Fixed Height
VH = Variable Height

Examples: Model A15-I HC
--..

A

i5

-1

HC

THand Carried

T

Specific Jack Identification Number
Capacity (Tons)
Axle

Model T20-I VH5

Number of Leg Extension Kits
Variable Height

Specific Jack Ideritification
Numbt..:1

Capacity (Tons)
Tripod

1

i

AIRCRAFT JACKING POINT CODES
MG
NG
TW
WR
AF
FF
OR

= Main Landing Gear
= Nose Landing Gear
= Tail Wheel
= Wing Root
= Aft Fuselage
= Forward Fuselage

P

-=

A =

EXER =
K

=

= Outrigger (AV -8A /BI
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LOWERED

RAISED

20.130
Figure 6-43.Adjustable aircraft maintenance platform.

nosewheel and locked in place by the springloaded lockpins provided for this purpose.
Certain aircraft may be satisfactorily towed

Bar, Model NT-4, shown in figure 6-44. The
tubing of this tow bar is aluminum alloy. The
tow hitch plate, end hopks used in forward towing,.and the pins that at into the hollow axle of

only by the use of a tow bar designed specifically

the tailwheel and nosewheel are steel. The

for them. For the proper use of such tow bars,
consult the manufacturer's instructions for that
particular aircraft.

aluminum wheel well casting is bushed to take
the towing pins when changing from nosewheel
to tailwheel towing and vice versa.

CHOCKS

For forward towing of aircraft not having a

The Navy universal wheel chock (Model

nosewheel, the end hooks of the tow bar are
placed through the main landing gear towing
rings. The hooks are held in place by spring-,
loaded lockpins. When towing aft from the

MWC-2) is used to immobilize aircraft aboard
carriers and to some extent on shore stations.
(See figure 6-45.) This is an all-metal chock that
is adjustable to fit landing gear wheels up to 45
inches in diameter. Other types of chocks are

hollow axle of the tailwheel, the towing pins on
the wheel well casting are placed in the tailwheel
place by a chain that slides through a sleeve and

used ashore and are usually made of wood
locally. Wooden chocks are generally being

is tensioned by turning a knob. A similar pro-

replaced by chocks made of other materials.

axle on each side. They are then clamped in
cedure is used in towing certain aircraft from the

nosewheel, however, the towing pins are removed from the wheel wells and reversed. On
other aircraft the end hooks of the tow bar
are placed through the towing rings of the

TIEDOWNS
The TD-1A all purpose tiedown (figure 6-46)

is the most commonly used by the Navy for
6-54
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CHAIN STOWAGE HOLES

7 ENS1ON I NG CHAIN

AXLE PIN

TENSIONING KNOB

AXLE PIN LOCK

HOO

SAFETY PIN

199.18.1

Figure 6-44. Universal front and rear tow bat.

199.14.1

Figure 6-45.Universal wheel chock.

securing parked aircraft and ground support

tiedown head. The axis of the chain/hook

equipment. The ease and speed with which it can

assembly is in alignment with the centerline of
the head. In this position, the TD -IA (which has
a 10,000 -pound rated working capacity) would

be attached to or removed from aircraft and
equipment make it most desirable during flight
operations aboard carriers when time is vital.
In [A) of figure 6-46 is illustrated the correct
placement and relationship of the chain in the

fail at a load of 16,000 pounds. Incorrect installation is shown in [B] of figure 6-46. The
chain/hook assembly does NOT pull in line with
6-55
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TENSIONING GRIP

RELEASE LEVER

A. CORRECT

B. INCORRECT
199.16.1

figure 6-46.TD-1A tiedown chain installation. (A) Correct, (13) Incorrect.

the centerline of the head. Destructive pull test
data shows that with the chain in this improper
position, failure occurs at loads ranging from
4,200 to 6,850 poundswith failure occurring at
the serrated chain locking arm (chainlock).
From these figures, you can note that improper
chain installation reduces the tiedown holding

Another common erroi in

the

use

of

the TD-IA is incorrectly placing the chain
hook into the padeye securing point. As

shown in [A] of figure 6-47, the hook should
be inserted with the point UP, verses the incorrect insertion as shown in [13] of figure 6-47.

When properly installed, considerably more
slack in the chain is required before the hook
accidentally becomes disengaged from;

strength by two-thirds of its former strength.
This is an excellent reason to ensure that appropriate care is taken in assembling this tiedown.

padeye.
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A. CORRECT

B. INCORRECT
227.119

Figure 6-47.TD-1A hook installation. (A) Correct, (B) Incorrect.

GENERAL SAFETY GROUND
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Some of the safety measures that should be

used around aviation support equipment are
covered in the following paragraphs.

Safety around aviatior support equipment is
largely a matter of common sense and not being
in too big a hurry. Time must be taken to per-

form the required safety measures. Common

When stopping self-propelled equipment, set
the handbrake or chock the vehicle. This should
be done to towed equipment before unhooking.

sense dictates what measures should be taken to
make working around aviation support equipment as safe as possible. The full cooperation of
all personnel working with and around aviation

When mobile equipment is hand pushed dr
pulled, it should be done only when the engine
of the vehicle is stopped.

support equipment is required and constant

Aboard aircraft carriers, any aviation support equipment that is not in use is tied down to
prevent it from becoming a hazard to personnel
or equipment due to tight turning or tilting of
the ship. All equipment should be as clean as

vigilance must be maintained to eliminate unsafe
practices.
Safety requires that all personnel must
strictly observe all safety precautions applicable

possible to prevent accumulation of fuel, oil,

to their work. You and all workers concerned
should report to the supervisor any unsafe condition, material, or equipment; warn others who

hydraulic fluid, or grease from becoming %Are

hazard or causing slippage by those working
with or on the equipment.

appear to be endangered by hazards or by failure
to observe safety precautions; and report any injury or evidence of impaired health that occurs
to you or to others. Each worker should wear or
use protective clothing or equipment prescribed

Each piece of aviation support equipment
should be used only for the purpose for which it
was manufactured, except in an emergency. It

for the safe performance of the work being

should be used only by authorized personnel.
The authorization should be in writing and in-

done. When a hazardous condition occurs, each

dicate that the holder has been thoroughly

person should exercise as much caution as is

checked out in the operation of the equipment
and the safety practices associated with it.

possible under the existing conditions.
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TOOLS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Skilled (AS) technicians can he identified by
the way they handle and care for their tools and

test equipment. Tools and test equipment are
costly investments. They should receive the best
of care and be used to the best advantage.

There is certainly something good about a
tool or a piece of test equipment that helps the
average technician turn out better than average
work. Better job performance alone more than
supports the slightly higher cost of quality tools
and test equipment.

Special tools for which an AS has only
occasional use are kept in a central place from
which you may draw as needed; but frequentlyused special tools may be kept in your toolbox,
if practical and if there is sufficient quantity to
permit it.
It becomes evident there is much you need to

know about procurement, issue, care, and
accounting for common and special tools as well

as how to use them to perform repair and
maintenance functions on aviation support
equipment.

.

Even more important is the fact that low
quality equipment fails more easily and can
result in injury to the user or damage to the

COMMON HANDTOOLS

equipment being repaired. However, proper use
of quality equipment can improve the quality of

In this chapter the term "common handtools" is used to refer to small, portable power

any maintenance task and thereby reduce the

tools and nonpowered handtools that are

possibility of failure. One of the primary duties
of all maintenance personnel is to be thoroughly
familiar with the tools and test equipment of
their trade and to be proficient in the care and
use of this equipment.

common to the AS; this term includes such common tools as screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches,
hammers, chisels, hacksaws, files, drills,

sanders, etc. These tools are given outstanding
coverage in Basic Handtools, NAVPERS 10085

(Chapter 2), and Airman, NAVPERS 10307
(Chapter 10); therefore, they are not discussed in
this manual.

AS TOOLS

As an AS, you are only as good as you are
proficient with the tools of your trade. Without
tools and equipment with which to work, even
the most experienced AS is rendered ineffective.
Each AS in the work center is usually issued

ASE HANDTOOLS
Most of the handtools normally issued to the
AS are covered in this section. These tools are
classifiO as cutting tools, turning tools, striking

a "worker's toolbox" of common or basic

tools, /holding tools, and miscellaneous use

handtools. It is your responsibility to keep your
tools in good condition and, ready for use. At the
time of issue of the toolbox, you are usually provided with a copy of a tool inventory by which
you can quickly check to see if your toolbox is

handtools.

SPECIAL TOOLS

The AS uses many special tools that are not
described in Basic Handtools, NAVPERS 10085

complete.
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outlines the policies and procedures for control
of handtools. Usually, your activity will have a
local Maintenance Instruction (MI) concerning
the imentory interval and methods for reporting
lost or damaged tools.

(Chapter 2), and Airman, NAVPERS 10307
(Chapter 10). A wide variety of special tools are

furnished by the manufacturers of the support

equipment, engines, and related equipment.
These special tools are listed in the "Allowance
List Registers" published by the Aviation Supply office; their use is explained in the manual

.4.

TOOLBOXES

that covers the specific support equipment,
engine, or item of equipment for which they

The toolboxes shown in figures 7-1 and 7-2
are the types normally used by the AS to stow
tools. Your current set of tools is likely to
include only those needed most often in doing

were designed.

Although the following paragraphs are not
complete, they are descriptive of the special
tools and test equipment most commonly used
by the AS in maintenance work.

y our assigned work. The tools you use should be
organized in the box by type and size, and those
needed often placed where they can be reached
most easily. Keep your tools straight, and

CUSTODY OF TOOLS

"extras" such as parts, pieces of "junk," and
other spare items, kept out of the box.

The AS who has custody of a toolbox must

NOTE: Broken or damaged tools can
damage equipment, hardware, and parts. They

prevent the loss of the tools or the toolbox
through neglect or misuse. Although handtools

are normally classified as consumable items,
they are expensive and must be paid for when

can also cause personal injury to the worker
and/or others. Your workcenter supervisor is

lost or damaged. OPNAVINST 4790.2 (Series)

responsible for ensuring that all tools are

.

it
."..

g
i.

227.91

Figure 7-I.Basic toolbox.
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227.92

Figure 7-2.Standard issue toolbox.

properly marked as to organization, workcenter,
and toolbox. and that all toolboxes are properly
numbered. Furthermore, the supervisor is

representative shall cause an investigation to be

made. This investigation shall be to a depth
necessary to assure that the missing tool cannot
cause FOD to a component or other equipment.

responsible for ensuring that an inventory is
conducted at the beginning, just prior to securing each shift and prior to any planned work

A padlock is issued with each toolbox. Your
toolbox should be kept locked and stowed in the
designated area.

stoppage or cqu pment operation. These inventories help to pivvviit possible "Foreign Object
Damage" (FOD). This inventory may be conducted by your crew scpervisor work leader and
the results submitted to your workcenter super-

curriNG TOOLS

visor.

Upon completion of a job, you are responsible for making the proper tool annotation on theupper left corner, on copy #1, of the
Maintenance Action Form (MAF). You must

also conduct a proper inventory of
toolbox.

your

If a tool is missing, you must submit a
missing tool report, notify your branch division
officer, and conduct an immediate search of the
area. If the tool cannot be found, your

maintenance officer shall be advised, and his
7-3

DIAGONAL PLIERS
Diagonal cutting pliers are an important tool
for the AS. They are used for cutting small wire
and cotter pins, etc. Since they are small they
should not be used to cut large wire or heavy
material because the pliers will be damaged by
such use and then not be effective to cut what
they were designed to cut. They can also be used
to remove small cotter pins where a new pin is to
be used when the work is finished. This is done
by gripping the pin near the hinge of the pliers
and lifting up on the handles, releasing the pin,

1r
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getting a new grip, and repeating until the pin is
removed.

The inner !aw surface is a diagonal straight
cutting edge offset approximately 15 degrees

which permits cutting objects flush with the
surface. The diagonal cutting pliers are not
designed to hold objects since to use enough
forcf, to hold an object the pliers will cut or
deform the object. The sizes of the diagonal

Sockets

A socket has an opening cut in one rid to fit
a drive on a detachable handle. The handle drive
is usually square. In the other end of the socket
is a 6-point or 12-point operillig very much like
the opening in the box end wrench. The 12-point
socket needs to be swung only half as far as the
6-point socket before it may be lifted and fitted

on the nut for a new grip. It can therefore be

pliers are indicated by the overall length of tile

used in closer quarters where there is less room

pliers.

to move the handle. Most sockets have 12
points. However, the 6-point socket has its use
with nuts made of stainless steel, which are made

FILES

of harder metal than that of the wrench. Exten-

The AS toolbox should include an assort-

sive use of a 12-point socket on such nuts or
bolts would cause excessive wear on the
12-points so that the socket might fail to hold.

metal, and are made of hardened high-carboncontent steel. Adequate coverage on the selection, care, and use of files is contained in Tools
and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085 (Chapter 1)
and is therefore not repeated here.

By contrast, because of the greater holding surface, a 6-point socket holds the stainless steel nut

ment of files. They are used for cutting,
smoothing, or removing small amounts of

better, offering less chance for wear of the
wrench.

Sockets are classified for size according to
two factors. One is the arive size or square opening which fits on the square drive of the handle.

HACKSAWS

The other is the size of the opening in the
A hacksaw is used primarily for sawing

opposite end, which fits the nut or bolt. The
standard mechanic toolbox is usually outfitted
with sockets that have 1/4- and 3/8-inch-square
drivers. The openings that fit onto the bolt or
nut are graduated in 1/16-inch sizes. Sockets are
also made in deep lengths to fit over spark plugs
and long bolt ends.

metal. There are two different kinds of hacksaw
frames; one has a pistol-grip handle; the other

has a straight handle. Most hacksaws are
adjustable to take blades of various lengths.
Tools and Their Uses, NAVPERS 10085
(Chapter 2) describes and illustrates the principles involved in selecting the most suitable
blade for different types of work and gives

Theie are four types of handles used with
these sockets (see figure 7-3). Each type has
special advantages, and the good mechanic
chooses the one best suited lo the job at hand.
The square driving lug on the socket wrench
handles has a spring-loaded ball that fits into a
recess in the socket receptacle and holds the

coverage on the use and care of hacksaws.
TURNING TOOLS
SOCKET WRENCHES

assembly

together. This mated

ball-recess

feature prevents the parts of the wrench from
falling apart during normal usage, but a slight

The socket wrench is one of the most versatile wrenches in the toolbox. Basically, it consists of a handle and a socket-type wrench which

pull disassembles any wrench connection.

can be attached to that handle. A complete

Ratchet Handle

socket wrench set consists of several types of
handles along with bar extensions, universals,
adapters, and a variety of sockets. (See figure

which operates a pawl (or dog) inside the head of

The ratchet handle has a reversing lever

7-3.)

the tool. Pulling the handle in one direction
7-4
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Figure 7.3.Typical Socket wreucb sec.

center of the sliding bar. Select the position

causes the pawl to engage in the ratchet teeth
and to turn the socket. Moving in the opposite

which is needed for the job at hand.

direction causes the pawl to slide over the teeth,

permitting the handle to back up without

Speed Handle

moving the socket. This allows rapid turning of

the nut or bolt after each partial turn of the

The speed handle is worked like the woodworker's brace. After the nuts are first loosened
with the sliding bar handle or the ratchet handle,
the speed handle will help remove the nuts in a
hurry. In many instances the speed handle is not
strong enough to be used for breaking loose or
tightening. The speed socket wrench should be

handle. With the reversing lever in one position,

the handle can be us
other position, it can be

for tightening. In the
for loosening.

Hinged Handle

The hinged handle is also very convenient.
To loosen a tight nut, swing the handle at right

used carefully,

to avoid damaging the nut

threads.

angles to the socket. This gives the greatest
possible leverage. After loosening the nut to the
point where it turns easily, move the handle into

Accessories

the vertical position and then turn the handle
Sliding T-Bar Handle

To complete the socket wrench set, there are
several accessory items. Extension bars of different lengths are made to extend the handles tp
any length needed. A universal joint allows the

While using the sliding bar on T-handle, the
head can be positioned at either the end or the

angle. A universal socket is also available, and
universal socket joints, bar extensions, and

with the fingers.

nut be turned with the wrench handle at an

7-5
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universal sockets in combination with appropriate handles makes it possible to form a variety

of tools that will reach otherwise inaccessible
nuts and bolts.
P5* OFFSET
ALLOWS CLEARANCE

Another accessory item which comes in
handy is an adapter which allows the AS to use a
handle having one size drive with a socket having a different size drive. For example, a 3/8. by
I/4-inch adapter would make it possible to turn
all 1/4-inch square drive sockets with any
3/8-inch square drive handle.

1.16.3

Figure 7-5.Combination wrench.

There are special sockets which are used to
adapt various types of screwdriver bits to a speed
handle (see figure 7-4). This socket type

with 12 points. The advantage of the 12-point
construction is that the wrench will operate

screwdriver is used to remove recessed head

between obstructions where space for the swing
angle is limited. A very short swing of the handle
will turn the nut far enough to allow the wrench
to be lifted and the next set of points to be fitted
to the corners of the nut,. It is possible to use this
wrench in places where the swing angle is limited
to as little as 30 degrees.

screws from access panels on equipment
COMBINATION WRENCHES

The AS toolbox should contain a complete
set of combination wrenches. As shown in figure
7-5, the combination wrench has an open-end
wrench on one end and a box-end (of the same
size) of the other end. For speed and light stress
operations, use the open-end; then switch to the

The box-end portion of the wrench

is

designed with an offset in the handle. Notice in
figure 7-5 how the 15 degrees offset will allow

box-end for safety under stress. For ease of
explanation, each end of the wrench will be

clearance over nearby parts. One of the best
features of the box-end is that there is little or no
chance of a wrench slipping off the nut or bolt.
However, there is the disadvantage of slow work

discussed separately.
The box-end fits completely around the nut
or bolthead. The box-end is usually constructed

with the box-end of the combination wrench.
Each time the wrench is backed off, the wrench
has to be lifted up and refitted to the head of the
work. Therefore, to save time, use the nonslip
box-end of the wrench to break loose tight bolts
or to snug up work after the bolt has been seated
with a faster type wrench which might slip under
stress.

The jaws of the open-end portion of the
combination wrench are machined at 15 degrees
from parallel in respect to the centerline of the

handle. This permits the use of the wrench in
places where there is room to make only a part

of a complete turn of a nut or bolt. ;f the wrench
is turned over after the first swing, it will fit on

thf same flats and turn the nut farther After
lao swings on the wrench, the nut is turned far
I enough so that a new set of flats are in position
for the wrench.
The open end of the combination wrench
,

215.

Figure 74.Screwdriver adapter.

may be used on tubing nut, and m cramped
,
ti
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places too small for a socket or box end to be
slipped over the nut or bolthead. When using
any open-end type wrench, always insure that
the wrench fits the nut or bolthead, and pull on
the wrenchnever push. Pushing a wrench is

may be adjusted to fit various sizes of nuts. The
size of the wrenches ranges from 4 to 18 inches
in length. The maximum jaw openings vary in
direct proportion to the length of the handle.

dangerous. The threads could break loose
unexpectedly and cause damage to adjacent
equipment or injury to the person using the

Adjustable wrenches are often called
"knuckle busters" because mechanics fre-

wrench.

usage of these tools.

ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES

Adjustable wrenches are not intended to

quently suffer the consequences of improper
There are four simple steps to follow in using
these wrenches. First, choose one of the correct
size, that is, do not pick a large 12-inch wrench

replace open-end wrenches, but they are useful
in working in restricted areas. In addition, they
can be adjusted to fit odd size nuts. However,
adjustable wrenches are not intended for stand-

and adjust the jaw for use on a 3/8-inch nut.

ard use but rather for emergency use. 1 hey

Third, position the wrench around the nut until
the nut is all the way into the throat of the jaws.
If not used in this manner, the result is apt to be

This could result in a broken bolt and a bloody
hand. Second, be sure the jaws of the correct
size wrench are adjusted to fit snugly on The nut.

were not built for use on extremely hard-to-turn
items. As shown in figure 7-6, adjustable
wrenches have a fixed jaw (A) and an adjustable
jaw (B) which is adjusted by a thumbscrew (C).

as bloody as before. Fourth, pull the handle
toward the side having the adjustable jaw. This
will prevent the adjustable jaw from springing
open and slipping off the nut. If the location of

By turning the thumbscrew, the jaw opening

the work will not allow all four steps to be
followed when using an adjustable wrench, then
select another type of wrench for the job.

Adjustable wrenches should be cleaned in a

solvent, and a light oil applied to the thumbscrew and the sides of the adjustable jaw. They
should also be inspected often for cracks which
might result in failure of the wrench
SCREWDRIVERS

Two basic screwdriver blase types are
usedthe common blade for use on conventional slotted screws and a crosspoint blade for
:,se on the recessed head Phillips or Reed and
Prince type screws. Both types of screwdrivers
are illustrated in figure 7-7. The common and
crosspoint blade types are used in the design of
various special screwdrivers, some of which are
also shown in figure 7-7
Common Screwdrivers

The combined length of the shank and blade
identifies the size of common screwdrivers. They

44.6

Fleury 7-6. Adjustable wrenches.

vary from 2 1/2 to 12 inches. The diameter of
7-7
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HEAVY DUTY

SQUARE SHANK

SCREW HOLDING DRIVER-.

COMPRESSION OF SPRING
HOLDS SCREW FIRMLY
AGAINST TIP OF DRIVER

REED AND PRINCE
DRIVER

PHILLIPS
HEAD
DRIVER

OFFSET DRIVER
1.14

Baum 7-7.Typical screwdrivers.

the shank and the width and thickness of the

A damaged common screwdriver may be

blade tip which fits the screw slot are in propor-

repaired by dressing the blade if done correctly.
This can be done by the following instructions:

tion to the length of the shank. The blade is
hardened to prevent it from being damaged
when it is used on screws. It can easily be
chipped cr blunted when used for other pur-

Dress the sides with an emery wheel so
that the blade is symmetrical in shape.
2. Square off the end with the wheel; check
for squareness by resting the tip on the handle of
a trysquare, and move the shank of the
1.

poses. The blade of a poor quality screwdriver
will sometimes become damaged even when
being used properly.
7-8
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screwdriver close to the blade of the trysquare.

If the blade of the trysquare and shank are
paralleleathe tip is square.

Crosspoint Screwdrivers

There are two types of crosspoint screwdrivers in common usethe Reed and Prince,
and the Phillips. The Reed and Prince screw-

1.21D

Figure 7-8.Vise grip pliers.

drivers and Phillips screwdrivers are not inter-

changeable; therefore, always use Reed and
lever toward the handle. The vise grip pliers are

Prince screwdriver with Reed and Prince screws
and a Phillips screwdriver with Phillips screws.
The use of the wrong screwdriver will result in
mutilation of the screwhead.

shown in figure 7-8. They may be used as a
clamp, speed wrench, portable vise, and for
many other uses where a locking, plier-type jaw
may be employed.

Offset Screwdrivers

CAUTION: Vise grip pliers should be used

An offset screwdriver (figure 7-7) may be
used where there is not sufficient vertical space
for a standard screwdriver. Offset screwdrivers

with care since the teeth in the jaws tend to
damage the object on which they are clamped.

They should not be used on nuts, bolts, tube

are constructed with one blade forged in line and
another blade forged at right angles to the shank

fittings, or other objects which must be reused.

handle. Both blades are bent 90 degrees to the
shank handle. By alternating ends, most screws
can be seated or loosened even when the swinging space is very restricted. Offset screwdrivers
are made for both standard and recessed head

CHANNEL-LOCK PLIERS
Channel-lock pliers (figure 7-9) can be easily
identified by the extra-long handles, which make

them a very powerful gripping tool. The inner
surfaces of the jaws consist of a series of coarse

screws.

teeth formed by deep grooves, a surface adapted

CAUTION: When using any type of screwdriver, do not hold the work in the hand. If the
point slips, it can cause a bad cut. The AS will
always be safe when following this rule: Never

to grasping cylindrical objects. Channel locks
have grooves on one jaw and lands on the other.
The adjustment is effected by changing the position of the grooves and lands. The channel locks
are less likely to slip from the adjustment setting
when gripping an object. The channel-lock pliers

get any part of the body in front of the

screwdriver point. This is a good safety rule for
any sharp-pointed tool. When removing a screw
from an assembly that is not stationary, hold the
work on a solid surface, in a vise, or with some
other holding tool.
HOLDING TOOLS
VISE GRIP PLIERS

The AS uses this tool a number of ways.
These pliers can be adjusted to various jaw
openings by turning the knurled adjusting screw

at the end of the handle. Vise grips can be

1.21B

clamped and locked in position by pulling the

Figure 7-9,( hannel-lock pliers.
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will only be used where it is impossible to use a
more adapted wrench or holding device. Many

nuts and bolts and surrounding parts have
been damaged by improper use of channel-lock
pliers.
DUCKBILL PLIERS

MISCELLANEOUS TOOLS

MECHANICAL FINGERS

Small articles which have fallen into places
where they cannot be reached by hand may be
retrieved with the mechanical fingers. This tool
is

Duckbill pliers (A, figure 7-10) have long
wide jaws and slender handles. Duckbills are
used in confined areas where the fingers cannot

be used. The jaw faces of the pliers are scored to
aid in holding an item securely.

NEEDLE-NOSE PLIERS
Needle-nose pliers (B, figure 7-10) are used in
the same manner as duckbill pliers. However,
there is a difference in the design of the jaws.

Needle-nose jaws are tapered to a point which
makes them adapted to installing and removing
small cotter pins. They have serrations at the

nose end and a side cutter near the throat.
Needle-nose pliers may be used to hold small
items steady, to cut and bend wire, or to do
numerous other jobs which are too intricate or
too difficult to be done by hand alone.
NOTE: Duckbill and needle-nose pliers are

especially delicate. Care should be exercised
when using these pliers to prevent springing,
breaking, or chipping the jaws. Once these pliers
are damaged, they are practically useless.

also used when starting nuts or bolts in

difficult areas. The mechanical fingers, shown in
figure 7-11, have a tube containing flat springs
which extend from the end of the tube to form
clawlike fingers, much like the screw holder. The

springs are attached to a rod that extends from
the outer end of the tube. A plate is attached to
the end of the tube, and a similar plate to be
pressed by the thumb is attached to the end of

the rod. A coil spring placed around the rod
between the two plates holds them apart and

retracts the fingers into the tube. With the

bottom plate grasped between the fingers and
enough thumb pressure applied to the top plate
to compress the spring, the tool fingers extend
from the tube in a grasping position. When the
thumb pressure is released, the tool fingers

retract into the tube as far as the object they
hold will allow. Thus, enough pressure is applied
on the object to hold it securely. Some

mechanical fingers have a flexible end on the

tube to permit their use in close quarters or

around obstructions.

NOTE: Mechanical fingers should not be
used as a substitute for wrenches or pliers. The
fingers are made of thin sheet metarand can be
easily damaged by overloading.
STEEL SCALE

The steel scale shown in figure 7-12 is a

measuring device that will usually be found in
the AS toolbox. It is graduated in divisions of
1/8 and 1/16 inch on one side and 1/32 and 1/64
inch on the other side. The steel scale most commonly used is 12 inches long.
Measurements are taken with a steel scale by
holding it on its edge on the surface of the subject being measured. This will prevent making
errors which might be caused by the thickness of
the scale. Such thickness causes the graduations
to be a slight distance away from the surface of

,
1.2K
Figure 1 -1O. Pliers. (A) duckbills; and (B) needle-nose.
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Figure 7-12.Scale rule.

RETRACTED POSITION

used constantly during all phases of maintenance. Installed in both ends of the flashlight are

rubber seals which keep out, all vapors. The
flashlight should be inspected periodically for
the installation of these seals, the spare bulb,
and colored filters which are contained in the
end cap.
RIGID TYPE

NOTE: Do not throw away the filters; they
will beinecessary during night work on or near
the aircraft line.
INSPECTION MIRROR
There are several types of inspection mirrors
available for use in aviation support equipment
maintenance. The mirror is issued in a variety of

44.211

Figure 7-H Mechanical fingers.

the object.

sizes and may be round or rectangular. The

Measurements are read at the

mirror is connected to the end of a rod and may
be fixed or adjustable. (See figure 7-13.)

graduation which coincides with the distance to
be measured.

The inspection mirror aids in making
detailed inspection where the human eye cannot
directly see the inspection area. By angling the

FLASHLIGHT

Each toolbox should have a standard Navy
vaporproof two-cell flashlight. The flashlight is

mirror, and with the aid of a flashlight,
possible to inspect mast required areas
7-11
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Tools modified in this manner should be used

only for lcw voltage circuits because of the
limitations of the insulating materials. For
higher voltage uses, special insulating handles
are available for many of the common types of
tools.
44.212

Figure 7-13. I ypiesi inspection mirror.

In some instances, it is necessary to use tools

which are made of insulating material, rather
than merely having an insulating handle. In
these instances, the tools should be requisitioned
through normal supply channels, if possible. If

NONMAGNETIC TOOLS

Tools made of nonmagnetic materials are
available through normal supply channels. They

are used for performing specific maintenance
tasks on certain classes of equipment or components, such as equipment containing magnets.

These tools are normally made of berylliumcopper or plastic, are not as rugged as steel
tools, and are much more easily damaged.
Restricting their use to the purpose for which
they were intended will prolong their useful life
and increase their usefulness when required.

In addition to possible damage of the tool
itself, indiscriminate use of these tools could
allow them to transfer foreign particles to locations where possible trouble could result.

they are not available through normal supply
channels, they may be purchased on the open
market.
RELAY TOOLS

Many relays have been damaged or
destroyed by the use of sandpaper or emery
cloth to clean the contact points. Use of these
abrasives causes bending of the contacts, and attempts to straighten them with longnose pliers
cause further damage, eventually requiring
replacement of the relays. This can be avoided
by using a burnishing tool to clean dirty contact

points. Figure 7-14(A) illustrates a burnishing
tool being used on a relay.

Good general maintenance practice involves
wiping the tools before use and again after use.
This is especially advisable in the case of nonmagnetic tools. A lint-free cloth dampened with
an approved cleaning solvent may be used for
this purpose.
INSULATED TOOLS

Safety considerations require use of insulated tools whenever the danger of electrical
shock or short circuit exists. Many types of tools
are available in insulated form directly through
supply channels at little or no additional co31.
These tools should be obtained and used
whenever available. However, many types of insulated tools are not readily available (or are
,available only at considerable added expense). If
essential, these tools should be procured or conventional tools may be modified. Insulated
sleeving may be put on the handles of pliers and

243.305A

wrenches and on the shanks of screwdrivers.

Figure 7-14(A).Burnishing tool.
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with the iire, a part of this insulation must be
removed, leaving the end of the wire bare. To
facilitate the removal of this insulation, use a
wire and cable stripping tool similar to the oile

Burnishing tools are stocked in supply
activities and may be obtained through normal

supply channels. When using this tool, be sure to

clean it thoroughly with alcohol; do not touch
the tool surface with the fingers prior to use.

shown in figure 7-15.

Burned and pitted contacts cannot be

manufacfured locally from flat stock shaped as

Although several van, Lions of this basic tool
are available, the most of Tent and effective is
eration is extremely
the type illustrated. It
simpleinsert th nd of the wire in the proper
direction to the epth to be stripped, position
the wire so that it sts in the proper groove for
that size wire, and squeeze. The tool functions in
three steps as follows:

shorn in figure 7-14(B). The actual size may
vary according to the relay being repaired, but
the point bender should be small enough to

1. The cable gripping jaws close, clamping
the insulated wire firmly in place. The wire must

allow freedomof movement so as not to damage
other parts of the relay.

be inserted so that the jaws clamp the main
section of the wire rather than the end to be

repaired by burnishing. Such relays should be
replaced.

Another tool useful in relay maintenance is a

point bender which is used to straighten bent
relay

contacts. The point bender may be

obtained through normal supply channels or

stripped.

WIRE AND CABLE STRIPPERS
2.

The insulation cutting jaws close, cutting

the insulation. If the wire is not inserted in a
groove, the conductor will also be cut. If the

Nearly all wire and cable used as electrical
conductors are covered with some type of insula-

tion. In order to make electrical connections

wire is positioned into too small a groove, some
of the strands will be severed. If. the groove is
too large, the insulation will not be completely
severed. Inserted properly into the correct

groove, the insulation will be cut neatly and
completely, and the wire will not be damaged.
OS

The two sets of jaws separate, removing
the clipped insulation from the end of the wire.
The jaws are spring loaded to the closed posi3.

tion; therefore, the handles must be squeezed
until the jaws reach the full open and locked
position. This prevents the cutting jaws from
closing (which would damage end of wire) and
allows cable gripping jaws to open, releasing the
wire.

If cable and wire strippers of this type are not

available, notches may be cut in the jaws of
diagonal pliers or pocket fingernail clippers,
using jeweler's files. Care must be taken to file
the grooves into the proper positions in oppos-

ing jaws, and the size of the groove must be
appropriate for the size wire on which it is to be
used. When properly modified, these tools will
perform satisfactorily if the more desirable stripper is not available.

243.3050

Figure 7-14(13).Point bender.
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AFTER CABLE HAS BEEN PLACED
BETWEEN GRIPPING AND CUTTING JAWS,
SQUEEZE HANDLES TOGETHER

INSULATION CUTTING JAWS

CABLE GRIPPING
JAWS

LENGTH OF

TERMINAL BARREL

CABLE STRIPPER
DIRECTION OF JAWS AFTER INSULATION iS CUT
243.278

Figure 7-15.Wire lad cable stripper.

CRIMPING TOOLS

the terminal might be inserted from the wrong

TYPE MS 25037-1.The standard tool MS
25037-1, issued for crimping solderless terminals, is for use with standard insulated copper

terminal lugs manufactured according to MS
25036. The standard tool employs a double jaw
to hold the terminal lug or splice. One side of the

jaw applies crimping action to fasten the terminal to the bare wire when the terminal is
inserted, as shown at the left in figure 7-16.
When the tool is used correctly, a deep crimp is
placed in the B area of terminal lugs and splices,
as shown on the right in figure 7-16. A shallow
crimp is applied to the portion of the terminal or

splice which extends over the insulation of the
wire, as indicated by the A area in the diagrams.
This clamping action is provided by a recessed
portion in the other side of the divided jaw. A
guard, which should be in the position shown
when crimping terminals, aids in proper posi-

side of the tool. The result is that the deep crimp

is placed in the A area of the terminal and,
although the wire may be held securely in place,
the connection is poor. Common sense indicates
that the deep crimp must clamp the metal of-the
terminal to the bare metal of the wire in order to
provide a good electrical and mechanical conn&tion.
The MS 25037-1 tool requires an occasional
go-no-go check ,for wear. A No. 36 (0.106) drill
rod should not enter the smaller (red or blue)
nest when the tool is fully closed. If it does enter,
have the tool repaired.

Instruction in proper crimping procedure
should be furnished to all who need to make
solderless terminal connections. Handbook of
Installation Practices for Aircraft Electric and
Electronic Wiring, NAVAIR 01-1A-505, contains detailed procedures for using many
solderless connector tools.

tioning of the terminal. However, the guard

must be moved out of the way when the tool is
used for crimping splices.
Without the guard, the tool may be used incorrectly when crimping terminals; for example,

TORQUE WRENCHES

There are times when, for engineering
reasons, a definite pressure must be applied to a
7-14
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JAWS (OPEN POSITION)

REMOVABLE GUARD

TERMINAL LUG IN JAWS OF
CONNECTING TOOL MS 25037-I
(CUTAWAY VIEW OF JAWS)
INSULATION
CRIMP NG
JAW

TERMINAL LUG (CRIMPED)
CRIMPING
JAW

INSULATED
WIRE

PRE/NDULATED SPLICE (LIWCRIMPED)

MAN

PREINSULATED SPLICE (CRIMPED)

207.3$

Figure 7-I6.Crimping tool MS25037 -1.

a torque wrench must be used. The torque

nut, bolt, screw, or other fastener. In such cases

setting on the micrometer scale, then relock the
grip. Install the required socket or adapter to the

/wrench is a precision tool consisting of a torque-

square drive of the handle. Place the wrench

indicaing handle and appropriate adapter or

assembly on the nut or bolt and pull in a clockwise direction with a smooth steady motion. (A
fast or jerky motion will result in an improperly
torqued unit.) When the torque applied reaches
the torque value indicated on the handle setting,
the handle will automatically release or "break"
and move freely for a short distance. The release
and free travel is easily felt, so there is no doubt
about when the torquing process is complete.

attachments. It is used to measure the amount of
turning or twisting force applied to a nut, bolt,
or screw.

The three most commonly used torque
wrenches are the Deflecting Beam, Dial Indicating, and Micrometer Setting types (figure
7-17). When using the Deflecting Beam and the
Dial Indicating torque wrenches, the torque is
read visually on a dial or scale mounted on the
handle of the wrench.
To use the Micrometer Setting type, unlock

To assure getting the correct amount of
torque on the fasteners, all torque handles must
be tested at least once a month or more often if
usage indicates it is necessary.

the grip and adjust the handle to the desired
7-15
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-EXTENSION

TORQUE WRENCH S

TYPICAL EXTENSION ATTACHED (CENTER LINES CONNECTING)

DEFLECTING
BEAM

S
TYPICAL EXTENSION ATTACHED (CENTER LINES BISECTING)
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Figure 7-17.Torque wrenches.

The following precautions should be ob-

4. Do not use the torque wrench to break
loose bolts which have been previously
tightened.
5. Never store a torque wrench in a toolbox
or in an area where it may be damaged.

served when using torque wrenches:
1.

Do not use the torque wrench as a ham-

mer.

When using the Micrometer Setting

NOTE: Torque valuesTorquing can be

type, do not move the setting handle below the

described as the twisting stress that is applied to

lowest torque setting. However, it should be

the fasteners to secure components together.
These fasteners can be nuts, bolts, studs,
clamps, etc. Torque values for these fasteners
are expressed in inch-pounds or foot-pounds.

2.

placed at its lowest setting prior to returning to
storage.
3.

Do not use the torque wrench to apply

Unless otherwise stated, all torque values should

of torque than

be obtained with the manufacturer's recom-

greater amounts
capacity.

its

rated

mended thread lubricant applied to the threads.
7-16
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series of bolts on a flange or in an area, select a
median value. If some bolts in a series are

Torque values are usually listed in the appro-

priate section of the applicable Instructions
Manual. However, in case there is no torque

torqued to a minimum value and others to a
maximum, force is concentrated on the tighter

specified, the torque values in table 7-1 can be
used as a guide in tightening nuts, bolts, and

bolts and is not distributed evenly. Such unequal
distribution of force may cause shearing or snapping of the bolts.

screws. Using the proper torque allows the struc-

ture to develop its design strength and greatly
reduces the possibility of failure due to fatigue.
One word of cautionnever rely on memory for

Torque wrench size must be considered when
torquing. The torque wrenches are listed according to size and should be used within this recom-

torque information, bit look up the correct
torque value each time it is needed. A nut or bolt
that is not torqued to the proper value may cause
damage to the component or equipment.

mended range. Use of larger wrenches which
have too great a tolerance results in inaccuracies.
When an offset extension wrench is used with a
torque wrench, the effective length of the torque

The proper procedure is to tighten at a

wrench is changed. The torque wrench is so
calibrated that when the extension is used, the
indicated torque (the torque which appears on
the dial or gage of the torque wrench) may be
different from the actual torque that is applied

uniformly increasing rate until the desired
torque is obtained. In some cases, where gaskets

or other parts cause a slow permanent set, the
torque must be held at the desired value until the

material is seated. When applying torque to a

Table 7-1.Torque value In Inch-pounds for standard nuts, bolts, and screws

Standard nuts, bolts, and screws
Wrench size

Bolt, stud, (Jr
screw size

I

Tension type nuts
AN310 and AN365

I

Shear type nuts
AN320 and AN364

1,'4

4-48

4-5.5

2. 5-3. 5

5 16

6-40

7.5-11

4. 5-6. 5

11/ 32

8-36

12-15

7-9

3, 8

10-32

20-25

12-15

7 16

1

50-70

30-40

1'2

5 16-24

100-140

60-85

9, 16

3, 8-24

160-190

95-110

58

7 16-20

4 50- 500

270-300

34

1

480-690

290-410

78

9 16-18

800 -1,000

480-G00

5 8 18

1,100-1,300

660-780

16

15

4-28

2-20

1

1

16

3

4- 16

2,300 -2,500

1,300- 1, 500

1

1

4

7

8- 14

2,500-3,000

1,500 1,800

1

7

16

1-14

3,700 -5,500

2,20(1 3,300

in(
NOTE AN
nomhers.

u

bf, ,-0;14,1fled
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to the nut or bolt. Therefore, the wrench must

be applied to the handle of the torque wrench at

be preset to compensate for the increase when an
offset extension wrench is used.

the point from which the measurements were
taken. If this is not done, the torque obtained

Occasionally, it is necessary to use a special

extension or adapter wrench together with a
standard torque wret.-..i. In order to arrive at the

resultant required torque limits, the following
formula should be used
S

TxL

Where:

S = Reading of setting on torque wrench.

TORQUE CONTROLLED
POWER TOOLS

T = Recommended torque on part.
L = Letigth of torque wrench (distance between center of drive and center of hand
grip).

E = Length of extension of adapter (distance between center of drive and center

of broached opening measured in the
same place as L).
100

a 6-inch adapter, determine reading on torque
100

x 12

6 + 12 )

12 00
18

tightening

bolts and nuts to torque values

A torque controlled nutrunner consists of an
air motor fitted with a torque limiting device. A

wrench.
(

There are two types of torque controlled
power tools. The torque controlled nutrunner
and screwdriver are used to tighten screws and
small nuts to torque values between 10 and 100
inch-pounds. The other torque power tool is a
torque controlled impact wrench. It is used for
between 20 and 100 foot-pounds. Bdth these
tools operate on compressed air at 90 ± 10 psi
pressure. A flexible hose is used to connect the
tool to the air supply.

inch-pounds. Using a 12-inch torque wrench and

S

TORQUE SCREWDRIVERS
A variety of torque tools is available, such as
the small torque screwdrivers used on watches
and instruments. Two types of torque screwdrivers are illustrated in figure 7-18. On one the
pointer indicates theapplied torque on a circular
dial. The other is limited to a preset value in the
handle causing it to turn freely when the torque
value is reached.

(E + L)

EXAMPLE: Recommended torque is

will be in error.

66.6 inch-pounds

An example of the measuring of this formula
is shown in figure 7-17. When the extension is
pointed back toward the handle of the torque
wrench, subtract the effective length of the extension from the effective length of the torque

wrench. If the extension is pointed at a right
angle to the torque wrench, then the actual value
does not change.

It is not advisable to use a handle extension
on a deflecting beam type torque wrench at any
time. A handle extension alone has no effect on

the reading of other types. The use of a drive

and extension on any other type of torque
wrench makes the use of the formula man-

227.2

datory. When applying the formula, force must

Figure 7-18.Torque screwdrivers.
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clutch in the torque limiter is released by the
action of balls over-riding detents when suffi-

SPINDLE

cient resistance is encountered. When the tool is
removed from the work, the clutch resets and is
ready to tighten the next fastener. The torque at
which the clutch releases is set by an adjustment
that changes the pressure of the spring that holds

THIMBLE
SLEEVE

RATCHET STOP

the balls in the detents and is lependent on the

rundown resistance of the fastener and the
materials in the joint.

The torque controlled impact wrench consists of an air motor and a hammer mechanism.
Torque is controlled by adjustable torsion bars.
The three torsion bars provide low range-20 to
45 foot'-pounds; medium range-40 to 65 footpounds; and high range-60 to 90 foot-pounds.
The output torque of the tool is regulated by the

4.20.1A

Figure 7-19.Nomenclature of an outside micrometer
caliper.

the depth micrometer. (See figure 7-20.) The
outside micrometer is used for measuring out-

amount of torque preset in the torsion bar.
When the tool is applied to a fastener, the

side dimensions, such as the diameter of a piece
of round stock. The screw thread micrometer is
used to determine the pitch diameter of screws.

torsion bar functions as a rigid driving member
until the fastener is tightened to a torque value
equivalent to the preload torque in the bar. At

The inside micrometer is used for measuring
inside dimensions, as for example, the inside

this point the torsion bar acquires additional
twist when the internal hammer in the tool
strikes and unwinds between hammer blows.
This rebounding action trips a mechanism that
shuts off the air and stops the tool.

diameter of a tube or hole, the bore of a

cylinder, or the width of a recess. The depth
micrometer is used for measuring the depth of
holes or recesses.

SELECTING THE
PROPER MICROMETER

MICROMETERS

It is important that a person who is working
with machinery or in a machine shop thoroughly
understands the mechanical principles, construc-

The types of micrometers commonly used
are made so that the longest movement possible
between the spindle and the anvil is 1 inch. This
movement is called the "range." The frames of
micrometers, however, are available in a wide
variety of sizes, from 1 inch up to as large as 24
inches. The range of a I-inch micron,eter is from
0 to 1 inch; in other words, it can 1.,e used on
work where the part to be measured is 1 inch or

tion, use, and care of the micrometer. Figure
7-19 shows an outside micrometer caliper with
the various parts clearly indicated. Micrometers
are used to measure distances to the nearest one

thousandth of an inch. The measurement is
usually expressed or written as a decimal; so you

must know the method of writing and reading

less. A 2-inch micrometer has a range from I
inch to 2 inches, and will measure only work

decimals.

I
and 2 inches thick; a 6-inch
micrometer has a range from 5 to 6 inches, and
will measure only work between 5 and 6 inches
thick. It is necessary, therefore, that the
mechanic in selecting a micrometer first find the
approximate size of the work to the nearest inch,
and then select a micrometer that will fit it. For

between

TYPES

There are three types of micrometers that are
most commonly used throughout the Navy: the
outside micrometer caliper (including the screw
thread micrometer), the Inside m'crometer, and
7-19
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SCREW THREAD MICROMETER

DEPTH MICROMETER ANO EXTE HSON RODS

INSIDE MICROMETER AND EXTENSION ROOS

4.20.1B

Figure 7-20.Common types of micrometers.

C

example, to find the exact diameter of a piece of
round stock; use a rule and find the approximate
diameter of the stock. If it is found to be
approximately 3 1/4 inches, a micrometer with a
3- to 4-inch range would be required to measure

THIMBLE SCALE.
SLEEVE SCALE

10

500
050
000
550

the exact diameter. Similarly, with inside and
depth micrometers, rods of suitable lengths must

be fitted into the tool to get the approximate

000

dimension within an inch, after which the exact
measurement is ready by turning the thimble.
The size of a micrometer indicates the size of the
largest work it will measure.

890
4.1 .111:

READING A MICROMETER
CALIPER

20

025
050
100

The sleeve and thimble scales

of the
micrometer caliper have been enlarged in figure
7-21. To understand these scales, you need to
know that the threaded section on the spindle,
which revolves, has 40 threads per inch.
Therefore, every time the thimble completes a

001

k--

15

.

550

29.266D

revolution, the spindle advances or recedes

Figure 7-21.Sleeve and thimble scales of a micrometer

1/40" (0.025").

(enlarged).
1 ;If;
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Notice that the horizontal line on the sleeve is

reading. Count the units on the thimble scale

divided into 40 equal parts per inch. Every

and add them to the reading on the sleeve scale.
The reading in the figure shows a sleeve reading
of 0.250" (the :iimble having stopped
slightly more than halfway between 2 and 3 on
the sleeve) with the 10th line on the thimble scale
coinciding with the horizontal sletve line.
Number 10 on this scale means that the spindle
has moved away from the anvil an additional 10

fourth graduation is numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.,
representing 0.100", 0.200", etc. When you
turn the thimble so that its edge is over the first
sleeve line past the "0" on the thimble scale,
the spindle has opened 0.025'. If you turn the
spindle to the second mark, it has moved 0.025'
plus 0.025' or 0.050 . You use the scale on the
thimble to complete your reading when the edge

x 0.001" or 0.010". Add this amount to the

of the thimble stops between graduated lines.
This scale is divided into 25 equal parts, each
part representing 1/25 of a turn. And 1/25 of

0.250" sleeve reading, and the total distance is
0.260 ".

Read each of the micrometer sett'ngs in

0.025' is 0.001". As you can see, every fifth line
on the thimble scale is marked 5, 10, 15, etc. The

figure 7-23 so that you can be sure of yourself
when you begin to use this tool on the jamb. The
corre.. eadings are given following the figure so
that yo,. can check yourself.

thimble scale, therefore, permits you to take
vcry accurate readings to the thousandths of an
inch, and, since you can estimate between the
divisions on the thimble scale, fairly accurate

Figure 7-24 shows a reading in which the
horizontal line falls between two graduations

readings to the ten thousandth of an inch are
possible.

on the thimble scale and is closer to the 15
graduation than it is to the 14. To read this to

The closeup in figure 7-22 will help you

THREE decimal places, refer to figure

understand how to take a complete micrometer

24 and

4202
Figure 7.22.Read a micrometer celiper.
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an inch. Add the ten-thousandths to the reading
as shown in calculation B of figure 7-24.
READING A VERNIER
MICROMETER CALIPER
2

Many times you will be required to work to
exceptionally precise dimensions. Under these
conditions it is better to use a micrometer that is

4;'

MVP I. ....P.:

accurate to ten-thousandths of an inch. This
degree of accuracy is obtained by the addition of
a vernier scale. This scale, shown in figure 7-25,
furnishes the fine readings between the lines on
the thimble rather than making you estimate.
The 10 spaces on the vernier are equivalent to 9
spaces on the thimble. Therefore, each unit on
the vernier scale is equal to 0.0009" and the dif-

ference between the sizes of the units on each

A.»wers for chocking
1

2
3
4

5

=

0 327
0 229
0 428
0 438
0 137

scale is 0.0001".

7

0 336
0 246

8

O 148

9

0 349

6

When a line on the thimble scale does not
coincide with the horizontal sleeve line, you can

determine the additional space beyond the
4.20

Figure 7-23.Micrometer-reading exercises.

readable thimble mark by finding which vernier
mark coincides with a line on the thimble scale.
Add this number, as that many ten-thousandths
of an inch, to the original reading. In figure 7-26

__

-10
....._ 5

300
025
f .015
I340

300
.025

000C)

B 014

0

0007
3397

012
022

20

29.15OF

Figure 7-24.interpolating a micrometer reading.

200 /
025
2470

calculaion A. To read it to FOUR decimal
places, estimate the number of tenths of the

15

200
025
022

0000
2470

distance between thimble-scale graduations the

horizontal line has fallen. Each tenth of this
distance equals one ten-thousandth (0.0001) of

29.2661.;

Figure 7.25. % ernier scale on a micrometer.
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EXTENSION
ROD

,200
.075

.200
.075

F*2862401
II

B

A

.011

.0002
.2862

44.77

Figure 7-27.Measuring an inside diameter with an inside
caliper.
29.266H

Figure 7.26. Read a vernkr micrometer caliper.

extension rods whose range includes the required

dimension. The extension rod marked "6-7,"
for example, when inserted into the head of the
micrometer, will measure inside diameters from

see how the second line on the vernier scale
coincides with a line on the thimble scale.

6" to 7". The shoulder on the rod must seat

This means that the 0.011 mark on the

properly to ensure a correct reading. B of figure
7-27 shows that, for large measurements, both
hands are used to set the micrometer for checking a diameter, Hold one end in place with one

thimble scale has been advanced an additional
0.0002" bey Nid the horizontal sleeve line. When

you add this to the other readings, the reading

hand as you "feel" for the maximum possible
setting by moving the other end from left to
right, and in and out of the hole with the other
hand. When no left-to-right movement is possible, and a slight drag is noticed on the in-andout swing, take the reading.

will be 0.200 + 0.075 + 0.011 + 0.0002 or
0.2862", as shown.

MEASURING HOLE DIAMETERS
WITH AN INSIDE MICROMETER
CALIPER

MEASURING ROUND STOCK

To measure the diameter of small holes from

0.2" to 1" in diameter, an inside micrometer

When measuring the diameter of a small

caliper of the jaw type as shown in A of figure
7-27 may be used. Note that the figures on both
the thimble and the barrel are reversed, increasing in the opposite direction from those on an
outside micrometer caliper. This is because this
micrometer reads inside measurements. Thus as

piece of round stock, hold the stock to be
measured in one hand. Fold the micrometer in
the other hand so that the thimble rests between
the thumb and the forefinger. (See figure 7-28.)
The third finger is then in a position to hold the
frame against the palm of the hand. The frame is

turn the thimble clockwise on this
micrometer, the measuring surfaces move
you

supported in this manner and makes it easy to
guide the work over the anvil. The thumb and
forefinger are in position to turn the thimble
either directly or through the ratchet and bring

farther apart and the reading increases. (On an

outside micrometer caliper, as you turn the
thimble clockwise, the measuring surfaces move
closer together and the reading decreases.)

the spindle over against the surface being
measured.

Turn the spindle down to contact by "feel,"
or else use the ratchet stop. Your feel should

For holes from 2" up to several feet in
diameter, select the inside micrometer having
7-23
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RATCHET STOP

anvil and the spindle is in contact wish the

LOCK NUT

surface being measured. This causes a proportionally low contact pressure per unit of area.
Therefore the "feel" should be slightly heavier
than when measuring round stock.

STOCK

On large flat work, it is necessary to have the
work stationary and positioned to permit access

for the micrometer. The proper method of

4.20.2A

Figure 7-28.--Measuring round stock with a micrometer
caliper.

produce the same contact pressure and therefore

the same reading as that produced when the
ratchet stop is used. Develop your "feel" by
measuring a certain dimension both with and
without the aid of the ratchet stop. When you
have the correct feel, you will get the same
readings by both methods.
In measuring round stock the feel must be

very light because there is only a line contact
between the spindle and the stock and the anvil
and the stock. Therefore the contact area is
exceptionally small, causing a proportionally
high contact pressure per unit of area. This tends
to give a reading smaller than '!.he true reading

unless the light feel

is

used. Moreover, in

measuring a ball from a ball bearing, the contact
is at only two points, so the contact area is again

holding a micrometer when checking a part too
large to be held in one hand is shown in figure
7-29. The frame is held by one hand to position
it and to locate it square to the measured surface. The other hand operates the thimble either
directly or through the ratchet. A large flat surfaCe shouldkbe measured in several places to

determine the amount of variation. It is good
practice to lock the spindle in place with the
locknut before removing the micrometer from
the part being measured. After removal of the
micrometer the measurement indicated on the
thimble scale can then be read.

To retain a particular setting, in cases where
several pieces are to be gaged, lock the spindle in
place with the locknut. When a piece is "gaged"
with a micrometer whose spindle is locked to a
particular setting, the piece can quickly be identified as oversize, correct size, or undersize.
CARE OF MICROMETERS

Keep micrometers clean and lightly oiled.
Make sure they are placed in a case or box when

very small, which results in a tremendous
pressure per unit of area. This condition requires
only the lightest possible contact pressure to give
a true reading.
Hold the micrometer lightly and for only as
long as is necessary to make the measurement.

Wrapping the hand around it or holding it for
too long a time will cause expansion of the metal
and will introduce errors in measurement. Read
the setting on the thimble scale (if the object is
small) without removing the micrometer caliper
from the object.

MEASURING A FLAT SURFACE
4.20.1C

When measuring a flat surface with a

Figure 7-29.Measuring flat stock with a micrometer

micrometer caliper, the entire area of both the

caliper.
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they art not in use. Anvil faces must be protected 4ora damage and must not be cleaned

is therefore useful for striking areas that are too
small for the face to enter.

with emery cloth or other abrasives.

Ball-peen hammers are made in different
weights, usually 4, 6, 8, and 12 ounces and 1,
1/2, and 2 pounds. For most work, a 1 1 '2-

STRIKING TOOLS

1

pound and a 12-ounce hammer will suffice.

HAMMERS

Mallet

Generally speaking, this group is composed
of various types of hammers, all of which are

A mallet is a soft-faced hammer. Mallets are

constructed with heads made of brass, lead,
tightly rolled strips of rawhide, and plastic or

used to apply a striking force where the force of

the hand alone is insufficient. Each of these
hammers is composed of a head and a handle,
even though these parts differ greatly from

plastic with a lead core for added weight.

Plastic mallets similar to the one shown in
figure 7-30 are the type normally found in the
AS's toolbox. The weight of the plastic head
may range from a few ounces to a few pounds.

hammer to hammer. So that the AS may have a

better idea of their differences and uses, let's
consider the types of hammers used most fre
quently. (See figure 7-30.)

The plastic mallet may be used for straightening
thin shet ducting or when installing clamps.

Ball-Peen Hammer
The ball-peen hammer is sometimes referred

Hammers are dangerous tools when used
..arelessly and without consideration. Practice

to is a machinist's hammer. It is a hard -fared
hammer made of forged tool steel.

will help the AS to learn to use a hammer
properly. Some important things to remember
when using a hammer or mallet are as follows:

The flat end of the head is called the race
This end is used for most hammering jobs. The
other end of the hammer is called the peen. The
peen end is smaller in diameter than the face

Hold the handle near the end with the fingers

underneath and the thumb along the side or on
top of the handle. The thumb should rest on the
handle and never overlap the fingers. Oils on the
face of the hammer will cause it to glance off the
work; therefore, wipe the oil off with a rag then

rub the face with coarse sandpaper or emery
cloth. Never use a hammer which has a loose
head or cracked handle. It is dangerous to
personnel and to property. Most..hammer accidents are caused by a loose head or a slippery
handle. So remember this when using any kind
of striking tool. Tighten the loose hammerhead
by driving a wedge in the end of the handle. This

spreads the handle tightly inside the head. Do
not strike a hardened steel surface with a steel
hammer. Small pieces of steel may break and
injure someone or damage the t irk. Use a soft
hammer in striking hardened steel or highly

PLASTIC HAMMER

polished stock. If a soft hammer is not available,

use a piece of copper, brass, lead, or wood to
protect the hardened steel. However, it is permissible to strike a punch of chisel directly with

2132.s

Figure ' -30 --Hammers

the ball-peen hammer because the steel in the
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heads of punches and chisels is slightly softer
than that of the hammer head.
Planishing Hammer
The planishing hamm-r has two metal heads

with slightly convex faces. The heads may be
round, square, or a combination of both.
Planishing hammers are lighter than most hammers and are primarily used by the AS to smooth

out metal surfaces that have been bent out of
shape.

In planishing, place the metal on a smooth
surface, such as a forming block or stake, and
lightly strike the irregularities with the face of
the hammer until smooth. Care must be taken to
prevent stretching of the metal by striking with
glancing blows, If an oil can (excess metal which
will pop up or down if pressed with the fingers)

seems to be forming during planishing

1..0-

cedures, it may be necessary to shrink the metal.
Shrinking the metal is accomplished by the use
of glancing blows in the opposite direction of the

BUCKING BARS

Bucking bars are tools used to form bucktails
(the head formed during riveting operations) on
rivets. They come in many different shapes and
sizes, as illustrated in figure 7-32. Bucking bars
are normally made from an alloy steel similar to

tool steel. The particular shape to be used
depends upon the location and accessibility of
the rivet to be driven. The size and weight of the

bar also depend on the size of the rivet to be
driven. Under certain circumstances, and for
specific rivet installations, specially designed
bucking bars are manufactured locally. These
bars are normally made of tool steel. The portion of the bar designed to come in contact with
the rivet has a polished finish. This helps to prevent marring of formed bucktails. Bucking bar
faces must be kept smooth and perfectly flat and
the edges and corners rounded at all times.

blows that caused the stretching. Figure 7-31
shows a planishing hammer being used. Notice
the metal is being backed up by a stake,
"cf

ANGLE
BUCKING

SPECIAL
FLANGE

DIAMOND

SPECIAL

POINT

TUBE

STRINGER

TORPEDO

4

NUT Pi A !1

SPECIAL
OFFSET

217.56

L'Igure 7 -Ti

DUCKBILL

217.20

1 sing a planishing hammer

figure 7-32.Bucking
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NOTE: Never hold a bucking bar in a vise
unless the vise jaws are equipped with protective
covers. This will prevent marring of the bucking
bar.

A satisfactory rivet installation depends
largely on the condition of the bucking bar and
the ability of the AS using it. If possible, hold
the bucking bar in such a manner that will allow
the longest portion of..the bar to be in line with
the rivet. The AS should hold the bucking bar

ADJUSTMENT LOCKING SLEEVE

SKIRT

CUTTER

lightly but firmly against the end of the rivet
shank so as not to unseat the rivet head. The

ADJUSTMENT
LOCKING COLLAR

inertia of this tool provides the force that bucks

(upsets) the rivet, forming a flat, head-like

TABILIZER ASSEMBLY

bucktail.
PRESSURE FOOT

HOLE FINDER

A hole finder is a tool used to transfer
existing holes in structural members or sheet
metal to replacement sheet metal or patches. The

217.23

Figure 7-34.Rivet head shaver.

tool has two leaves parallel to each other and
fastened together at one end. The bottom leaf of
the hole finder has a teat installed near the end
of the leaf which is aligned with a bushing on the
top leaf, as illustrated in figure 7-33. The desired

heads that protrude slightly but are still within
specified limits. The rivet head shaver is also
called a Micro Miller. This unit operates on

hole to be transferred is located by fitting the
teat on the bottom leaf of the hole finder into

be made in increments of 0.0005 inch on the

the existing rivet hole. The hole in the new part is

made by drilling through the bushing on the top
leaf. If the hole' finder is properly made, holes
drilled in this manner will be perfectly aligned. A

separate duplicator must be provided for each
diameter of rivet to be used.
RIVET HEAD SHAVER

compressed air. The depth of cut adjustment can
model shown in figure 7-34. On some models the

depth of cut adjustment can be made in increments of 0.0008 inch. The operator can change
cutters and adjust their depth without the use of
special tools. Once the depth is set, the positive
action of the serrated adjustment locking collar
prevents accidental loss of setting.
The AS should position the cutters directly
over the rivet head, holding the tool at an angle

of 90 degrees to the surface being smoothed.
With the tool turning maximum rpm, it is then
pressed in towards the surface, maintaining the
90-degree angle. The pressure feet will then be
compressed until they bottom out. At this time,
assuming the rivet head shaver is adjusted correctly prior to the shaving operating, the rivet

The rivet head shaver shown in figure 7-34 is

used by the AS to smooth countersunk rivet

head will be shaved smooth.

PNEUMATIC RIVETERS
217.21

Rivet guns vary in size and shape and have a

Figure 7.33.Hole finder.

variety of handles and grips, ranging from the
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offset type to the pistol grip type. Nearly all
riveting is done with pneumatic riveters. The

Several types of pneumatic riveters are in
general use. Included are the one-shot gun, slowhitting gun, fast-hitting gun, corner riveter, and
squeeze riveter. (See figure 7-35.) The type of
gun used depends on the particular job at hand,
each type having its advantage for certain types
of work. Small parts can be riveted by one man

pneumatic riveting guns operate on compressed
air supplied from a compressor or storage tank.
Normally, rivet guns are equipped with an air
regulator on the handle to control the amount of
air enteitng the gun. Regulated air entering the
gun (figure 7-35) passes through the handle and
throttle valve, which is controlled by the trigger,
and into the cylinder in which the piston moves.
Air pressure forces the piston down against the
rivet set and exhausts itself through side ports.
The rivet set recoils, forcing the piston back, and
the cycle is-repeated. Each time the piston strikes
the rivet set, the force is transmitted to thevivet.
Rivet sets come in various sizes and shapes to fit
the various shaped rivet heads.

if the part is accessible for both bucking and
driving, provided the work is properly secured.
The greatest part of riveted work, however, requires two men.
One-Shot Gun

The one-shot gun is designed to drive the
rivet with just one blow. It is larger and heavier
than other types and is generally used for heavy

SLIDING VALVE

0111111
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Ftgurt 7.33. Itivet sun int( -nal airflow.
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riveting. Each time the trigger is depressed the
gun strikes one blow. It is rather difficult to control on light-gage metals. Under suitable conditions it is the fastest method of riveting.
Slow-Hitting Gun

ONE SHOT

PISTOL GRIP

The slow-hitting gun has a speed of 2,500
bpm (blows per minute). As long as the trigger is

held down, the rivet set continues to strike the

rivet. This gun

is

widely used for driving

SLOW HITTING

medium-size rivets. It is easier to control than
the one-shot gun.

OFFSET

HANDLE

Fast-Hitting Gun

The fast-hitting gun heads tilt rivet with a

number or relatively lightweight blows. It
strikes between 2,500 and 5,000 bpm and is

generally used with softer rivets. Like the slowhitting gun, it continues to strike the rivet head
as long as the trigger is depressed. This gun is
sometimes referred to as a vibrator.

COMPRESSION (SQUEEZE) RIVETER

Corner Riveter
The corner riveter is so named because it can

be used in corners and in close quarters where
space is restricted. The main difference between
this riveter and the other types described lies in
the fact that in this type the set is very short and
can be used in confined spaces as can be seen in

CORNER

figure 7-36.

Squeeze Riveter
FAST HITTING

The squeeze riveter differs from the other
riveters in that it forms the rivet head by means

of squeezing or compressing instead of by
distinct blows. Once it is adjusted for a par-

STRAIGHT

ticular type of work, it will form rivet heads of
greater unifprmity than the riveting guns. It is
made both as a portable unit and as a stationary
riveting machine. As a portable unit, it is larger
than the riveting guns and can be used wily for
certain types of work that can be accommodated
between the jaws. The stationary, or fixed jaw,
contains the set and is placed against the rivet
head in driving. The rivet squeezer illustrated in
figure 7-36 is the portable pneumatic unit.

217.25

Figure 7-36,Various types of rivet guns.

Rivet Gun Selection

The size and the type of gun us pd for a particular job depend upon the size of rivets being
driven and the accessibility of the rivet. For
7-29
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Types of Pullers

Table 7-2.Anoroximate air pressure for rivet guns
r

Air pressure psi

3/32

UNIVERSAL GEAR PULLERS (figure
7-37).These are usually of yoke and screw

35

1; 8
5/ 32
3/ 16

construction with two jaws. The jaws have from

40
60

0 to 14 inches diameter capacity, and have a

Rivet size

reach from 3 to 16 inches.

90

UNIVERSAL BEARING AND BUSHING

PULLER (figure 7-37).This has a pulling
driving medium-size, heat-treated rivets which
are in accessible places, the slow-hitting gun is
preferred. For small, soft alloy rivets, the fasthitting gun is preferable. There will be places
where a conventional type gun cannot be used.
For this type work, a corner gun is employed.

The larger the rivet, the greater the air
pressure that is required. Air pressure reaches
the gun through a long, flexible hose. Approximate air pressures for four of the most common
rivet sizes are given in table 7-2. Conditions may
vary slightly with different metals.
PULLERS

capacity of 1 1,4 inches. The larger jaws are
designed to remove bronze or oilite bushings
without crumbling them. The small jaws will
clutch pilot bearings. The puller consists of a
U-shaped body, a jaw holder, two large jaws,
two small jaws, two jaw pins, and a pressure
screw with slide bar.

BATTERY TERMINAL AND SMALL
GEAR PULLER (figure 7-37).This is of the
screw-type and is capable of use in close
quarters. Besides pulling battery terminals, it is
used to pull small gears, bearings, etc.

STEERING GEAR ARM PULLER (figure
7-37).---This can also be used for a wide variety
of jobs. The clamp locks the puller on the arm,

leaving both hands free for the actual pulling
operation.

Pullers are designed to facilitate pulling
operations such as removing bearings, gears,
wheels, pulleys, sheaves, bushings, cylinder

sleeves, shafts, and other closefitting parts.

PUSH AND PULL PULLER SET (figure
7-38).---It is used in conjunction with a number
of attachments and adapters. The push and pull

81.27
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Figure 7-37.Bearing, bushing, and gear pullers.
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Figure 7-38.Push and pull puller set.

puller consists of a 13 1/2-inch steel slotted bar

to receive two legs. A pressure screw in the
center of the bar is 13 inches long, having a
diameter of 1 inch and threaded. This puller is
universal and versatile with the use of bearing
pulling attachment, bearing cup pulling attachment, sheave puller attachment, threaded
adapters1 step plate adapters, additional legs,
and many other special adapters. This puller is

UNIVERSAL WHEEL PULLER SET

(figure 7-39).This set consists of a body and
drive assembly that receives either three long
jaws, three short jaws, or a special grooved hub
set for Ford passenger cars. The interchangeable
jaws pivot and swing to any desired bolt circle.
Tapered, and right- and left-hand threaded stud
nuts complete the set, all of which are carried in
a metal case. It is capable of pulling any
demountable wheel hub for any passenger car
and most lightweight trucks. A chain-type wheel
puller also is available that has a 1-ton pulling
capacity (not illustrated).

capable of removing or replacing bearings,
gears, pinions, pulleys, wheels, and bushings,
and has many other uses.
UNIVERSAL -TYPE STEERING WHEEL
PULLER (figure 7-39).--This complete set con-

UNIVERSAL CYLINDER SLEEVE
PULLER (figure 7-40).This puller will pull

sists of all the units necessary for removal of
steering wheels from all cars and trucks from
early models up to the present.

the cylinder sleeves on more than 200 makes and
models of trucks and tractors. It is adjustable to

provide clearance regardless of the position of
7-31
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STEERING WHEEL PULLER
WHEEL PL,LLER
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Figure 7-39.Steering wheel and wheel pullers.

three medium jaws for outside pulls and two

the cylinder studs and to simplify centering the
tool over the bore. This puller is used in conjunction with four adapter plates supplied with
the puller. The combination is capable of pulling

small jaws for inside pulling. The small jaws can

be inserted through a 1/2-inch opening. The
capacity of the medium jaws is 2 1/4 inches. The
slide hammer puller also is equipped with a lock-

cylinder sleeves 4 1/4, 4 1/2, 4 3/4 and 5 3/4

ing feature which holds the jaws open or locks
them on the work.

inches in diameter.

SLIDE HAMMER PULLER SET (figure

7-41).This

set

is

a

COTTER PIN PULLER (figure 7-41).

universal-type puller

equipped with a two-and three-way yoke, and

This :s used to install or to remove cotter pins. It
7-32
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Figure 7-40.Cylinder sleeve puller.

MEDIUM JAW

Use of Pullers

YDKE

Because pullers are used in nearly the same
way regardless of whether they are to be used on
engines, transmission, or chassis, some representative pulling situations will be explained in
this chapter.

SMALL JAWS

When using any puller, place it firmly in

SLIDE HAMMER PULLER SET
I2

position and secure it if locking devices are part

31

INcHE$

of the puller. Make certain the puller will not
slip off suddenly while under strain. Check all

COTTER PiN PULLER

gripping edges and threads of a puller for
damage before using it. Use the proper size

81.31

wrench for turning the pressure screw or nut to
avoid rounding the corners of the nut or of the

Figure 7-41. Slide hammer puller set and cotter pin
puller.

screwhead. Use the proper size puller for the
job.
is an S-shaped tool, about 7 inches long. One
end is inserted through the cotter pins for extracting, and the other end is used for spreading
the cotter pin. The shank is beveled square for
easy handling and firm grip.

The universal push and puller set is probably
the best all-around puller combination available.

Several combinations of its components are
discussed and illustrated.
7-33
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Figure 7-42.Removing bearing cup.

Figure 7-44.Pulling a camshaft gear.

Figuie 7-42 shows a combination of the push

and pull puller and the bearing cup pulling
attachment used to remove a bearing cup from a
cage. The same combination is used to install it
back in the cage, as shown in figure 7-43.

To pull a camshaft gear, use the push and
pull puller with 91/2 -inch legs with two adapters
as shown in figure 7-44. Here the camshaft gear
is being removed without removing the camshaft
from the engine. A protective plate should be
used under the forcing screw to protect the end

Figure 7-45 illustrates the use of the bearing
pulling attachment and a pair of forcing bolts
used to remove a bevel pinion shaft from a
transmission case. The forcing bolts bear against
the case and force the pinion shaft out. Tighten

forcing bolts alternately to obtain a uniform
even pull to prevent cocking.

In figure 7-46 a roller bearing assembly is
being removed from a transmission shaft with a

of the camshaft.

s

FORCING BOLT

PUSH AND PULL PULLER
BEARING CUP
PULLING
ATTACHMENT

BEARING
CUP

BEARING
PULLING

AT TACHMENT

BEVEL GEAR
PINION SHAFT
FORCING
BOLT

BEARING CAGE

EmiwifC.L.*-"Psta:Ot
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1

Figure 7-43.InstalUng bearing cup.

Figure 7- 45. Pulling a bevel gear pinion shaft.
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BEARING PULLING
ATTACHMENT

RUBBER SLEEVE

PUSH AND

%AK

PULL PULLER.

AWIDE FORK AND FRAME USED
ON OLDER TYPE HUBS
81.36

Figure 7-46.Pulling a bearing.

combination of the bearing pulling attachment
and the push and pull puller.

The steering wheel puller set (figure 7-39)
handles the job of pulling the steering wheels on

,..01111116.

all cars and trucks. The yoke puller and its

BYOKE AND SCREW ASSEMS

related parts are used to pull the newer models,

USED 1N LATE MODEL HLP-

since they have tapped wheel hubs. The fork
puller and its related parts
used on older

81.37

Figure 7-47.Using 2.10tring wheel puller set.

models. The pressure screw in the frame puller is

threaded its entire length and works through a
key. The narrow fork has a brass insert and the
wide fork has rubber sleeves to protect the steer-

Care of Pullers

ing column. Adapters protect the shaft from
damage. Figure 7-47 illustrates the use of the
wide fork and frame puller on older type hubs

Keep pullers clean at all times. Grease or oil
on the gripping edges will make the tool slip.

and the yoke puller removing a late model steering wheel.

Clean all pullers after use and store them so that
the threads and gripping edges will not become

The cylinder sleeve puller (figure 7-40) is

damaged. Make certain all attachments and
adapters are stored with the basic puller and do
not become separated.

adjustable to provide clearance regardless of the
number or position of the cylinder head studs,

SPECIFICATIONE

and to accurately center the tool over the bore
(figure 7-48). Four adapter plates are supplied

In your work around the shop, you will often

with the puller set which cover sleeves from 4 1/4
to 5 3/4 inches in diameter. The adapter is posi-

hear the term "specifications" or "specs."
Specifications refer to the measurements of the
parts of a vehicle. For instance, an automobile
manufacturer's shop manual may specify that
the piston-ring gap should be .002 inch, or that
intake valve stem to bore clearance should be
.001 to .003 inrh.

tioned so that the cylinder sleeve rests on the
edges of the adapter. The puller swivel assembly

is inserted from the top and screwed into the
adapter. By tightening the forcing screw, a
steady force is applied which will pull the sleeve
out of the cylinder.
7-35
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APPENDIX I

ACRONYMS
The acronyms listed here are some of those that you as an AS will most

often use. For a more complete .list consult Appendix A OPNAVINST 4790.2B Vol. I and III.

.,

AARAircraft Accident Report

AESRAeronautical Equipment Service
Record

ABOAviators Breathing Oxygen

AFAir Force

A/CAircraft

AFMAviation Fleet Maintenance

ACCAircraft Controlling Custodian

AFREP Aviation Supply Office Field

ACCBAircraft Change Control Board

)

AIG ddress Indicator Group

ACFTAircraft

AIM r-Aircraft Intermediate Maintenance

ACOAdministrative Contracting Officer

Department

ACRAllowance Change Request

AIMIAircraft Intermediate Maintenance
Improvement Program

ADCAero Space Defense Command

ADMRL Application

ALCAir Logistics Center
Data For Material

Readiness List

ALFAuxiliary Landing Field

ADPAutomatic Data Processing

AMMRLAircraft Maintenance and Material
Readiness List

ADPEAutomatic Data Processing Equipment

AMOAircrait Maintenance,Officer

ADPSAutomatic Data Processing System

AMOAviation Material Office (Norfolk,

ADRAircraft Discrepancy Report

San Diego)

ADSAuto5tatic Data System

AMSEAircraft Maintenance Support Equipment

AECLAircraft Equipment Configuration List

AMSUAeronautical Material Screening

AFLAllowance Equipage List

Unit

AI-I
2 -";"
V -14
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AVCAL As lation Consolidated AllotsanLe

AMSUAircraft Maintenance Support Unit

List

AMUAviation Monitoring Unit
AVCASAviation Configuration Accounting
ANArmy-Navy Standard

System

A/NAlpha-numeric

AWMAwaiting Maintenance

APAAppropriations Purchase Account

AWPAwaiting Parts

FOLAllowance Parts List

AWPUAwaiting Parts Unit

APMLAssistant

Program

Manager

for

BCMBeyond Capabilit), of Maintt.nanLe

Logistics

BMEPBrake Mean Effective Pressure

APNAircraft Procurement, Navy

B/NBombing/Navigation
APPAdvance Procurement Plan

BOBack Order

e

ARAircraft Requirement
BUNOBureau Number
ARKAssigned Responsible Agency

BUPERSBureau of Personnel

ARPAnalytical Rework Program
BU/SER No.Bureau/Serial Number
ARRAllowance Requirements Register

CCancelled
ASAAmerican Standards Association

CADCartridge Actuated De ice
ASAPAs Soon As Possible

CAGCarrier Air Group

ASDActi% it Support Date

CAN TRACCatalog of Nay I laming Cow se

ASOA%iation,Supply Office

CASREP(.'asualt Summar Repo! Is

ASPRArmed Senices Procurement Regula-

CA I Catapult Shots

tions

C(.S('heck C'rew SupetAisor

ASSYAssembl

('('S-- Component Control Section

ASUAdnumstratie Screening Unit

C('UComponent ( ontiol t MI

ASWAnti-Submarine Warfare

CD( ollateral Dtit%

A 'TAction Taken

(.1)1('ollateial Dui% Inspeoor

Al EAutomatic I est I quipment

CDQARCollmeial Duo.

AU TOVON Automatic Voice Nemork

(DIU

AVC----Avtonics Change

j

tit dn.(

Representato.e

A1-2
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C/EComponents and Equipment

COMFAIRCommander, Fleet Air

CECChange Entry Certification

COMFAIRMEDCommander Fleet Air
Mediterranean

CERComplete Engine Repair

CERRCComplete Engine Repair Require-

COMFAIRWESTPACCommander Fleet Air
Western Pacific

ment Card

CETSContractor Engineering and Technical

COMNALCCommander, Naval Aviation
Logistics Center

Services

COMNAVAIRCommander, Naval Air

CFACognizant Field Activity

Systems Command

CGSECotrnmon Ground Support Equipment

COMNAVAIRACFTCUSTCommander
Naval Air Aircraft Custodian

CGSEtrConsolidated Ground Support Equip-

COMNAVAIRLANT/PACCommander,

ment List

Naval Air Force, U.S. Atlantic/Pacific Fleet

CHERPTCherry Point

COMNAVAIRSYSCOMCommander Naval
CHNAVMATChief of Naval Material

Air Systems Command

CHNAVPERSChief of Naval Personnel

CONUSContinental United States

CIConfiguration Item

COSALCoordinated Shipboard Allowance
List

CINCCommander-in-Chief
COSBALCoordinated Shorebased Allowance

CINCLANT/PACCommander in Chief,

List

Atlantic/Pacific

CTSContractor Technical Service

CINCLANT/PAcFLTCommander in Chief,
Atlantic Pacific Fleet

CVAircraft Carrier

CLAMPClosed Loop Aeronautical Manage-

CV(N)Aircraft Carrier (Nuclear)

ment Program

CVWCarrier Air Wing

CNATR4Chief of Naval Air Training

DAASDefense Automatic Address System

CNAVRESChief of Naval Reserve

DCFDocument Control Form

CNETChief of Naval Education and Training

DCNODeputy Chief of Naval Operations

CNMChief of Naval Material

DLHDirect Labor Hours

CNOChief of Naval Operations

DLMDepot Level Maintenance

COCommanding Officer

DLRLtpot Level Repairable

CODCarrier Onboard Delivery

DODDepartment of Defense
Al-3
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DOPDesignated Overhaul Point

FLRField Level Repairable

DSFData Services Facility

FMC Full Mission Capable

DIGDate Time Group

FMCMFull Mission CapableMaintenance

E&EExamination and Evaluation

FMCSFull Mission CapableSupply

EDDEstimated Delivery Date

1-A1SOFleet Material Support Office

EIEnd Item

FODForeign Object Damage

EIEngineering Investigation

['OMFacilitate Other Maintenance

EMTElapsed Maintenance Time

FOUOFor Official Use Only

EOMEnd of Month

FSFleet Support

EOQEnd of Quarter

['SCFederal Supply Class/Code

EOSEquipment Out of Service hours

FSCM

Federal Supply Code for Manufac-

turers

EQUIP UTLEquipment Utilization

FSRField Service Representative

ERLEquipment Reference List

FYFiscal Year
ETREngine Transaction Report

GAOGeneral Accounting Office

ETSEngineering and Technical Service

GFAGovernment Furnished Accessories

ETSREQEngineering and Technical Services

GFAEGovernment Furnished Aircraft Equip-

Request

ment

EXTRACONUSOutside Continental United

GFEGovernment Furnished Equipment

States

GMTGreermich Mean Time

EXREPExpeditious Repair

GPLGeneral Purpose Equipment

FAAFederal Aviation Administration

GPETEGeneral Purpose Electronics Test

FASOTRAGRUFleet Aviation Specialized

Equipment

Operational Training Group

GSAGeneral Services Administration

FASUFleet Aviation Support Unit

GSEGround Support Equipment

FCAField Calibration Activity

CGas Turbine Compressor

FCLPField Carrier Landing Practice

HMI Handbook of Maintenance Instructions

FLEAVNMAIOFleet Aviation Material OfHOIHandbook of Overhaul Instructions

fice
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IAWIn Accordance With
IC

LPHAmphibious Assault Ship
LSRLogistic Support Requirement

Inventory Control Point

ICRLIndividual Component Repair List

NIAAG:Military Assistatke Advisory Group

IEIndustrial Engineering

MACMilitary Airlift Command

ILSPIntegrated Logistic Support Pro-

MADMarine Aviation Detachment

gram/Plan

MAGMarine Air Group

IMItem Manager
MARCORPSMarine Corps
IMAIntermediate Maintenance Activity

MAWMarine Air Wing
IMPImproved Maintenance Program

MCMission Capable
IMRLIndividual Material Readiness List

M/CMaintenance Control

INCIncorporated
M/CMaterial Control

INTIntermediate

MCCMaterial Control Center

IOLInitial Outfitting List
MCCMaterial Control Code

1P It9 Processed

MCRCMaster Component Rework Capability

IPBIllustrated Parts Breakdown
MCRLMaster Component Repair List

IPBMIllustrated Parts Breakdown Manual

MDRMaintenance Data Report/Reporting

IPCIllustrated Parts Catalog

MDRMaster Data Records/Report

ITDInterim Technical Directive

MDSMaintenance Data System

JCNJob Control Number

MDSMission Design Series

JCSJoint Chiefs of Staff
JSLJoint Stock List

MDUMaterial Delivery Unit

KCNKit Control Number

MEALMobile Equipment Allowance List

KINKit Identification Number

MEASUREMetrology Automated System for
Uniform Recall and Reporting

KNKit Number

MEPPMobile Electric Power Plant

LCLabor Code

METCALMeteorology and Calibration Pro-

LHAHelicopter Assault Landing Ship

gram

LOXLiquid Oxygen

MFGManufacturer
AI-5
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MHAManhour Accounting

NANot Applicable

MHACManhour Accounting Card

NADCNaval Air Development Center

MIMaintenance Instruction

NAECNaval Air Engineering Center

MIARSMaintenance Information Automated

NAESUNaval Aviation Engineering Service

Retrieval System

Unit

MILSPECMilitary Specification

NAFNaval Air Facility

MILSTDMilitary Standard

NALCNaval Aviation Logistics Center

MILSTRIPMilitary Standard Requisitioning

NALCOMISNaval Aviation Logistics Com-

and Issue Procedure

mand Management Information System

MIMMaintenance Instruction Manual

NAMPNaval Aviation Maintenance Program

MIN:ETAUTHMinimize: Electronic

NAMSONavy Maintenance Support Office

Transmission Authorized

NAMTNaval Air Maintenance Trainer

MLMaintenance Level

NAMTDNaval Air Maintenance Training

MIModel Manager

Detachment

MMM (3-M)Maintenance and Material

NAMTRANaval Air Maintenance Trainer

Management System

MOLMaintenance Officer

NAMTRADETNaval Air Maintenance Training Detachment

MODModel/Modification/Modify

NAMTRAGRUNaval Air Maintenance
Training Group

MOSMilitary Occupational Speciality

NAPINaval Aeronautical Publications Index

MOTMaximum Operating Time

NA} FNaval Air Rework Facility

MPRMonthly Production Report

NARTUNaval Air Reserve Training Unit

MPRLMaster Parts Reference List

NASNaval Air Station

MRCMaintenance Requirement Card

NATCNaval Air Test Center

MRFModule Repair Facility (Ground Sup-

NATOPSNaval Air Training and Operating

port Equipment)

Procedures Standardization

MRILMaster Repairable Item List

NATSFNaval Air Technical Services Facility

MRLMaster Repiir List

NAVAIRNaval Air Systems Command

MSMilitary Standard/Service/Specifica-

NAVAIRDEVCENNaval Air Development

tion

Center
AI-6
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NAVAIRENGCENNaval Air Engineering

NISNot issued (Directives)

Center

NMCNot Mission Capable
NAVAIRSYSCOMNaval Air Systems Command

NMCMNot Mission CapableMaintenance
41

NAVAIRTECHSERVFACNaval

Air

NMCSNot Mission CapablySupply

Technical Sersices Facility

NMDLNavy Management Data List

NAVAVNLOGCENNaval Aviation Logistics
Center

NMPNavy Manning Plan,

NAVCOMPTComptroller of the Navy

NOAPNaval Oil Analysis Program

NAVELEXNasal Electronics Systems Com-

Non-RFINot Ready For Issue

mand

NAVFACNasal Facilities Engineering Command

NOTALNot to All
NPFCNavy Publications and Forms Center

rI'AVFACE:NGCONINaval

Facilitie's

NSC,Naval Supply Center

Eitgineerivg Command

NSINot Stocked Item

AVMATNasal Material Command
NAVMASSONasy Maintenance And Supply
Systems Office

NWESA:Naval Weapons Engineering Support
Activity

NAVSAFECENNaval Safety Center

NAV UI

NSNNational Stock Number

NWPL--Naval Warfare Publication Library

Nasal Supply Systems Command

OBSObsolete (Equipment)

NAVSU FACNasal Support Facility

NCNot Carried
NCONon Commissioned Officer

OESPbperational Logistics Support Plan

NDINon-Destructise Inspection

OMA-9rganizational Maintenance Activity

NEC Nary Enlisted Classification

OMDHOperations Maintenance Division

NLTSNavy Engineering and Technical! Ser-

oobOfficer of the Day/Deck

s ices

OPNAVOffice of the Chief of Naval Opera-

NIIANext Higher Assembly

tions

NIINNational Item Identitisation Number

OPTAROperational Target (Funding)

NINCNot Incoipotated

ORGOrganizational

NISNot in Stock

ORIGOrigin/Original
AI-7
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PARPersonnel Advancement Requirements

QAQuality Assurande

PCPrOduction Control

QARQuality Assurance Representative

PDOProperty Disposal Officer

QCQuality Control

PDRPreliminary Design Review

QDRQuality Deficiency. Report

P&EPlanner and Estimator

QECQuick Engine Change

PEBPre-Expended Bin

QECAQuick Engine Change Assembly

PGSEPeculiar Ground Support Equipment

QECKQuick Engine Change Kit

PHSTPackaging, Handling; Storage and
Transportation

RACRapid Action Change

RAMECRapid Action Minor Engineering

PMPreventive Maintenance

Change

PMCPartial Mission Capable

PMCMDrtial Mission CapableMainte-

REURequisition Expeditor Uni t'

nance

RFIReady For Issue

PMCSPartial Mission CapableSupply

RFUReady For Use

PMEPrecision Measuring Equipment

RICRepairable Item Code

PMICPeriodic Maintenance Information

SAFSupport Action Form

Cards

SARSearch and Rescue

PMKPhase Maintenance Kit

Pry Ip4Periodic Maintenance Requirements
Manual

SARDIPStricken Aircraft Reclamation and
Disposal Program

SCAStock Control Activity

PMSPlanned Maintenance System

SCCSequence Control Chart/Card

P/NPart Number

SCIRSubsystem Capability and Impack

PODProof Of Delivery

Reporting

PQS Personnel Qualification Standards

SCSStock Control Section

PREXPre-Expended

SCUStock Control Unit

PRIPriority

SDLMStandard Depot Level Maintenance

PRTPower Recovery Turbine

SEBSupport Equiptient Bulletins

PUBPublication

SECSupport Equipment Change

PWPublic Works

SECDEFSecretary of Defense
AI-8
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SECNAVSecretary of the Navy

SYS-1\-System

SELSupport Equipment List

-TADTemporary Additional Duty

SERSSupport Equipment Requirement Sheets

TCPLTool Control Plan

SERVMART/JETMARTService/Jet Market

TDTechnical Directive

SFStandard Form

TDCTechnical Directive Compliance

SLEPService Life Extension Program

TDYTemporary Duty (USMC)

SM&RSource, Maintenance, and Recover-

TECType Equipment Code

ability (Code)

TITechnical Instructions

S/NSerial Number

/

TMTechnical Manual

SNI5LStandard Navy Distribution List

TMType Maintenance

SPCShop Process Card

T/M/SType/Model/Series

SRCScheduled Removal Component

TPDRTechnical Publications Deficiency

SRSSupply Response Section

Report

S&R-Shipping and Receiving Section

TPHTechnical Publications Holder

SSCSupply Support Center

TPLTechnical Publications Library

SSSSupply Screening Section

TRTransaction Report

SSUSupply Screening Unit

TRUTechnical Reseaich Unit'

STDStandard (Equipment)

TSNTime Since New

)

es.

TSOTime Since Overhaul.

-STESpecial Test Equipment

a

SUPSupply

TYCOMType Commander

SUPOSupply Officer

VASTVersatile Avionics Shop Test

AI-9
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APPENDIX II

DEFINITION OF TERMS
The definitions listed here are some of those that you as an AS will most

often use. For a more complete list consult Appendix D, OPNAVINST 4790.2B Vol. I, II, and III.

ACCEPTANCEAssumption of respo'
for, or legal title to, an aircraft from another
party. Receipt of new aircraft from a manufacturer (or of any aircraft from a non-Navy custodian) by a representative authorized to do so by
the Navy. Provisional acceptance is the. acceptance of an aircraft with the provision that certain obligations with respect to the aircraft have

not yet been fulfilled by the contractor. (OPNAVINST 5442.2 series.)

ACTIVE METALA metal that is prone to
corrosion under certain conditions. In a
Galvanic cell, an active metal readily releases its
electrons to the more noble metal.

ACTIVITY, AVIATIONSee Aviation Activity.

ACTIVITY, MAINTENANCESee Maintenance Activity.

ACCESSORYSee Equipment, Division of.

ADJUST/ALIGN/TRIMTo bring within

ACCIDENT, GROUNDA mishap involving
Navy aircraft where no intent for flight exists
and results in damage to a Navy aircraft. Includes damage to aircraft not in operation

specified limits the variable elements of an item.

caused by windstorms, floods, hangar fires, etc.
(See the current edition of OPNAVINST 3750.6
series for more detailed definition.)

determined by the administrative organization.

ACCUMULATED HOURSHours expended
against a job by individuals or shops within the
same work center.

ACTION DATEThe Julian date on which
maintenance form is completed by a work center
for submission.

,ACTION. ORGANIZATIONThe activity that
actually performs the maintenance action and is
identified by a three-character code.
ACTION TAKEN CODESee Data Collection
Codes, 3-M.

ADMINISTRATIVE CHAIN OF COMMANDThe normal chain of command as
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMANDS(Type
Commands)The commands that provide tactical commands with the means to conduct tac-

tical operations. Administration of training,
supply, and repair of fleet units are some of their
responsibilities.

ADVANCE PROCUREMENT PLAN
(APP)The long-range advance procurement
plan, forwarded to the Chief of Naval Material
for review and approlval, that sets forth procurement objectives such as completion, component'
breakout, acquisition of technical data for procurement, type of :contract contemplated, contract award date, etc.

All-I
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AERONAUTICAL ALLOWANCE LISTS
Includes publication identified as NAVAIR
Allowance Lists (except advanced base lists).

consolidated listing of shipboard spares, repair
parts equipage and consumable allowances and

NAVAIR Initial Outfitting Lists, and NAVAIR
Tables of Basic Allowances. Aeronautical

management and development of second and
third echelon support requirements. The
COSAL is prepared by the Ship Parts Control

Allowance Lists are lists of equipment and
material determined from known or estimated
requirements as necessary to place and maintain

aeronautical activities in a material readiness
In the case of aerological and
photographic material, this requirement is excondition.

tended to all applicable naval activities.

are

used to specify

authorized re-

quirements of Operational Support Inventory
(OSI) for a squadron, Aircraft Intermediate
Maintenance Department (AIMD) or ship. The
allowance specified is based on the activity's
need for the item to perform its mission, the
level of maintenance effecting repair, and the
frequency use.

b.* ALLOWANCE

(APL)The APL is

PARTS

LIST

technical document
prepared for individual equipment/components
and their repair.
a

c. AVIATION
CONSOLIDATED
ALLOWANCE LIST (AVCAL)A consolidated list of aeronautical material tailored to
each individual ship and Marine Aircraft Group
(MAG) to support assigned or embarked aircraft

and carrier/MAG flight operations. The AVCAL is normally prepared by ASO under direction of the Air Type Commander.

d. COORDINATED

e. INITIAL OUTFITTING LISTS
(10LS)Documents which are used to determine authorized requirements of spare
assemblies and repair parts required at the intermediate and organizational levels of
maintenance. These would be storeroom items
under control of the Supply Department.
AERONAUTICAL EQUIPMENT SERVICE
RECORD (AESR)An insert to the basic Air-

craft Logbook used as a service record for
various aircraft equipment such as power plants
and propellers.

AIR COMMANDSee Controlling Custodian.

AIRCRAFT CONTROLLING CUSTODIANA term applied to Air Commands and
NAVAIR for exercising administrative control
of assignment employment and logistic support
of certain aircraft and aircraft engines as
specified by CNO. The following aircraft con-

trolling custodians have been designated: by
CNO:

SHIPBOARD

ALLOWANCE LIST (COSAL)A COSAL is
a shipboard/shore based allowance list tailored
to suit an individual ship or MAG material support requirements and serves as both a technical

and supply document. It is technical, in that

equipment, nomenclature, operating
characteristics, applicable technical manuals,
plans, repair parts and special tool requirements
for the operation and repair of shipboard equipment are described/documented therein; supply,

in that the COSAL reflects, by equipment, the
National Stock Number for each required item
supported in the Naval Supply System. It is a
AII-2
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Center for ships hull, mechanical, electrical and
ordnance installed equipment; for NAVELEX
to provide allowance material for ships' installed
and portable electronic equipment, and; for the
ASO for the Naval Intelligence Processing
System.

a. ALLOWANCE LISTSDocuments
which

provides the basis for shipboard inventory

COMNAVAIRLANT
COMNAVAIRPAC
CNATRA
CNAVRES

NAVAIR (Aircraft Control Branch Air
6104)

AIRCRAFT CUSTODYSee Custody.

AIRCRAFT INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENTThat department of
an aviation ship (CV/LPH/LHA) or station
responsible for

the check,

test repair

or

.
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Treasury, or incur indebtedness, for specified

manufacture of aeronautical components and

purposes. The appropriation Operation and

support equipment associated with those aircraft
supported.

Maintenance, Navy (O&MN), is established for
each fiscal year. zoncerned to fund the operation
and maintenance requirements of the operating

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE AND

forces. The appropriation is only available for

MATERIAL READINESS LIST (AMMRL)
PROGRAMA broad program that provides
for the development of data and documentation

citation on requisitions for the fiscal year
established and for the recording of related expenditures for the following two years
thereafter.

needed to determine and establish requirements
and inventory control of aircraft ground support
equipment. Within this program, the following
terms are significant:

ARTICLE (Equipment or End Item)Consists
of components, assemblies, subassemblies, and

parts connected or associated together to perform an operational function.

a. Application Data for Material Readiness

List (ADMRL)Data specifying the requirement for each item of aircraft ground support
equipment against intermediate and/or

ASSEMBLYSee Equipment) Division of.

organizational levels of maintenance and
selected ranges of each aircraft/engine/system

ASSIGNMENTStatement of fact of positive
intention that specifically designated aircraft are

for which each item is needed. This data is
!`stored" in computers and used to develop Individual Material Readiness Lists.

or will be in the custody of specifically designated organizational units.

b. Individual Material Readiness List
(IMRL)A consolidated list specifying items

ATTACHMENTSee Equipment, Division of.

AUDITAs applied to the Quality Assurance
Program, a periodic evaluation of de ailed

and quantities of ground support equipment re-

quired for material readiness of the aircraft

plans, policies, procedures products, dir tives,
and records. See also Management Aud't.

ground activity to which the listvpplies. These
lists are constructed

by extring those

applicable portions of the application data

AUGMENTED SUPPORTAn interim ar-

(ADMRL) that pertain to the maintenance and
material logistics responsibilities of the activity
to which the list applies. Each IMRL contains a

rangement during initial development or pro-

duction or from stocks maintained by the
contractor items for the support of the equipment, or on as-required basis, pending
assumption of support responsibility by the

set of instructions explaining its use and arrangement.. (See NAVAIRINST 4420.1 Series for
amplifying information.)

government.

AIR FORCE NAVY NUMBERS (AN)Numbers used to designate aeronautical parts
manufactured in accordance with Air ForceNavy aeronautical specification. (See
NAVWEPS 00-25-543.)

APPLICATION DATA, MATERIAL
READINESS LIST (ADMRL)See Aircraft

AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTIONThe action
that provides initial distribution of publications
to newly activated aircraft squadrons or ships
and that provides definite follow-on distribution
of supplements, etc.) to recipients of publications on initial distribution or to authorized requestors.

Maintenance and Material Readiness List (AMMRL) Program.

APPROPRIATIONAn authorization
established by an Act of the Congress of the
United States to spend funds of the U.S.

AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT (ATE)
Equipment that carries out a predetermined program of testing for poisible malfunction without
reliance upon human intervention. Also called
automatic-checkout equipment.

All -3
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AUTOMATIC TESTINGDetermination of

customer will be available by a specified date to

fault localization; possible failure prediction, or

fill:

validation of satisfactory operation (of equipment) by a device that is programined to perform. a series of self-sequencing test
measurements. Once actuated, the device will
continue its operations without the necessity of
human direction.

0

a. Requisitions that cannot-be filled from
system stocks within the Uniform Military
Material Issue Priority System's time frame.

b. Firm or anticipated customer requests for
delivery of material at a future 'date.

AVAILABLE MAN-HOURSAvailable manhours are net assigned man-hours plus labor
code gain and overtime, less labor code loss.

BENCH CHECKA physical inspection or

AVIATION ACTIVITYA formally structured staff, command, squadron, unit, or

serviceable'or repairable. It also includes a determination of the extent of maintenance or repair

detachment headed by a commander, commanding officer, or officer-in-charge responsible for
the management, maintenance/material, logistic

serviceable status.

functional test of an item removed for an alleged

malfunction to determine if the part or item is

and possible, overhaul required to return it to

BENCH TESTThe subjection of aircraft,

support of naval aeronautical equipment. See

engine accessories, equipment, and equipage to
prescribed conditions and specifications with the

also Maintenance Activity.

use of shop test equipment to ensure proper

AVIONICS-L-The application of electronics to
`aviation and astronautics.

functioning. See also Test.

BENEFICIAL SUGGESTIONA constructive
idea relating to an official operation submitted

NOTE

in writing by an employee or a group of

For purposes of the Naval Aviation
Maintenance Program, avionics is interpreted to include electronic, electrical,
instrument, flight control, fire control,
and bombing equipments and their subsystems taken either as independent

employees to management for evaluation.

BEYOND CAPABILITY OF MAINTENANCE (BCM)A term/code utilized by intermediate maintenance when repair is not
authorized at that level or when an activity is not
capable of accomplishing the repair because of a

equipments groups of equipment, or inte-

grated systems to accomplish assigned

lack of equipment, facilities, technical skills,
technical data, or parts. This code will also be
utilized when a shop backlog precludes repair

military missions.

AWAITING MAINTENANCE (AWM)

within time limits specified by existing directives.

TIMEThat time during which support equipment is down and no maintenance work) is being
performed on it. Other maintenance upkeep not

BUILT-IN TEST EQUIPMENT (BITE)Any
device'permanently mounted in the prime equipment and used for the express purpose of testing
the prime equipment, either independently or in
association with external test equipment.

causing a NMCM/PMCM condition may be
performed on the aircraft during this period.

AWAITING PARTS (AWP)The condition
that exists when materials are not available on
station/ship to complete a maintenance action.

BULLETINA technical publication issued by
NAVAIR which (1) directs a one-time inspection

of equipment and contains related instructions,

BACK ORDERA generic term applied to

and (2) disseminates administrative/management information as related to maintenance of

Commitments made to customers by inventory
managers that material required by the

weapon systems.
4'
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BUREAU NUMBER (BUNO)An unhyphenated serial number, not exceeding six digits, used
to identify individual airframes within the Naval

aircraft inventory. Each number is unique to a
particular airframe. Assignment is controlled by
the Chief of Naval Operations (OP-511).
CALENDAR AGEThe total number of calendar months since accept_ce:

CALIBRATETo determine and

ake
required corrections in calibration stand rds or
PME used in precise measurement. do sists of

the comparison of two instruments, one of
which is a certified calibration sta dard of

known accuracy, to detect and adjust any
discrepancy in the accuracy of the other instrument or PME being compared with the certified
calibration standard.

a

CANNIBALIZERemoval of serviceable parts
from one aircraft or equipment for installation
on another aircraft or equipment.

CAPILLARY ACTIONWhere a liquid surface is raised or lowered when it is in contact
with a porous solid. The liquid movement is
dependent on the relative attraction of the liquid
molecules for each other called surface tension,
and for the solid molecules.

CATHODEThe unattacked electrode of the
corrosion cell where reduction occurs. In a
Galvanic cell, the cathode is the less active metal
which will not corrode.

CELLCorrosion cycle. Electrochemical proc-

ess which consists of four elements: anode,
cathode, electrolyte, and electron path.

CALIBRATIONThe process by which
calibration installations compare a calibration
standard or PMS with a standard of higher accuracy to ensure that the former is within
specified limits throughout its entire range. The

CHANGEA technical publication issued by
NAVAIR which directs, and provides instruction for, the accomplishment of a change,
modification, repositioning or alteration of

calibration process iqvolves the use of approved
instrument calibration procedures. See also
Precision Measuring Equipment.

material in inservice aircraft, weapons, systems,
assemblies, subassemblies, components or support equipment. (See Technical Directive.)

CALIBRATION FACILITYAn installation
under the control of the military departments or
any agency of the DOD that provides calibration
services for precision measuring equipment of
calibration standards used by activities engaged
in RDT&E, production, quality assurance,
maintenance, supply and operation of weapons
systems, equipment, and other DOD material.

CHANGE SYMBOLRevised text is annotated
by a black vertical line in either the right or left
margin.

CHECKOUTA sequence of functional,
operational, calibrational tests to determine the
condition and status of a weapon system or element thereof.

CALIBRATION INTERVALThe maximum
length of time between calibration during which
calibration standard or precision measuring
equipment is expected to maintain reliable
measurement capability.

CALIBRATION/MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY (C/MRS)A
summary of the technical requirements of
systems, subsystems, or equipment that outlines
the parameters of each echelon of measurement.

CALIBRATION SCHEDULEA document
distributed periodically listing PME that each
activity will submit to a designated laboratory
for calibration.

CHLORIDESChlorine compounds, many
varieties of which are present in seawater. These
compounds contribute to the corrosive strength
of seawater.

COATINGPaint, preservative compounds,
etc., and inorganic layers formed by anodizing
and chemical conversion.

COGNIZANT FIELD ACTIVITY (CFA)An
activity that has been delegated the authority
and assigned the responsibility to perform
specified engineering functions.
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COGNIZANCE SYMBOLSAlphabetical or

stock numbers to identify and designate the

CONSUMABLE ITEMAny item or substance
which, upon installation, loses its identity and is
normally consumed in use or cannot be

bureau, office, or supply demand control point

economically repaired.

that exercises supply management over specified
categories of material. See also Material
Cognizance.

CONSUMABLE MATERIALSSee Expend-

alphabetical-numerical codes prefixed to Navy

able Supplies and Material.

COMMOND GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENTSee Ground Support Equipment.

CONTAMINANTSParticles of foreign

COMMON ITEMAn item of standard design,

organic, metallic, rust, dust, dirt or water and

application, and specification normally procurable from several manufacturers or sup-

will substantially degrade hydraulic system performance and component life.

pliers or available from only one manufacturer
but with wide usage or of such design that the
multiple application is apparent.

CONTRACTThe legal' agreement between

material which may or may not be visible to the
unaided eye. Contaminants are typically

DOD and industry, or similar internal agrpement
wholly within the Government, for the development, production, maintenance, or modification
of an item(s).

COMPONENTSee Equipment, Division of.

COMPONENT CONTROL SECTION
(CCS)The section of the SSC (Supply Support
Center) that has accounting responsibility for all
:omponents (i.e., pool, in process of repair).

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE

COMPONENT REPAIRSee Maintenance

a. The maintenance of material by commercial organizations on a one-time or continuing
basis without distinction as to levels of

Levels.

maintenance accomplished.

CONCENTRATION CELLCorrosion that is
initiated by the difference in concentration of

b. Maintenance accomplished by private

dissolved oxygen or metal ions in the electrolyte.

industry in Government-owned, contractoroperated or contractor-owned, contractor-

Concentration cells are associated with crevice

operated plants or by cotract field teams.

areas where wati.n. is entrapped.

CONTRACTORAn individual, partnership,
company, corporation, or association having a
contract with the procuring activity for the
design development, design and manufacture,
manufacture, maintenance, modification, or

CONDITION CODESSee Material Condition
Code.

CONSOLIDATED GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT LIST (CGSEL)Reflects a summary of Government decisions on contractor's
GSE recommendations and other pertinent data

supply of items or service under tho terms of a
contract. A Government activity performing any
or all of the above actions is considered to be a
contractor for configuration management pur-

relative to support of the end article. It is a list of
contractor recommended ground support equipment items.

poses.

CONTRACTOR ENGINEERING AND
CONSOLIDATED REMAIN IN PLACE LIST

TECHNICAL SERVICES (CETS)Thoseserv-

(CRIPL)A listing of all authorized remain in
place items published by ASO and approved by
TYCOMs and NAVAIR. No other RIP listings
are to be used locally to retain items on aircraft
or equipment pending receipt of a replacement.

ices performed by commercial or industrial com-

panies which provide advice, instruction and
training to personnel of the military departments

in the installation operation, and maintenance
of DOD aeronautical systems and equipment.
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These services include transmitting the
knowledge necessary to develop among the per-

specified by CNO. Controlling custodians, other

sonnel the technical skills required for installing,
maintaining, and operating such equipment in a
high state of military readiness. CETS consists

Operating Commands.

than NAVAIR (FS), are also referred to as

of:

CONTROLLING CUSTODYSee Custody.

a. Contractor Plant Services (CPS)These
services provided to personnel of the military
departments in the plants and facilities of the
manufacturer of military equipment or components by trained and qualified engineers and
technicians employed by the manufacturer. The
specialized skills, knowledge, experience, and

CONVERSION COATINGA chemical treatment which results in% a protective film on the
metal surface. Metals' such as aluminum and
magnesium are coated to enhance paint adhesion.

CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCEThe ac-

technical data of the manufactur r are contracted for by DOD components or the purposes of acquiring system and component

tions performed, as a result of failure, to restore
an item to a specified condition.

knowledge, training, and training aid programs
relating directly to the development among these
personnel of the technical skills required for installing, maintaining, and operating such equipment.

CORROSIONThe electrochemical deterioration of a metal reacting with its environment.

CORROSION FATIGUEEffect of corrosion
and cyclic stress on metal. This type of corrosion
is usually associated with high strength alloys.

b. Contract Field Services (FS) Those
-engineering and technical services/ provided to
DOD personnel by commercial/ or industrial
companies on-site at defense/ locations by
trained and qualified engineers/and technicians.
CFS personnel must possess specialized

CORROSION RATECorrosion expressed in
terms of weight or thickness (mils).

CREW SCHEDULINGSee Maintenance
Schedule.

knowledge.

CRITICAL ITEMAn essential item that is in
short supply or expected to be in short supply
for an extended period. See also Critical Sup-

c. Field Service Representative (FSR)An
employee of a manufacturer of military equipment or components who provides a liaison of
advisory service between his company and
military users of his company's equipment or
components. This service is an important element in providing a technical communication
channel between the producer and the military

plies and Materials; Regulated Item.

CRITICAL SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS
Those supplies vital to the support of operations
which for various causes, are in short supply or

are expected to be in short supply. See also

field users.

Critical Item and Regulated Item.

CONTRACTOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

CUSTODYCognizance of aircraft, involving
some responsibility therefore (also applies to
equipage, equipment, material, and support

(CFE)-Items manufactured or purchased by
the contractor for inclusion in or support of the
aeronautical system.

CONTROLLING CUSTODIANA term applied to Air Commands and NAVAIR Fleet
Support exercising administrative control or
assignment, employment, and logistic support

of certain aircraft, and aircraft engines as

equipthent):

a. Controlling CustodyAdministrative
control of the assignment, logistic support,
employment, and responsibility to account for
and otherwise provide information about the
aircraft.
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b. Physical CustodyActual possession of

c. Labor CodeA three-character numeric
or alpha numeric code that identifies a type of

the aircraft for a definite purpose. This does not
necessarily imply Reporting Custody.

labor.
f. Malfunction Description CodeA
three-character numeric code used to describe
the malfunction occurring on or in an item identified by a work unit code.

c. Reporting CustodySquadron (or other
reporting unit) responsibility to account for and
otherwise provide information about assigned
aircraft. This does not necessarily imply Physical
Custody.

g.

Manufacturer's CodeA five-character

alphanumeric code that identifies the manufacturer of a component, part, end item, etc.

CUSTOMER SERVICEThe providing of
depot level services, including the emergency
check, test and/or minor repair, manufacture of
parts, heat treat plating, machine shop service,

h. Organization CodeA structured threecharacter alphanumeric code that identifies acth. ies within a major command.

etc., in the processing of material to relieve
NMCS/PMCS and work stoppage conditions.
Refer to OPNAVINST 3750.6 Series.

i.

Sub-Labor CodeA fine breakdown of

the basic labor c.dile that may be used as directed

by major commands,

DATAThe means for communication of concepts, plans, descriptions, requirements, and instructions relating to technical projects,
material, systems, and services. These may inelude specifications, standards, engineering

j. Support Action CodeA three-

Character alphanumetic code that identifies
specific categories of support type work of a
repetitive nature not involving malfunctions,

drawings, associated lists, manuals, and-reports,
including scientific and technical.rePorts; they

repairs, BCM, or condmnation actions.

may be in the form of documents, displays,
sound records, punched cards, and digital or

k. Technical

..

Directive Cade (TDC) -A

two-character numeric code that identified the
type of technical directive.

analog data.

DATA COLLECTION CODES-3-M Codes

I.

used in MHA and MDS are:

TDC Status CodeA one-character

alphabetic code used to indicate the status of
compliance with a technical directive.

a. Action Taken ClcieA one-character
alphabetic or numeric code that describes what
action has been accomplished on the item identified by the work unit code.

m. Technical Directive Identification
CodeA 13-character alphabetic and numeric
code used to identify a specific teUinical directive.

b.

Assigned Labor CodeA three-

n.

Transaction CodeA two-character

character numeric labor code used to identify an
individual's primary job (requirements) or
assignment.

numeric code used to denote the type of data
being reported and to indicate the card type to

c. Awaiting Maintenance Reason CodeA
one-character numeric code that describes the
reason for an Awaiting Maintenance (AWM)
condition.

character alphanumeric code that identifies a

be produced.

o. Type Equipment CodeA fourcomplete end item or an equipment category.

p. Type Maintenance CodeA oned. Grade CodeA. five-digit alpha numeric

code that identifies a pay grade.

character alphabetic code that identifies the type
of maintenance performed.
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q. When Discovered CodeA onecharacter code that identifies when the need for
maintenance was discovered.
r.

Work Center CodeA three-character

code that identifies'a work center.
s.

.,

same responsibilities, with respect to the requirements of this instruction, as all other
reporting custodians of aircraft. (See OPNAVINST 5442.2 Series.)

DEVELOPMENTAL GROUND SUPPORT

Work Unit CodeA three-, five-, or

seven-character alphanumeric code that identifies the system, subsystem, and component or
part of the end item.

DATA SERVICES FACILITYThe activity
that converts documented data into data processing machine records and utilizes these records
-to produce machine reports, listing, and

preprinted/prepunched cards.

DAYSCalendar days.
DEPOT MAINTENANCESee Maintenance
Levels.

DESIGN ACTIVITY An activity having

EQUIPMENTSee Ground Support Equipment.

DEVIATIONA specific written authorization, granted prior to the manufacture of an
item, to depart from a particular performance or
design requirement of a specification, drawing,
or other document for a specific number of unit
or a specific period of time. A deviation differs
from an engineering change in that an approved
engineering change requires corresponding revision of the documentation defining the affected
item, whereas a deviation does not contemplate
revision of the applicable specification or drawing.

DIRECTED REMOVALA requirement to

given item of military property. The activity may

remove an item after a fixed period of operation
because there is insufficient confidence regarding continued satisfactory operation and

be a Government activity, contractor, vendor,
or others.

because failure during 'operation would have
serious consequences.

DESIGNATED OVERHAUL POINT

DIRECTIVE

(DOP)A depot level rework facility assigned
the technical and rework responsibility for a
given aeronautical system, subsystem, or component.

policy is issued to go into effect when so directed
or if a stated contingency arises.

responsibility for the design and preparation and

maintenance of engineering documents for a

DESIGNATED REWORK POINT (DRP)A
depot level rework facility assigned the technical
and rework responsibility for a given
aeronautical system, subsystem, or component.

a. A military communication in which a

b. A plan issued with a view to placing it in
effect when so directed or if a stated contingency
arises.
c.

DETACHMENTA temporary reporting
custodian formed with aircraft assigned from a
ent squadron or unit. Detachments are

In a broad sense, any communication

that initiates or governs action, conduct, or procedure.

ioip

blished when a squadron deploys one or
re aircraft to a ship or base substantially
removed from the location of the parent
organization and/or the parent squadron Commanding Officer feels that it would be impractical to retain reporting custody of the

aircraft so deployed. Detachments have the

DIRECT MAINTENANCE That effort expended by maintenance personnel in the actual
performance of maintenance on the hardware !n
accordance with the prescribed procedures contained in the applicable technical manuals.. It
applies equally to both contractor and Government furnished equipment.
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That effort expended by one man in performing one hour of direct maintenance. See Direct

ENGINE ACCESSORIESThose items of
equipment required for engine operation that
are not an integral part of the engine. Such

Maintenance.

equipment is included in the engine Illustrated

DIRECT .MAINTENANCE MANHOUR

Parts Breakdown (IPB) (From the manufacDIRECT SURFACE ATTACKA type of corrosion that results from direct reaction between
a metal surface and the atmosphere. Rust on

turer's Bill of Material) and in most cases is at-

iron is a common example.

pumps, fuel controls, engine-driven fuel pumps,

DOCUMENT(1) Specifications, drawings,
sketches, lists, standards, pamphlets, reports,
and printed, typewritten, or other information
relating to the design, procurement, manufacture, test, or inspection of items or services
under a contract. (2) In the MDS, any of the
forms used to collect data at its source for conversion to machine records.

DOWNTIMEThat element of time during

tached to the engine but in special situations
could be airframe mounted. Examples are oil
temperature amplifiers, afterburner controls,
carburetors, magnetics, distributors, and ignition harnesses.

ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL
(ECP)A term that includes both the documentation by which the change is described and suggested.

EQUIPAGENormally the noninstalled articles that make up the configuration on aircraft.
Not usually associated with a specific model of

which the item is not in condition to perform its
intended function.

aircraft. Examples are life rafts, parachutes,
safety belts, survival equipment, portable fire

DWELLThe time that is spent between mixing
a compotifid (e.g. paint) and its use.

extinguishers, flight clothing, and similar items.
An aircraft, as such, could be operated witheuK
equipage.

ELAPSED MAINTENANCE TIME (EMT)
The actual clock time in hurs and tenths during
which maintenance is performed on a job.

EQUIPMENTAll articles needed to outfit an
individual or organization. The term refers to

ELECTRONICSThe science and technology
concerned with devices involving the emission,

behavior, and effect of electrons in vacuums,
gases, and semiconductors. Technically, electronics is a broad term extending into divergent

fields and it is necessary to define the scope
covered by electronics in terms of "electronic
material."

END ARTICLE (EA)An end weapon, aircraft system, 41ibsystem, component, or equipment, e.g., iiansmission, engine, computer,
radio, etc., being procured on the contract, including contractor furnished material. See End

clothing, tools, utensils, vehicles, weapor.s, and

similar items. As to type of authorization,
equipment may be divided into special (or project) equipment, equipment prescribed by tables

of allowance, and equipment prescribed by
tables of organization and equipment. See also
Individual Equipment Material, and Organizational Equipment.

EQUIPMENT ALLOWANCE LISTSA
generic term indicating the publication, or sections thereof, in the military services that
prescribe the equipment and weapons author-.
ized for military organizations, air units aboard

ships, individual military personnel, and administrative equipmen,tt at posts or bases.

Item.

EQUIPMENT, APPLICABILITY INDEX
END ITEM (EI)A final combination of end
products, component parts, and/or materials
that .is ready for its intended use, e.g., ship,
tank, mobile machine shop, aircraft. See End
Article.

AII-

Part II of the Naval Aeronautical Publications
Index (NAVAIR 00-500); a listing of aircraft
and equipment arranged in alphabetical order,
with applicable manuals shown by their publication number.
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EQUIPMENT, DIVISION OFThe folio
is a sequential listing of equipment divisions:

a. PartOne piece, or two or More pieces
joined together that are not normally subject to
disassembly without destruction of the'designed
use. Examples are outer front wheel bearing of
3/4-ton truck, electron tube, composition
resistor, screw, gear, mica capacitor, audio
transformer and milling cutter.

b. SubassemblyTwo or more parts that

form a portion of an assembly or a unit
replaceable as a whole, but having a part or parts
that are individually replaceable. Examples are
gun mount stand, window sash, recoil
mechanism, floating piston, telephone dial, IF
strip and terminal board with mounted parts.
c. Cbmponent/AssemblyA number of
parts or subassemblies or any combination
thereof joined together to perform a specific

function. This term applies to items that cannot

be further disassembled for test or repair
without requiring shop facilities. Examples are
fan assembly, oxygen converter assembly,

receiver transmitter assembly, and amplifier

e. GroupA collection

of unit..,

assemblies, or subassemblies, that is a subdivision of a set or system but is not capable of performing a complete operational function.

Examples are antenna group and indicator
group.

f. SetA unit

or

units and necessary

assemblies, subassemblies, and parts connected
or associated together to perform an operational
function. ("Set" is also used to denote a collection of like parts such as a "tool set" or a "set"

of tires.) Examples are radio receiving set,
radarhoming set, and sound measuring set,
which includes such parts, assemblies, and units
as cable, microphone, and measuring instruments.

g. SubsystemA major portion of a system
that performs a specific function in the overall
operational function of the system. Examples in-

clude the Nose Landing Gear System, Aileron
System, and Radar Altimeter System. The third
digit of the code normally identifies a subsystem.

h. SystemA complete system within the
weapon such as Landing Gear System, Flight
Control System, Radar Navigation System, etc.

assembly.

NOTE

The distinction between an assembly and

a subassembly is not always exact, an
assembly in one instance may be a subassembly in another where it forms a portion of an assembly.

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTThe process of developing the
workload requirements forecast and planning,
organizing, staffing, directing, and controlling
the engineering, industrial, and other resources
necessary to effectively and economically support the equipment operation objectives of the
military departments and Office of the Secretary
of Defense.

d. UnitAn assembly or any combination
of parts, subassemblies, and assemblies mounted
together, normally capable of independent

EQUIPMENT STATISTICAL DATAHistorical information relating to maintainability and

operation in a variety of situations. Examples
are hydraulic jack, electric motor, electronic

reliability characteristics of systems, subsystems,

power supply, internal combustion engine, electric generator, and radio receiver.

equipments during their operational application.

and components for weapons and end item
EQUIPMEN f STATISTICAL DATA (ESD)

NOTE

CARDA single copy Electric Accounting
Machine (EAM) Card used to record aircraft

The size of an item is a consideration in
some cases. An electric motor for a clock
may be considered a part since it is not
normally subject to disassembly.

readiness and inventory data.

EQUIPMENT, SUPPORTSee Ground Support Equipment.
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EVALUATION

a. OperationalThe test and analysis of a
specific end item or system, insofar as practical
under service operating conditions, to determine
if quantity production is warranted based on (1)
the increase in military effectiveness to be gained
and (2) its effectiveness as compared with

RIALSupplies that are consumed in use, such
as ammunition, paint, fuel, cleaning and preserving materials, surgical dressings, drugs,

medicines, etc., or that lose their identity, such

as spare parts, etc. Sometimes referred to as
"consumable supplies and material."

currently available items of systems, with consideration given to: (a) personnel capabilities to
maintain and operate the equipment; (b) size,
weight, and location; and (c) enemy capabilities
in the field.

FACILITIESAn aircraft maintenance facility

b. TechnicalThe study and investigations
by a developing agency to determine the

upkeep, maintenance and repair of aircraft, aircraft weapon systems or aircraft components.

is any building, property or space which is
designed tor, assigned to or used by aircraft
maintenance organizations. Facilities are shops,
hangars, work centers, parking areas, etc., both

afloat and ashore, which are used for the

technical suitability of material, equipment, or a
system for use in the military services.

Use of the term "facilities" is not to be interpreted as or construed to mean organization,
per! Innel or material. However, facilities do

EXAMINATIONAn element of inspection

usually include installed aircraft support equipment.

consisting of investigation, without the use of
special laboratory appliances or procedures, of
supplies and services to determine conformance

to ,-those specified requirements that can be
ditermined by such investigations. Examination
is generally nondestructive and includes, but is
not limited to, visual, auditory, olfactory, tactile, gustatory, and other investigations; simple
physical manipulation; gauging; and measurement:

EXCEPTION PRINCIPLE For the purpose
of maintenance data collection, the principle
that only deviations from established norms are
singled out for attention.

EXCESS PROPERTYThe quantity of property in possession of any component of DOD
that exceeds the quantity required or authorized
for retention by that component. See Property.

EXCHANGEABLE PARTS AND MATERIALThose parts and material that have a
potential use of more than once and are usually
economically repairable.

FACILITY
a. A physical plant, such as real estate and
improvements thereto, including buildings and
equipment, that provides the means for assisting

or facilitating the performance of a function,
e.g., base, arsenal, or factory.
b. Any part or adjunct of a physical plant,
or any item of equipment that is an operating entity and contributes or can contribute to the ex-

ecution of a function by providing a specific
type of physical assistance.

FACILITY MAINTENANCERoutine, recgring work required to keep a facility, plant,
building, structure, ground facility, utility
system, or any real property in such a condition
that it may be continuously utilized, at its
original or designed capacity and efficiency, for
its intended purpose.

FAILUREThe inability of an item to perform
*ithin previously specified limits.
/FAILURE

EXFOLIATIONA form of corrosion evidenced by initial bulging and flaking off of
deteriorated metal layers.

RATThe number of failures of

an item per unit measure of life (cycles, time,
miles,
item).
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FAYING SURFACESMetal surfaces in contact such as laps, joints, crevices, etc.

GOVERNMENT FURNISHED EQUIPMENT

(GFE)Equipment(s) that have been selected
and are to be furnished by the Government to a
contractor or Government activity for installation in, use with, or in support of the
aeronautical system during production, conversion, or modification.

FEDERAL SUPPLY CODE FOR MANUFAC-

TURERS (FSCIv1)A coding system of fivedigit numbers assigned to establishment which

are manufacturers or have design control of
items of supply procured by agencies of the
Federal Government. (See DOD Cataloging

GROUND ACCIDENTSee Accident,

Handbooks H4-1 and H4-2.)

Ground.

FIELD LEVEL REPAIRABLE (FLR)A low
cost repairable capable of being restored to serviceable condition only at the intermediate level
of repair as indicated by the SM&R code. Final

disposition of an FLR usually rests with an
IMA.

FIX PHASEThe portion of a scheduled inspection, that involves the correction of
discrepancies found during the Iczok phase.

FRETTING CORROSIONCorrosion where
two heavily loaded surfaces, in contact, are subject to vibration sufficient to cause slip.

GALVANIC CELLA closed electric circuit of
two-dissimilar metals and an electrolyte.

GALVANIC CORROSIONAcczlerated corrosion as a result of electrical contact between
dissimilar metals in a corrosive medium.
GALVANIC SERIESAn established order of
metals that are listed at.t.ording to their relative
electrical activity.

GROUND INCIDENTSee Incident, Ground.
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)
All equipment required on the ground to make
an aeronautical system, command and control
system, support system, subsystem or end. item
of equipment (GSE for GSE) operational in its
intended environment. This includes all equipment required to install, launch, arrest (except
Navy shipboard and shore-based'launching and
arresting equipment), guide, control, direct, inspect, test, adjust, calibrate, appraise, gauge,
measure, assemble, disassemble, handle,
transport, safeguard, store, actuate, service,
repair, overhaul, maintain, or operate the
system, subsystem, and item or component. This

definition applies regardless of the method of
development, funding, or produrement. GSE
may be categorized as common (general purpose) and peculiar (special purpose); within
these categories may exist developmental (no
Government-approved specification/drawing)
and standard (with Government-approved
specificatigp/drawing). These categories of GSE
are defined'as follows:

GAS TURBINE ENGINESAll turbine
engines whether used to power flight (including
target drones, missiles, and missile targets) for

auxiliary power or for starting purposes (airborne or ground units) are included within the
meaning of this term.

ventory, e.g., ground electrical, pneumatic, and

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
(GSA)An integrated manager responsible for
supporting all federal agencies for specific

classes of material or specific items within
classes assigned to other Integrated Managers.

a. Common Ground Support Equipment
(CGSE) (Comprised of only those general purpose items supplying or measuring broad
parameters of physical properties that are
known to be established in the using service's in-

hydraulic power units; towing, hoisting, and
fueling devices; signal generation devices;
voltage, amperage, and phase measuring
devices, etc. The application of GSE items to
other end articles, systems, or components does
not in itself categorize the items as CGSE.
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b. Developmental Ground Support Equip-

A manual containing instructions and informa-

ment (DGSE)An item of GSE for which no
Government approved specification/drawing

tion or structural repair of a specific model

,exists. This includes GSE items to be designed
and developed and commerical items being introduced into the Government inventory.
c.

Peculiar Ground Support Equipment

(PGSE)Anitem of GSE that must be designed
and developed in conjunction with the development of an article and that does not meet the
criteria of CGSE.

d. Standard Ground Support Equipment
(SGSE)An item of GSE defined by a current
Government-approved specification or drawing,
or off-the-shelf commercial equipment currently

in the Government inventory, for which procurement data are available. For the purpose of
this document, the following equipment is ex-eluded in the definition of GSE.

1. Powered and nonpowered hand tools.

aircraft. Information is provided that will enable
inexperienced personnel to determine the extent
of damage to aircraft structure and accomplish

authorized repairs. Instructions contained in
General Repair Manual Series (AN 01-1A) are
not duplicated.

HARDWARE/SOFTWAREHardware or
software or a combination of both, in which the
software includes only that required for opera-

tional use, e.g., computer programs for command and control, handbooks for operations,
maintenance, etc., and excludes fabrication
specification, drawings, etc.
HOT - REFUELING - -An operational evolution
wherein an aircraft is refueled while the engine(s)
is (are) operating.

HYGROSCOPICThe ability to absorb and retain moisture.

2. Housekeeping items.

3. Office furniture and equipment and
items common to all activities defined in applicable allowance lists that are required as indirect support.

4. Common production tools and tooling
such as lathes, drills, presses, plating equipment
grinders, induction heaters, etc.

ILLUSTRATED PARTS BREAKDOWN
(IPB)A manual containing illustrations and
part numbers for all parts of the aircraft or
equipment on which it ;s issued. The IPB contains information required for ordering parts,
including stock numbers, and for identifying
parts and arrangements of parts in assemblies.

IMPINGEMENTA collision resulting in

5. Items used only by the contractor.

damage to a metallic surface or its protective
coating. This localized condition can be man-

6. Personal equipment (head sets,

made or environmental.

microphones, etc.).

GROUPSee Equipment, Division of.

INCIDENT, AIRCRAFTA mishap involving
Navy aircraft that occurs when intent for flight
exists and, if any damage to the aircraft occurs,

GROUP MAINTENANCE. (MARINE)See

does not exceed limited damage. (See the current

Maintenance LevelsIntermediate Maintenance
(field).

HANDBOOK OF SERVICE INSTRUCTIONSA manual containing instructions required for intermediate and organizational level

servicing and maintenance for aircraft comOonents and equipment or support equipment.

edition of OPNAVINST 3750.6 Series further
classification of aircraft accidents.)
INCIDENT, GROUNDAn occurrence involving one or more aircraft not in operation, caused
by windstorms, floods, or hanger fires, or from
the operation of another aircraft (civil or
military) not operating with intent for flight.
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INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENTReferring .to

contractor) and reprovisioning (a subsequent

equipment for the'personal use of the individual.
See Equipment.

provisioning of the same equipment from a different contractor) are refinements of initial provisioning and are distinct from replenishment or
reprocurement actions.

method of use, signifies personal clothing and

INDIVIDUAL MATERIAL READINESS

LIST (IMI_L)See Aircraft Maintenance
Material Readiness List (AMMRL) Program.

INORGANIC COATINGA protective
coating which is applied

INDUSTRIAL ESTABLISHMENTNaval
aeronautical productive establishments organized along industrial rather than military lines.
Theft establishments are equipped to perform
aircraft rework on a large scale and of extremely

oxide, etc.

IN-SHOP MAINTENANCEWork that requires the use of shop facilities and that cannot
be normally performed outside the shop. (Bench
test and component disassembly and repair are
examples of in-shop maintenance work.)

wide scope. They are also capable of performing

limited Manufacturing work. Only Naval and
Marine Corps activities designated as Naval Air
Rework Facilities are included in this explanation.

INSPECTTo compare the characteristics of

INHIBITORA chemical substance which
decreases the ability

conduct.

of an

an item with established standards.

electrolyte to

INSPECTIONThe examination and testing of
supplies and services (including, when appropriate, raw materials, components, and intermediate assemblies) to determine whether

INITIAL OUTFITTINGThe process of issuing, assembling, and delivering allowances of
aeronautical material and equipment to vessels
in any one of the following categories:

they conform to specified requirements.

INSTRUCTIONSDirectives of a continuing

a. New construction

nature that are effective until subsequently
cancelled. Instructions employ a subject

b. Conversion
c. Activating from

reserve
BUWEP-INST 4423.2 series.)

by electroplate,

chemical conversion, anodize, phosphate, or

fleets.

classification numbering system in accordance
with the Navy Directives System.

(See

INITIAL OUTFITTING LISTS (IOL) See
Aeronautical Allowance Lists.

INITIAL PROVISIONINGThe process of
determining the range and quantity of items
(e.g., spares and repair parts, special tools, test
equipment, and support equipment) required to

INTERCHANGEABLE ITEMSTwo or more
items that have such functional and physical
characteristics as to be equivalent in performance and durability and capable of being interchanged without alteration of the items
themselves or of adjoining items except for adjustment.

support and maintain an end item of material
for an initial period of service. Its phases include
the identification of items of supply; the

establishment of data for catalog, technical

INTERGRANULAR CORROSIONA corrosion type which attacks along the grain boundaries of a metal.

manual, and allowance list preparation; and the
preparation of instructions to assure delivery of
,necessary support items with related end articles.
Follow-on provisioning (a subsequent provision-

INTERIM CHANGEA change (see definition) having an action classification of Immediate or Urgent and issued in message or

ing of the same equipment from the same

speedlett ',r form.
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INTERMEDIATE (I)

ITEM OF SUPPLYAn item that is "recur-

Calibration or Standards Laboratories. "I"
level calibration is accomplished by specially
trained fleet personnel utilizing authorized
calibration standards, equipment, and pro-

ITEMS PROCESSEDThis term identifies the

LEVEL CALIBRATIONThe calibration process performed by
authorized Navy aLtivities other than Navy

cedures. The calibration standards employed
must be calibrated periodically by a calibration
or standards laboratory. "1" level calibration is
subject to the same close control as calibration
performed in a Navy Lalibration or standards
laboratory so that overall quality and accuracy
of the precision measuring equipment can be
maintained. See also Authorized Intermediate
Level Calibration Training. Calibration, Intermediate Level Calibration Activity and Precision Measuring Equipment.

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL CALIBRATION
ACTIVITY A Na v!, activity other than a Navy
Calibration or Standards Laboratory authorized
by the type commanders and NAVAIR to perform calibration.

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCESee
Maintenance Levels.

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE ACTIV-

ITY (IMA) NAVYAny activity (ship or station) authorized

to

perform intermediate

maintenance. The IMA has an Aircraft In-

rently used, bought,, stocked or distributed" so
that only one distinctive combination of letters
or numerals, or both, identifies the same item
throughout the DOD.
total number of times an action taken code is applied toward a work unit code.

JOB CONTROL NUMBER (JCN)A 10- or
11- character alphanumeric number designed to
assist in the control of work accomplished by an
activity.

JULIAN DATEThe year and a numerical day
of the year identified by four numeric
characters. The first character indicates the year
and the remaining three characters specify the
day of the year (i.e., 9209 indicates the 209th day

of 1979 or 28 July 1979). The standard U.S..
Government calendar includes both Julian and
Gregorian dates.

KITSee Quick Engine Change, Parts Kits, and
Parts Kit Codes.

LEVELS, MAINTENANCESee Maintenance
Levels.

LIFE CYCLESThe total

life

span of an

termediate Maintenance Department (AIMD) as
one Department.

aeronautical system commencing with the concept formulation phase and extending through
the operational phase up to retirement from the

INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE ACTIV-

inventory.

ITY (IMA) MARINEThat activity within a
Marine Air Group assigned the mission of providing intermediate levels of maintenance to the
squadrons of the entire group.

LISTSSee Aeronautical Allowance Lists, Aircraft Maintenance Readiness List, dud Fleet

IONAn electricall charged atom or group of
at ms.

LOCAL PURCHASEThe function of acquiring a decentralized item of supply from sources
outside the' DOD. See also Purchase.

[EM This term denotes any level of hardware
assembly, i.e., system segment of a system, subsystem equipment, component part, etc. See also
(or) Centralized Items, Common Item, Critical

Item, End Item, Interchangeable Items, Preferred Item, Regulated Item, Repairable Item,
Replacement Item, Standard Item, and
Substitute Items.

Allowance List.

LOCAL REPAIR CYCLE ASSET (LRCA)
Formerly referred to as Rotable Pool assets. An
LRCA is any repairable item in an activity's OSI
(Fixed Allowance) for which local repair

capability exists. An LRCA can be centrally
stored in what formerly was referred to as a
Rotable Pool and pool management techniques
A..
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can be utilized. The difference is that there are
no constraints on range and depths of LRCAs
that can be stored in a central LRCA Storage
Unit since all OSI repairables are carried in "W"
Purpdse Code. Storage of "W" Purpose Code
repairable is at the discretion of the local Supply

condition by expending resources, including
man-hours of work and time, at an acceptable
rate when using prescribed procedures and

Officer.

Defense defines the term as follows:
"Maintenance is the function of retaining
material in, or restoring it to, a serviceable condition. Its phases include servicing, repair,
modification, modernization, overhaul, rebuild,
test, reclamation, inspection and condition
determination, and the initial provisioning of
support items." The term "maintenance" 'has a
very general meaning, ranging from a matter of
minutes of squadron servicing to a matter of

resources.

MAINTENANCEThe Department o:

LOGISTICSThe science of planning and carrying out the movement and maintenance of
forces. For its most comprehensive sense, those
aspects of military operations that deal with: (1)

design and development, acquisition, storage,
movement, distribution, maintenance, evaluation, and disposition of material; (2) movement,

evaluation, and hospital inspection of personnel; (3) acquisition or, construction,

months of industrial activity overhaul; the provision of maintenance material itself is within the

maintenance, operation, and disposition of

facilities; and (4) acquisition or furnishing of
services.

LOGISTICS SUPPORTThe materials and

meaning. The word "maintenance" should be
qualified to convey a specific meaning. See
Maintenance Type-Rework for distinctions in
the scope of maintenance.

services required to enable the operating forces

to operate, maintain, and repair the end item
within the maintenance concept defined for that

end item. Logistics support encompasses the
identification, selection, procurement, scheduling,.stocking, and distribution of spares, repair
parts facilities, ground support equipment,
trainers, technical publications, contractor
engineering and technical services, and personnel training as necessary to provide the operating
forces with the capability needed to keep the end
item in a functioning status.

LOOK PHASEThe portion of an inspection
that includes the basic requirements outlines by

the Periodic Maintenance Information Cards,
excluding repair of discrepancies that cannot be
completed within the time alloted on
maintenance requirements cards.

MACHINE RECORDA collection of related
data elements, in machinesensible language,
treated as a unit of information. In Maintenance
Data Collection, a machine record is ordinarily
in the form of a punched card or a segment of
magnetic tape.

MAINTAINABILITYThe ability to maintain
an item in, or restore to, a specific operational

MAINTENANCE (MATERIAL)

a. All actions taken to retain material in a
serviceable condition or to restore it to serviceability. It includes inspection, testing, servicing,
classification as to serviceability, repair,
rebuilding, and reclamation.

b. AN supply and repair actions taken to
keep a force in condition to carry out its mission.

c. The routine recurring work required to
keep a

facility (plant, building, structure,
ground facility, utility system, or other real
property) in such condition that it may be continuously utilized at its original or designed

capacity and efficiency for its intended purpose.

MAINTENANCE ACTIONAny one of a
number of types of specific maintenance operations necessary to retain an item in or restore it
to a specified condition.

MAINTENANCE ACTIVITYAny organization (activity or unit) of the Naval Establishment
assigned the mission, task, or functional responsibility of performing aircraft upkeep or rework.

Use of the term refers to organizations and
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MAINTENANCE DEPTHSRefers to the
complexity or extensiveness of aircraft

personnel occupying aircraft maintenance
facilities and using aircraft maintenance
material, but does not include reference to the
facilities or material themselves. Aircraft
maintenance activities are classified as to levels
of maintenance performed. The highest level a
particular activity is responsible for performing

maintenance functions, e.g., the extent Of
disassembly, the complexity of a test, etc.
Generally, the higher the level of maintenance,
the greater the depth of maintenance involved.

MAINTENANCE DETACHMENTThe part

is established as that activity's classification.
This classification does not necessarily n-,-an
that the activity involved is responsible for all
lower levels of maintenance. Set also Aviation

of an aircraft maintenance activity that lis
geographically sepirated from but administered
by the parent activity.

Activity.

MAINTENANCE DIVISION/BRANCH

MAINTENANCE AND MATERIAL

That part Of an activity responsible for the activity's aircraft maintenance functions; or that

MANAGEMENT (3-M) SYSTEMFor aviation, the Maintenance Data System and
Management Information System portion of the
Naval Aviation Maintenance Program.

MAINTENANCE CODESee Source,

ment, stations responsible for only intermediate
and organizational maintenance will have

Maintenance, and Recoverability (SM&R)
Codes.

MAINTENANCE CONCEPTThe planned or
envisioned methods that will be employed to sus-

tain the aeronautical system equipment at a
definedievel of readiness or in a specified condition in support of the operational requirement.

This includes significant aeronautical system/
equipment characteristics, e.g., built-in test,
compatibility with existing or planned test and
support equipments, etc., and a generalization
of logistics support element requirements (manpower, equipment, facilities, workload distribution throughout the defined maintenance !evel,
etc.). The maintenance concept is initially stated
by the Government for design and support planning purposes and provides the basis or point of
departure for development of the plan to main-

.

part of an aircraft maintenance department
responsible for a specific part of that department's functions, e.g., power plant, airframe,
etc., or VF, VA, etc. In the Shore Establish-

tain. The maintenance concept may be influenced or modified by economic technical or
logistics considerations as the design development of the aeronautical system/equipment proceeds.

MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENTThat part
of an activity responsible foI the activity's aircraft maintenance functions; also considered a
maintenance activity. In the Shore Establishment, stations responsible for intermediate
maintenance will have maintenance departments. See Maintenance Division/Branch.

maintenance divisions of operations or air
departments. See Maintenance Department.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERINGThat activity of equipment maintenance that develops
concepts, criteria, and technical requirements
during the conceptual and acquisition phases to
be applied and maintained in a current status
during the operational phase to assure timely,
adequate, and economic maintenance support of
weapons and equipMents. See Maintenance
Management.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING ANALYSIS (MEA)The composite analytical studies,
decisions, and related documentation conducted
in connection with the design of an item to determine or influence the maintainability and

reliability characteristics of the item and to

total support requirements
resulting from the design. For new items, the
analysis is conducted concurrently with the
design process. For existing or off-the-shelfitems, the analysis is conducted as required to
determine the characteristics and resulting sup-

determine the

port requirements.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEERING MANAGEMENTThe process of planning, organizing,
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[ION 01

ogrant s,heduling -Planning the pro-

d

cedure for carrying out a program of the master
Nc tied u ie,

fixing the time when operations or

Jobs are to be begun or Lompleted by crews or
shops
e.

I FR \SS

such other Industrial Establishments designated
hs type commanders. A Rework process extends
from the time some of the work is started until
all of the work has been completed, including

temporary interruptions in three, labor, it also
shop

`N,nedul rig

within a

shop

MAIN I [ NANCE SQUADRON- That actin its
or unit within a Marine Air Group assigned the
mission of providing intermediate levels of

maintenance to the squadrons of the entire
Group

MAIN TENANCE STATUSThe classification
or condition of equipment ,ldergoing preventive restoratise action

klAINTENANCE FAA Those incremental-

maintenance elements p,rformed

maintenance personnel
maintenance action.

in

hs

ompleting

a

MAINTENANCE TYPES I here are two basic
types of aircraft maintenance performed within
the Naval Establishment without distinction as
to levels of maintenanceRework and Upkeep,
Rework is performed only in the Shore
Establishment. It may be performed on any pro
gram
aircraft
("operating"
or

"nonoperating"), aircraft equipment, or aircraft support equipment. It is performed only by
industrial type activities assigned the mission,

task, or functional responsibility of providing
maintenance program support. Rework is performed with both military and civilian personnel
and is managed by NALC. Upkeep is performed
only on "operating" aircraft, aircraft equipment, or aircraft support equipment. It is performed by military type activities that are

assigned aircraft or equipment or as ,led the
mission, task or functional responsibility or pro
siding direct support to such activities Upkeep
is normally performed with military personnel
and is managed bN, minor operating command,

d ReworkThe restoratise

or

includes Rework evaluation and test and ,rreetion of discrepancies determined th:.-,,tiv
Rework is divided into two categories, standard
and special.

I. Standard Depot Level Maintenance
(SDLM)A comprehensive depot level inspection of selected aircraft structures and materials.

correction of critical defects, incorporation of
technical directives and limited removal Overhaul of SRC items.

Special ReworkThe work done to

2

aircraft, aircraft equipment and aircraft support
equipment to improve or change their capab;ht;

to perform specific missions or functions by
replacement, removal, addition, alteration, or
repair of parts on equipment of the aircraft
Special Aircraft Rework includes the following
types of rework
(a) Modernization- 1/4,pek.lai

th) ModOkation SpeLial Re',,,,irk a.
i.omplished on new produLtion aircraft and air
craft in the Lontrolling custody pit the Operating'
Commands It includes only the inLorporatirri
of changes and bulletins and the correction of
discrepancies as required in the directive
aut horinng the work to be performed In et tei.t.
the only basic difference between Modernization

and Modification is that the tormer applies to
aircraft withdrawn from ,,torage sshile the iattcr
does not
oto, ersion

s.A. h

the 0.i.sk Lharactenstk.

additive

work peforrned on an aircraft, aircraft equipment, and aircraft support equipment by "
Air Rework Facilities, contractors' plants, and

Rework

performed on new or newly Overhauled aircraft
withdrawn from storage. It include imorporalion of applicable changes and bulletins, installation of act.eptable accessories, and
testing

att to
extent as to effect a change in any part ,ir it
model designation tee . I -413, 1 4N)
d

't ins

.y 1 I 21
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both the preoperational and operational program to establish overhaul, repair capability for
selected components of tie aeronautical system,
ground support equipment, training equipment
and trainers
Resork ---compieTe
disassembly. inspection, engineertng evaluation,
repair. assembly, and tr,,, of commercial
derivative Navy aircraft, for defining the 'iepot
level maintenance requirements
(el Anal!. tn.al

(1)

lnsery ice

Repair Repair

by

NAVAIR Fleet Support (FS) activities of airkiraft damaged beyond the repair capability at
controlling custodian maintenance activities
Controlling custody remains unchanged between
or during the changes in physical custody

Inservice repairs are Special Rework, and the
aircraft will undergo the entire rework process of
the NAVAIR I'S activity concerned unless
.pecilic exception- Are 'tque,tec: ks. he .on:-o:

ling ai,todialt
(g) Interservi,:e Rework -1 he teksto'F,

at aircraft belonging to one service utilizing the
rework resources of another g Army rev. or
at Navy owned H-1 helk., pters)
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Rework
complished to correct material damage and to

restore the aircraft to the equivalent matenai
condition It had before the damage was sust:uned. Aircraft may he in the controller
of either an Operating Command

St

NAVAIR FS le.hile undergoing repair

L pkeep -tae preventative,

or additive work performed on aircraft. air,ratt
equipment. and aircraft support equipment h,
operating units and by aircraft support equip
ment activities The term applies to any method

of processing aircraft required to ensure the
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,ompletion of standard operating pert
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MANAGEMENTA general term to denote
central executive direction and control of a work

effort by an individual or organization entity
that is specifically assigned to accomplish the
function and is provided appropriate resources.

MANAGEMENT AUDIT A period assessment of a command's managerial planning,
organizing actuating, and controlling compared
to what might be the norm of successful operation. Management auditors do not hppraise individual performance. See also Audit.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMTechniques, either manual or

t. Temporarily

Transferred Man-hours

Hours lost due to temporary transfer of pear
nel from a work center for a period m e\..ess ut

three-tenths of an hour during a reporting
period.

g. Transferred Man-hoursHours it b>
permanent transfer of assigned personnel from a
work center during a reporting period.

MANUALSSee Handbook, Illustrated Parts
Breakdown, Maintenance Instructions Manual.
Naval Air Training and Operating Procedures
Standardization (NATOPS) Manual, Periodic
Maintenance Requirements Manual.

management decisions.

MANUFACTURERAn individual, company,
firm, corporation, or Government activity
engaged in the fabrication of finished or

MAN-HOURSThe total number of accumulated direct labor hours (in hours and

MANUFACTURER'S IDENTIFIC ATION
The actual manufacturer's name, registered

automated, that make information available to
all echelons of managfment upon which to base

tenths) expended in performing a maintenance
action. The various man-hour categories are:

a. Assigned Man-hoursHours assigned to
a wojk center; equals the number of personnel

semifinished products.

trademark, or code identification.

MANUFACTURER'S PART NUMBERSee
Reference Number.

I

assigned times the number of working days in a
specified period times eight hours per day.

MASTER REPAIRABLE ITEM

Man-hoursHours actually
assigned to a work center during a reporting

assemblies,

period; equals original assigned man-hours plus
newly and temporarily assigned man-hours less

Point (DOP) (Navy or commercial> and pro-

b. Available

transferred and temporarily transferred manhours, plus overtime man-hours.
c.

Newly Assigned Man-hoursHours

gained by permanent assignment of personnel to
a work center during a reporting period.

d. Original Assigned Man-hoursHours
projected (at the beginning of a reporting

I 1ST

(MRIL)A listing in National Identifications
Item Number (MIN) sequence of all repairable

repairable

including local

i;Ssemblies, indicating the Designated Overhaul
viding shipping instructions fur these assemblies
when they become defective. This list is published as NAVSUP PUB 4107

MASTER ROSTER DECK ( onsists ot those
punched cards that remain in the possession ot
data services and from w
the ma.tt.br rosteT
listing is prepared.

period) for availability during the reporting
period; normally based on a 5-day, 40-hour

,omplete
MASTER ROSTER I
listing, by organization and work tenter, ot all
personnel assigned for the repor mg period by

week.

name, grade, code, pas rate, social seciri7s

Temporarily Assigned Man- hours
Hours gained by temporary assignment of per
sonnel to a work center for a period m excess ot
three-tenths ot an hour reporting period
e

number NEC/MOS (N013( may he used t
freers), labor code and assigned how,
M AS I E R
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MATCHED SETA grouP of two or more

MATERIAL. CONTROL REGISTERA

separate components that function together in a
single system and are nOrmally removed,
repaired, checked, adjusted, calibrated, and in,
stalle4-together. Replacement 'ofa single compo-

register established to record all requisitions fop'

nent 'of a, matched system normally. requires
adjustment, and/or calibration of the

.

matched set.

MATERIAL -All ieigs necessary for the equip,.
ment, maintenance, and support of military activities without distinction as to their application
for administrative. or- combat urposesk exr
cludink.ships or-naval aircraft. See
ee also -Equipment,piVision of.

.

t,

MATERIAL COGNIZANCE Denotes
responsibility for 'exercising supply management

over items or categories of material. See also
Cogniiance Symbols and Cognizant NAVAIR
Representatives.
:

a. 2k -Cotnizance MaterialAeronautical
ti

material that Are) passed to the,SSC (i.e., for
which the SSC will prepare-the requires requisitions).

MATERIAL REPORTINGThe prOceduie
whereby all supply-action dOcuments irk Support

f".

1

3 & 2 AND ASM 3 & 2)

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS Those Juan

tides of items of .eqiiipment. and supplies'
necessary to equip, provide-a material pipellik,
.and sustain a service, formation organization, or

unit in the fulfillment or its purPos'e or tasks
during a,specifiedperiod, (JCS P1.1,,B-1

4
METALLIZINGA process of-coating a base
metal with a layer of another metal..
b 9-

.

.

items in matenal control codes D, E, H, and X
over which'the Aviatioft Supply Office (ASP)
exerdisescomplete supply management.

.METER READINGMeter readings, as used
in this Manual, apply to 'only those iteins that'

b. 8R Cognizance Material (formerly 2V)

time, cycles, starts, etc., to the nearest whQle
number ,Recording of meter readings will be.

Aeronautical material, over/Which NAVAIR ex-

excises supply management, but for which
NAVAIR has. delegated certain inventory con -'
trol.responsibilitie; to ASO..
.1

MATERIAL CONDITION CODE -A single
alphabetic character that identifies that condi-,
Lion of . material. It provides the means of
,segmenting and identifying on the inventory
control record the physical state of the material
of actions inderway.-to change the status of the
material. (NAVSUP PUB 437.)
MATERIAL CONTROLSee Inventory Control.
.

-MATERIAL CoNtROL CODE---:, alphibetical- character used within the Naval
Supply System to identify repairable items that
require special management.. Characters utilized

are D,X, "0, H, Q, or 1 (NAVSUP 4000.)

A

of maintenance are keypunched and mailed To
the central data flank. in Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, wItere the inf rthation is I accumulated, summarized, arid- reported to top
management.
.

11

have a clock/meter installed. Readings will be in

prefixed with a letter-M.

Irr

METROLOGYThe Silence of measurement
of determigation, of conformance to. technical
requirements, including the development of
standards and systeinslor absolute and relative
measurements. See also Calibration, Metrology

Automated .System 'for Uniform' Recall and
Reporting, Metrology Reciiiireffients "Listing.

METROLOGY AU.TMATED SYSTEM FOR

UNIFORM RECALL AND REPORTING
(MEASURE) -z-A Metrblogy Automated System
for Uniform Recall and \Reporting:of test equip-

ment by means of automatic data processing
techniques. This system \ maintains records of
calibratidn and automatically recalls items when
due for recalibratidn.
'

METROLOGY REQUIREMENTS LISTING
(METRL)A NAVAIR bublication (NAVAIR
17-35MTL 1) that provides test.: equipment
\
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. ."

4.

info,rmation rqaiding k'.'part . number,

NATIONAL STOCK NUMBER (NSN)-4 is

.nomenclature, manufacturer's code, 'calibration
procedures, and calibration intervals.

Ole 13-digit stock number consisting of the fourdigit Federal Supply Classification (FSC) cptle,'

,a

t.

MICROFORMA generic term, tor any form,
whether film, or, 'other medium, containing .
miniaturized or otherwise compressed optical,
images which cannot be read without. special
display devices.

,

,J

and he nine-digit National Item Identifidatfon
Number. (NUN). Ccimponent'segments of the
NSN 5'330-00423-4567 are identified as follows:

a: Federal Supply Classification JFSC)
5330

-.

MILI:-Onetne:thousandths of an inch (0.001 ").
Used to express paint coating thickness; surface
preparation and corrosion -damage.

MILITARY STANDARD REQUISITIONING

AND ISSVEtPROCEDUitE (MILSTRIP)A.
uniform procedure stabliphed by MOD for its
.9wn use to -govern requisition and issue of
material
.
.. within st ndard' priorities.. (JCS

giti

\

v

.

PUB-1.) ..3

,

-4'
MILITARY . STANDARD TRANSACTION

.

ORTING AND ACCOUNITING PRO-,

C URES MILRAPlThe
V
Military Stand

and Transactioe.Reporting and Accounting

,--:-......:: ProceduivInlaries upon MILSTRIP by extehding unifo commtuficating procedurei, codes,
. forms, and fqrmats for the trantmission of items
.
and financial inventory' idatir between the
management, stock con4rol, and storage

elements of military' service/Defense Sumily
Agency %-distributfon 'systems*. -(NAVSUP
lb UB 437.)

b. National CodiQcation Bureau (NCB),
code 00

c. National Item Identification Number
4NIIN)-00-123-4567

N

.

'

d. Natiopal Stock Nuber (NSN)
5330-00:123-4567

`.

"

0

NAVAL AIR\ MAINTENANCE TRAINER
(NA- MTRA) A tr4nsportable instruclional
eq4ipment unit;designed to provide training support for a' weapon system, a. speCific equipment,

a group of related equipthents, or /specialized
techniques. (OPNAVINST 1540.2 series,)

NAVAL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINING.
DETACHMENT (NAMTRADET)A - group
instructors equipped with Naval 4ir
Maintenance Trainer(s), training aids, lesson
guides, and 'trainingjiterature. (OPNAVINST
1540.2 series.)

NAVAL AIR MAINTENANCE TRAINING

**-

*GROUP ANAMTRAGRU

,MINOR DFECTS.See Defects.

*a. The objective; the task. together with-the
purpose, which clearly indicates the action to,be
taken" and the reason therefore.

t

b: In 'comnron usage, especially when apto*lower military units, a duty assigned tq
an individual;.% task.. ,

c. The dispatching of one or more aircraft
to aeconiplish one particular task. (JCS PUB-1:)
(

CAPABLt. (MC)See Readiness
Reporting Terms and Definitions.
P

Wintenantri Training-Detachments, technical*.
training for officers and enlisted personnel in the
operation, maintenance, and repair of air
weapons systems and associated equipment and
for cor!ucting' such other training as the CNO
may d rect. (OPNAVINST,1540.2 series.),

NAVAL ESTABLISHMENT=tomprisel the
Navy Department, Shore Establishment, and the

`Operating Forces (both civilian at& inilitgry
.-combonents),

synonymous

"Departinent of the-Navy."

with the' term
4,

f

4

ti

-

L:

A dommiss o ned

activi0 under the MilitarY Cbmmtuul of the
Chi f of Naval Air Technical Training, and
un
the management control if the5Comm der, Navat Air Systems Commlna, respon` ible for providing by ,.means of Naval Air t,
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NAVY DEPARTMENT One of the thiee

The human eye, with such aids as microscopes

principal parts of the Niyal Establishment consisting of Offices,. Systems Commands, etc.,
sr located, in Washington, D.C., which maintain
polirsib.control,command, adminiArative, and
log st direction of the Navy. Department of the
Navy on the other hand, is synonymous with the

and borescopes, ks an easily believed instrument.
Most inspections, whether destructive or
nondestructive, end with a v'sual assessment of
the results.

term: "Niaal Establishment''

b. Penetrant- NondestructA Inspection
Methods that ire: used for the detection of

.

*eurface craillor discontinuides, whereby the in, spection suifa-ces are sprayed tvith or immersed'
in liquid. Th excess liquid is removed, and the
. defect - is indicated visually-- by color or
fluorescence.

NAVY DIRECTIVES SYSTEMS ,Consists of
,instructionstand Notices em Toying the subject
classification numbering, system for identification,and filing*purpose. (Ref: SECNAV Instruc-

(

series:) The system

tionw 5215.1

is

used

A

Iroughout the: Navy for, issuing _directives on
polic - o.zganization, and administrative /
methods or pr cedures.

c, Eddy Current Nondestructive IniPec:
tionMethods that use induced eddy current in
defecting flaws in metal parts, such as crack's, in-

o

NAVY SUPPORT DATE (NSD) --The date on

clusions;Voidseams/raps, etc. This method

which the, Navy assumes full lupport respon-

can. also be used

sorting according, to alloy

temper, conductivity, and other metallurgical
sibility,fOr a weapon system. Under certain conditions this full support respOnsitiility may % factors, by variations in electrical characteristics
-and/or energy liVses..'
excltidepeculisir equipments and/or assniblies
.

(as directed by NAVAIR) fro/rNhe Navy support responsibility for a fixed period of time.

d. Plagnetic Particle Nondestructive InipectiOn-7Methods that use magnetic fields fOr.the
purpose of' detecting fine discontinuities at or
,

During this period, tese peculiar equipments
and/or agseinblies remain under contractor sup.port. ,
,

near. the surface of the part. This method is
limitecl.to ferromagnetic materials.

NAVY TYPE NUMBERA' specific. numbers
constructed for a particular item fronra general

r- )

Navy specification(.

Ultrasonic Nondestructive Inspection

e.

.

Methods .that use ultrasonic energy to inspect
parts4Of structures, for defects, thickness variations, corrosion, fluid leaks, etc; the absorption

I'

tr NITRATES -- Compounds containingltrogen.
444.

Salt* or ester of ,nitric adid.often present in
dustrial pollutants.
.

of ultrasonic energy by flit object Its obseirved to

determine discontinuit;es or ineasurlig

NOBLE METALS Metals such as gold; silver
and platinum which do not readily corrode. Also ,
oonsideretto be the less active of two dissimilar
.
metals in,the Galvanic Series.

INSPECTION (NDI)
Thosemethodst t may be applied to. a strucAure of ccrmpone t to determine Its integrity;
coMposition; physical, electrical, or thermal
pro'perties; or dimensions without .ctiling a
change in'any of these characteristics: The DI/

thickness. This . method Can be Napplied to
metallic or nonmetallic materials.

,

v,

,

f. Radiographic -Nondestructive Inspection--rMethods that use X4cay or similar radia-

NONDESTRUCT

tion for the purpose of pbrietrating or being
scattered by substances to reveal flans or defects
in the part or structure Ewing examined. ,
,..

'

NONQPERATING AIRCRAFT Any aircraft

nqt currently filling an authorized ajjlowance in
din
orgatizational unit for the' purpose of flight
A
*
See Operating and Operational
is
the
oldest,
'''
operations.
a. Visual
or Optical Insction
i
a
Pool.
,
.
cheapest and simplest of nondestructive tests.
. f

methods in existence at this time are:,

.....

.

,

.

.

A
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r
NORMAL REPAIR Repairs found necessary
during calibration,,of an operable equipment to
bring it within its specified tolerances,-including
the replacement of parts that have changed value

b. Sensitive Test PME having inherently
sensitive measurement parameters that become
uncalibrated due to handling and shipping.

suffic4ntly to prevent calibration but do not
otherwise render the equipment inoperative.
This repair work

OP'RABL EQUIPMENT*An eqUipment

nordrally performed inciden-

NOTICES--LDirectives of a one-time nature or
those applicable for a brief period of time. Each
.notice contains provisions for its own cancella-,
Lion. Notices emplciy a subject classification

OPERATING BUDGETThe annual budget
and financial 'authority of an activity or' com,_
maid containing the resoukces to perform its
mission. Type commapders subdivide expense
limitation into various operating budgets. Some

numbering system and are part of the Navy
Directive 'System..

operating budgets are retained by the typem-' .
Mandel- (e.g., those o erating budgets used to
fund ships' OPTAR ) and others are issued
directly to lower level of command (e.g., shore

NUMERICAL' INDEL--part, of the Naval
Aeronautical Publications Index, NAVSUP
2002, Section 8, ParttC and D, listingNAVAIR
diitributed publications by numerical arrange-

activities).

t

ment of publication. numbers. Also, in an 11-.
lustrated Parts Breakdown, the numerical listing
by part number; normally the last section of the
IPB. See Provisioning and Publication Index.

/0-13S0
lassifi

TE
don.

Equipment

OPERATING COMMANDA -Controlling'
Custodian of Navy aircraft, except NAVAIR
F.S. Also called Air Command,. or Major
*Operating-Command. (See "Controlling Custodian" in Part II or OPNAVINST,5442.2 seEies
for stiecific designations of Operating Commands.) See Controlling Custodian.

OFF-EQUIPMENT WORKFoi the 'purpose
of Maintenance Data Reporting,-s includes all
maintenance actions performed on removed
repairable

component

OPERATING FOREES -Those forces whose
primary Missions . are to participate in cbrnbat
and t haintegrarsupporting elements thereof.

(usually at the, in-

(JCS PUB-1

teredjate maintenance activity).

OPERATING TARGET (OeTAR)Operatingi
budget holders. will establish OP.TARs as required terseparatelridentify costs and to pertitit

ON-EQUIPMENT WORKFor the purpose of >,
Maintenance. Data Reporting, includes those
maintenance actions accomplished on complete
end items (i.e., aircraft, drones, aircraft ground(
M./von equipment units, (*inoved. engines,

command And management to:follDw the same.
channels.'OPTARs will not be issued from other
operating targets, but will be issued direct-from
an operating budget holder dovnihrOugh one or
more levels in 'the . command structure.

etc,).
4

ON -SITE CALIBRATIONCalibration service
perfqrmed at the customers activity by calibra-,
tion peisonnel for .test items in the follgwing
o

categories:
i.
-categories.

0,

which, from)its most recent performance history
and a current cursory electrical and physical examination, displays an indication of satisfactory
performance for all of its functions.

tal,to the calibration oP precision measuring
equipment-lecalibratiqn standards.

N

1.

-.

.

ti" ,

.)

.

a. No'nportableItems of precision measurt
. ilig.. .equipment that cannot be feasibly(
transported
toga calibration-installation;
.

Operating 'targets are not designated with a
,

distinguishing identification number. The com-

bination of the Service Designator ("R" for

A

Pacifr Fleet .units ,and "V" -for Atlantic Fleet
-units , unit.identifIcation) ode pf the operating
target holder, and the fund code applicable to
the operating budget piovides the complete accounting classification.
1

ir

2 v2
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OPERATING UNITSquadrons and units
with an operating alloWance listed in the
"Allowances and Location of Navy aircraft"
(Blue Book). Squadrons and units may be further subdivided into detachments. To be
'operating," a unit must have a mission that requires flight operations (other than ferry flight

test) by Navy aircraft (OPNAVINST 5442.2
series).

AS1VI 3 &

will be procured, stocked, requisitioned, accounted for, and used on a kit basis,as-o#e line
item. Items included in Parts Kits will be coded
in accordance with the definitions. outlined in
NAVAIRINST 4423.2 series. Parts Kits should
not be, confused with kits issued to perform a

one-time modification of an item or with Interim Fleet Maintenance Support Kits. (See
NAVAIRINST 4423.2 series for further,
clarification.) :

ORGANIC COATINGA coating composed
of matter derived from hydrocarbons. Paints,
lacquers, .plastic, grease, preservatives, etc.
7

ORGANIZATIONAL EQUIPMENTRefer-

PARTS KIT CODESCodes assigned to parts
kits, and items therein, for the maintenance,
repair, and rework of selected repairable-type

ring to method of use, signifies that equipment,

eid items. (See NAVAIRINST 4423.3 series for
further explanation and codes.) See Provision-

other than individual equipment, use in fur-

ing and Source, Maintenance,, and Recoiyert-

therance of the common mission of an organiza-

ability (SM&R) Codes.

tion or unit.

PASSIVATIONA process whereby a metal
ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCESee
Maintenance Levels.
e

\ OVERHAULThe process of disassembly sufficient to inspect all the[ operating components

become inert or neutral to the corrosive environment.

PECULIAR GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENTSee GrOund Support Equipment.

and the basic end article, followed by repair;
replacement, or servicing as necessary, followed
by reassembly 'and bench check /flight test.

' tpon, completion of the, overhaul process, the
. component /end article will be capable of per-

PERIODIC MAINTENANCE INFORMATION CARDS (PMIC)The PMS publication
that contains the component removal/replace-

forming its intended service life/service tour. See
Maintenance Types.

ment schedule and scheduled removaf component car) requirements covering organizational
and int&tnediate level maintenance. It also contains a maintenance reference table specifying

OVERTIMEHours expended during

a
specified period in excess of a standard basest on

those'directives which have been incorporated in

a 40-hour week (8 hours per day, 5 days per

change or revision.

the PMS publications since the last routine

week).

PERMANENT UNIT CODE (PU C) -A six:

OXfDATIONProcess of electron loss and
chethical alteration associated with the corrosion
of the anode.

PACKAGING An all-inclusive term covering,
cleaning, preserving, packaging, packing, and
marking required to protect items during every

character number permanently assigned 'to each
reporting custodian of -aircraft. The master list
of Permanent Unit Codes ismaintained by CIO
(OP-51.1). PUCs maybe obtained`from CNO by
the cognizant controlling custodian for assign:mein to newly formed units by correspondence,

message, or AUTOVON telephone call. (See

phase of shipment, handling, and storage (NAVSUP INST 4030.28 Series).

OPNAVINST 5442.2 series for further clarification.)
;

PARTS KIT Supporting items and material
for the maintenance, repair and rework of

PITTING CORROSIONFormation of small

selected aeronautical repairable-ty e end items

cavities on a metallic surface caused by chemical
or physical nonhomogeneities.

I
11-28 ,
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PERSONNEL-.--Thoie individuals required in

PRESERVATIONWork done on an aircraft

either i military or citlian capacity to ac:.

in accordance with NAVAIR specifications for
program aircraft. The workdepend on the expected period of idleness. See Maintenance

complish the assigned. mission. See Maintenance
Personnel.

ypes.

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION STAND-

ARDS (PQS)PQS is a document which

desdribes the knowledge and skills a trainee must
have to correctly perform his duties. The policy

and procedures for PQS are outlined in OPNANTINST 3500.34 series.

1,

and.servicing needed to maintain equipment and
facilities in satisfactory operating condition by
providing for systematic inspection detections
and correction of incipient failures either before

they occur or before they develop into major

PETROLEUM, OIL AND LUBRICANT

(POL)A broad

term that includes all
petroleum and associated products used by the
Armed Forces. (JCS PUB-1.).

PHYSICAL CUSTODYSee Custody.

PLANNING

;!PREVENTIVE 'MAINTENANCEThe care

MAINTENANCESee

Maintenance Planning.

defects.

PRIME MOVERA vehicle, including heavy
cohstruction equipment, possessing \ military
characteristics, designed primarily for towing
heavy; wheeled weapons, and frequently prat
viding facilities for \the weapons's crew and ammunition (JCS 'PUBt1).

PRINE COATThe first coat q a paint

PLANT PROPERTYCapital assets used in
the production of goods and services, but excluding material consumed in. producing them
(DODDIR 5000.6).

system. Applied to improve' the adherence of
successive coats. Often. contains a conk: sion in.
4
hibitor.
.

\c

PR2CES§-7+A generic term used to describe the

POLYETHYLENEA thermal plastic

char#cterized by high strength, electrical
resistance, and nontoxicity.

POT LIFE An amount of time during which a
mixed compound will perform as designed.

PRECISIO N MEASURING EQUIPMNT
(PME)All devices used to measure, gage, test,
inspect, diagnose or otherwise examine material
supplies, and ,equipment to determine* compliance with requirements established ins,
technical documents (e.g., RDT&E documents,
specifihtions, engineering drawing, technical
orders, technicatmanuals, maintenance instructions, and serviceability standards).

Retirement and Strike; and Miscellaneous,
Sudivisions are included under each category to
describe specifically the action of use involved. .

(See Aircraft Stains Code in OPNAVINS1'
54442.2 series.)

.

\

,,..
PROCUREMENTThe process of obtaining

.

personnel, service', supplies, and equipthent. "
1.

PRODJJCTION The conversion of ravimaierial into -products and/or components
thereof through a series of manufacturing processe. It include functions of produc ion.
engineering, controlling quality assurance, d

the determination of resources requireme is

low cost, high usage items previously charged to

(JCS,PUEr.

.

final expenditure. It will be replenished frdm

'

stocks in the retail Outlettthat supports the shop

PRODUCTION CONTROL The functional

in which the *expended bin is located (NAV:
4 SUP Manual, Paragtaph 25612).

organization Within the AIMD/IMA respansible
for the overall workload control.

-

.

.

PREEXPENDED BINOne that.contains only

4

1

series of actions or-useean aircraft is subjected'
to as it progresses through its Service Life. Six
,,bread, .categories, are included in the term:
Operating, SDLM, SpeCial Rework, Storage; ,,

..I
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c. NAVAIR 00-500BAircraft Application

PRObUCTION DIVISIONAny division .in
intermediate maintenance that is responsible for

List.

)

hie production workload, v.g., avionics

d. NAVAIR 00-500C-7Directives Application List.

er plants, etc.

PROGRAM MANAGEMEN A general term
ent of a program
n of all aspects of
several specifically related projects/prograins
(i.e., aircraft engine programs) and.that requires
a centralpource of coordinated management information. A management charter will be provided for program management, which will be
used-on an exceptional basis.
describing thcoverall man
that involves the coordina

PROPERTY

a. Anything that may be owned.

e. NAVAIR 00-500MMicrofilm Cartridge,
Cross Reference.

f. NAVAIR 09-700-Airborne Weapons/
Stores, Conventional/Nuclear, Clfaklist/Stores
Reliability Cards/Manual.

PURCHASETo procure property or services
for a price includes obtaining by barter. (JCS
PUB-1.) See also Collaborative, Joint, Local,
aid Single Department Purchase.
QUALITY ASSURANCE- (QA)A. planned

b. As used in the Military Establishment,
this term is usually confined to tangible
property, including real estate and material.

c. Forispecial purposes and as. used in certainstatutes, this term may exclude such items a.\
the public domain, certain lands, certain
categories of naval vessel, and records of the
Federal Government. JCS PUB-1.)

and systematic pattern of all actions necessary to

provide adeqtate confidence,that the item or
product conform to established technical reQuality

quirements. See also Maintenance
Assurance and Audit.

QUALITY CONTROL (QC)A managtment
function whereby contr Iof jhe quality.of raw
or produced material is exercised for the purpose
of preventing'production ofdefective Material.

PROVISIONING The principal objectives of
provisioning are to (1) accomplist the technical
planning to establish the item support plan piece
by piece and assembly by assembly, (2) establish
the minimum levels/echelons responsible for

repair,- (3) fix the kind and type of support
equipment, requirements of handbooks,
manuali, and 'other maintenance publications,
(4)deterMineshe basic factoi.- and field training
requirements; and,,(5) provide for the establishment' of inventoryfmanagement recOrdi. See Initial provisioning.

PUBLICATION INDEX (Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index)A listing., of NAVAIR
manual and letter publications in six parts:

a. NAVSUP 2002 Section 8, parts C. and
DNumerical Sequence List.

QpICK ENGINE CHANGE (QEC)
.4

.

A

a. Quick Engine Changei Assembly
(QECA)A quick engine change Mit completely
assembled on, a quick engine change stand with
the igine and all accessories, Tess thy' propeller
for reciprocating engines.
b. Quick4gine Change K.it (QECK)A kit
containing 'all item* required for a QECA less
Goyernment furnished equipment ,(GFE),
engine, and. prolieller. Contractor furnished accessories may be deleted subject to approval by
NAVAIR when storage limitations bulk, or their
general nature warrant such deletion. The kit, as

_delivered, will be assembled, as, far as practidal,
compatible with packaging limitations. -

,

b. NAVAIR 09-500AEquipment Applicability List.

. c. Quick Engine Change StalidIQECS)A
structural frame, eqmpped with castors, and

floor locks, on which 'a QE FA mdy be mdunted.
r
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FOR ISSUE (RFI). MATERIAL

REPLACEMENT ITEMAn item that is fun&

terial which does not require rework of any
itADY

dclonally 'interchangeable with another item, but
iffers physically from the original in that'the in:
stallation of the replacement required op,ejations
such as drilling, reaming, cutting, turnintg, shimming, etc.; in addition to the normal application
and methods of attachment, (Define Standard-s
t
ization Manual 4120.3-M.)

type, replacement for overae1parts, or other
than routine pre- installation and postinstallation condition verification prior to pperational use. RFI items are not, necessarily new or
like new but are fohctionally reliable and meet
applicable performance specifications. Packaging and preservation do not enter into the proc-

ess of producing an 01 item, but are required'

REPORTNartative, tabular, punchcarck or

in order to maintain the item identify mid condition and to prevent damage -duripg subsequent
shipping, hagdling and storage. '
..

graphic inforniatiOn transmitted from one officer to another.

REDUCTION A process of collecting or gain-

tional unit of the lowest echelon of command accepting responsibility (involving accountability-

.

REP6RTINO CUSTODIANAn organria-

ing electrons in a corrosion cell,. Asgociated, with

the cathode.

it,-

-

1

,
.
RECOVERABILITY CODESSee Soar e,
Maintenance, and Recoverability (SM&R) ..
.
.

Codes.

4

.

to CNO) for aircraft/eriginet,,,ar designated
either by.,CNO or by the Contrptling Collodi= .
of the aircraft/engine. (Sed OPNAVINST
5442.2 series for specific identification of
Reporting Custodians.)..

RELIABILITYThe probability that an 'item
Will.perfokm its intended function for a specified
interyal uhder gated ,conditions.

REPAIFttNecessary preparation,' fault correction, disassembly, inspection, replacement of
parts, adjustment; reassembly, calibration,
and /or tests accomplished in restoring items to

r

NOTE

Each aircraft/engine at any given instant

frOm Ac.ceptatice to Strike is in the
reporting' custody of one,nd only one,
Reporting Custodian. See also Controlling CuStodian.

serviceable status. See Maintenance Types.

REPAIRABLE ITEMAn item of dtirable
nature which,- when unserviceable, normally can
be economically restored to a serviceable condition through', regulii repair woe:Mures: (NAVSO P-1500.)
.

- REPAIR CYCLE DATADescribes an
uninterrupted record of a repairable item, from
the time of removal until repair is 'completed or a
R/S deternlination is made.
o,.

REPAIR -PARTMaterial capable of separate:
.
supply;and replacement that/is required for the
maintenance, overhaul, or epair f an end article, (e.g.; airframe, accessories, instruments,
engine, propeller,: electri al, electronics,
photographic, armament, tt ning zquipment),v
including repair parts of GSE called. for by the
not include GSE
contract. This definition
end items. See Spares ntUpares and Repair
Parts.
o_

REPORTING CUSTODYSee Custody.

REPATING PERIODFor the purpose of
. Maintenance Data System, a reporting period is
one month.

REPORTING olrEQUIREMENT CODE,
"(1211C)---A "single -digit, alpha character c`Odi

which will indicate the type of reporting required
on the item to which it applies. The reporting zequirement codes are: .A }maintenance reporting.
only; B-.--maintenance, in'entory, and readiness

reporting requited; Cmaintelfinceinventory,
readiness and utlization rfporting required.

RESOURCES Resources consist of military
and civilian personnel, material\on hand and on
order, the entitlement, to procure or use
-material, utilities, and services required" for the
performance of a basic Mission, including work
or services' performed for others.

I
)

-
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t

.

SCHEDULE,MAINTENANCE See Mainte-

REWORKSee Maintenance Types.,

nance Schedule.
t

.

l REWORK FACILITY
.

.

a. PrimaryThat facility clqignated by
NAVAIR as having , the primary depot

.

7

SCHEDULING MAINTENANCEPeriodic

:prescribed inspeclion and/or servicing of equip'
ent accomplished on a calendar, mileage, or
maintenance ?responsibility for each aircraft,
urs of-operation basis.
engine, or eqdipment:In addition to conducting
reword, _overhaul, or repair of the material
SCREENING-,r
lidted, the designation as primary rework fabilitY

for aircraft and engines wiles wick} it the
responsibility for providing engineering and
. logistics services in accordance with NAVAHt

Instruction 4161.1 series. When primary depot
maihtehance responsibilities are contracted for,
engineering and logisticsAervices will be provid for that aircraft or engine by a separately
mired rework facility which will also nor-

malty be assigned primary manufacturing
t

cognizance..

.

a. Administrative ScreeningThe screening
of all material received at the intermediate level
for repair, to determine if pie item is within the
check/test/repair capabidty of the IMA.

b. Supply ScreeningL-The scree* ning of
material by the 'Stipply Screening Section to
determine the disposition of material that can.

not be repaired at the intermediate level.

b. lternateThat facility, if any, which is

SECOND DEGREE REPAIRthe repair of a

assigned maintenance workload; for aircraft,

accessories or components to an acceptable

eng.ines, or equipment for:which another facility

has been

ignated as the primary rework

facility. Th alternate rework facility will assume.
.supporting ngineering responSibilities as a particukatmg field activity in 'Accordance with the
-

& 2 'AND/ ASIVI 3 & 2)

definition of -NAVAIR Instruction -54f)?.14
.( 'series as requested by and negotiated with the
primary rework facility, and will normally have
responsibility for secondary manufaCturing

cognizance and may be separately assigned a
rework facility by N'AVAIJi Instruction 4861.1
series.,
f"'"'

,

SALVAGE

a. Property that as some value insexcess of
its basic material coRint but is in such condition
that it has no reasonable prospectsof use for any
purpose as a unit and its repair or rehabilitation
for use as a unit is clearly impracticable. (JCS
PUBaL)

b. The saving or rescuing of condemned,
discarded, abandonechgroperty and ot materials
;contained therein for reuse, tefabrication, r
scrapping. (JCS,PUB-1.)

SCALINGFormation of partially adherent
oxide layers on a metal surface.
a

damaged or nonOPerating.gas turbine engine, its

operating condition. As used in this instruction,

repair by designated AIMDs includes. the
repair/replacement of turbine rotors 'and combustion sections, including afterburners. Also
authwz; ed ail the replacemeint ocextemallY
dam4ed, defEriorated 'or timelinfited components, gear boges, or accessories and conducting engibe calendar (or Equivalent) inspections.
In Addition, minor repair to the comp?essor section Is authOrized (e.g., dressing nicks in cdm-

pressor vanes and blades, within limits-of the
operating and serviceinstructiOns). Ftirther,.the
repair or replacement of reduction gear boxes
and torque shafts for turboshaft enginei and
itikompresor_ fans of turbofan 'engines which .Are
considered repairable within the limits of the ap-,
provedIntermediate Maintenance Manuals shill

be done by Second Degree repair. activities.
(Refer to NAVAIR NOTE -4700 Series for
specific engine/AIMD assignMents:)

SERVICEABLEA condition of an did:item iii
which all requirements 'or repair, bench check,
overhaul, or modification, as applicable, have:
been accomplished, making pit capable of performing the function or requirements for which
originally designed. The fact that signi% Of
previous use ate appirent does not necessarily
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.

b. Maintenance CodesCodes assigned to

mean that it is unserviceable. When appearance
is 'not a primary consideration, and the condition, off the item meets all safety and performance :requirements, it will - be processed as
serviceable..

support items to indicate the maintenance levels

'authorized to remove and replace; 'repair,
,

overhaul, assemble, inspect add test, and .condemn items. Also assigned to maintenance tools

and test *s d ground support equipment end
items to indicate the lowest level of maintenance
requiring the item.

SERVICE LIFE EXTENSION, PROGRAM
(SLEP)SLEP, as one ,element of CILOP, is
. the restoration *and/or replacement of primary
aircraft . or' equipment
strusture, which has
.
. .
-,reaened its...life limit. SLEP is performed for ex-

.

f

c. Recoverability CodesCodeiassighed to
support items 'during the provisioning source
coding or selection process to indicate to

press purpose of, establishing an increase service

\ life. The Naval Air -Systents -Command

-

(NAVAIR) will deterthine the duration of the
service life extension:that will be attained byiac-

complishident of the SLIP.
.

-

SERVICINGThe replenishnient of constmables needed to keep an kepi' in operating.
condition, but not including any other Pleven-

.

tive maintRiange. Sec also Common, Cross, and
- -Joint Sitviging and Interservict Support.

SETSee Equipment, Division of.
.SHORE ESTABLISHMENT One of the three'
principal Parit orthe Naval Establishment.con.

.

See Maintenance Types.

-

SPECIFICATION A document intended
ilrimarily for use.in procuremient, which clearly
and accurately deicribes the .essential technical
requirements for items, ,dtaterials, or services,
including the, procedures 'by which it will be
determined that the requirements have been met.

SQUADRON MANNING D OCUMENT
(SQM.D)t-The SQMD is a document that identitles and justifies manpoWer requirements in
relation to mission, operational assignments and
ensure agreement and aligmnent with present

S6URCE CODESee !Source, Maintena.

manpower programs, 'controlling directives,
policies, terminology and maintenance/ad-

yi

ministrative concepts.

SOURCE, MAINTENANCE, AND
RECOVERABILITY (pl&R) CODEA collectivo code assigned to item during the proyi,
sioning .source coding or selection process to
convey specific intelligence tonainfenande and
supply personnel. The SM&R code consists, of
three partsa source code, &maintenance code,
and a recoverability code, as follows:
.

a. pource CodesCodes assigned to suppar items (spares, repair parts, components,
.

SPECIAL UPKEEP

sisting of field activities of the Bureaus and Navy
Department and all shoresactivities hot assigrted
to the operating forces. .
- .1

and Recoverability (SM&R) Code.
--.

maintenance and supply;personnel the reclama=
tion or disposition action required for items that
are removed and replaced during maintenance.
(See NANAIRINST 4421.3 series for further explanation.) See Provisioning Source Coding.

parts, kits, special tools; test 'equipment, and

-

STANDARD AERONAUTICAL MATERIALMaterial that is used both within and
outside of naval aviation,activities.

STANDARD GROUND SUPPORT EQUIP:
MENTlee Groudd Support Equipment.
'4a

STANDARD ITEMA material, part, ,compo-

nent, subassembly, or equipment identified or
described in military or adopted Federal and in- ,
dustry_ standards. (Defense Standardization
Manual 4120.3 Series.)

ground isopport equipMent) to indicate/he man- -*

ner of akuiring items for the maintenance,
repair, Ar overhaul of end items,

STANDARDIZATION The process .by which
the Department of Defense achieves the closest
,

AI I - 3 3
,

1.
10.
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SUBSTITUTE ITEMSTwo or more items

Defense Agencies for the most efficient use of
,research, development, and produttion
resources and agrees to adopt on the broadest
possible basis the use of: (1) common or compatible operational 'administrative and logistic

possessing such functional and physical

proCedures; (2)

(Defense Standardization Manual 4120.3 series.)

dompktible technical

characteristics as to be capable of being exchanged only under certain conditions or in par-

ticular applications and without alterations of

the items themselves or to adjoining items.

procedures and criteria (3) common, compatible, or interchangeable supplies;--components,

SUBSYSTEMSA combination of two or more

weapons, or equipment; and (4) -common or

equipments, generally physically separated when

compatible tactical dcgtrine with corresponding
organizational compatibility. (JCS yus-1.)

in

STANDARD NAVY, DISTRIPUTION LIST

cSNDL)A list providing official addressing
and distribution information for the Naval
Establishment. Published in two parts: Part 1
(OPNAV PO9B 2071, the Operating Forces ofthe Navy, and Part 2 fOPNAV PO9B 205). The

t

/

coeration among the services and

practichl

operation, and such other components,

assemblies, subassembligs,and parts necessary
to perform an operational function or functions.
See Equipment Divisions of.

SUPPLIESAll items necessary for the equipment, maintenance, and operation of a military
command, including food, clothing, equipment,
arms, ammunition, fuel, forage, materials, and

Catalog of Naval Shore Activities. (SEC-

machinery.

NAYINST 5215.1 series.)

SUPPLYAll items necessary for the equ.
mein.

STANDBY POOLA grouping of repairable
assemblies provided a rework activity as replacement for similar defective repairable assemblies
removed from an aircraft or engine undergoing

some phase of rework that are not to be reworked concurrently with the aircraft or 'engine
from which removed. These items are provided

to prevent disruption of production schedules,
because the lead time to obtain the required
replacethent item fropi supply and the turn-

.,

arciund, time of the aircraft/engine are not compatible. (FASOINST 4700.22 series.)
.

SUPPLYThe procurement, distribution,
maintenance while in storage, and salvage of
supplies, including the determination of kind
and quantity of supplies. (JCS PUB-1.)'

SUPPLY RESPONSE SECTION (SRS)The

section of the Supply Support Center that

receives requests fOr material and causes the
issue and delivery of the requested material to be
made.

SUPPLY SCREENING SECTION (SSS)The

STATUS CODES (MIISTRIP)Codes that
furnish information from supply sources to -requisitioners or cosignees of the status of requisi-

tion. Supply status (except "rejection" status,
Code C) predicts shipment on time as specified
by the Priority Delivery Date or the Required
Delivery Date. (NAVSUP PUB 437.)

STRESS-CORROSION 9RACKINGA type
of Corrosion which causes cracking and part
failure due to a, combination of corrosion and
sustained tensile stress.

SUBASSEMBLYSee Equipment, Division of.
-

section of the Supply Support Center that
screens and forwards, for dispositions, all components processed at the intermediate level.

SUPPLY SUPPORT CENTER (SSC)A function of the supporting supply activity. It is the
liaison point for all material requirements. The
SSC includes a Component Control Section
(CCS), and Supply Response Section (SRS),.

SUPPORT
a. The action of a force that aids, protects,
complements, or sustains another force in accordance with a directive requiring such action.
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b. A unit that helps another unit in battle.
Aviation, artillery, or Naval gunfire may be used

as a support for infantry.
c. A part of any unit held back at the beginning of an attack as a reserve.

d. An element of a command that assists,

primarily to the engineering principles involved
in producing equipment possessing desired
military characteristics, e.g., for . electronic
equipment, technical characteristics include such
items as circuitry and types and arrangement of
components. (JCS PUB-1.)
.

.

protects,"or sUppliei other forces in combat. See
also Interclepartmental/Agency Support and Interservic.e Support.
-

TECHNICAL DATAData required for the
accomplishment of logistics and engineering

SUPPORTIgG AIRCRAFTAll active air-

process in support, of the contract end item. It
includes drawings, operating and maintenance

craft other, than unit aircraft. (JCS PUB-1.)

SYSTEMA composite of subsystems,
assemblies (or sub-sets), skills, and techniques

capable of performing and/or supporting an
operational (or -nonoperational) role/ A complete system includes' related facilities, items,
material, services, and personnel that it can be
considered a self-sufficient item in its intendedoperational (or nonoperational) and/or support
environment. See Equipment, Division of.
SYSTEM
SHOP
TEST
BENCH
(AVIONICS)Used to determine performance
and isolate faults in equipment (avionics). Is
considered to consig of a Test Bench Harpess

'

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICSThose
Characteristics of equipment that pertain

(TBH), necessary lest eqOipment(s), power'supply, work benches and applicable simulators and

handbooks (manuals )/for equipment and test
equipment.

specifications, inspection and test procedures,
instrucgon cards and equipment placardi,
engineering and support analysis data, special
purpose computer programs, and other forms of
audiovisual presentation required to guide personnel in the performance of operating and sup-,
port tasks. ,

TECHNICAL DIRECTIVE (TD)A docu-

ment, futhorized. and promulgated by
NAVAM. It provides technical information

necessary to properly and systematically inspect

or alter the configuration of aircraft, engines,
systems, or equipments subsequent to establishment of each respective baseline configuration.

These technical directives include all types of
changes and bulletins and consist of information

that cannot be disseminated satisfactorily by
revisions to technical manuals. Naval Air
Technical Services Facility (NATSF) .controls
assignment of Technical Directive numbers.

NOTE

..

instructions, provisioning information,

TECHNICAL MANUAL (TM)A public n
containing a description of equipment,
weapons, or weapons systems with instructions
for effective use, including one or more of the
following sections,i, as required: instructions
covering initial preparation for use; operational
instruction; modification instructions; inspection. procedures, parts list, or parts breakdown;.

Although frequently handled separately,
equipment common to the aircraft con-

figuration supported (for maintenance
training activities, those equipments-on
which training is being conducted) shall
be considered; for purposes of allowance

and custody, as an integral part of the
TBL as listed in the allowance list. Equip. nient are not authorized for use with a

and related technical information or procedures,
exclusive of those of an administrative nature;

TBH- when simulators are provided in
* lieu thereof.

TENANTAny activity that will be aboard a

TABLES OF BASIC ALLOWANCESee
Aeronautical Allowance Lists.

ship or station for a period of time-sufficient to

require specific assignment of shop, hangar,
.crew,, and equipment or line spaces. Activities

All -35
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UNIT

may utilize a facility as an assigned 'tenant or al. a

joint tenant. Specific spaces may beassigned on
-a- rotational, seasonal, occasional, or transient
See Joint Tenant.
basis ate.

.

TESTApplies to the subjection of:an aircraft,

a. Any military, element whose structure is
prescribed lby competent authority, such as a
lahle of organl/ation and equipment; s'pecifically, part of an organization. .

airframe, engine, accessory, or item of equipage'
to prescribed conditions todetermine that it will
function in accordance with predeteimined: re-

b. An organizational title opa sttficliviiion of
e
a group in a task force.

qukements. See also Bench Test,.. Functional
V
Test, and Service Test. '

c. A standard of basic quantity into which
an item of Supply is divided, issued, or used in

this meaning, also called unit of issue. See

TESTINGAn element of inspection that

Maintenance Activity and Equipment; Division
of. ,

generally denotes the determination by technical
means of, the pyoperties or elements of supplies,

or com5onents thereof, including functional
operations, and involves the application of
established scientific principles and procedures.

UNIT OF ISSUEIn its special storage mean:
' ing, refers to the quantity of an item, as each
number, dozen, gallon, pair, pound; ream, set,

THIRD DEGREE REPAIR,--Encompastes the

yard. Usually termed "unit of issue" . to
distinguish from "unit price.'; (JCS PUB-1.)

/same gas turbine,engine repair capability as the
Second Degree.Repair except that certain func-dons which -require high maintenance manhours and are of low incident rate are excluded.
(Refer to. NAVAIR NOTE 470d series for

-

UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE-,

specific engine/AIMD assignments.)

Maintenance other than the fix phase of scheduled maintenance occurring during the interval
between, scheduled downtime maintenance
periods.

TOTAL ASSETS (MAN-HOUR' ASSETS)

UPKEEP See Maintenance,Types.

Net assigned man-hours plus overtime (less overtime performed in labor codes 8101hrough 870).

UPTIME That portion of active time during

TOXICPoisonous, either bringestion, inhalation; or absorption through the skin.

which an item is alert, reacting, or performing a !,
mission.
.
.

TRAINING AIDSAny item developed and/or
procured with the priniary intent that it shall
assist in -training and the , process of learning.
(JCS PUB-1.)

..

TRANSFERThe act of conveying reporting/
controlling custodi, of an aircraft or equipment
to another :custodians (OPNAVINST 5442.2
series.)

TRANSIENT,Persotinel, ships, or craft strip-

ping temporarily at i'post station or port to
which they are not assigned' or attached and having destination elsewhere. (JCS PUB-1.),

TYPE COMMANDSSee A-cinfinistrative
Commai.ds.

VENDOR -A manufacturer or supplier of a
commerical item.

VENDOR ITEMVendor item or vendor parts
are all items that are used in or attached to the
article produced by the contractor under the
contract and that are procured by the contractor
in the open market or from established sources
and for which the contractor does not have proprietary rights..

VERSATILE AVIONICS SHOP. TEST
(VAST)An automatic, high-speed, computer
controlled, general purpose test system that will
isolate faults to a piece/pari level.

VISUAL INFORMATION DISPLAY SYS-

TEM/MAINTENANCE ACTION FORM
(VIDS/MAF)A multi- purpose document used

301
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,

in the Maintenance Data Reporting and Visual
Information Display Systems.
.

NOTE

WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, AND NOTES

An (*crating proCedure, pra tice, or condition, etc., which is essenti to empha-

The 'following are definitions of the. WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES found, in this'

mantle--

.

size.

-

rf

WHEN DISCOVERED CODESee Data Col-

WARNING

lection Codes, 3-M.

WORK = CENTERA, designated functional

An operating procedure, practice or ebndition, etc.,-whiclrcatr result in personal
injury or death if not carefully observed
or followed.

area to which maintenance personnel are
assigned. ,

CAUTION

WORK CENTER SUPERVISORThat person
assigned the responsibility, )of maintenance.
managementyiithin a given work center.

An operating prOcedure, practice or
condition, etc ., whiclf can damagethe
equipment if not carefully observed or
followed.
-

,

;

..

4

WORK UNIT CODE (WLJ0-:-See Data Collection Codes, 3-M.
E

1

t
rs,

4
4.
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A
Accountable item,"AMMRL, 4-4
Acronyms, AI -l: to AI-9
Adjustable wrenchis, 7-7
ADMRL,'Application Data for Material
Readiness List,4-4
AIMD, Administrative Screening Unit.4-19
Air conditioners, GSE, 6-J7 to 6-18
NR-5C, 6-18
NR- 10, 6-18

it

Aircraft Application List; NAVAIR 00 -500B,

AS tools, 7-1 to 7-2
ASE handtools, 74
common handtools, 7-1
special lools, 7-1 to 7-2
Aviation publications, miscellaneous, 3-13
to 3-17
Aviation supply system, 41 to"4-21
material identification, 4-9 to 4-21
material identification aids, 4-12
material turn-in, 4-18 tp 4-20
National Stock Numbers(NSN), 4z9
naval material catalog, 4-13 to 4-17
c
parts kit codes, 4-18

34 to 3-5

preexpended bins, 4-,18

Aircraft firefighting and rescue equ4mnent,
6-23 to 6-27
A/S 32 P46 firefighting truck, 6-25 to 6-27
MB-5, 6-23 to 6-25
SB/T4tJ-2 firefighting unit, 6-25
Aircraft jacks, 6-51
Aircraft spotting dolt SD -10, 6-8 to 6-9
Aircr'aft tow bars, 6-52 to 6-54
'Airfield maintenance truck, P-,36, 6-23
Airframes diyision, NAMP, 2-9
.
Alternate item, AMMRL, 4-4
Aluminum, coiroded parts, 9-4
.AMMRL, Aircraft Maintenance Material
Readiness List Progr3m, 4-3 to 4-4
accountable item/4-4
alternate item, 4-4
Application Data for Material Readiness
List (ADMRL), 44,
;
excess "in-use" accountable G$E, 4-4
ground support equipment (GSE), 4-4
Individual Material Readiness List
(IMRL), 4-4
Appropriations, Navy supply, 4-2
Atmament equipment division, NAMP, 2-11

.

.

-

standardization of item nomenclature, 4-12
supply discipline, 4-20 tb 4-21 ,
organization and - function of-Navyituppy,
4-1 to 4-9
Airgraft Maintenance Material
Readiness List (AMMRL) Program,'
4::3 to 4-4

*rating bUdiets, 4-3
operating,targets, 4-3
responsibilities of the Navy Supply
Systems Command, 4-2 T'
supply department organization,.4-5
Sul** SuppOrt Center, 4-6
'
summary, 4-21
Aviation Support Equipment Technician (AS)
rating, 1-2 ,to 1-3
Aviation equipment division, NAMP, .2-11
Avionics,division, NAMP, 2-11
Avionici GSE, 6-1
4
is
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appropriations, 4-2
/
Gompohe.nt Control Section (CCS),
4-6 to 4-9
material'allowance document, 4-4
material control, functions, 4-5 to 4,4
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Corroded surfaces, repair of, 9-14 to 9 -j8
corrosion removal and surface prgparation,
A
'9-14 to 9-18
chemical dealing methods, 9,17
to 9-18 .
cleaning surfaces with power
tools,.9-16

B

Backup rings, hardware, 8-6 to 8-11
identification, 8-7
instqllation, 8-7 to 8-8
hammers, 7-25 '
B
, hardware, 8-13 to 8-15
bolt material;,8-15
bolt threads, 8-14
boltheads, 8-14
safety wire, 8-15
Bucking bars, striking tools,:7-27
Budgets, operating; Navy supply, 4-3

hatid cleaning, '9 -17
mechanical corrcrsion removal, 9-15 .

removing dirt, oil; and grease, 915
.Corrosion,Kauses of; GSE,,9-1 to 9-4
Corrosion, forms of, GSE; 9-1 to 9-12
concentration cell corrosion,, 9-9 to 9-10
direct surface/attack, 9-6
9-7

Cadmianandlinc, corroded parts, 9-5
CCS, Comionent Codtro1,4-6to 4-9
,

document control unit, 4-6
Local Repair CyCleAssets (L10) Storage.

Vra, 4-7
-Supply Response Section (SRS),,4:7"'"
Uniform Material Moveinent and Issue
Priority System (UMMIPS), 4-8 to 4-9
o Channel-lock-pliers, '7-9
Chocks, mechanical support equipment, 6-54
Clamps, har,dvair08-20 to 8-21

t

Coating systems, coriosionGSE,'9-18 to 9-19
chemical conversion crating .9 -18 '.
for aluminum, 9-18: I for steel, 9-18
finish coatings, 9 -19
- primers, 9 -18 to 9-19
barrier, 9-18
corrosion-inhibitor,-9-18e0 9-19
sacrificia14-18
Combinition- wrenches, 7-6
-

,

Cottimunication and function, rating struc.

-

.

,

Cylinder leakage test, 7 -37-

I

g

b
Definition of terms, All -1 to All -37
Depot maintenance, 2-4 to 2-5
Descriptive/Identification Lists and Illustrated
Shipboard Shopping Guides, 4-14
Diagonal pliers, 7-3
Disel,sfuels; 8 -25
Di ect surface attack corrosion, 9:6

copper an copper,alloys, 9-5
iron and steel, 9-4
magnesium, 9-4
nickel and chromium alloys, 9-5

/

.

.
imiformftch corrosion, 9-7
Corrosion in electrical 'equipment, 9-11.to 94
electrical ciriuits, 013
'corrosion preve tion, 9-13 to 9-14
cleaning, 4-14inspection, 9-14
, , lubrication, 9-14
I
preservation, 9 -14
preIntiVe maintenance schedule, 9-14
Cotter pup, hardWare,41-16
Crimping tools, 7-14
.
Custody of tools, 7-2
Cutting toojs, 7-3 to 7-4
-' diagonal pliers, 7-3
''`
files, 1-4 hacksaws, 7-4

ture, 1-1
Compression rester, 7-37
.Concentrition cell corrosion, 9-9 to 9-10
Contaminationt.petroleuin products, 8-31
Copper and copper alloys; oorroded parts, 9-5
Corroded parts, appearance of, GSE, 9-4.to 9-5
aluminum, 9-4
cadmium pi* zinc, 9-5

No

fat'

e corrosion, 9-11
" f ting corrosion, 9-12
galvanic or dissimilar metals, corrosion,
9-7 to 9-9
iutergranular attack, 9-11
microbiological corrosion, 4-7
pitting,9-10
stress coirosionTontrolt, 941

.-

122

3

\

N

1

4
4

INDE)
Directive Application List, NAVAIR 00 -5OQC
(Series), 3-5
Divisions, NAMP, 2-5 to 2-16

-,

Fatigue corro sion, 9-11
Files, cutting tools, 7-4
Finish c6atingi, coating systems, corrosion, 9-19
Flashlight; tools, 741
Flat surface; measuring, micrometers, 7L24
FLEDS, flight line electrical distribution system, 6-16
Forklift truck, 6.16
Fretting corrosion, 9-12
Fuels; 8-21 to 8-26
diefel, 8-25
a
gasoline, 8-11 to 8-25'
ff'-5, 8-26
safe handling of fuels, 8-26

equipment records, 2-13 to 2-16
,maintenance, 2-11 to 2-13
production, 2-9 to 2-11
staff, 2-5 to 2-9
t Document control unit, 4-6
'
Dollies,'unpoweredt, 6-34
DSNL, Navy Deleted and Stiperteded NIIN
List, 4-14
Duckbill pliers, 7 -1,0

Dynamometers, 7-40
E

1

Eligibility for GSE training,
Engine testing`equipment, 7-36 to 7-40
compresion tester, 7-37
cylinder leakage, tester, 7-37
dynamometers', 7-44 t
exhaust gas analyzer, f'-i9
ignition stroboscope, (timinglight), 7.4)

,

.

Galvanic or dissimilai metals corrosion, 9-7
to 9-9
-4.
Gag turbine power servicing equipment, 6-18,
6-20 to 6-22 -

G105, 6-20

tachometer;.7-6
vacuum gage, 738
Enlisted rating structure,4-2
Equipment Applicability List, NAVAIR 00-500A, 3-2 to 3-4
column headings, 3-2 to 3-4
Equipment licenses for which requirements area
not specified, 5-7
Equipmentrecords, NAMP, 2-'13 to 2-16
GSEiCustody and Mitintenande Record,
2-13, 2-14
GSE Daily Record, 2-13, 2-16 ,
GSE Sub-custody and Periodic Mainte-,
nance Record, 2-13, 245
ER-Ls/SELs, Support Equipment Reference,
Lists,.4-14 ,s
Excess "in-use" accountable GSE,
AMMRL, 4-4

Exfoliation, corrosion, §-7

G

'4

Exhaust gas analyzer, 7-39

NCPft-105, 6-20, to 6-22
Gaskets, hardware, 8-12
Gasoline, fuels, 8121 to 8-25
Greases, lubricants, 8-28 -Ground support equipment, 6-1*to 6-57
aircraft firefighting and rescue equipment,
.
6-23 to 6-27
,
A/S 32P-16 firefighting truck, 6-25
to 6-27
MB-5, 6-23 to, 6-25
SBYTAU-2 firefigliting unit, 6-25

aircraft spotting dolly, SD-10, 6-8 to'6-9
flight line electrical distribution
system, 6-16
forklift4ruck, 6-16 ,
gas turbine power servicing equipment,
6-18, 6-20 to 6-22
GTC-85, 6-20
NCPP -105, 6-20,to'6-22 ',general safety ground 'support equipment; 6-57
boiling machine% 6-32 to 6-34
hydraulic fluid servicing equipment, 6-28
to 6-31
model 310, 6-31
model H-250-1, 6-29 to 6-31
model HSU-1, 6-31

F
Fastenets,:hari1lware,.8-19 to 8-20
threaded,' 8-19
furnlock, 8-18 to 8 -20

hydraulic test stands, 6-27 to 6-20
I-3
it

a
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Ground.support equipmnioContinuee

Ground support equipment corrosion control,
9-1 to 9-20
6-39 to 6-51
appearance of corroded pacts, 9-4 to 9-5
gaseous oxygen servicing trailers, 6-49 r
aluminum, 9-4
to 6-51
cadmium and zinc, 9-5
TMU 70/M, low loss, closed loop,
per and copper-alloys/9-5
liquid oxygen servicing trailer, 6-44k
irciland
steel, '9-4
to 6-49
magnesium, 9-4
mechanicasupport equipment, 6-51 td 6-56
nickel and chromium alloys, 9-5
aircraft jacks, &Si
causes
of conosion;V-1 to 9-4
aircraft tow bars, 6-52 to 6-54
.
coating.systemsit*18
to 9-19
chocks, 6-54'
'chemical
conversion
coating,
9-18
tiedowns, 6-54 to 6-56
workstands, 6:52
-firiish'Coatiiigs, 9-19
liquid oxygen servicing trailer (type NO 4),

\niobile 'cranes, 6-9 to 6-12,

primed, 9-18 to 9:0

MB-4A 6-11 to 6-1
NS60, '679 . , 2
mobile electrical poWer plants, 6-12
'to 6-15
NC-2A, 6-12
NC-8A, 6-13
NC-10B, 6-14 to 6-15

corrosionin
electrical equipment, 9-12
,

''..

ko 9-13'

.-

electrical circuits, 9 -13_

. concision prevention, 9-13 to9-14

clekitig,9-14

--........
.

.

insM-ction., 9 -14

bridation; 9-14
,...,. .
teservktion, 9-14
.?
preventive maintenance schedule, 9-14
forms of corrosion, 9-5 to 9-12
concentration cell corrosion,)9-9
t9 9-10

mobile motor-generator sets, 6-15
MMQ-2, 6-15' 4
nitrogen servicing unit,6-36 to 6-38
nitrogen, 6-37 to 6-38
, oxygen servicing units, 6-38 to 6 -39
oxygen, 6-3.8fito 6-39

M

,

P- 6 airfield maintenance truck, 6-23,
p heaters and aiiconditions, 6-17 to 6-18
preservatioNdepreservation frailer, 6-35
to 6-36
t
.
steam cleaners, 6-31 to 6-32
;tow tractor and aircraft spotting dollies,

dirkctjurface attack, 9-6 '
?xfoliation, 9-7
fatigue corrosion, 9-11
fretting corrosion, 9-12
galvanic or dissimilar metals corrosion,
'9-7 to 9-9
integrariular attack, 9-11
.microbiologicil corrosion,9-7
pitti9g, 9-10
stress corrosion control, 9-11
uniform etch corrosion, 9-7
Ground Support Etitiiiiiiqnt Cleaning and
Corrosion Control,"NAVAIR
.17-1-125, 9-20
repair of corroded surfaces, 9-14 to 9-18
corrosion removal and surface
preparation, 9-14 to 9-18
Ground support equipment division,
NAMP, 2-11
GSE general publications, 3-17 to 3-20
GSE, ground support equipment, AMMRL,

6-2 to."6-8c

AS 32A-30 aircraft ground support
equipment tractor, 6-4
MD-3 tow tractor, 6 -5
MRS-190 tow tractor, 6-4
operations of tow tractor, 6-5 to 6-8.
TA:18 tow tractor, 6-3
TA-75 A/B tow tractor, 6-4
trailers, dollies, and carts, 6-34 to 6-35

carts, VS
-unpowered dollies, 6-34
types, '6 -1 to 6-2
-avionics,6-1
non-avionics, 6-2
weaponS loader, 6-22

,

Ground Support Equipment Cleaning and
Corrosion Control,, NAVAIR 174-125, 9-20
1.4
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GSE training, 5-1 to 5-8 .
GSE operatck training program,.5-5.to 5-7
eligibility for GSE training, 5-6
equipment licenses for which requirements are not specified, 5-7
OSE operators licenses; 5.6
tzidningmateilal, 5-5
licensing procedures for OSE, 5-5
revocation of licenses, 5-7
.organizing a training program, 5-1-to 5-2
required reading, 5-7 to 5-8
training folder, 5-7
training forms and concepts, 5-2 to 5;5
formal training, 5-2
informal training, 5-3
maintenance training, 5-3 to 5-1

Hardware, uels, lubriPants, and-hydfaulic
fluids
ontinued
eous hardware, 8-16 to 8-21
clamps, 8-20 to 8-21
cotter pins, 8-16
rivets, 8-16 to 8-19
threaded fasteners, 8-19
turnlock fasteners, 8-19 to 8-20
summary, 8-31
Wilding tools, 7-9 to '7-10

channel-lock pliers, 7-9 \
duckbill-pliers; 7-10
needlenose pliers, 7-10 vise grip pliers, 7-9
Hole finder, striking tools, 7-27
Honingnachine,6-32 to 6-34
Hydraulic fluid servicing equipment, 6-28
to 6-31
model 310, 6-31
model H-250-1, 6-29 to 6-31

model HSU-1, 6-31'
Hydraulic fluids, 8-28 t^ 8-29
.Hydraulic.test stand, 6-27 to 6-28

Hacksaws, 7-4

Hammers, striking tools, 7-25 to 7-26
ball-peen, 7-25
mallet, 7-25
planishing, 7-26

.

Hardware, fuels, lubricants, and hydraulic
fluids, 8-1 to 8-31
fuels, 8-21 to 8-26
diesel, 8-25
gasoline,8-21 to 8-25

.

JP,5, 8-26
safe handling of fuels, 8-26
handling petroleum products, 8-29 to 8-31
contamination, 8-31
safety, 8-29
storage, 8-30 to 8-31
haidware, 4-1 to 8-15
backup rings, 8-6 to 8-11
-,,

4.

bolts, 8.-11 to 8-15
gaskets, 8-12

t

Ignition stroboscope (timing light), 7-40
IMRL, individull Material Readiness List, 4-4
Injector nozzle tester, 7-44 to 7-45
Inspection mirror, tools; 7-11
Insulated tools, 7-12
Intergranular attack, corrosion, 9-11
Intermediate maintenance, 2-4
IPB, Muttrated Patts Breakdown, 4-13
Iron and steels, corroded parts, 9-4

JP-5, fuels, 8-26

0-rings, 8-1 to 8-6
seals, j1-1

I

.

.

wipers, 8-8, 8-11 to 8-12
hydraulic fluids, 8-28 to 8-29
lubricantsk.8-26 to 8-28
Letter -type direetives, 3-2110 3-24
Licenking procedures fpr GSE, 5-5

tirgas.es, 8:28
oils,- 8-26 to-8-28

.

I -5
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Material turn-in, 4-18 to 4-20
Administrative Screening Unit
(AIMD), 4-19
servpiart support, 4-20
Measuring holediameters with, an inside micro-

Liquid oxygen servicing trailer (type NO 4),
6-39 to 6-51
gaseous oxygen servicing traders, 6-49

/

to 6-5f
compbnents, 6-49
operating, 6-51
operations, NO 4, 6-41 to 6-44
TMU :10/M, low loss, closed loop, liquid

.

oxygen servicihtrailer, 6-44 06-49
controls andindicators, 6-45
operation,. 6-464o 6-49
storage tank, 6-44
.
transfer lines and piping system, ',6 --45
transfer tank,.6-45
,LRCA; Local Repair 'Cycle Assets Storage
Unit, 4-7
Lubricants 8-26 to fi-28
greases, 8-28
. oils, 8-26 to 8-28
M

Magnesium, corroded parts, 9-4
Maintenance code, Naval material catalogs, 4-17
Maintettante data re orting, 2-1 to 2429
(S
, 2-26 to 2-29
Support Action
documentation, 2- 7 to 2-29'
VIDS /MAF, 2-23to 2-26
Maintenance levels, 2-4 to 2-5
depot, 2-4 to 2-5
intermediate, 2-4
organizational, 2-4.

Maintenance/material control divisiot-8,
to 2-9
Maintiliance, NAMP, 2-11 to 2-13
scheduled, 2-11
0
unscheduled, 2-13
Mallet, hammers; 7-25
Material allowance documents, Navy

mak caliper, 7-23
4

Mechanical fingers, tool's, 7-10
Mechanical support equipment, 6-51 to 6-56
aircraft jacks, 6-51
aircraft tcyN bars, 6-52 to 6-54
chocks, 6-54

' tiedovms,"6-54 to 6-56

workstands. 6-52
MI3PP, mobile electrical power plants, 6-12
to 6-15
NC-2A, 6-12
NC-8A, 613' to 6-14
power supply/transformerrectifier

(r/ft Unit), 6-13-to 6-14,
NC-10B, 6-14 to 6-15
Automatic
MIARS, Maintenance'
Retrieval System, 3 -25 'to 3-26
Microbiologicaleorrosion, 9-7
Microfihri cartridge Cross, Reference, NAVAIR
00-500M (Series), 3-5
Micrometer caliper, reading, 7-20 to 71,22
Micrometers, 7-19 to 7-25
care of micrometers, 7-24 to 7-25
measuring a flat surface, 7-24
measuring hole diameters with an inside
micrometer calip-0, 7-23
measuring round stock, 7-23
reading a' micrometer caliper, 7-20 to 7-22
. reading a vernier micrometer caliper, 7-22
selecting the proper micrometer, 7-19
. types, 7-19
MMGS, mobile motor- geierator sets, 6715
MMG-2, 6-15
Mobile cranes) 6-9 to 6-12

_) supply, 4-4

MB-1A, 6-11 to 6-4

Material control functions, 4-5 to 4-6

NS-50, 649

intermediate levelR 4-5

organizational level, 4-6
Material identification,.4-9 to 4-21
A
material identification aids, 4-12
Material turn-in, 4-18 to 4-20 ,
National Stock Numbers, 4-9
naval material catalogs,4-13 to 4-17
parts kit codes, 4-18 ..
preexpended bins, 4-18
standardization of item nomenclature, 4-12
supply discipline, 4-20 to 4-21

N

NAMP, Naval Aviation Maintenance Program,
2-1 to 2-29.
background, 2-1 jo 2-3
divisions, 2-5 tb 2-16
equipment records, 2-13 to 2-16
maintenance, 2-11 to 2-13
prdduction, 2-9 to 2-11
staff,.2-5 to 2-9

q.2

INDEX

NAMP, NavalAviaiion Maintenance

Pro/AMContinued
maintenance data reporting, 2-16 to 2-29'
Support Action Form (SAF), 2-26
' to 2-29
VIDS/MAF, 2-23 to 2-26
purpose of NAMP 'organization, 2-3 to 2-5
-maintenance levels, 2-4 to 2-5
OPNAVINST 4790.2 series, 2-3 .
organizational structure, 2-5
Naval Aeronautic Publication Index, 3-1 to 3-10
,Naval Aeroniuti publications, 3-10 to 3-24
Naval material catalogs, -13 to 4-17
Descriptive/Identification Lists and Illustrated Shipboard Shopping Guides; 4-14
Illustrated Parts Breakdown (IPB), 4-13
maintenance code, 4-17
Navy Deleted and Superseded NIIN List
(DSNL), 4-14
-Navy Management Data List, 4-14
recoverability,codes, 4-17
source codes, 4-14 to 4-17
SUpport Equipment Reference Lists
(ERLs/SELs), 414

Navy St* List of Publications and Forms,

/

NAVSUP 2002, 3-7 to 3-10
Needlenost pliers, 7-10
Nickel and chroittiumelloys, corroded parts, 9-5
Nitrogen servicing, unit, 6-36 to 0-38
nitrogen, 6-37 to 6-38
NMDL, Navy Management Data List, 4-14
Non-Avionics GSE, 6-2
4
Nonmagnetic tools, 7-12
NSN, National Stock Numbers, 4-9 to 4-11
material condition codes, 4-10 '
material control codes, 4-10
types of stock numbers, 4-9
Numbering system, publications, 3-10, to 3-12
letter-type directiye; 3-12
. manuals, 3 :11,

O:

,

t

.

Occupational standards, rating structure, -1
'Oils, lubricants, 8-26 to 8-28
turbine oil, 8-28
'types ani desiqnations, 8.2t ,
OPNAVINST 4790.2 series,,NAMP; 2-3
Organizational maintenance, 2-4
Organizational structure, NAMP, 2-5

0-rings, hardWare, 8-1 to 8-6
. identification, 84
remoyal and installation, 8-3 to1-6
storage, 8-2
Oxygen servicing units, 6-38 to 6-39

oxygn,.6:38 to 6.39
C

P

Parts kit codq, material; identification, 4-18,
.

C kitcure data component kits, 4-18
D kitoverbaul kit, 4-18
F kit fleet kit, 4-18

Petroleum products; handling, 8-29 to 8-31
contamination( 8-31
safety, 8-29
storage, 8-30 to 8:31
Pitting, corrosion, 9-10
Planishing hanuner, 7-26
Pliers, holding tools, 7-9 to 7-10
channel-lock, 7-9
duckbill, 7-10
needlenose, 7-10
.vise grips 7-9

.3

'

4

Pneumatic riveters, striking tools, 7-27 to 7-30
corner riveter, 7-29
.
fast-hitting gun, 7 -29'
one-shot gun, 1-28'
riveter gulfselection, 7-29. to 7-30
slow-hitting gun, 7-29
squeeze riveter, 7-,29
Powerplants division, NAMP, 2-11
Preexpended bins, material identification, 4-18
Preheaters, 6-17
Preservationidepreservation trailer, 6-35 to 6-36

Preventive maintenance schedule, corm',
sion, 9-14 .
Primers, coating systems( corrosion, 9-18 to 9-19'
Procuremeht of publication's, 3-13
4
Production divisions,NAMP, 2-9 to 2-11
airframes, 2-9
,
armament equipment, 2-11
aviators equipment, 2-11
avionics, 2-11
ground support equipment, 2-11
powerplantl, 2-9
Publications, 3-1 to 3-26
MIARS, Maintenance Information
Automatic Retrieval System, 3-25
to 3-26

3()
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.
Revocation of licenses, GSE, 5-7
Rivet head shaver; striking tools, 7-27
Rivets, hardware, 8-16 to 8749
idehtification code, 8-17 to 8-19
Round stock measuring, micrometers, 7-23

-, publicationsContinued
Naval Aeronautic Publicatioqindix, 3-1
to 3-10,

/

Aircraft Application List, NAVAIR
00-500B, S-4 to 3-5
Directive Applicatibn List, NAVAIR
00-500C (Series), 3-5
Equipment Applicability List, NAV:
AIR 00-500A, 3-2
-Microfilm Cartridge Cross Reference,
NAVAIR 00-500M (Series), 3-5

, Navy Stock List of Publications and

S

,

SAF, Suppo Action Form, 2-26 to 2-29
Safe handling of fuels, 8-26. Sireli, general, GSE, 6-57
Safety, petroleum products, 8-29
Safety wire, bolts, hardware, 8-15
Serewdriveri, 7-7 to 7-9
common, 7-7 to 7-9

Forms, NAVSUP 2002, 3-7 'to 3-10
Support EquiPhient Cross Reference,
NAVAIR,00-500SE, 3-6
naval aeronautic publications, 3-10 to 3-2A 0
GSE general publications, 3-17 to 3-20
crosspoint;/:9
letter-type directiVes, 3-21 to 3-24
offset, 7-9" .
miscellaneous aviation publications,
Seals, hardware,.8-1
.
3-13 to 3-17
Security of classified publications, 3-12
procuriment of publications, 3-13
Selecting the proper micrometer, 7-19
publications numbering system, 3 -10
Soc)cet wrenches, 7-4 to 7-6'
tb 3-12
. -accessories, 7-5 to 7-6
security of classified publications, 3-12'
hinged hatidler7-5
updating manuals, 3-20 to 3-21
ratchet handle,- 7-4
Technical Publications Library,'3 -24
,
sliding T-bar handle,'7-5
,04
to 3-25
r /.
socke,ts,.7-4,
' filing and storage,.3.-24 to 3-25
speed'handle, 7-5
Pullers, 'striking tools, 7-30 to 7-35
Source codes, naval.material atalogs4-14
care, 7-35
to 4717 -types; 7-30 to7-33
Sources of informatimr, rati g structure,
use, 7-33 .to 7-35
-

1 }3 to 1-4
.

\

Spirk plug clearkr and teste-p-7 5
Specifications, tools 'and lbw equi
nti 7-35
*SRS, Supply Response Section, 4 -7
Staff division, NAMP, 2-5 to 2-9
administrative, 2-5'
maintenance/material control; 2-8 to 2-9
quality assurance/analysis, 2-6 to 2-8
Steam cleaners, 6-31- to 6-32
'
Steel scale, tools,-7-10
Storage, petroleum products, 8-30 to 8-31

9

Quality assurance/analysis division, 2-6 to 2-1,8)
R

.Rating structure, 1-1 to 1-4
Aviation Support Equipment-Technician
(AS) rating, 1-2 to 1-3
communication and function, 1-1
enlisted rating structure, 1-2
occupational standards, 1-1
'sources of Information, 1-3 to 1-4
Recoverability codes, naval material
catalogs, 4-17
Relay tools, 7-12

Stress corrosion control, :9 -11
Striking tools, 7-25 to 7-35
bucking bats;, ? -26
hammers, 7-25 to ;7 =26
ball-peen, 7-25
malted, 7-25,

planishif7-26

hole finder, 7-27
1-8
,
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Striking toolsContinued

Tools andtheir equipmentContinued

pneumatic riveters, 7-27 to 7-30
confer-riveter, 7-29
fast-hitting gun, 7-29
one-shot gun 7-28
riveter gun teketion, 7-29 to 7-30
slow-hitting gull, 7-29
squeeze riveter, 7-29
pullerf, 7-30 to 7-35 ,
t care, 7-35 *types, 7-30 to 7-33

holding tools,,
to 7-10
channel-lock pliers, 7-9
duckbill pliers, 1-10
-needlehose piers, 7-10
visegrip pliers, 7-9
injector nozzle tester, 7-44 to 7-45
micrometers, 7-19 'to. 7-25
care of micrometeis, 7-24 to 7-25
measuring a flat sutface, 7-24
measuring hole diameters with an
inside micrometer caliper, 7-23'
measuring round stock,'? -23
reading a-micrometer caliper; 7-20
to 7-22
reading a vernier micrometer

, u*, 7:33 to 7-35
rt
rivet had shaver, 7-27
Supply department organization, 4-5
Supply discipline, material identification,

4-20 to 4-21,

Stipply Support Cepter,.4-6
Support Equipment Cross Refereirce, NAVAIR
00-500SE, 3-6 -

.

'selecting the proper micrometer, 7-19
types; 7-19.
miscellaneous tools; 7-10 to 7-19
crimping tools, 7-14
flashlight; 7,11
inspection mirror, 7:11,
insulated tools, 7-12
mechanicat'fingers, 7-10

T
Tachometer, 7-36

Targets;'operating, Navysupply, 4-3 Technical Publications 1.ibrar9:3-24 to 3;25
filing and storage, 3124 to 3:25
-Threaded fastenefs, 8-19
N.'
Tiedowns, mechanical support equipment,
6-54 to 6-56
Tinting lightlignition stroboscope), 7-40
Toolboxes, 12 to 7-3
Tools: and their equipment, 7:1 to ,7-46
AS tools, 7-1 to 7-2'
ASE handtools, 7-1
.
common handtools, 7:1
special tools, 7-1 to 7-7'.
.custody oltools, 7-2

nonmagyietifit tools, 7-12
relay tools, -12

steel *ale; 7-10
torque controlled power tbols,
7-18 to 7-19

torque screwdriyers,'798
torque wrenches, 7-14 to 7-18
wire' and cable strippers, 7-13
spark plug cleaner and tester, 7-45'
;specifications, 7-35 '
striking tools, 7-25 to 7-35
*.bucking bars; 7-26
hafilmers, 7-25 to 7-26
hole finder, 7-27
pneumatic riveters, 7-27.to 7230
putters, 7-30 to 7-35.

cutting tools, 7-3 tcr_7-4
diagdnal pliers, .7-3
files, 7-4
,4 hacksaws, 7-4
eTgine testing equipment, 7-36 to 7-40
compression tester, 7-37
cylinder leakage tester, 7-37
dynamometers,' 7-40
exhaust gas analyzer, 7-39
ignition- stroboscope (timing
light), 7-40
tachokneter. 7-36
vacuum gage, 7-38

riveehead shaver, 7-27,
summary, 7-45 to 1-46
toolboxes, 7-2'to 7-3
turning fools, 7-4 to 7;9 4
,adjustable wrenchesi27-7
combination wrenches, 7-6
screwdrivers, 7-7 to 7-9

socket wenches, 7-4 to 7-6
*

1-9
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Ta;ob and their equipmentContinued

.

valve repair equipment, 7-40 to 7-44
lapper, 7-42
refacer, 7-41
sellt grinder, 7-41
,,
,spring compressor, 7-44
spring tester, 7-43
Torque controlled power tools, 7-18 to 7-19
Torque screwdrivers, 7-18
Torque wrenches, 7-14 to 7-18,

UMMIPS, Uniforin Material Movement and
Issue Priority System, 4-8 to 4-9
Uniform etch corrosicn,9-7
Updating manuals, 3-20 to 3-21

V

Tow truclor,, 612
AS 32A -30 aircraft GSE tractor, 6-4
. MD-3, 6-5
No' MRS-190, 6-4

Vicuuni gage, 7-38
Valve repair equipment, 7-40 to 7-44
lapper, 7-42
refacer, 7:41
\ :seat grinder, 7-41
spring compressor, 7-44
spring tester, 7-43
Vernier micrometer caliper, reading a, 7-22
VIDS/MAF, 2-23 tb 2-26
Vise grip pliers, 7-9

operations of, 6-5 to 6-8
TA-18, 6-3
TA-75A/B, 6-,i4-

Trailers, dollies, and carts, 6-34 to 6-35
carts, 6.35
unpowered dollies, 6-34
Training folder, GSE, 5-7 to 5-8
Training forms and concepts, 5-2 to 5-5
lornial training, 5-2
informal training, 5-3
knowledge development, 5-3
profeisional training, 5-3
maintenance training, 5-3 to 5-5
Turbine oil,, lubricants, 8-28
Turning tools, 7-4 to 7-9
adjustable wrenches, 7-7
combination wrenches, 7-6
.screwdrivers, 7-7 to 7-9
socket wrenches, 7-4 to 7-6
Tundock fasteners,. 8-19 to 8-20
Types Of micrometers, 7-19

Weapons loader, 6-22
Wipers, hardware, 8-8, 8-11 to 8-12
Wire and cable strippers, 7-13
Workstands, 6-52
Wrenches, 7-4 to 7-7, 7-14 to 7-18
adjustable, 7-7
Combination, 7-6
socket, 7-4 to 7-6
torque, 7-14 to 7-18
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AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
TECHNICIAN (ASE 3&2 AND ASM 3&2)
VOLUME 1,' BASICS
NAVIDTRA 1132$
Prepared by the Naval Education and Training Program Development
.Center, Pensacola, Florida

Your'NRCC contains a set qf assignments and
perforated answer sheets. The Rate Training Man, ual, Aviation Support Equipment Technician (ASE'
3 4; 2 and ASM 3 & 2) Volume 1, Basics, NAVEDTRA
10325,.is,your textbook for the NRCC. If an
errata sheet comes With the NRCC, mike all indicated changes or corrections. Do not change or
correct the textbook or assignments in any other
way.

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS COURSE
SUCCESSFULLY
a

Study the textbook pages given at the beginning of'each assignment before trying to answer
the items. Pay attention to tables and illustrations as they contain a lot of information.
Making rur own drawings can help .you understand
the subJeEt matter. Also, read the learning 6jectives that precede the sets of items. The
learning objectives and items are based on'the
subject matter or study material in the textbook.
The objectives tell you what you should be able
to do by studying assigned textual material and
answering the items. 4
At this point you should be ready to answer
the items in the assignment. Read each itewcarefully. Select the BEST ANSWER for each item,
consulting your textbook when necessary. Be sure
to select the'BEST ANSWER from the subject matter
in the textbook. You may discuss difficult points
in the course with others. However, the answer
you select must be ,:,.our own. Remove a perforated

answer sheet from the back of this text, write
in the proper assignment number, and enter your
answer for-each item.
Your NRCC will be administered by your command or, in the case of small commands;'by the
Naval Education and Training-Program Development.,
Center. No matter who administers your course '
you can complete it successfully by earning a 3.2
for each assignment.,The unit breakdown of the
course, if any, is shown later under Naval
Reserve Retirement Credit.

.

designated to grade it. The graded answer sheet
will not be returned to you.
If you are completing this NRCC to become
eligible to take the fleetwide advancement examination, follow a schedule that will enable yotr
to complete all assignments in time. Your' schedule should call for the completion of at least
one assignment per month.
.

Although you complete the course successfully, the Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center will not issue you a letter
of satisfactory completion. Your command will
make an entry in your service record, giving you
credit for your work.

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED
BY THE NAVAL EDUCATION
AND TRAINING PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT CENTER
After finishing an assignment, go on to the
next. Retain each completed answer sheet until
you finish all the assignments in a unit (or it
the course if it is not divided into units),.
Using the envelopes provided, mail your completed answer sheets to the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center where they
will be graded and the score recorded. Make sure
all blanks at the top of each answer sheet are
filled in. Unless you furnish all"the information required, it will be impossible to give you
credit for your work. The graded answer sheets
will not be returned.
The Naval Education and Training Program
Development Center will issue a letter of satisfactory completion to certify successful completion of the course (or a creditable unit of the

course). To receb

Tee
a_course-completion-lTeir,

follow the directions given on the Course-completion form in the back of this NRCC.
/-

WHEN YOUR COURSE IS ADMINISTERED
BY LOCAL COMMAND
As soon as you have finished an assignment,
submit the completed answer sheet to the officer

You may keep the textbook and assignments
for this course.'Return them only in the event
you disenroll from the course or otherwise fail
to complete the course. Directions for returning
the textbook and assignments are given on the
book-return form in the back of this NRCC.
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PREPARING FOR YOUR ADVANCEMENT
EXAMINATION

COURSE OBJECTIVE

Your examination for advancement is based
on the Occupational Standards for your rating as
found in the MANUAL OF NAVY ENLISTED_ MANPOWER
AND PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATIONS AND OCCUPATIONAL
STANDARDS (NAYPERS 18068). These OccUpational

While completing this course you will
demonstrate your understanding of course
material by correctly answering items on
the following; the AS rating structure,
Naval Aviation Maintenance Program (NAMP),
publications, Aviation supply system, GSE
training, ground support equipment, tools,
and test equipment, corrosion control and
hardware, fuels, lubricants and hydraulic

117?-1.1413.1 define the minimum tasks required of

'

your rating. Thi sources of questions in your
advancement examination are listed in the BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADVANCEMENT STUDY (NAVEDTRA 10052).
For your convenience, the Occupational Standards
and the sources of questions for your rating are
combined in a tingle pamphlet for the series of
examinations for each year. These OCCUPATIONAL
STANDARDS AND BIBLIOGRAPHYSHEETS (called Bib
Sheets), are available from your ESO.,Since your
textbookand NRCC are among the sources listed
in the bibliography, be sure to study both as
you take the course. The qualifications for your
rating may have changed since yoUr course and
textbook were pOinted, so refer to the latest
edition of the Bib Sheets.

fluids.

Nt

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT
This course is evaluated at 18 Naval
Reserve retirement points, which will be
credited in units as follows: Unit 1:
12 points upon satisfactory completion of
Assignments 1 through 6; and, Unit 2: 6
points upon satisfactory completion of
Apsignments 7 through 9. These points
are creditable to personnel eligible to
receive them under current directives
governing retirement of Naval Reserve
Naval Reserve retirement
personnel.
credit will not be given for this course
if the student has previouslyreceived
retirement credit for an Aviation Support
Equipment Technician M/H 3 & 2, NRCC or
ECC.

(

-r

While working on this correspondence
course, you may refer freely to the text.
You may seek advice and instruction from
others on problems arising in the course,
but the solutions submitted must be the
result of your own work and decisions.
You are prohibited from referring to or
copying the solutions of others, or giving
completed solutions to anyone else taking
the same course.

ii
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Naval courses may include a variety of questions -- multi ple-choice, true-false, matching, etc.
The questions are not grouped by type; regardless,of type,.they are presented, in the stme general
sequence as the-textbook material upon which they are based. This presentation is desfgned to pre'serve continuity of thought, permitting step-by-step development of ideas.
Some courses use many
types of questions, others only a few. The student can readily identify the type of each question,
(and the action required) through inspection of the samples given below.
MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS
IP

Each question contains several alternatives, one of which provides the best answer to,the
question. Select the best alternative, and blacken the appropriate box on the answer sheet.
,SAMPLE

s-1. The first pergon to be appointed Secretary,
of Defense under the National Security Act
of 1947 was
1.
George Marshall
2.
James Forrestal
3. 'Chester NiMitz"
4._ William Halsey
p

Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

1

2

3

4

-

s-1

TRUE -FALSE QUESTIONS

,

Mark each statement true or false as indicated belowf.' If any part of the statement is false
the statement is to be considered false. Make the decision, and blacken the appropriate box on the
answer sheet.
,
r- ... ,

- SAMPLE

C

s-2. Any naval officer is authorized to correspond officially wtth afiy systems =mend
of the Department'ofthe Navy without his
commanding officer's endorsement.

Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

'3

4

El
MATCHING QUESTIONS

Each set of questions consists of two columns, each listing words, phrases or sentences. The
task is to select the item in column B which 'is the best match for the item in column A that is
.being considered. Items in column B may be used once, mor e than once, or not at all.
Specific
instructions are given with each set of questions. Select the numbers identifying the answers and
blacken the appropriate boxes on the answer sheet.
\..

SAMPLE

Inquestions s-3 through s-6, match the name of the shipboard officer in column A by selecting
from-oolumN8 the name of the department in which the officer functions.

A

B

Indicate in this way on the answer sheet:

s-3. Damage Control Assistant

1.

Operattons Department

s-4. CIC Officer

2.

Engineering Department

s-5. Disbursing Officer

3.

Supply;Department

1

s-3

Ai

4

___

c!:1

0 40

s-5

III

s-6

0 0 EJ

tr
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3

s-4

s-6. Communications Officer

iii

-2

El

__

_

_

7

Assignment 1
Rating Structure & NAMP
4:

Text:

,

Pages 1-P/through 2-2

In this course you will demonstrate that learning has taken placeeby correctly answering
training items. The mere physical act of indicating a choice on an answer sheet is-not in_itself
important; it is the mental achievement,. .p whatever form it may taker prior'to the physical act
that is important and toward which.course learning' objectives are directed., The &election of the
correct choice for a course training item indicates that you have fulfilled,,at least in part,
the stated objective(s).
AP

"'"

The accomplishment of certain objectives, for xample, a physical act such as drafting a
memo,-cannot readily be determined by means of objective type course Items; however, you can
demonstrate by means of answers to training items that you have acquired the requisitelknowledge
to perform the physical act. The accomplishment of certain other learning objectives forexample, the mental acts of comparing, recognizing, evaluating, choosing, seleciing, etc., may
be'rdhdilY demonstrated in a course by indicating the correct answers to training itemp.

""?

The compiehensive objective for this course has already been given.
It states the-purpose
of the course in terms of what you will be able. to do as you complete the course.
r.

"The detailed objectives in each assignment state what you should accomplish as you progress
through theicourse.
They may appear,singly or in clusters of closely related objectives, as
appropriate; 'they are followed by items which will enable you to4indicate your accomplishment.
.

All objectives in this course are learn ing objectives and items are teaching items. They
point out important things; they assist in learning, and they should enable you to do a better
job fqr the Navy.
This self-study course is only one part of the-total Navy training program; by its very
nature it can take you only part of the way to a training goal. Practical experience, schools,
selected reading, and the desire to accomplish re also necessary to round out .a fully meaningful
training
41,

1-3.

Learning Objective:1 Distinguish
between general andlservice ratings,
the terms rate and ratingd'.--Identify
the type of materials to it studied
in preparing for advancement.

The rating structure for naval enlisted
personnel in the AS rating provides for
1.
service ratings only
2.
general ratings only
3.
both general and service ratings
4.
general, service and emergency
ratings

4

1-1.

1 -4. .A general rating is one which reflacts
. qualifications in
1.
civilian skills identified with.a
peacetime Navy .4
2. civilian skills identified with a
wartime"Navyt
broad occupational fields of related
3.
duties and functions
4.
subdivisions rr specialties within
broad occupational fields

The aviation support equipment technician
(AS) rating was first established in whic
of the following yearn?
1.
1q5o
2.
1956
3. _1966

44 1976
1-2.' In what manual are the minimum occupational
requirements for advancement in all ratings
listed?
1.

NAVPEliS 10056-D

2.

NAVPERS 18068 (Series)
NAVEDTRA 10052-W

3.
4.

1-5.
--/

NAVEDTRA10315-8

1

What Geri identifies personnel
occupationally by pay grade?
1.
Rate
2.
Rating
General rating
3.
4.
Billet

1

r

Service ratings e)(kat at P03 and P02 levels
'only and are not tifolicable to both regular
Navy and naval reserve perspnnel.

.

Which of the following faio1 isa service

1-7.

2.
3.

'

AS1

ASCS

_mpg,-

.

AS technicians are usually assigned tsr,
activities that perform intermediatei"....,v2n
level maintenance aboard
,
1.. naval air stations
2.
aircraft carriers
3.
gverseas shore stations
all of the above
'

rating ?
1.
ASM2

1-8.

1-13.

4

1-14.
f

What ratings have.beenAaablished in order
that personnel may be uti lized within the
scopervf a general rating where,
specialization is required?
1.
Service ratings
2.
Special ratings
3.
Emergency ratings
4. Reserve ratings

Studying cance/leH--orfobsolete infdreation
will aid you in_advancement and Performing
more effectively because such information
is valuable in passing written
examinations and in.matritaining equipment.

Learning Objective: Recognize and
identify the Naval Aviation Maintenance Plan (NAMP) including concepts,
objectives, policies, organizations,
and responsibilities pertaining to

general rating of Aviiiion Sup
Equipment Technician applies to whhch of
the following pay grades? i
.
E-4.th:ongh E-7
1.
2.
through E-9
Ez6 through E-9
4.
E-8 and E-9 only

naval' aviation.

1-15.

The Naval Aviation Maintenance Program
(NAMP) was establish d and implemented by
the
1.

Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV)

2. Secretary of Defense (SECDEF)
1-10. Refer to figure 1-1 in your textbook. At
what rate level ,does the AS have his first
-opportunity to apply for advancement to .

Warrant Officer 4-2)?
1.
Second class

3".

President,

4.

Chief of Naval Opeiations (CNO)

The NAMP establishes maintenance policies,
procedures and retonsibilities for the
performance -of aviation maintenance
throughout naval'aviation and is outlined
in which of the following?
1.
OPNAVINST
4790.2 (Series)
SECNAVINST 4790.2 (Series) 12,
2.
3. AIRIANTINST 4790.2 (Series)
4. PACIANTINST 4790.2 (Series)

'1

In items 1-17 through 1-20, select from column B
/"N--tlie volumn(s) most closely related to the title
listed in column A.
1-12. The ASM usually is NOT required to peiform
B. Volumes
A. Titles
maintenance or service on which of the
follOwing types of aviation support
r
1 -17:
1."Volumn
Intermediate level
equipment?
maintenance
1.
Gasoline and diesel engines in
2. Volumn II'
self-propelled equipment and associated
1 -1'8.
Concepts,-objectives,
automotive systems
policies, organizations 3. Volumn III
Gas turbine compressor units and
2.
and responsibilities
, air-conditioning systems used in
4. Volumn TV .
servicing aircraft
Depot level maintenance
Gas turbine compressor unit test stands 1-19.
3.
\\\.
Jet engine test cells
4.
Organizational level.
1-20.'
maintenance

1

2.

First claret

3.

Chief petty officer
Master chief petty officer

4.

r

1-11. Aviation Support Equipment Technicians do"
NOT maintain which type of tupport
equipment?
1.
Electric

2. AVionic
3.

4.

I

Hydraulic
Pneumatic

I

t

1-21.

Refer to figure 2-2 in yOur"text book.
The numeral "04" refers to whi!ch,of:the
following?
1.
Chapter 4 ,.7v/
2.
Paragraph 4
3.
Section 4
4.
Both 1 and 3 above

1 -22.

As an.AS, you can be assigned to
aircraft squadrons., aircraft carriers, and
naval air statione. What level of
maintenance would you perform at an AIMD
aboard ship?
1.
Organizational
2. Depot
3.
intermediate
4. Both 1 and 3 above

1-27.

The quality assurance/analysis division
is a subordinate division of
1.
administrative
2.
ma
rial control
3.
pr uction
4.
eta f
r

-

\
1-23.

Learning Objective: Recognize the
duties and responsibilities of the

quality assurance division

1 -2g.

.

responsible for ,keeping defects from

affecting or (lerferring with
maintenance is
1.
production control
2.
quality assurance
3.
mate
controL
4.
both
and 3 above

Major overhaul and, modification of an
performed at'industryal type facilities is
which of the folio fnglevels of
mainten
e?
A. Otga iz ,tiJena
2.
3.

Depot "

4.

All of the above..,

The division that an ASImuld have the
most contact with and whi6h is

Intekmediate

.

'

1-29.
.

Learning Objective: Identify the
organizational structure of different
maintenance actiyites as to divisions
and indicate ths-responsibilites of
t
each.

The achievement of quality assurance
depends-on which of the following?
1.
Safety officer and division officer
26. Production, knowledge, and special
1.

. skills
Quality, assurance officer

'4.

p

"

Prevention, knowledge, an
skills

ecial,,

' Which if any

of the following divisions
establishes minimum qualifications .,
required for personnel selected for
collateral duty inspectors (CDI)/
1. -Quality assurance
2.
Maintenance control
3.
The cognizant division

1-24. 'In an prganizational Maintenance
Department, who is responsible for
estimating and programing facilities,
equipment, manpower, and training
requirements?
1.
Supply officer
2.
Commanding officer
3.
Material officer
4.
Maintenance officer

.

4.

Ndhe
--

1-31.

.

The quality assurance division is manned
by highly skilled_maintinance personnel

whoe known ,as'
CDIs
2. -COQARs0
3. QARs
1.

.

1'26.

- The administrative, quality assurance/
analysis, and maintenance/material central
ivisions are under the direct 4upervision
of which of the following?
1.
Commanding officer
2. Assistant maintenance officer
3. - Maintenance offi
4.
Supply.off

Ind maintenance department, there are
o major types of divisions, which are
1.
staff and production
2.
staff and supply
3.

4.

4.

1-32.

An AS'assigned to QA should bltwh ch of
the following rates?

tid'ASM-2

1-33.
4

produstiori and supply
staff,, production, and supply

all of the above

2.

AS-1

3.

ASE-2
ASH-2

Whin of the following division officers
is responsible for establishing
qualifications for CDIs?
1.
Material control officer
2.
Quality assurance officer
3.
Production division officer
4.
Assistant maintenance officer

3
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4

a
1-34.

4

ti

When'CDIs perfori quality ashurance.
functions within, the work center, they are
responsible to which or the following

1-41.
`-

.

officers?*
Divisibn'
I.
QA
2.
3.' Safety
4.

1-35.

.

The work center tha% acts as
betWeen the department and the local
supply activity is which of the
following?,

.4

Maintenance7materiaI

OPNAV 4790.2 (Series) clearly statee, if
there is S shortage of personnel, all CDIs
may inspect their'own pork and sign as
inspector.

1-42.

Whith of the following work centers
-coordinates, controls, and peocesses all.
supply and laterial "requisiltons in the

dewtmeni?
I.

1.436.

The types of audits conducted by quality

2.

assurance a,7e
1.

.

Maintenance control
2.
Quality assurance
3.
Maintenance administration
4.. Materia;'control
1.

.3.

work Center audits

4.

Material control
e.
Maihtenance control
Maintenance administration
Quality assurance
.

. special audit and quarterly audit
3.
4.

1-37.

,

work,center and ,special audits
quarterly and work center audits .

1-43s

The work center audit conducted by 4
should be held at least
1.
monthly
2. quarterly
3.

4.

.

The standard organizational framework of
an intermediate maintenance department
allows for how many production.divisions?
r"1. Six
2, Seven
3.
Three
.4.
Four

a.

semiannually,
annually

7
'Learning Objective:

Identify type':
pf maintenance. actions, inspections, ,C",

1-38.1 A duty of the data analyst in the quality
assurance/analysis division is to '
1.__act as a technical librarian
_12. perform the MDS,functions of the
division
perform the oipties of an auxillary QAR
3.
.
4.4 act as a division liaison with
maintenance Control

-

and procedures for documenting
maintenance history aid custody of
GSE.

.

1-39.

1-44.

Audits are conductedby quality assurance
and provide a means for evsluating the
maintenance department as to
personnel and their skill
1.
compliance with safety/cleanliness
2.
regulations
calibration of test equipment
3.
all of the above
4.

-

2.

3.
4.

V.

In an intermediate maintenance activity,
which work center is responsible for
proper planning, scheduling, and assigning
the various maintenance tasks performed?
Quality assurance
1.
Maintenance control
2.
Material control
3.
Maintenance administration
4.
.

4
0

a
1.,

C
Learning Objective: Identify
responsibilities and duties of the
maintenance/material control division'
of an Ap1D, in relation to supply,.
miinte6ance, and production divisions.

'1-40;

The Ground Support Equipment 1(GSE)

division is authorized toperform which
of the following types of maintenance
ions?
"
Scheduled, level 1 only
'

.

Unscheduled, level 2 only ,,
Scheduled and unscheduled
Level 2, but/not level 1

1-45.

There are how many types of maintenance
actions?
1.
One
Two ,
2.
3.
Three
Four
4.

1-46.

For an effective scheduled maintenance
program, you must have Maintenance
Requirements Cards (MRCs). MRCs do NOT
contain instructions for
periodic inspections
1.
repair, adjusting, or corrective
2.
action
3,
acceptance inspections
all of the above
4.

I
A

-t.

I

\ In items 1-47.through 1-49, select from column
A the type of inspection associated with each
definition in column A.
-

'-

\p e s

A. Definitions

B.

1-55.

off"

OPNAV 4790/52.0:-

spectioiis

1-48.

1-49.

1-50.

The daily inspection
accomplished prior to
the,first use of the
subject equipment for
that day

1.

Preoperatkonal

,1 -56.

2.

Special

3.

Acceptance

:0101U1ile90/50

Which of the following forms is useto

2.
3.

4.

Periodic

4.

1-57.

Wtut type of Inspection,

any, is

1759.

Both 1 and 2 Above ,
Nine

The Custody and Maintenance Record is
divided into fix major sections, four on
the front and two on the back, and is
maintained to provide a complete
maintenance history of each unit of
support equipment until the unit is
retired.

OPNAV 4790/52
OPNAV 4790/50
'OPNAV 4790/28

Entries lode on the Sub-Custody add
Periodic Maintenance,ReCOrd, oglav rorm
4790/50, are the responsibility of the
activity hiving prime custody of the

1-58; What 'say be used to determine the
operating timelrecorded on.GSE periodic
maintenance records?
1.
Hour meters
.2. Start meters
3.
Daily usage accounting,
'4. All of the above

performed when apiece of
E is shipped
from one command to another command?
1.
Transfer only
2.
Acceptance only

1-51.

"lt.

'information?.
t: OPNAV 4790/51

An inventory of all
installed and loose
material, configuration
verification, test of
systemd,'and a thorough
vreoperational inspection

4.

:-

,

record operdting andiperiodic maintenance

The inspections ltich
are accomplished in
intervals of clays;
weeks, hours, or months

11

.

OPNAV 4790/2eAr

1 -47.

Which of tag followirigformstrecords is
usid to record acceptOce/ transfer,
rework;'preservation on GSE?
1.
OPNAV 4790/51

ti

When transferring GSE on f-permaept
basis, which of the following reoord(01)
must accompany the equipment?
1.
GSE Custody and Maintop nce Record
2.
GSE Daily Record
3.
GSE Sub-Custody and Periodic
Maintenance RecIrd
4.
Boer 1 and 3 above'

'Learning Otjeciave:
Identify
Maintenance Dati Reportirig (MDR) and,
the codes associated with each.

In items 1-52 through 1*-54, select from column B
the correct OPNAV form number for the forms
listed in column A.
A.

1-52.

Name of Forms

GSS Custody and

B.
:1.

Number of Forms
'OPNAV 4790/51

MaintenanceRecord
1 -53.

1-54.

Pt

GSE Sub-Custody and
Periodic Maintenance
-Record

Maintenance Data Reporting (MDR) is used
to produce reports -for the minageent and
improvement of
11
material
.2. trequipment design

3.( maintenance and supply
4. all of the above

0

2.

OPNAV4790/52

3.

OPNAV 4790/50

4.

OPNAV 4790/6Q

GSE Daily Record

5
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1

sI

In items 1-61 through 11.63, select the ist
correct dsfintion in column D, for the terms
listed in column A.
Terms

A.

st

Definitions

B.

1 -61.

Maintenande
Action

1 -62.

Off-equipment
wprk

I.

,

1 -69.
.

Maintenance that

2.

I.
2.

5,

3.

type iquipment
Transaction
Type Maintenance

4.

Support ction

1-70.

So

1. 'Work -Unit Code

0. 4.

1-72.

`

4.

w

r

..3.--Work Unit Code
4. When. Discovered Code -

...
..

.,

J.

'

`,

"71"-67.

1

.

le /Support Apeiop Code
2.
Action Taken' Cods

:(

.

The pods used wtien reporting repairable
items found to be nonrepairablorzat the
.'
intermediate maintenance level are

.referred toasstat
,

,

..

Support Action Codes are used to identify
.
removed and replaced material
-1.
routine, repetitive. maintenance action
2.
.

.

-

1,

3.

3.

GAM

4.

GAGA

#

nonrepOiable materiel ,-

The handbook's H4-1 and H4-4 publish by
defense *Logistics SeiVice Center is a
cross reference listing of
Type Equipment Codes and names
1.
manufect2rer's codes and names
I.
3. Type Maintenance Codes
both 1 tad 3 above
4.

4

..

,

1-66.

G

.

Malfunction Code
3

')

II

S.

.

.

When Discovered Code
4.

2.

COde you

1.hich
'w
of the

The Type Equipment Code used for the
NC -2A Mobile'Electic Power Plant (MEPP)
is
1.
GAC6
2. #GACG

3. ' Action, Taken Code,
i

As an AS, thir Type

4.,.P

malfunctions and.coniists of three
characters is the
,

,

will most commonly use
following series?,
1.
A

The code used to describe equipollent

1-65.

.

.

*

An alphabetic/numeric code that cdnsists
_ef rive or savencharicters_and_knoWn,ac_a_
Work Unit Code (WUC) identifies which of
the followtng?
'1. Systme/subeyetea
2. Assembly/component
3. Type of equipment /unit
Both 1 and 3 above
4.

-

the.....type of data being reported?

material

removed its

1-641

Which of the following codes reflects

consumes manhours)

Maintenance
perfoOmed on

3.

Type Maintenance Codes Are used to
describe the type of work being
accomplished. Calibration of precision
measuring equipment is coded.,
1.
A'
P
2.
C
3.
4.
B
ti

Maintenance
performed on
.complete items

On-equipment
work

1=13.

1-68.,

'. /

4.. all of the above

11.

S.

6
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Assignnfent 2
4

MAIMP and Publications

Text:

Pages 2-22 through 3-13

In items 2-6,through 2-9 from Column B, match
the corFect copy of the 5-part VIDS/MAF to its
intended use listed in column A (I-level
maintenance).

Learning Objective: RecognizoppndN
identify the VIDS/MAF and SAF'sused to report maintenance action,

includinithe codes used.

12

I.

2-1.

A.

'

gour-digit number that Identified the
r and numerical day of the year is known'
as the
1.
jot control number
2.
suffix number"
3.
JUlian date
4.
olappedtmainienance date

r.

2-2.N The Job Contr
Number (J01) allows
separate ide
ication of'sech maintenance
action and i
sad of
1.
the organlxition code?
2.
the day
the serial number
.4.
all of the above
2-3.

The Visual Information Display
System/Maintenance Action Form (VIDS/MAF)
used primarily for organizaitonal level
iaintenance-is OAAV Fora
1.. 4790/52,
4790/60
.3.
4790/59
r.
4.

w

4790/01

B.

VIDS/MAP.

2-6.

Work center register

1.

Copy 1

2-7.

Ready For Issue (RFI)

2.

Copy 2

3.

Copy 3

4.

Copy 4

2-8. Supply Department
Register
2-9.

Production Control
Register

2-10. Which.of the following persons is
authorised t^ sign the "Inspection By
blobkqpw a YIDS/MAY?

3.

The,,teehnican performing the job,
The wor cent. supervisor
A to
plan n edirectly involved

4.

with'the\tosk
A quality
ranee representative

1.

2.

2 -11. Support A.ctioi Pores (SAFs) are used to
report which of the following?
lignrepetitivemaintenance actions
'
2.
Scheduled maintenance actions
Repetitive-maintenance actions
4. 'All'of the above

-

4

2-4. 'The VlDS/MAF used primarily by'
organisational and intermediate maintenance
%level activities is OPMAV Form,
r
1.
4790/52° ('
-.
)
2.
4790/60
3.
4790/59

L''.
4,

Uses

.

470/61'

P
2-1,2.'Who rust sign,. SAP to indicate that
screening has been comp leted?
1.
Worker/crew lead.
2. 'Werk
nter supervisor
3.

Di

4.

ion' chief

analysis tepresenfitlye

.1

2-5; The work center MDR verification copy 5
'is'used for the work4enter daily audit.

t,

Learning Objective: Identify .
publications pertinent ta'the GSE
wok "center as to type and use and
l'indicate relate' procurement,
updating, and identificatiofi procedures.

.1
fit

4

.

7

324,

r

In ansyering items 2-13 through 1-25 match
the correct VIDS/MAF bloCk title to the
VIDS/HAF block number, as you refer to the'text
and figure 2-13.
40

2 -23.

C.,.......

2-13.

Work Unit Code
A-22
1.
2. A-29
3. A
4. A 34

'Elapsed maintenance time
A-29
'41
A-36
2.
3.
A448
.
4.
A-45

-1.

Type Maintenance Code
A-45
1.
2.
A-59
3.
A-39

2-24.

"7

4, A-52
2-14.

Manhou s
1.

A

2-15.

2-17.

'

3.

A-22
A-29
A-32

4.

A-34..

Transaction Code'
1.
A-32
2.
A-22
3.
A-29
4. .A-36
Maintenance level
1.
A-34
2.
A-36
3.
A-35
4.

2.
3.

4.

Aeronautic publications that deal with'
operations and maintenance. of ground
support equipment are issued by the
authority-of-the
Chief of Naval Operations (CNO)
1.
Secretary'of the Navy (SECNAV)
2.
Naval Air System Command (NAVAIR)
3.
Aircraft controlling custodian (ACC):-;
4.

2-27.

Technical manuals And other data
pertaining to naval aviation are managed
and distrtbuted by the commanding officer
of the
Ma l'Air Systems Command ( NAVAIR)
1.
Nyal AirfTechnical Services Facility
2.
(NAVAIRTECHSERVFAC)
3.' Naval Aeronautic Publications Command

A -41

(1.11tVAIRPUBCOM)x

4. all of,the above
2-28.

Technical manuals do not provide current
authoritative information -about material
upkeep,,checks, tests, and iepairs.on
equipment. Therefore persofibel
responsiblepfor_tfie operation and
maintenance of. GSE need not be thoroughly
familiar with them.

2-29.

Publications'known as aeronautic
publications and issued by NAVAIR ar*
divided into which of the following
categories?
Technical manuals
1.
Technical directives
2.
Engineering drawings and associated
3.
data
All of the above
4.

2-30.

The information contained in aeronautic`'
publications is
general
1.

-A-48

A-5a
A-59
A-39
A-52

Type Equipment Code
1.
A-36
A-48
2.
3.
A-45
4.
A-39
'

2 -22.
a

2

2-26.

Items Processed
1'.

2-21.

A-52

MalfunctionCode,
1.
A-29
'2.
A-34
3.
A-36
4.

2-20.

A-3a

4.

41

2 -18:-Action Taken Code
1. A=36
2.
A-35
3.
A-41=
'4.
A-22
2-19.

-49.

'Action organization
1:
2.

2-16.

Bureau/Serial Number,
1.
A-58
2.
A-45

2-2§.

s

2.4 A-32
,3. A-34
4. A-41'

When Discovered
A-22
1.
A-36
2.
A-35
3.
4, A=58

.1.

2.

specific'

3.

both 1 and ,2 above

4.

none of the above
4.

Jr

8.

.
44.
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2 -31.

1.

A document containing supplemental
Information for aeronautic manuals that is
itamed,periodically is called a
1.
letter-type technical directive
2.
notice or technical order
3.
bulletin or notice
4.

2-32.

'2-33.

2-37.

.

technical change..

The misting of manuals that are available
on specific items of aeronautical!,
equipment is found in which of the
following?
1. ,Navy Stock List of Forms and
iftblicetions, NAVSUP 2002
Z. 'Equipment ApplicabilitysList, NAVAIR
,00-500A,
3.
Aircraft Applkcation List, NAVAIR
00-500B
4.
Directives Application List, NAVAIR
00=500C
/

2-38.

1,

2-39.

4.

2-34.

By semiannual reissue and monthly
!suppleaents
A

supplements
By quarterly reissue and monthly
supplements
By quarterly supplements only

Which of the tcalowing publications has
the cross-reference iniex listings of
NAVAIR publications according to model/

Under the column heading of Security,
Classification (SC), which of the
following letters indicate that a
technical matral is classified? .
1.
C_and Ui
S and C
2.
3.
S and U
4.
Any combination of the above
-

$ By annual reissue and quarterly
3.

If a model/type/part number is beings
supplemented with other part number
information, in which column is, an entry
made?
1.
Supplemental part number data
Supplemental remarks
.2.
3.
Model/typs/part numha

4. nomenclature

Ficia) is the NAVAIR 00-500A_Rept_current?
1.

In which
luan/heaciing of the NAVAIR
00-500A, o you find a descriptive term
for equipment listed?
1.
Vendor
0
2.
Nomenclature
'3. Model/type/part number
4.
Supplemental remarkt

2-40.

A complete list at manual types and their
corresponding codes can ba found in the
introduction of Volume 1 of
1.
NAVAIR 00-500A
NAVAIR 00-5008
3.
NAVAIR 00-500C
NAVSUP 2002
4.

2-41.

Beformordering,a technical manual, to
obtain the Chaplets publication title,
date* and requisition restriction code,

I.

type /part number?
1.
2.
'3.

4.

Numerical Index
Equipment Applicability List
Aircraft Application. List
Directives Application List by
Aircraft Configuration

4

yoil should refer to
1.
NAVAIR 00-50011
2.

Refer to Figure 3-1 in answering questions
2-35 through 2-39.
2-35.

The column, model/type/part number, lists
all items of.equipeent by
1.
alphabetical sequence
2.
numerical sequence
3.
alphanumerical sequence
4.
nomenclature/description

3.
4.

2-42.

How-is NAVAIR 00-500B kept current?
1.
By Annual reissue with no supplements
2.
By semiannual reissue with monthly
supplements
3.
By letter-type directives, as
..occurring
4.

2-36.

NAVSUP 2002
NAVAIR 00-500B
NAVAIR 00-5000

The 5-digit code, that identifies the
contractor and/or government agency that
manufactured the item of,equipment is
listed in
column headed,
/part number
1.. model/
2.
nomenclature
3.
vendor
any of the abcve
4.

2-43.

By 14monthly addendums

What is the general sub5ect
classification number for Ground
Servicing and Automotive Equipment?
1.

11

2.

12

3.. 16
4.

19

9

1.

324
4
114

-

The subject claisification of
publications in group 17 Is
,
1.
general
2. -powerplants
3. accessories
-4.
machinery, tools, and-test equipment'

.2-44.
.'.

2-53.

*

,

A listing o f NAVAIR letter-type directives
is found in
1.
NAVAIR 00-500A
2.' NAVAIR 00-5008
3. ,NAVA%R 00-500C
4.- NAVAIR 00-500D

2-45.

2-54.

Which publication is principally used
for ordering forms and publications?
1.

NAVSUP 2002'

2.

3.

NAVAIR 2002
NAVAIR oo-sopc

-4.

NAVSUP 00-5015C

Which of the following items of
information is contained in Section I of
the NAVOP 2002?
e
1.

Iniktructions and totices

2.

Manualltyps publications
Technical directives
All forms usediby the Navy

3.
4.

/

The NAVAIR 00500M is divideoWnto

2 -46.

215.

many parts?
1.
One
2. Two
3.
Three
4. Four

Which of the following items of
infoEmation is contained in Section II
of the' NAVSUP 2002?
1.
Manual -type publications
2.

3.
4.

The cartridge number system for ground support
equipment is different from those for aircraft.
In items 2-47 through 2-50, select from`column
the correct definiti,n for cartridges listed in
column A.
e
Cartridges

A.
SE-1

2 -47.

B.
'1.

2-56.

Equipment

SE-2

.2-49.

SE-3

2-50.

SE-4

j

f

2.

Servicing.
equipment

3.

Handling equipment

4.

Testing, checking, calibrating,
inspecting

.

Refer to figure 3-2. The number listed__
after the dedimal point indicates the
maintenance level. Whicti of the following
numbers indicate intermediate level
maintenance?
1: .653

2-51.

2-52.

Learning Objective:
Identify methods
for numbering,both"manual- and lettmrtype publications and recognize what
is indicated by various parts of the
manual classification:Code.

2,.

4:755

3.
4.

.122

What prefix is assigned to publications
originated by the Naval Air Systems
Command'
1.
Air Force Navy (AN)
2.
NAVAER (NA)

.401

3.

NAVAIR (NM'

4.

NAVWEPS (NW)

2-58;

,

.

Which of the following items of
inforaaion is contained-in Section III.
of the AAVSUP 2002?
1.
Instructions and notices
2. --Manual-type publications
S.
Technical directives
4.
All forms Ivied by the Navy

2-57; New microfiche editions of NAVSUP 2002
are issued
1.
monthly
2.
quarterly
3.
semiannually
4:
annually

Power generatioh
and, supply

'2-48.

All forms used by the Navy
Instructions'Snd notices
Technical directives

Which of the following publications is a
cross-reference for Support Equipment
Changes (SEC)?
1.
NAVAIR 00-500M
1. NAVAIR 00-5005E
NAVAIR.00-500A
3'.
4.
NAVAIR 00-5008

2-59.

Part II of the manual-type publications
code nujeber designates which of the
follow ng?
1.

specificgroup/class
A specific manufacturer

10

'.t)

3.

A specifictype/model

4.

All of the above

t
4

2-60.

Part III'of the manual-type publications
code number designates which of the
following?
1.

A Perticulz.r group

2.
3.

A specific manufacturer
A specific manual

2-66.

4. l general manual

The Department of the Navy Information
Security Program Regulation, OPNAV
Instruction 5510.1 (Series), is issued by
1.
SE AV
2.
CNO
3.
DOD
4.
NAVAIRSYSCOM

2-61.

Now are letter -type publications changes
numbered that relate to all support
equipment?
1.
By Julian date
2.
By calendar date
3.
In number sequence
4.
In alphanumeric sequence

2-67.

The provisions of OPNAV 5510.1 (herie')
apply to
1.
civilian personnel only
.2. enlisted personnel only
3.
officer personnel only
4. 'every person and Avery activity in .
the naval establishment

2 -62.

How are letter type materials pertaining
to support equipment numbered?
1.
Consecutively according to specific
application t
2.
Numerically according to general
classification
3.
Consecutively according to subject
matter
4.
In either of the systems listed in 1
and 3 above

2-58.

Security classifications appearing on
printed manue.s or NAVSUP 2002 apply
only to which of the following?
1.
Equipment covered in the manual
2.
Information contained in the manual
3.
Both 1 and 2 above .
4.
Personnel using the manual

2-63.

When they are available for issue, all
manual' and letter materials, EXCEPT
instructions and notices, are assigned
code numbers and are listed in the
1.
Navy-Air Force Publications Index
2.
Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
3.
Navy-Air Force Publication"
Instruction
4.
Naval Aeronautic Publications
Instruction

.2-64.

In items 2-69 through 2-71, select from
column B the procurement method that Is most
closely associated with each statement listed
in column A.
A.

-69.

Instructions and notices are NOT listed in
which of the following?
1.
NAVAIRINST 5215
2.
Naval Aeronautic Publications Index
3.
NAVSUP 2002
4.
Both 1 and 3 above

2-70.

Learning Objective:

Identify the
regulation governing sectSirity of

classified publications, and
procedures relating to the reissue
and the one-time issue of aeronautical
publications.

2-65.

2-71.

Statements

Aeronautical
publications are
provided by the
Naval Technical
Service Facility
(NATSF) to a newly
commissioned NAS.
A request is made
that future issues
of a particular
publication be
received by the
AIMD of a WAS.
DD Form 1348 is
submitted by an
AIMD officer for
a particular
publication

The Department of the Navy Security Manual
for Classified Information, which governs
the safeguarding of classified information
relative to all military and civilian
personnel and the activities of the naval
establishment, is issued as OPNAV
Instruction 551C.1 (Series) by the Chief
of Naval Operations.

11
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B.

Procurement
Methods

1.

Automatic
distribution
list

2.

Ordering direct

3.

Initial
outfitting

4.

Outfitting
allowance

4

Assignment .3
,'Publications and Supply

U
Texts

Pages 3-13 through 4-5

3-5.

Identify by the
Learning Objective:
content aviation publications which
provide information beneficial to
maintenance personnel.

3-i.

3-2.

Which of tho'following publications is NOT
published for general distribution but
provides useful and timely information for
commanders and other authorised personnel?
1.
Crossfeed
2.
Approach
c.
Naval Aviation Wows
3.
4.\ Digest of U.S. Naval Aviation Weapons

(IMRL)
3-6.

If an AS wants to obtain the most accurate'

current in6rmation on the sect of' ,.
accident prevention, whet sh
1.. Approadh
.
Navel Aviation New
2.
3.
The applicable Croesfeeds
MICH
4.

Data and documentation needed to determine
and establish support equipment
requirements and inventory control of
ground support equipment are provided in
the
1. Application Otte, Material Readiness
List (ADMRL)
Aeronautical Allowance List
2.
3.
Aircraft Wintenance Material
Readiness Li.t :AMMRL)
Individual Material Readiness List
4.

The initial list established by NAVAIR
that specifies requirement' for each item
of aircraft maintenance support equipment
at each level of maintenance is which of
the following?
Individual Material Readiness List
1.
(IMRL)

d he recd ?'
2.

Itist (ADMRL)
3.

4.

Learning Objective: Recognise manual type
publications of special interest to the AS,
including their contents, uses,
originators, identification markings, and
updating procedures.

3-3.

3-7.

2.
3.
4.

00
03

3.

17
19

4.

Repair parts, nuts, bolts, etc. are
included in which of the following
publications?

1 Data Material List
2.
3.

4.

Which of the following material readiness
lists specifies the types and amounts of
ground support equipment required to
maintain material readiness of the
maintenance activity-to which the list
applies?
1.
Individual Material Readiness List
2.

3-8.

3-4.

Aircraft Maintenance Material
Pladiness List (AMMRL)
Aeronautical Allowance List (AAL)

(IMRL)

Allowance Lists are included in what series
of publications4h the Naval Aeronautic
Publications Index?
1.

Application Data Material Readiness

Initial Outfitting List
Allowance Lists
Aircraft Material List

Applicatiom.Data Material Readiness
List (ADMRL)
Aircraft Maintenance Material
Readiness List (AMMRL)
Master Cross-Reference List (MCRL)

Which of the manual-type publications
series shown in table 3-1 are of special
importance to the AS?
00, 17, and 19
1.
2.
00, 02, and 17
01, 02, and 19
3.
4.
02, 03, and 17

12
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9. After the support equipment !equals are
prepared by the manufacturer; who has the
-authority tc issue them?
.
The Naval Ship Systems Command
2.
The Naval Air Systems Command
3.
The Naval Material Command
4.
Any of the above
3-10. Support Equipment,Manuils
rain detailed
instructions for perfor ng
1.
maintenance and re it ,
2.
service and inspection
3.
oieratiOn4and overhaul
4.

3-15.

The m_54als that contain repair or
Overhaul instructions for support
equipment are usually issued at which of
the following maintenance levels?
1.
Orginisational
2.
Intermediate
Depot
3.
4.
All of the above

3-16.

What publication is designed to aid
maintenance personnel in identifying and
ordering replacement parts?
1.
Ove
ul Instructions Manual
2.
Se
ce Instructions Manual
3.
Il
trated Parts Breakdown (IPB)
4.
Main enance InstructiOns Manual

3-17.

Which of the IPB sections contains
information that will aid an AS in
locating parts quickly and easily?
1.
The Introduction
2.
The Group Assembly Parts Lists
3.
The Numerical index,
Any of the above
4.

all of ,the above

3 -11. Which section of, the Operation and Service
Instructions Manual usually contains a
table of specifications, for the

equipment's systems?
1.

I

2..
,3.

II
III

4.

11,

3-12.'..)What information is NOT included in the
operating procedures' section of the

3-18.

The Numerical Index of the IPB contains
information pertaining to
1.
-National Stock Number data
2.
figure and index numbers
3.
source data and repair codes
-'' 4. all of the above

Operating and Servicing Instructions for
an item of support equipment?
1.
The pi nciples of operktion
2.
The preparation of the unit for use
3.
The purpose and use,of the operating
controls
4.
The purpose and use of the indicating
instruments

3-19.

'?fie NAVAIR Manual that is required

reading for all personnel performing
hydraulic maintenance functions on naval
aircraft and GSE is designated

3-13. What means is usually used in the
pertinent Operating and Service
Instructions section to indicate the
inspection intervals of a component or
system of support tquipment?
1.
Tables
2.
Diagrams
3. Charts
4.
Either 1 or 3 above

1.

NA -17 -1A-01

2.

NA-00 -80T -96

3.

NA-17-08-42

4.

NA-01 -1A -17

Select from column B, the NAVAIR publication
that relates most closely to the statement in
column A.

3-14. When an AS performs periodic inspection%
what section of the Operations and Service
'Instructions should he use along with the
Maintenance Requirements Cards?
1.
Operating Instructions
2.
Illustrated Parts Breakdown
3. #0verhaul-and Repair
4.-SefirCe Instructions?

3-20.

A. Statements

B. Publications

Contains infor-

A.

NAVAIR 17-1-114

2.

NAVAIR 17-1-125

3.

NAVAIR 01-1A-509

oration on the

repair and testing of tiedown
chains
3-21.

Pertains to GSE
cleaning and
corrosion

3-22.

Pertains to aircraft corrosion
controls

13
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3-23.

What is the subject classification of the
publication USAIR 19 -45 -1?
1. lodge and application tables for
aircraft jacks
2.
Index and application tables for
mobile electric power plants
3. Index and application tables for tow
tractors
4. All of the above

3-30.

Where is the issue date of a replacement
page in a manualnoted?
1.
On the back of the manual's cover page
2.
On the bottom of the replacement page
3.
On the back of the replacement page
4.
On the front of the manual's cover
page

3-3i.

The currentness and completeness of a
manual can be determined by checking the
change notice cover page list and date of
issue pertaining to each change against
the corresponding page of the manual.

3-32.

The Rapid Action Change (RAC) system has
been developed to get urgently' required
information to the field that affects
which of the following?
1i
Hazards to personnel
Flight safety
2.
3.
Aircraft or equipment damage
4. All of the above

3-33.

Normally,. a tontine change must be
incorporate(' in a manual within how many
working days?
1.
Two
2.
Four
3.
Three
4.
Five

-

3-24.

3-25.

Which code number in manual-type
publications identifies the subject
breakdown pertaining to aircraft
hydraulic jacks?
1.
19-10
2. 19-20
3. 19-70
4. 19-80
NIL-NDBI-300B.provides a consolidated
source of descriptive information about
individual items of grciund support
equipment used by the Navy, Air Force, and
Army.

3-26.

Changes to publications that are held by
production divisions are incorporated into
the publications by personnel of the
1. Administrative Division
2. technical library staff
3. Quality Assurance Division
4. respective work centers

3 -27.

Changes or revisions to manuals may be
issued in which of the following forms?
1.
Write-in material
2; Replacement or additional pages
3.
Supplemental data
1 and 2 above
4.

Learning Objective:
Identify types,
contents, purposes, and procedures,
assoctated with letter-type publications.

3-34.

What type of directive should be used if
material ofa technical nature needs to
be disseminated?
1.
Change or- Bulletin
Bulletin or Notice
2.
Teohnical Note or Change
3.
4.
Notice or Technical Order

3-35.

Of the following directives, the one that
would be classified as a Bulletin is the
one which contains instructions and
directions to
1.
install a specified workstand
component
correct a safety or operational
2.
condition
3.
perform initial tests to determine ifa given condition exists
modify the parts of a specified_
4.
pneumatic system

3-36.

What type of technical directive is
disseminated by means of a message?
1.
Notice
Interim Change or Bulletir.
2.
3.
Technical Note
Technical Order
4.

3 -28.- --If-an-AS-in-a work center tiles a page of

technical information next No an affected
page in a publication, what type of change
is he incorporating?
1. Write-in
2; Replacement
3. Supplement data
4.
Duplicate change
3-29.

Which of the following statements
correctly describes a supplementary page
numbered 5-65A and the information
thereon?
It is placed between pagei 5-65 and
1.
5-66, and may apply to either of those
pages, but not to both
It is placed between pages 5-65 and
2.
5-66, and may apply to either-or both
of those pages
It is placed after page 5-64, and
3.
applies only to page 5-65
It is placed between pages 5-65 and
4.
5-66, and applies only to page 5-65

14
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3-37.

Which type of directive is used when it
is decessary to revise or aiend an
existing technical directive?
1.
Change
Revision
lT
1. Bulletin
4.
Amendment

Learning Objective:
Identify how
the Technical Publications Library
(TPL) and the Maintenanc8 Information
Automated Retrieval System (MIARS)
function.

3-38. 'Which type of directive is identified as a
compltely new edition of an existing
directive?
1.
Amendment

3-39.

2.

Reissult

3.

Revision

4.

Change.-

Interim Bulletins are self-rescinding with
rescission dates and remain in effect
until
1%,
the end of the month in which they
were issued
2.
the.indicatedAtime for their
3.

4.

The central location that-determines,
receives, distributms-and controls the
technical publication that is required to
maintain GSE,iliknown as the
1.
Divisidhal Dispersed Library
2.
Technical Research Library
3.-'TechnicalMaterial Library
4.
Technical Publications Library

3-45.

All publications should be placed in
binders and filed 14 publication number
by what siethod(s)?

3.

Numerically
Alphanumerically
Alphabetically

4.

All of the above'.

1.

cancellation &curs
all requirements have
incorporated and-recorded
the end of the year, at which time

2.

thihrarei}entomatically canceled
3-40.

3-44.

3-46.

What type of action is assigned to a
direative issued to correct' safety
_cOnditiolis which, if left uncorrected,
could reiult in the loss of life or
equipment?
1. ROUTINE
2.
URGENT
3.
IMMEDIATE
4.
Any of the above

The systek that projects and prints out
information from maintenance manuals is
known as
1.

Nen

2.

MIARS
NATOPS
Both 1 and 3 above

3.
4.
3 -47.

The delay between the time a technical
manual cheyge is issued and the time that
change is translated into a repair action
1.8 known to the AS as
1.

2.

-/UMUM-to-table 3-4 ie your textbook in answering
items 3-41 through 3=43. Select from'column B
the propei time Irene for compliance for. each type
of directive listed in column A.
A.

Type Directives

3-41.

Immediate (Formal)

3-42.

Urgent (Interim)

3-43.

Routine (Formal)

B.

Time Frames

1.

Prior to

further 1462.

3.

4.

3-48.

-----

Not later than
next regularly
scheduled
rework

3.

Within 18
months'of date
of issue

4.

Not later than
120 days from
date of issue

warning time
danger time
lagging time
safety time

Tb use the microfilm cartridges of the
MIARS system, you need which of the
following piece(s) of equipment?
1.
AR-150A only
2.
AR-151A only
3.
AR-153A only
4.
Both 1 and 2 above

Learning Objective:
Indicate the
AS's need for a working knowledge
4 thesNavy supply system, and
recognize its primary objective,
development, organization, and
functions.
t
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3-49.

3-50.

,It is necessary for the AS to have a
forking knowledge of the Navy's supply
system so that he will be able to
order parts for maintenance
1.
2.- coordinate the material support of
maintenance
ensure proper use of materials
3.
within his area of responsibility
4. do all the above

Learning Objective: Identify how funds
are appropriated' and the types and uses
of budgets that are allocated.

Who allots the operating funds for
stations and rework facilities?
NINZ
1.
NAVAIR
2.
ASO
3.
NAVMAD
4.

3-57.

Which source of funds is of most concern
to an AS assigned to a squadron aboard an
aircraft carrier?
()berating Target (OPTAR)
1.
Operating and Maintenance allotment
2.
Aviation Fleet Maintenance allotment
3.
APA allotment
4.

3-58.

What disposition is made of unused OPTAR
funds when a new OPTAR is authorized?
They are Used as in-excess funds with
1.
the new OPTAR
They are reverted to the control of
2.
the Chief of Naval Operations
They are returned to the type,
3.
commander's control
,
Any of the abolle may occur, depending
4.
upon the original source of the funds

3-59.

The type of OPTARS that are of most
interest to the AS are those allocating
funds for
flight operations
1.
.aircraft research
2.
station operkEion
3.
aircraft maintenance
4.

3-60.

Aircraft maintenance funds are used at
which of the following maintenance
level(s)?
Organizational
1.
Intermediate
2.
Organizational and Intermediate
3.
Depot
4.

/authorising rand-supervising the

of Hairy property
ttxensportati
e compilation of and
3.: Coordinating
r the printing of the
contracting
Catalog of Naval Material
4. Procurement, custody, and issuance of
aeronautical spare parts and technical
material

The Commander of the Naval Supply Systems
Command is appointed by the
1.- -President of the United States
2. Secretary of Defense
3. Secretary of the Navy
4. Chief of Naval Operations

3-33. 'The authority of the Commander of Naval
Supply Systems Command is delegated to him
by the
President of the United States
1.
Secretary of the Navy
2.
3.. Chief of Naval. Operations
4. United States Senate
3-54.

3-56.

Mhich of ph. following is a function of
the Aviation Supply Office:
Administering the sale of surplus Navy
1.
property
2.

3-52.

Funds are released to agencies of the 1
federal government from the General Fund
of the Treasury following which action?
Presidential approval for SECDEF
1.
action
Presidential approval for Treasury
2.
Department action
Congressional action with
3.
presidential approval
The House of Representatives action
4.
with presidential approval

In what way, if any, is the Aviation
Supply Office (ASO) related to NAVAIR?
It is under the technical control of
1.
NAVAIR
It ii under the menage:men contiol of
2.
NAVAIR
VAIR
It operates independently of
3.
It is under the management and
4.
techniaal control of NAVAIR ,

I
3-51.

3-55.

S.1

Of the general functions listed below,
which of the following is NOT a function
of ASO/
Supervising the procutement,,receipt,
1.
custody, warehousing and issuance of
Navy supplies and materials
Preparing budget estimates and
2.
administering funds for the supply
distribution system
3.. Procuring and distributing complete
aircraft and engines
Rendering an annual report to
4.
Congress
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3-63.

All repairable GSE listed on the
Individual Materiafi Readiness List
(IMRL), in addition,to all other GSE
cosO.ng $200 or more, is assigned a
report code of
1.
C
2.
R
3.
A
4\ either 1-or 2 above

3-64.

Excess imuse accountable, GSE is
classified as such by which of the
following criteria?
1.
An authorized IMRL item which is not
needed in'the allowed quantity
2.
A quantity that exceeds the
authorized IMRL quantity
3.
Any GSE that has been deleted froni an
activity's IMRL'
4. .All of the above

Learning Objective:
Indicate methods 'and
publicationi used in identifying material
to. be procured, and interpret identifying
data.

3-61.

3-62.

The Aircraft Maintenance Material
Readiness List program ( ADMRL) ie used for
which orthepfollowing purposes?
1.
To establish allowance requirements
for GSE at the intermediate or
organizational maintenance activities
2.
To redistribute in-use assets and to
evaluate material readiness
3.
To establish a base for GSE budget
requirements
4. To do all of the above
The required material realNless list of an
activity'is the applicable
1.
Application Data Material Readiness
List (ADMRL)
2.
Individual Material Readiness List
(IMRL)
3.

4.

Aeronautical Allowance List
Aircraft Maintenance Material

.

3-65.

.

Whjch activity hassthe responsibility/ for
,the continual review and updating.of
aeronautical allowance registers?
1.

'ASO

2.

NAVSUP
NAVAIR
DCNO (Air)

3.
4.

Re'adiness List ( ADMRL)

Vel
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Assignment -4
Supply and Training

4

O
Text:

Pages-4-5 through 5-7

In items 4-4 through 4 -7, select fromcolumn.8
the section of the SSC that is responsible for
4
each function listed in column A.

.

Learning Objective: Identify functions
of maintenance actrirty material control
work centers, and recognise procedures and
priority codes used in requisitioning and
turning in material.

°,

A.

I.

2,

3.

4.

`

4-9:

4.

Both 1 and 2 above

control
CCCS)

Accounts for all components being,procedsed in
the Intermediate Maintenance Activity

The Supply Support Center (SSC) ii an
internal organiketion of the local supply
activity and is made up oc which of the
ed!lowing,sections?
Component Control Section (CCS)
1.
Section, -(SRS)
-(SRS)
Supply Response Section,
SU)
gupply Screening

2. 'Co:aliment

4-8.. The assignment of which force/activity
designator can NOT be delegated to Fleet
Commanders?

one?
following fun
It schedules repair oe,tRe component
1.
It positively identifiei the component
It determines whether repair of the
3.
component
is within the.repair
.0
capabilities of the activity
It ensures that all logs, records, and
4.
101DS/MAFt areaffixed to the component

3.

(SRS)

mediate maintenan
activity cannot repair

When a support equipment component is
received in an Intermediate Maintenance

2.

storage components

.which the locallpr-

Activity fr epair, the administrative
screening uni of the material control
divisionp:rf rats all except which of the

4-i.

Supply
response

1.

Initiates disposition
action on components

4-6.

4-7'.

4-2.

the status of all %RCA 3

Physically delivers
RFI material to the
maintenance
organization

4-5.

ensure, that maintenance requirements
fde parts and material are properly
forwarded"to SSC
ensure that parts and material received
are expeditiously routed to applicable
"6
waft centers
/tat as liaison between the faintenance
department and the lbcal supply
activity
do all of the above

Sections

18.

Maintains records on

4-4.

'4-1. ?mit:trial control work center functions to

°

Functio s

1.

I

2.

II

3.

III

4.

IV

What priorities must F7°D III activities
submit when making requisitions for
corresponding requirements?
1 and 4
1.
2 and 5
2.
3.
3 and 6
7 and 9
4.
1

18
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to.

O.

Refef to figure 4-1 is your textbook to
answer question 4-10.

A

-4-10.

1

4-16.

What will be the urgency-of-need designator
for parts needed. gor the emergency repair
of'-'an aircraft?
1.
I
2.
II
3.
A
4. D

4-1:1.

4-17.

Establishment of the National Stock
Numbering System resulted in the
1.
provision for central storage
facilittes"for similar items
21
provision for automatic like-item
delivery to all of the services
siiultanepusly
3.
elimination of duplication of items
between the services
4.
elimination of the services competing
against each other for items

4-11.

4-18.

What identification should be used on
items that are procured from Navy supply
activities by Air Force supply activities?
1.
Navy code numbers
2.
National stock numbers
3.

Either' national stock numbers or Navy

codenumbers
4.

4-14.

4-15.

4-19.

What part of this NSN identifies the
federal supply classification (FSC)?
BF

2.

123

3.

4567
1560

4.
41

Bdth,Navy stock numbers and Navy code
numberb

1.

4-20.

1I

3.
4.

8R

what code classifies material in terms of
readiness for issue and use or
identifies action under way) to change the
status of material?
is
Materii control
2.
Maferia .conditiOn
3.
Source code
4.
Recoverability code
The material condition code of a national
stock number may change occasionally
throughout the life of an item of
material because.
1.
its national supply classification
number may change
2.
the serviceable use of the item may
t
change
3.
the service employment of the item
may differ frbm its intended
employment
4.
the item may be qansferred
periodically between the armad
services
How many material condition codes are
assigned to Navy material?

tot

Refer to figure 4-4 in your textbook in
answering items 4-16 and 4-17.

7
9

3.

11

4.

13

What pUblitation is prepared by the
manufacturer and designed to enable
-supply and maintenance personnel toidentify and order replacement parts for
specific models of equipment?
1.
Navy Management Data List
2.
Illustrated Parts Breakdown
3.
Support Equipment Reference List
4.
Illustrated Shipboard Shopping Guide

4-21.

In which section of an IPB can you find
general information about a piece of
equipment, contents, and instructions on
how to use the IPB?
1.
Introduction
2.
Group Assembly Parts Lists
3.
Numerical Index
4.
Reference Designation Index

4-22.

In which section of an IPB can you find
coded information pertaining to the
breakdown of a complete unit?
1.
Introduction
2.
Group Assembly Parts List
3.
Numerical Index
4.
Reference Designation Index

What prefix used with a national s'6ck
number designates the-activity that
controls-publications?
OI
2R

X

2.

What information is given by the
cognizance symbol 2R?
1.
The item is,aeronautical
equipment and
controlled by ASO
2.
The item is aeronautical equipment and
controlled'by NAVAIR
3.
The item is consumable photographic
equipment controlled by ASO
4.
The item ip photographic equipment and
controlled by NAVAIR

2.

R

1.

Refer to figure 4-3 in your textbook in
answering questions 4-14 and 4-15.

1.

3.

4.

4

-

4-13.

What letter of the material control code
iadicates that the material can be
repaired by a depot maintenance activity?
1.
F
2.
H
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4-23.

r4-24.

Which section of an IPB"lists part numbers
in alphanumerical order?
Introduction
1.
Grcup,Assembly Parts List
:2.
Numerical Index
-3.
4. Reference DesignatiomIndex

The Management Data List does NOT include
information concerning which of the

4-30.

What repair kit contains care -dated items
such as dihphraqms, packings, and

0-rfngs?
A. A-kit
2. C-kit

4-31.

following?
Changes in stools numbers
1.
The cost of an .item
2.
Item shelf life
3.
A catalog of material
4.

D-kit

4.

F -kit'

Which kit proyides hardware repair parts
only to activities authorized to perform
major overhaul?
A-kit
1.
C -kit
D -kit

2.
3.
4.

Which of the following publications should
4-25.
you Nor use in conjunction with the NMDL
of
f. to obtain an NSN and/or other types
information for making the Most effective

4-32.

use of the *VOL?
Descriptive/Identification Lists And
1.
Illustrated Shipboard Shopping Guides
2.- Support Equipment Reference Lists
Deleted and Superseded NIIN List
.3.
Group.Assembly Parts List
4.

S

3.

F -kit

lbe inventory at any one outlet for
preexpended bins will not exceed an
estimated supply of how many days?
10 days
1.
20 days
2.
3.' 30 days
40 days
4.

Learning-Objective: Recognize the
different types of parts kits available,
the operation of preexpended bins, and
material turn-in procedures.

6

Learnir7 Objective: Recogniie definitions
and uses of SMiR codes.
1

4-26.

codes?
How many positions make up the SM&R
1.

5

2.

2

3.

3

4.

4

4-33.

Who has the primary responsibility for
the'proper management and maintenance of
preexpended-bins,,including display,
labeling, and replenishment when
required?
Commanding` Officer
f<
Maintenance Officer
2.
Supply Officer
3.
Material Officer
4.

An questions

4-27 through 4-29, select from
column 8-te item to which each source-code incolumn A refers:

4-27.

A. Codes

B. Items

PF

1.

1

4-34.

Item to be manufactured or
fabricated at
organizational level

Preexpended bi6 are inventoried by the N,
supply department a minimum of
once a week
/1.
2.
3.

4.

4-28.

MO

2.

Item to be manufactured or
fabricated at intermediate
levels ashore

4-29.

AH

3.

Item to be assembled at
intermediate level ashore

4-35.

At the present time, there is NO
provision or requirement for the turn-in
of damaged, worn-out, or excess material
to the supply department.
.

4-36.
4.

twice a week
once a month
twice'a month

Support equipment which
will not be stocked but
will be centrally procured
on demand

Which copy of th* VIDS/MAF is kept by
supply for bookkeeping purposes?
1.
2.
3.

4.
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One
Two
Three
Foui

4

4-37.

When repair is comploted by AIND, which
copy of the VIDS /MAF is attached to the
RP/ Item that is returned to the lupply
system?
Five
Two
Three
Four

1.

2.
,

3.

-

4.

4-42.

a

,

4-38. ,You, as in AS, can contribute to material
management by ensuring that
'1.
only necessary replacement parts are
ordered
2.
replicement parts
installed "ASAP"
3.
defective parts are turned in to
supply "ASAP"
Ct
4.
each of the above is accoeplistled

concerning training for AS personnel is
correct?
1.
Before an AS may be advanced, he must
demonstrate proper teaching
techniques
Because of varying workloads, no

3.
bujt

training of naval personnel is such a
necessary funciipn that it is considered
as an important responsibility of which of
the following?
1.
First.,Upss Patty Officers
2.
Second Class Petty Officers
3.
Third Class Petty Officers
4.
All-of the above

Learning Objective: Recognize the
importance of, and procedures for,
organising and administering a GSE
training program and for licensing
personnel for operating GSE.

4-40.

What military requirements correspondence
course must you complete for advancement'
to AS1?
1.
NAVEDTRA 10325 (Series)
2.
NAVEDTRA 10314 (Series)
3.
NAVPERS 10057 (Series)
4.
NAVEDTRA 10321 (Series1

4.

What are the two types of training
concepts?
1.
Formal and informal
2. Scheduled and unscheduled
3.
Scheduled and formal*
4.
Unschedgled and informal

4-45.

Who is responsible for preparing
plan for shop training?
'I.
1.
The division officer
2.
The division CPO
3.
The division LPO
4.
The instructor

4-46.

The primary purpose

to
1.

2.

Which of the following groups is LEAST
reprqmentatiee of actions required by a
petty officer in estahlishing and '
administering a training program?
1.
Selecting instructors, schedulin4
training periods, and lesson planning
2.
Procuring traint
aids, qualifying
instructors, and arranging for

3.

4-47.

Scheduling training period., procuring
visual training aids, and
and'qualifying instructors "
Determining that, a training program is
needed, lesson planning, and selecting
and training instructors
.

4.

of

lesson

I

a lesson ,plan is

ensure that the subject matter will
be covered
set forth, the objectives of the
lesson
summarize the major points of the
flesson

4.

classrooms'
3.

attempt should be mad/to schedule
training on eprear
ged schedule
An AS must properly use training aids
in teac)ing a class before he is
eligible-for advancement
Tlie major 'object areas of work
center training are advancement and
ground support equipment maintenance

4-44.

,/

4-41.

P

4:43: Which of the following statements

.

4-39.

.

Which of the following types of subject
tatter should be included in a GSE
,training program?
1.
GSE licensing program
2. Advancement requirements
3. :NarnteninCe,reepi.rements
4.' All of the above

ensure that th,subject matter, even.
if taught by different rhstructors,
will be, presented in the same manner'
to each claim

Which of thr- following statements is
LEAST descriptive of informal training?
1.
It is on-the-job training
2.
It does not require special training
3.
4.

41
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equipment
It is easier to work into the daily
work schedule than formal training
It is performed under the direct
supervision of the work center\
supervisor

What type of laimingis received through
Rate Training Manuals?
Emowledgeroquirements
1.

4-45.

2.
3.
4.

On- the -job training

.4

4-56.

4-50.

Which of the following main mance
training commands are of int rest to the
Aviation Support Equipment To hnician?
NATTC, Memphis
1.
NANTRAGRU, JAX
2.
All Naval Air Rework Facilities
3.
Roth 1 and 2 above
4.

A GSE operator's license covering several
pieces of equipment
must be renewed by the latest
1.
expiration date noted in the
expiration date column
must be renewed by the earliest
2.
expiration date, noted in the
expiration date column
must be renewed if 3 years have
3.
elapsed since the operator reported
to the support equipment work center
need not be renewed as long as the
4.
operator remains in the support
equipment work center

4-57.

What must you have in order to operate
self-propelled automotive type equipment?
GSE operator's license
1.
Government motor vehicle operator's
2.
card
3. Military identification card
4. ,Both 1 and 2 ',ove

4-58.

After an AS attao...ad to an organizational
maintenance activity has satisfactorily,
completed the necessary training, a GSE

Which of the following schools provide
specialised training on GTCP -100 gas\
turbine engines?
"A" schools
1.
"10 schools'
2.
3. "C" schools
V
'4. "P" schools
Assistance to intermediate maintenance
`Nactivities in training AS personnel on
selected GSE is' provided by the
Chief of Naval Operations
1.
Naval Air Systems Command
2.
Naval Air Nakfitenance Training Group
3.
NaVal Air Technical Services Facility,
4.

operator's licenseAmy be issued to his
/
by the
Chief of Naval Operations
1.
Naval Air Maintenance Training Group
2.
intermediate maintenance activity
3.
providing the training
organizational maintenance activity
4.
to which he is attached

4753._ The responsibility to provide GSE
licensing materials `to individual commands
rests with
NAVAIR
1.
AIRLANT/PAC
2.
3. NA4. NTRAGRU

4-59.

When there is Sufficient reason for

Nrevoking a GSE bperAtor's license, the
license is revoked by the

1. commanding officer or
officer-in-charge
activity proidding the GSE training
2.
course qualifying the operator for

MATTO
4-54.

1 year

4.

Who is responsible\for conducting
on -therjob training\within thiNgork
center?
tty Officer
Department Chief
1.
Officer
Division Chief Pet
2.
Training Petty Offic r
3.
Work Center Supervis
4.

4.52.

2years

.3.

Naintananci.requirements
All of the above

4L49.

4-51.

The GSE operator's license is valid for a
period of
4 years
1.
3 years
2.

4-55.

If training material and license ,
'performance standards on new or additional
GSE is received from NANTRAGRU, what .is
the maximum length of tile that may elapse
before local maintenance personnel most be
licensed under the approved standardhi
'30 days
4.
60 days
2.,
.90 days
3.
120 days
4.

3.

4.

4-60.

the license
work center supervisor
maintenance officer

The 4nformation sheet, general military
training syllabus, professional training
syllabus, and information/on-the-job
training record or PQS Qualification card
are all on the right-hand side of the
training folder.

t

V
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,1.

A'

Assignment

.- l

GS!

Pages 5 -7,through 625

'IA.' Teat:

a
'5-5.

Learning ObjeCtive:
Recognize
capabilities and operating
characteristics of,ground support
equipment, including applicable*
saintenance procedures.
V

The maneuverability required in a to
tractor Weed in =many aircraft and/or
trailer -moon
support equipment is
dependent u
the
1. .tractor's transmission
2.
tractores dimensions and turning
3.

4.

5-1. Ground Support Equipment (GSE) is used in
support of naval aircraft in many wais t
including handling, servicing, loading. and
testing.
The principal users are
1.
aircraft squadrOo personnel
2.
aircraft carrier personnel
3.
crash and'fire personnel
4.
all of the above
5-2.

AS personnel are primarily conigerned with
which of the following in regards to GSE?
1.
Operation and servicing
2.
Major inspe-ctions and repair
S"'
3.
Preoperational inspection
4.

5-4.

To allow for the smoothest and safest
movement of aircraft and equi!entsamd to
allow the driver to be able to `concentrate
on the job at hand, the tow tractor is
equipped with which, if any, of the
following?
1.
A standard transmission
2.\ An automatic transmission
3. NPower steering and standard
transmission
4.

Repair' only
.

5-3.

5 -6.

None of tie. above,.

The tors drawbai pull refers to the.
1.
traction provided by
surface on
'which tractors operate
2.
type of transmissitombetween a
tractors' engine and its wheels
3. pulling force of which a tractor is
oapible
4. .maximum load to which c drawbar may be
attached

'

Within the scope of his rating, the A5 is
4'
also responsible for
1.
effect:1'0.1y performing all phases of
maintenance
2.
training squadron personnel in the
servicing and operation of GSE
.3.
testing an licensing of an operator of
GS! that rsquiree, a license
4.
all of the above

radius
sae and '!/eight of the tractor
size and Weight of the aircraft and/or
equipment to be moved

5 -8.

The serieintO which tow tractors are
usually classified are

Which of the following types of GSE is it
an AS's responsiblity to maintain?
1.
Avionic
2.
Nonavionic
3.
Ordnance equipment
4.
Peculiar avionic

1.

M andTA

2.

M and TD
and MD
T and MA

3.

t

4.

5-9.

Learning Objective:
Ihdicate the proper
operating characteristics and procedures
for the aircraft tow tractor.

After the MD-3 tow tractor has had its
first'Sodification it is designated an
1.

MDA -3

2.

MD-3-1

3.

MD-313

4.

MD-3A
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In items 5-10 through 5-13, select from column B
a characteristic of each tow tractor listed in
column A.
A.

B.

Tractors -

5 -10.

ND-3'

5-11.

TA-18

5-12.

TA-75

5-13.

MRS -190

5-18.

After the MD-3 tractor's engine is
started, what action should you take if
there is a sudden exoessive rise in engine
temperature?
engine
Stop
1.
e operation of the ammeter
2.
Check
r tempetature
Check the
3.
*Check the operation of the glow plugs
4.

5-19.

Whichaction should you NOT take during
cold weather starting{
Pressing the glow plug switch to
1.
preheat the combustion chambers
Releasing the glow plug switch prior
2.
to pressing the stater switch
Allowing the combustion chambers to
3.
preheat in aceordance with the
preheating chart for the ambient air

Characteristics

1.

It has an 18,000-lb
drawbar pull

2.

It weighs 47,00Q lb

3.

DI designed for
towing and spotting
aircraft on shore
stations

4. 'It is designed to
tow all carrier
aircraft aboard a
carrier
.

5-14.

4.

Which of the following statements relative
to the ND-3 tow.tractor is false?
The tractor is capable of 8,500-pound
1.
drawbar pull at approximately 10 mph
on dry or wet concrete surfaces
The tractor is powered by a
2.
four-stroke cycle, internal combustion
engine
The gas turbine compressor mounted on
3.
the rear of the tractor provides
compressedair for pneumatic equipment
The multiple: drive reduction gear
4.
shifts autoWetically in all forward
gear ratios "'

5-20.

oil cirmiation

3.

You must be familiar with the instruments
and controls of a tow tractor because you
are required to operate then when
training other personnel
1.
testing after repairs have been made
2.
troubleshooting
3.
doing all of the above
4.

10 F

2.
3.

210 F

4.

5-17.

30 F
41 F

If the MD-3 engine fails to start when
following normal starting procedures,
before attempting another start you should
wait
30 seconds
1.
45 seconds
2.
60 seconds
3.
2 minutes
4.

Until all of the above indications
are obtained

In which position should the tractor's
transmission lever be placed for moving
light and moderate loads forward?
2.

R
L

3.

D

4.

Any of the above

1.

Normal starting procedures for the MD-3
tractor should not be followed if the
average ambient temperature drops below
1.

Until the engine temperature gage
indicates the engine is warm
Until the air pressure gage indicates
full air pressure is developed and
the air low pressure warning light is
off

4.

5-22.

5-16.

How long should the tractor's engine be
allowed to idle?
Until the oil pressure gage indicates
1.
2.

5-21.

5-15.

temperature
Continuing to depress the glow plug
switch while pressing the starter
switch until the engine fires
regularly

#

If the accelerator of the tractor at a
standstill is fully depressed with the
transmission lever in D, the transmission
will
remain in second gear
1.
dOwnshift to first gear
2.
3.

shift from secorkl) to third gear

4.

slip until the operator manually
places the lever in L

Learning Objective: Identify
characteristics of the SD-ID spotting
dolly and the Means of controlling
movement.
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5s23.

Movement of aircraft where very little
maneuvering room is available can be
accomplished best by means of a
1.
tow bar and tractor
2:
mobile crane
3.
spotting dolly
4:
tow bar and manpower

5-30.

When hoisting an aircraft, if the NS-60
crane's a.c. generator fails, the crane
will
1.
drop the aircraft
2.
lower the aircraft slowly
3.
hold the aircraft stationary
4.
continue hoisting the aircraft

The SD -10 spotting dolly.can,rotate with
zero turning radius about an axis located
1.
midway between the two drive wheels,
2.
at' the axle of the free-wheeling
caster
3.
midway on the fore-and-aft centerline
of the dolly
4.
at the axle of either drive wheel,
depending upon which way the dolly is
turning

5-31.

The MB-1A mobile crane is a diesel
engine-powered 4-wheeled vehicle designed
for the primary function of lifting and
removing crashed aircraft from a
carrier's flight deck.

.

5-24.

5-25.

What must you co to the handle on the end
of. the control arm of the SD-1D dolly in
'circler to control the forward and backward
movement of the _dolly?
14

2.
3.
4.

5-26.

Push it to the right or to the left
Push it forward or pull it backward
Depress it or raise it
Twist it

The maximum speed for towing an aircraft
with a spotting dolly is
1.'
1 mph
2.
2 mph
3.
5 mph
4.

5 -32.' Which of the following, acting together,
furnish power to the steering motor of
the MB-1A crane?
1.
Diesel engine and an a.c. generator
2.
Diesel engine, five-speed
transmission, and an a.c. generator
3.
Diesel engine, five -seed
transmission, Auxiliary transaitssion,
and an a.c. generator
4.
Diesel engine, five-speed
transmission, auxiliary transmission,
torque proportioning differential,
and an a.c. generator
5-33.

10 mph

Learning Objective:
Recognize
characteristics and functions of mobile
cranes.

Learning Objectives Recognize
characteristics of mobile electrical
powerplants (MEPPs) and their uses.

5-27., Mobile cranes were designed primarily for
salvage and rescue operations both aboard
ship and at shore stations.
5 -28.. Maximum performance of a crane is directly
dependent upon
1.
the frequency and scope of its
preoperational checks
2.
the frequency and scope of its
maintenance
3.
the ability of its operator
4.
bqth 2 and 3 above
5-29.

The brakes on the MB-1A mobile crane are
applied by
1.
hydraulic pressure
2.
air pressure
3.
air and hydraulic pressure
4.
electrically actuated hydraulic
pressure

Direct current (d.c.) is used by the NS-60
crane for powering
1.
its hook
2.
its wheels
3.
its boom
4.
both 1 and 2 above

5-34.

Mobile Electric Power Plants (MEPPs),
used to supply a.c./d.c. electrical power
to modern jet aircraft are designated by
the letter prefix
1.
NR
NA
2.
3.
NB
4.
NC

5-35.

Which electrical power unit is designed
for starting aircraft aboard a carrier in
case the deckedge power is disrupted?
1.
NC-2A
2.
NC-5
3.
NC-10
4.
NC-12
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S-36.

The front axle, /28 V d.c. motor is capable
of driving the NC-2A up to a maximum speed

Learning Objectives Recognize
characteristics and capabilities of
forklifts, preheaters, and different
types of mobile air conditioners.

of
1.

S mph

2. 10 mph
3.

14 10

4.

24 &Ph

5-37.' The 11C-2A is powered by a/an
gasoline engine
1.
2. electric motor
3. diens]. engine
4. hydraulic pump
5-38.

What does the NC-BA
for power?
1. 90 kva. 120/208
400 Ha
60 kve, 120/208
2.
400 Ha
30 kva, 110/200
3.

5-44.

Of all the various types of forklift
trucks which the AS say be required to
work cn, the one most often encountered
is powered by a
gas turbine engine
1.
d.c. electric motor
2.
gasoline engine or diesel engine
3.
diesel/electric engine
4.

5-45.

What restrictions, if any, are there with
reference to personnel operating
forklifts?
The operator must have 20/20 vision
1.

furnish to an aircraft
V a.c., 3 phase,
V a.c., 3 phase,
V a.c., 3 phase,

(corrected)

200-111

4.

5-39.

5-40.

2., The operator aust be a rated person
The operator aunt be licensed
3.
None: anyone may operate the forklift
4.

30 kva, 110/200 V a.c., 2 phase,
400 Hs

How many cylinders does
engine have?
1. Six
Two A
2.
3. Three
4. Pour

the

diesel

The power supply/transformer rectifier
(Tilt unit) provides d.c. power to aircraft
with electric starters and is an add-on to

5-46.

The two-cylinder, air-cooled engine of
the NPH-3 portable preheater drives the
1.
vehicle
generator only
2.
ventilating air blower only
3.
4. generator and air blower

5-47.

A ground support equipment
air-conditioning unit is usually
trailer-mounted, driven by a gasoline,
diesel engine or electric motor and
designed-to provide ground ventilating
and cooling for aircraft cabins and
electronic systems.

5-48.

Air-conditioning units are identified by
which letter designation?
NC
1.
AC
2.
NR
3.
NB
4.

5-49.

An NR-SC air conditioner is used to cool
an aircraft's
engine
1.
exhaust gases
2.
cabin
3.
generator
4.

5-50.

The NR-5C is powered by a/an
diesel engine
1.
2. electric motor
3. gasoline engine
net of batteries
4.

the
2.

NC-2A
NC-SA

3.

11C-41

1.

4v NC-1A
5-41. 4Which of the following electrical power
units.lare self-propelled?

5 -42.

1.

NC-211 and 110-8A

2.

NC -2A, NC-8A, and NC-108

3.

NC-8A and NC-10B

4.

pc -1011 only

Mobile Motor- Generator sets (WNW are
self-contained, sled - mounted power units

designed primarily for use on shore
stationi to supply 220-440 V a.c./60 Hz to
large naval aircraft.
5-43.

The Plight Line Electrical Distribution
System (PLYDS) is designed to service
aircraft on the flight line with
110/200 volts, 3-phase, 400 Hz power
1.
115/220 volts, 3-phase, 400 Hz power
2.
115/200 volts, 2-phase,.400 Hz power
3.
60 Hz power
115/200 volts, 3- phase,
4.
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5-51.

The NR -10 mobile air conditioner is
powered by which of the following?
I.
A '30 horse-power electric motor
2.
An 82 horse-power diesel engine
3.
An 82 horse-power gasoline engine
4.
Any one of the above

5-58.

What are the two pressures of compressed
air supplied by the NCPP-105?
1.
5:2 and 3:0
2.
5:1 and 3.6:1
3.
5:1 and 3.6:3
4.
5:1 and 5.6:3

5-59.

The NCPP-105 gas turbine enclosure has
the GTC-85-72 engine installed and is
unique in thgt it may be operated
satisfactorily while hung as an external
store on an airborne aircraft.

Learning Objective:
Relative to gas
turbilie compressor units (GTC),
recognize capabilities, similarities, and differences as related
to purpose, general operating
characteristics, functions of
major components, and associated
hazards.

5-52.

5-53.

Learning Objective:
Recognize the Aero
47A weapons loader, P-36 airfield
maintenance and the MB -S aircraft
firefighting and rescue truck and the
truck's operational fAtures.

Gas turbine power units are driven by
1.
diesel engines
2.
gas engines
3. electric motors
4.
gas turbine engines
What do the gas turbine units used in
ground support equipment supply?
1.- Air for aircraft starters
2.
Refrigeration for aircraft cabins
3.
Power drive for tow tractors
4.
Refrigeration for pilot comfort

5-54.

As an AS, what is your major
responsibility concerning gas turbine
power equipment?
1.
Inspection, maintenance, and repair
2.
Issue, cleaning, and inspection
3.
Servicing, inspection, and repair
4.
All of the above

5-55.

The GTC-85 gas turbine engine has which of
thejollow3ng types of compressors?
1.
Single-stage axial
2.
Two-stdge axial
3.
Single-stage centrifugal
4.
Two-stage centrifugal

5-56.

The GTC-85 compressor supplies which of
the following ratio(s) of compressed air
for aircraft starting?
1.
5.3:1 and 5:1
2.
3.

4.

5-57.

How is the lifting function of the Aero
47A weapons loader powered?
1.
Electrically
2.
Hydraulically
3.
Electrohydraulically
4.
By any of the'above means, depending
upon the mode of operation selected

5-61.

Which oft the following is NOT a feature
of the Aero 47A weapons loader?
1.
Turning radius of 15 ft
2.
Carrying capacity of 6,500 lb
3.
Powered by a 27.5 horsepower
multifuel burning engine
4.
Prepackaged multiple suspension rack
loading capability

5-62.

If mechanical or hydraulic failure of the
Aero 47A weapon loader occurs, the load
will
1.
slowly lower to the at-rest position
2.
rise to the highest position

5-63.

3,

set the' parking brake

4.

remain stationary

Which of the following statements about
the P-36 airfield maintenance truck is
INCORRECT?
1.
It has a coil and distributor type of
ignition system
2.
Its air-cooled, 34-horsepower engine
has four cylinders
3.
Both its transmission and steering
are manually operated
4.
It has pneumatically-operated shoes
located in the front wheel brake
drums

5:1
3.6:1
3.6:1-e.nd 5.3:1

Some GTC-85 enclosure are mounted on
trailers, while others are mounted on
which of the following tractors?
1.
MD-3A only
2. MD-38 only
3.

5-60.

MD-3A and HD -3B
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5-64. The P-36 airfield maintenance truck is
better suited for use on paved surfaces
than on nonpaved surfaces because ofiits

5-65.

1.

air - cooled engine

2.
3.
4.

open operator's compartment
five-inch clearance
34-horsepower engine

5-70.

In which gear will the truck's
semiautomatic transmission upshift and
downshift with the corresponding increase
and deciease of engine speed?
1.
Fourth
Third
2.
3.
Secdhd
4.
First

5-71.

When operating the trucA in a low gear
under a heavy pulling dondition, the
transmission should be shifted to the
next higher gear when the tachometer
indicates
2,200 rpm
1.
1,850 rpm
2.
'.500 rpm
3.
1,200 rpm
4..

The MB-5 aircraft fireiighting and rescue
truck was designed primarily for use
aboard aircraft carriers.

5 -65.

Who has the responsibility stm maintain the
truck on shore stations?
1. The AM personnel
2. The AS personnel
The Public Works Department personnel,L_,
3.
4. The applicable intermediate
maintenance activity personnel

5-67.

The MB-5 is powered by a turbo-charged
diesel engine with,
1. four cylinders
six cylinders
2.
3. eight cylinders
three cylinders
4.

5-72.

5-68.

5-69.

The engine-driven air compressor provides
'air preesuie for operating
1.
2.
3.

4.

What decreases the warmup time and
maintains the proper operating temperature
of the M8-5 engine?
The regulator valve in the water
1.
jacket
The thermostatically-controlled
2.
radiator shutters
3.
Both 1 and 2 above

the
the
the
all

5-73.

The auxiliary power generator is used
only for supplying current to operate the
hand power tools and accessories.

5-74.

How many ways can the auxiliary generator
be started?
1.
One
Two
2.
3.
Three
4.
Four

The MB-5 has a semiautomatic transmission
that provides (a) how many speeds forward
and (b) how many speeds in reverse?
1.

(a)

4

(b)

2

2.
3.
4.

(a)
(a)

3

(b)
(b)
(b)

1

(a)

4
4

hydraulic brake system power unit
various control units
windshield wipers
of the above

1

4
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Assignment 6
Ground Support Equipment

Pages 6-25 through 6-57

Texts

6-6.

The A/S 32 P16 firefighting truck
(commonly called P-16) is powered by a
four cylinder diesel engine
1.
four cylinder gasoline engine
2.
three cylinder diesel engine
3.
three cylinder gasoline engine
4.

6-7.

The drive system of the P-16 utilizes a
hydrostatic transmission which allows the
engine to operate at governed speed and
permits operation of which of the
following at all times?
Hydraulic pump
1.
Light water pump
2.

Recognize shipLearning Objectives
board firefighting equipment and the
procedures for its use and operation.

6-1.

The TAU-2 firefighting unit is a
self-contained unit designed for
shipboard use only
1.
shore stations only
2.
shipboard or shore stations
3.

6-2.

The TAU-2 firefighting unit may be mounted
on which of the following types of GSE
for use on the flight deck?
Aero 21C only
1.
2.

3.

6-3.

6-8.

)4D13 only

Both 1 and 2 above

The-TAU-2 has two tanks installed which
contain solutions consisting of materials
commonly referred to as
1.
PKP
light water
2.
nitrogen
3.
both 1 and 2 above
4.
6-9.

3.

Either 1 or 2 aboire

4.

Differential unit

When the neutral safety switch (interlock
button) is pushed in, the transmission
selector lever located in the driver's
compartment is used for
neutral only
1.
forward and reverse only
2.
forward, neutral, and reverse
3.
k none of the above; it disengages the
engine to allow for starting
The speed control foot pedal located in
the driver's compartment is used to
regulate which of the following?
1.
Engine
Drive pump
2.
Light water pump
3.
All of the above
4.
.

6-4.

6-5.

For the proper operation of the TAU-2 unit,
the 400 cubic-foot capacity nitrogen
cylinder must have a charge of which of the
following ranges of pressure at 70°
Fahrenheit?
1600 to 2300 psi
1.
1800 to 2400 psi
2.
1700 to 2400 psi
3.
1900 to 2300 psi
4.

6-10. The electrical system of the P-16 is
1.
24 volts d.c.
24 volts a.c.
2.
12 volts d.c.
3.
28 volts a.c),/
4.

The A/S 32 P-16 firefighting truck (type
TAU-3) is designed for shipboard
flightdeck use because of which of the
following characteristics?
Low profiXe and size
1.
Maneuverability
2.
3. ,Self-propelled
All of the above
4.

6-11. The service brakes are internal expanding
drum-type located on all four wheels-and
are actuated by
hydraulic pressure
1.
air pressure
2.
mechanical linkage
3.
combination of all the above
4.
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6-19.

Learning Objective: With regard to
hydraulic component test stands,
recognize types, uses, and operational
characteristics and procedures. --

6-12.

6-20.

AHT-63/64 portable hydraulic test stands
are connected to an aircraft's hydraulic

anima-by

.

6-13.

6-14.

If( quick disconnects
2:
plug-ins
3.
bayonet fittings
4.
8-4 nuts

3.

4.

6-15.

6-16.

6-17.

6-18.

1,000
3,000
3.500
5,000

1/4 'to 2 gallons

4.

1i2 to 3 gallons

The H-250-1, HSU-1, and Model 310
hydraulic servicing units are similar in
that they are all operated by hand and
deliver 3-micron (absolute) filtered
fluid, but they do have different fluid
capacities.

Learning Objective;
Identify the
steam cleaner and dry honing machine
aridldescribe their characteristics.

6 -21.

The AHT-63 test stand is capable of
circulating 13 gallons of hydraulic fluid
per minute through the system at a
pressure of
1.

J.

.

What type of pump doe; the AHT-63
hydraulic unit have?
1.
Rotary piston
2.
Axial piston
3.
Gear rotary
4.
Axial gear

2.

The HSU-1 is equipped with a reservoir
sight gage that reads from
1.
0 to 2 gallons
2.
0 to 3 gallons

psi
psi
psi
psi

6-22.

All portable hydraulic test stands must be `
equipped with a 3-micron or smaller
noribypass type filter before being used on
6-23.
any naval aircraft hydraulic system.
The Model H-250-1 hydraulic fluid
servicing unit is operated:with a hand
pump and has'a fluid capacity of
1.
one gallon
2.
two gallons
3.
three gallons
4. four gallons

6-24.

The H-250-1 servicing unit is equipped
with a top piercing pin which is drilled
to provide for
1.
fluid by-pass only
2.
piercing the fluid container only
3.
a check valve
4.
atmospheric venting

6-25.

The Model HSU-1 hydraulic servicing unit
has a fluid capacity of
1.
one gallon
2.
two gallons
3.
three gallons
4.
four gallons

30

What fuel is used in steam-cleaners to
heat the cleaning compound?
1.
Kerosene
2.
Diesel fuel
3.
Aircraft gasoline
4.
Automotive gasoline
The portable dry honing machine is
primarily used with
1.
ground support equipment
2.
aircraft and aircraft components
3.
hoisting slings
4.
ordnance support equipment
Which of the folloWing abrasives are used
in the portable dry honing machine?
1.
Glass beads
2.
Aluminum oxide particles
3.
Abrasive debris
4.
Either 1 or 2 above

What type of abrasive should be used in
the dry honer on metal that will
corrosively react with aluminum?
_A. Soft grit
12. Glass beads
3.
Aluminum oxide
4.
Sand'
Before starting the dry honing process on
a piece of equipment, you must remove-which of the following from the surface?
1.
Oil
2.
Water
3.
Debris
4.
All of the above

6-26.

What must be done when working with the
dry honer to pievent the loss of
abrasives?
1.
The blast control valve must be
released before the gun is raised from
the surface
2.
The blast control valve must be
released before the gun is pressed to
the surface
3.
The blast control valve must be
released at all times
4.
The blast control valve must be closed
at all times

6-31.

.

6-32.

The difference between class I and class
II nitrogen is that class I is
1.
oil-pumped and class II is
water-pumped
2. ,water-pumped and class II is
oil-pumped
3.
compressed by a lubrica
mp and
class II is compresse by a
nonlubricated pump
4.
available in'milita
supply
class II is not

6-33.

Class II nitrogen must never be used to
purge an oxygen system because, even
though nitrogen is inert,- the oil in it
can explode in the presence of oxygen.

6-34.

Why does liquid nitrogen that is stored
Or used in an inadequately ventilated-,
place create a hazardous condition?
1.
Because it expandi and lowers the
oxygen content 'of the air which can
cause dizziness, unconsciousness, and
even death
2.
Because it is toxic and can cause
nausea? vomiting, and even death
3.
Because it-is very flammable and
explosive
Because of all of thelabove
4.

Learning Objective:
Identify a
characteristic of the preservation/
depreservation trailer and uses of
the aircraft crash dolly.

6-27.

Trailers have at least two of their wheels
equipped with a brake system.

6-28.

The tinpowered truck ddlly is commonly
referred to as a/an
1.
tractor dolly
crash dolly
2.
3.
vehicle dolly
4.
aircraft dolly

6-29.

6-30.

An aircraft crash dolly may be.used to
support only,a part of an aircraft's
weight.
dk
In describing the
preservation/depreservation trailer) -which of the following statements is true?
1.
The trailer's head pressure can be
varied between 220 and 440 psi
The trailer is designed to be
2.
transportedldnly by towing
3.
The trailer is equipped with a
20-gallon preservation fluid tank and
a 30-gallon depreservation tank
4.
The trailer's electrically-driven pump
can supply preservation fluid at the
rate of 3 gallons per minute

Learning Objective: With regard to
liquid and gaseous nitrogen, identify
associated characteristics', classifications, handling procedures, and

The use of nitrogen is preferred over the
use of compressed air in.many aircraft
and missile pneumatic systems'because
nitrogen
1.
cannot support living organisms
2.
cannot support, combustion and fire
3.
does not cause rust or decay of the
surfaces with which it comes in
contact
4.
possesses all of the above
Characteristics

,

6-35.

Inasmuch as liquid nitrogen -is much
colder than liquid oxygen, if liquid
nitrogen is exposed to air for any length
of time oxygen from the air may condense
into the nitrogen.

6-36.

If you grasp a line containing liquid
nitrogen and are not wearing protective
hand coverings, your hands may be injured
because they will stick to the line.

Learning Objective:
Identify capacities, design features, component
functions,.operating procedures,, and
related safety precautions concerning
liquid oxygen.

uses.'
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6-37.

6-38.

There are two types of aviator's breathing
oxygen supplied for use in the Navy, type
I and type II.
In what forms are these
two types?
1.
Type I is gaseous,'Aype II is liquid
2.
Type I is liquid; type II is gaseous
3.
Type I is liquid; type II is liquid
4.
Type I is gaseous; type II Is gaseous.

6-44.

The vent line and fill-drain line connect
the
1.
2.
3.
4.-

tank
tank
tank
tank

to the
to'the
to the
to the

internal
external
internal
external

piping
piping
piping
piping

,

6-45.

The component that operates as a heat
exchanger to vaporize liquid oxygen and
pressurize the inner tank during transfer
of LOX is called the
1.
pressure buildup coil
2.
pressure relief coil
vacuum relief coil
3.
presssure vaporizer
4.

6-46.

In the event that the inner tank is
damaged, what colponent is designed to
release the pressure between the inner
and outer tank?
1.
Pressure relief valve
2.
Safety rupture disc
3.
Safety vent line
4.
Pressure vent valve

6-47.

A direct reading pressure gage is
provided on the control hood to indicate
which of the following conditions in the
inner tank?
1.
Liquid level
2.
Vacuum

Liquid oxygen (commonly referred to as
LOX) is normally obtained by a combined
cooling and pressurization process. Once
converted to a liquid! it will remain a
liquid if the temperature is'maintained
below

-182° e
2. -182° C

inner
outer
outer
inner

1.

3.
4.

6-39.

-297° C
-297° P

Liquid oxygen trapped in a line between
closed valves may create a hazardous
condition unless some type of relief
device ii functionally associated with the
line.

6-40.

Control Cf.contamination requires that you
exercise extreme care in handling liquid
oxygen because oxygen readily absorbs
nearly all forms of contamination.

6-41.

The desirable goals for liquid oxygen
contamination control are best described
by the phrase
1.
clean and dry
2.
clean and odor-free
3.
clean and oil-free
4.
clean and protected from the
atmosphere

?.

4.

6-48.

Pull-to-test handles are located on the
hood of LOX servicing trailers for which
of the following pressure relief valves?
1.
Tank
2.
3.

4.

Learning Objective: Recognize procedures and equipment involved in the
operation, testing, troubleshooting,
and maintenance of the No. 4 Ronan
and Kunzel liquid oxygen servicing
trailer.

6-42.

6-43.

Presstire in the tank
All of the above

Hose
Both 1

and 2 above
Converter

In
Refer to figure 6-36 in your textbook.
questions 6-49 through 6-52, select the proper
color code from column (B) for the control
valves listed in column (A).

The No. 4 LOX servicing trailer has a
capacity of
1.
30 gallons
50 gallons
2.
3.
60 gallons
4.
90 gallons
The No. 4 LOX trailer is equipped with all
the necessary control valves, gages,
pressure relief valves, and blowout
rupture discs for simple and safe
operation. They are located in which of
the following places?
1.
Tank front
2.
Tank rear
3.
Tank sides
4.
Trailer frame

A. Control Valve

B. Color Code

6-49.

Fill-drain valve

1.

Yellow

6-50.

Capacity gage valve

2.

Black

6-51.

1
Vacuum"Ivalve

3.

Blue

6-52.

Vent valve

4.

Red
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6-53.

On the No. 4 LOX trailer, which component
causes the liquid to evaporate?
1.

Itie vent lihe

2.

The surge tank
The vacuum line
The pressure buildup coil

3.

4.
6.-54.

Assume that after a transfer has been
completed, the trailer contains 30 gallons
of LOX. If no further transfer is to be
made within 4 hours, which velve(s) must
be left open?
1.
The vent line
2.
The tank pressure-relief valve
S. Both 1 and 2 above
A. The vacuum valve

6-55.

Which of the following control velve(s)
is/are used only when pumping down the
vacbum space between the tanks?
I. Vent and vacuum
2. Fill-drain and vent
3.
Vent
A. Vacuum

Which of the fbllowing statements
concerning the indicating gages of the
TWU 70/M servicing trailer is NOT
correct?
The storage tank liquid level gage is
1.
'calibrated in gallons
The transfer tank liquid level gage
2.
is calibrated'in percent full
The storage tank pressure gage should
3.
indicate a higher pressure than the
transfer tank pressure gage while
servicing a converter
The converter full indicator monitors
4.
the converter vent line temperature
and indicates GAS during transfer to
the converter and LIQUID when the
converter is full

6-60.

Under which of the following conditions
should the vent line shutoff valve on the
storage tank be in the closed position?
1.
en the storage tank is being,filled
en the unit is in idle storage
2.
en the unit is being used in flight
3.
line servicing
4.
Under the conditions specified in
both 1 and 3 above

q

a

Learning Objective* Recognize
operational features and component
functions of the TMU 70/M liquid
oxYgen servicing trailer and indicate
related operating, inspection, and
troublesfiooting procedures.

6-56.

6-59.

6-61.

The low loss, Aosed loop system reducei
the loss of liquid oxygen during transfer
and eliminates the safety hazard'
associated with venting oxygervin critical

Learning Objective* Recbgnize
operational characteristics and procedures, maintenance practices, and
functions of gaseous oxygen servicing
trailer components.

areas.
6-57.

The transfer tank uses cold gas pressure
from' the pressure buildup unit to transfer
liquid oxygen to the aircraft converter.

6-58.

Which of the following statements
regarding the transfer lines and piping
system is FALSE?
The pressure relief valve system,
1.
which is part oQ the piping system, is
connected to the vent spits*
The transfer lines carry liquid oxygen
2.
from the transfer tank to the aircraft
converter and then to the storage tank
The lines are kept to a minimum length
3.
to reduce cooldown and heat losses
The closed loop of the transfer lines
4.

Under normal conditions and with 10 psig
of transfer pressure, the storage tank
should be filled within a period of
1.
5 to 10 minutes
2.
5 to 8 minutes
3.
4 to 8 minutes
4.
3 to 6 minutes

6-62.

The shutoff valves control the flow of
oxygen from the
1.

2.

3.
4.

6-63.

upper manifold to the love*.. manifold,

directly
lower manifold to the upper manifold,
directly
upper manifold to the lower manifold,,
via the regulator
lower manifold to the upper manifold,
via the regulator

When an oxygen system'is serviced with
the trailer, the flow of oxygen is
controlled by
line servicing valve
1.
pressure regulator
2.
manifold valve
3.
recharge valve
4.
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6-64.

0

What is the correct sequence of oxygen
flow from the cylinders through the
trailer to the aircraft oxygen system?
1.

6-70.

The tubing of the NT-4 universal aircraft
tow bar is manufactured from which of the
following alloys?
1.
Steel
2.
Aluminum
3.
Monel-metal
4.
All of the above

6-71.

A universal wheel chock may be used with
any aircraft's main landing gear
Providing the wheel diameter is not more

Cylinders -- pressure regulator --drier - -

manifold control valve -rlower
2.

3.

4.

manifold - -upper manifold - -aircraft
Cylinders -- manifold control valve- upper manifold - -pressure regulator!. lower manifold- -drier -7aircraft
Cylinders- -upper manifold -- manifold
control valve - -lower manifold --drier - pressure regulator - -aircraft
Cylindefs --drier - -manifold Control
valve - -upper manifold - -lower

than
1.
2.

manifold - -pressure regulator--aircraft

3.

4.

Learning Oblectives Recognize the
operational characteristics of aircraft jacks, workstands, aircraft
tow bars, and tiedown chains; recognize safety hazards related to the
use of ground support equipment and
the procedures to follow when a
safety hazard is discoiered.

6-65.

Ground support equipment jacks must never
be used to lift An aircraft.

6-66.

Which of the following types of jacks
should you use to raise the,Romplete
aircraft?
1.
Alligator axle
2.
Handle axle
3.
Tripod
4. Crocodile axle

6-67.

6-68.

6-72.

2.

TD -1A

3.

TD-4
Wire rope

6-73.

What is the rated working capacity of
the TD-1A tiedown chain?
1.
6,000 lh
10,000 lb
2.
3.
12,000 lb
4.
16,000 lb

6-74.

When work is in progress on and around
ground support equipment, to what is
safety directly related?
1.
Cooperation between people who use
and maintain support equipment
2.
Constant vigilance
Common sense
3.
4.
All of the above

6-75.

If you see a safety hazard in your shop,
what should you do?
1.
Report the fact to your supervisor
2.
warn other workers of the danger
3.
Exercise as much caution as possible
under existing conditions
4.
All of the above

All adjustable aircraft maintenance
platforms (wOrkstands) are stationary and
are operated by hydraulics or pneumatics
with a maximum working height of six feet.

6-69., The aircraft tow bar that is used on most
naval aircraft is model number
1.
TD-1A
NT-4
2.
3.

NT-1

4.

SD-1D

inches
inches
inches
inches

What is the: nest common type of tiedown
used for securing parked aircraft and
ground support equipment?
1.
Hurricane tiedown

4.

Which of the following NAVAIR publicat &ons
ists all jacks, their identification'
number, and the jacking point at which
ocatioh--the jack can be used on the
aircraft?
1.
NAVAIR 19-70-52
2.
NAVAIR 19-70-46
3. 'NAVAIR 19-70-48
4.
All of the above

28
38
45
90
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Assignment 7
Tools and Test Equipment

Text:

Pages 6-57 through 7-44

7-5.

For which of the following operations are
diagonal pliers best suited?
1.
Grasping cylindrical objects
2.
Cutting objects flush with the sutfece
3.
Bending heavy gage material
4.
Straightening bent cotter pins

7-6.

What advantage doss a 61,point socket have
over a 12-point socket?
1.
It has a 6-point drive
2.
Eachf:of its flats allows a.30-degree
turning movement
3.
It is not subject to as much wear when
used on stainless steel nuts
4.
It needs to swing only half as much
before it is lifted and fitted for a
new grip

Informatioe on common handtools can be
found in which manual(s)?
1.
Airman, NAVPERS 10307, Chapter 10
2.
NAVEDTRA 10314-B
3.
NAVPERS 10085, Chapter 2
4.
Both 1 and 3 above

7-7.

The size of 6-point and 12-point socket
openings are graduated in increments of

Ensuring all tools are properly marked as
to organization, work center and toolbox,
and that all toolboxes are properly
numbered is the responsibility of the
1.
shop chief
2.
toolrooe persoSnel
3.
work center supervisor
4. .division chief

7-8.

Whigh handle has a built -in reversible
feature?
1.
Speed
2.
Ratchet
3.
Sliding T-bar
4.
Binged

7-9.

In order to remove a nut in a hurry using
a speed handle, the nut should first be
loosened by using
1.
a ratchet handle
2.
a ratchet handle and a sliding T-bar
handle
3.
a ringed handle
4.
all of the above

Learning Objective: Recognize proper
procedures for the issue and turn-in
of tools, and theimportance pf tool
inventory.

7-1.

'7-2.

7-3.

7-4.

In handling tools, what do you, as an AS,
practice if you have careful, safe, and
clean work habits?
'
\
1.
Account for all of your tools each time
a job is completed
2.
Use your tools for the purposes
intended
3.
Maintain your tools in good repair
4.
All of the above

1.

2.
3.
4.

Upon completion of a job, what
purpose
is served by the reinventory of tools taken
to the job?
1.
It aids in keeping track of tools
issued
2.
It is a check for tools against the
toolroom allowance
3.

It is, a check, f(4. tools left within or
around the equip:04qt

4.

It provides a check of toolsthat are
on temporary custody

1/16 in
1/8 in
1/4 in
3/8 in

7-10. Which of the socket wrench accessories
illustrated in figure 7-3 of your textbook
should you use to tern a 1/4-inch square,
drive socket with a 3/8-inch square drive
handle?
1.
Adapter
2.
Extension bar
3.
Universal joint
4.
Universal socket

Learning Objective:
Identify various
types of handtools, their operating
and design characteristics, and their
propbr uses and care.
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7-11.

.

Thejpox-endlepertion of a combination
wrench is off-set how many degrees?
1.

10

2.

15

3.

20
25

4.

7-12.

7-13.

7-14.

When a nut is turned with an adjustable
wrench. which of the following procedures
should NOT be used?
Setting the jaw to grip the nut firmly
1.
Gripping the nut in the throat of the
2.
jaw
Drawing the handle toward the
3.
adjustable jaw
4. _Using a pipe extension for more
leverage
A damaged common screwdriver may be
repaired 10 the use of a/an
1.
file
emery wheel
2.
3.
whetstone
4.
oilstone
Using a,Seed and Prince or Phillips
screwdriver on the wrong type of screw
will !image the
1.
work
2.
screwhead
3.
screwdriver
4.
worker

In items 7-15 through 7-18, select from column B
the pliers needed to perform the tasks listed in.
column A.

7-15.

7-16.

A. Tasks

B. Pliers

Clamping and locking in
position by pulling the
lover toward the handle

1.

Duckbill

2.

Needle-nose

Pulli6.7 or working within confined area where
fingers cannot reach

3.

Channel lock

4.

Vise grip

7-17.

Grasping cylindrical
objects

7-18.

Cutting wire and
grasping small objects

7-19.

What tool is designed to retrieve small
objects from places that are inaccessible
by hand?
Mechanical fingers
1.
20 Needle-nose pliers
Slip-joint pliers
3.
Duckbill pliers
4.

7-20.

The correct way to measure with a steel
scale is to take the reading with the
scale sitting on its edge.

7-21.

Nonmagnetic Goals require special
handling in their use because they
1.
are harder than steel tools
2.
may become magnetized
can damage componenis such as magnets
3.
are not as rugged as steel tools
4.

7-22.

When is the use of insulated tools
mandatory?
When the equipment is too warm to
1.
touch by hand
When there is danger of electrical
2.
shock
When the use of the tool may cause a
3.
short circuit
4.
When either 2 or 3,above is possible

7-23.

Which of the following items should be
used to clean dirty relay contact points?
Sandpaper
1.
2.
Emery cloth
3.
A burnishing tool
Either 1 or 2 above
4.

7 -24.

What tool should Le used to align relay
contacts?
Point bender
1.
2.
Burnishing tool
3.
Relay compressor
Brush spring compressor
4.

74-25.

What will be the effect on a stranded
wire that is to be stripped if the wire
is placed into a groove that is too
small?
The wire will be stretched
1.
The insulation will not be completely
2.
severed
Some of the wire strands will be
3.
severed
The wire will be properly stripped
4.
because the stripper automatically
adjusts to the proper size

7-26.

Where does the
Refer to figure 7-16.
type MS 25037-1 crimping tool crimp the
terminal lug?
Around the bare wire
1.
Around the insulation
2.
Around both the bare wire and tha
3.
insulation
On the surface which extends beyond
4.
the guard

7-27.

For a bolt to hold tight enough and NOT
break when pressure is exerted against
it, it must be properly tightened by a
1.
socket wrench
2.
box-end wrench
torque wrench
3.
open-end wrench
4.
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7-28.

.

7-29.

7-30.

7-31.

Which type of torque wrench can be preset
to the desired torque?
1.
Deflecting beam
2.
Micrometer setting
3.
Rigid frame
4.
Dial indicating
How often
tested?
1.
Every
2.
Every
3.
Every
Every
4.

7-37.

What type of hammer or mallet should
normally be used to streighten thih sheet
metal ducting?
1.
Ball peen hammer
2.
Plastic mallet
3.
Rawhide mallet
4.
Metal hammer

7-38.

If a hardened steel surface must be
struck and a soft hamar is NOT
available, the surface should be
protected by a piece of
1.
copper only
2.
copper or brass only
3.
brass or lead only
4.
copper,.brass, or lead

7-39.

What type of hammer or mallet would you
normally use to smooth out a metaL
surface that has been bent out of shape?
1.
A rawhide =licit
2.
A plastic mallet
3.
A planishing hammer
4.
A ball peen hammer

should a torque wrench be
15
25
30
60

days
days
days
days

TO determine the proper torque to apply to
a fastener, to what publication should you
refer?
1.
The maintenance manual for the
equipment
2.
The torque value conversion table
3.
The torque wrench calibration
instruction
4.
The torque wrench accuracy range table
How many types of micrometers are commonly
used throughout the Navy?
1.

5

2.

2

3.

3

4.

4

Learning Objective:
Identify the
functions of a rivet head shaver, and
indicate uses and characteristics of
pneumatic riveters.

7-40.

What is the function of the rivet head
shaver?
1.
To countersink bucktails
2.
To smooth countersunk rivet heads
3.
To give an aerodynamic shape to
bucktails
4.
To countersink round and brazier head
rivets

7-41.

What rivet gun is preferred for driving
medium-sized rivets?
1.
Fast-hitting gun
One-shot gun
2.
3.
Squeeze riveter
4.
Slow-hitting gun

7-42.

The rivet gun which, because of its
driving action, is sometimes referred to
as a vibrator is the
fast-hitting gun
1.
2.
squeeze riveter
3.
one-shot gun
slow-hitting gun
4.

7-43.

Rivet heads of the greatest uniformity
are formed,by which of the following?
Fast-hitting gun
1.
2.
Squeeze riveter
Slow-hitting gun
3.
One-shot gun
4.

In items 7r32 through 7-35, select from column b
the type of micrometer for measuring the
dimension in column A.

7-32.

7-33.

A. Dimensions'

B.

Types of
Micrometers

Piston travel in
a cylinder

1.

Inside

2.

Outside

3.

Depth

4.

Screw
thread

Diameter of a solid
round bar

7-34.

Pitch diameter of a
screw

7-35.

Bore of a cylinder

7-36.

The range of a micrometer is described as
the
1.

2.

length of its frame
length of the largest work it will

measure 3.
4.

distance the spindle advances with
each revolution of the thimble
distance which the spindle can travel
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'In item!' 7-44 thrOUgh 7-47, refer to figures 7-37
through 7-39 in your textbook. Select' the
components listed in column B that make up each
puller listed in column A.
A. Pullers

B. Components

7-44.

Universal bearing
and bushing puller

1.

7-45.

Pdsh.and poll puller
set

7-46.

Universal wheel
puller set
.

7-47.

Slide hammer puller

A two- and
three-way yoke,
three medium
jaws, two small
jaws, and a
locking feature

3.

A body and
drive assembly,
three long
jaws, a special
grooved hub
set, and
tapered rightand left-hand
threaded stud
nuts

4.

7-48.

A pressure
screw with
slide bar, a Ushaped body, a
jaw holder, two
large jaws, two
small jaws, and
two jaw pins

2.

set

Refer to figure 7-45. When the universal
push and puller set is used to remove a
-.bevel pinion shaft from a transmission,
the tightening force is applied to the
1.
bevel gear
2.
pinion shaft
3.
transmission case
cam:gear
4.

7-49.

Identify uses
Learning Objective:
.and operating characteristics and
techniques of special tools and
equipment used by the AS.

A 13 1/2-inch
steel slotted
bar to receive
pairs of legs,
of various
lengths, a finch threaded
pressure screw
13 inches long,
and numerous
attachments and
adapters

'

7-50.

If a four-cyble engine's speed (rpt) is
obtained by holding the tip of a mtnual
tachometer against the cametaft, the
speed,is read as
four times the pointer indication on
1.
the dial
2.
twice the pointer indication on the
dial
the pointer indication on the dial
3.
half the pointer indication on the
4.
dial

7-51.

When used on a gasoline engine, whore is
the electric tachometer connected?
To the primary circuit
1.
2.
To the secondary circuit
3.
To the battery circuit
To the number one spark plug
4.

7-52.

When the compression tester is used, how
many engine revolutions are necessary to
check the proper functioning of the
rings, valves, and gaskets?
1.

2.
3.

4.

7-53.

One
Two
Three
Four

Trouble which must be corrected before
satisfactory engine performance can be
expected is indicated if, after
'connecting a cylinder leakage tester to a
cylinder, you can hear air escaping
through the
carburetor only
1.
exhaust pipe or the, carburetor only
2.
crankcase filler pipe only
3.
exhaust pipe, carburetor, or
4.
crankcase filler pipe

4

Refer to figure 7-44. When the universal
push and puller set is used to remove a
camshaft gear froe an engine without
removing the camshaft, the tightening
force is applied to the
case
1.
2.
engine
3.
camshaft
camshaft gear
4.
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7-54.

When a vacuum gage is used which of the
following rules must be adhered to in
order to obtain an accurate reading?
1.
The gage :Rust be placed or held is a
vertical position
2. The connection between thi intake
manifold and the gage must be loose
3.
All restrictions or dirt must be
removed from the intake manifold and
gage openings
4.
The engine must be turned over one
revolution

7-61.

Learning Objectives
In using
special tools and equipment, identify operating and design characteristics, operating techniques,
and uses.

In items 7-55 through 7-58 concerning the use of
the vacuum gage to diagnose engine trouble,
select the malfunction from column B that causes
each gage indication listed in column A.
A. Indications

B. Malfuctions

7-55.

Reading changes slowly
between 14 and 16 inches

1. Compression
leak past the
piston rings

7-56.

Reading of 15 inches
when cruising at 40 mph

7-57.

Steady reading of 10
inches

7-5B.

Bouncing reading from
normal to below normal
and back

2.

3.

7-60.

7-62.

Where is the ignition light hooked up for
checking the timing on an engine?
1.
To the number one cylinder
2.
To the number two cylinder
3.
To the number three cylinder
4.
To the number fouzjcylinder

7-63.

In addition to removing small pits or
burns from the faces of valves, the valve
refacer can also be used to
1.
square tappets
2.
square valve stems
3.
grind push rods
4.
grind valve seats

Improper
carburetion
at idle.

4.

7-59.

Valve
triming
incorrect

Sticking
valve

Although smoke from an oil burning engine
does NOT materially affect the reading of
the exhaust gas analyzer, continued use of
the analyzer on oil burning engines will
1.
dull its sensitivity
2.
cause irreparable corrosion problems
3.
short out the analyzer
4.
require replacement of the analyzer
Which of the following resistance creating
devices may be used as a dynamometer to
absorb energy?
1.
A hydraulic cylinder
2.
An electric armature revolving in a
magnetic field
3.
A fan revolving in compressed air
4.
A mechanical spring

Which of the following statements
concerning the chasis dynamometer is
INCORRIC17
1. .Its use eliminates the interference
of body noise
2.
It can be used to test and adjust
automatic transmissions
3.
It can be used to test an engine
without
removing the engine from the
44,
vehicle
4.
It can be used to balance the front
end

In items 7-64 through 7-67, select the valve
seat grinding component listed in column B that
best fits the description listed in column A.
A. Description of
Components
7-64.

7-65.

Available in three
grades--cast iron, hard
steel, and finishing
Threaded on one end for
attaching the stone

7-66.

Has rigid axis for the
grinding stone sleeve

7-67.

Positive vibrating action
to minimize stone loading,
speed up grinding, and
reducing stone wear
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B. Valve Seat
Driver
Component
1.

Driver

2.

Pilot

3.

Stone

4.

Stone
sleeve

7-60.

The final process of fitting a newly
ground valve on seat consists of rubbing
the valve seating face agaInst the valve
seat. This is accomplished by using a
valve guide
1.
valve lapper
2.
valve refacer
3.
4. self-centering valve guide pilot

7-69.

If a valve spring is used that does NOT
meet the tension requirements listed in
the engine manufacturer's manual, all
eXCIPT which of the following effects
would result?
1. Undue wear on the valve operating
mechanism
2. The valvo'may not seat properly
The valve may burn
3.
The valvelwould elongate
4.

7-70.

7-71.

What tool is used when the valve spring
retaining locks are removed from the
valve stem?
Valve spring tester
1.
Self-centering valve guide pilot
2.
Valve spring compressor
3.
Valve retaining punch
4.
When the spark plug cleaner is used, sand
is air-blasted against the olectrode end
of a spark plug to
eliminate high-pressure plug firing
1.
failure
2.
3.

4.

40

remove the cleaning solvent
eliminate too small a gap between
electrodes
remove carbon deposits
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Assignment 8
Hardware, Fuels, Lubricants, and Hydraulic Fluids

Text:

Pages 7-44 through 8-31

8-7.

How are 0-rings identified?
1.
By the stamp on the 0-ring
2.
By color coding
3.
By technical information printed on
the 0-ring
4.
By'technical information printed on
the 0-ring package

what is the purpose of seals used
throughout the systems of ground support
equipment?
1.
To increase friction
2.
To minimize leakage
3.
To facilitate alignment
4.
To facilitate connections

8-8.

An 0-ring manufactured in the third
quarter of 1975 has a cure date on the
package of

8-2.

Hardware used to seal sliding or moving
assemblies in the shape of 0-rings or other
shapes is called
1.
washers
2.
gaskets
3.
packings
4.
bushings

8-9.

8-3.

Hardware used to seal nonmoving fittings
and bosses is called
1.
washers
2.
gaskets
3.
packings
4.
bushings

8-10. Deterioration of most synthetic rubber
0-ring seals occurs if they are exposed to
1.
thinners, moisture, or ozone
2.
grease, fuel, or solvent
3.
heat, light, or oil
4.
any of the above

8-4.

Most 0-rings used in support equipment
installations are made of
1.
natural rubber
2.
synthetic rubber
3.
Teflon
4.
leather

8-11. One of the primary factors concerning
storage of 0-ring seals is that the firtt
ones placed in storage must be the first
ones used.

Learning Objective:
Indicate procedures
for selecting hardware and materials,
proper uses, and installation of hardware
and consumables used in Elle AS rate.

8-1.

8-5.

8-6.

3.

1Q75
2Q75
3Q75

4.

4Q75

1.

2.

When selecting an 0-ring, which of the
following factors must the mechanic bear
in mind?
1.
Age limitation
2.
Intended use
3.
Material condition
4.
All of the above

8-12. When should the preservation of the 0-ring
be removed?
1.
When ready for installation
2.
After installation
3.
Three hours prior to installation
4.
Twelve hours prior to installation

0-ring packings are designed for which
purpose? To seal units
1.
in one direction only
2.
in both directions
3.
when pressure is applied only
4.
under static conditions only

8-13. During installation of an 0-ring seal, an
AS should use specific tools made from
soft metal, phenolic rod, or plastic and
be careful not to nick, scratch, or dent

Backup rings are NOT required in hydraulic
systems with less than what maximum
pressure?
1,
1,000 psi
1,500 psi
2.
3.
3,000 psi
4.
3,500 psi

the seal.
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8-14.

8-20.

A mandatory requirement for installation
of a new 0-ring is that the
system must be flushed before
1.
installation
40. 0-ring must be used with a Teflon
backup ring
part to receive the O-ring must be
3.
clean
4. 0-ring must be used with a leather
backup ring

8-15.
.

8-16.

,8-17.

8-18.

8-19.

A Teflon spiral backup ring that is to be
installed internally must have which

type spirap
1.
2.
3.

4.

8-21.

Checking for small cracks or other
irregularities on the inner surface of an
0-ring may be accomplished by
stretching the 0-ring to its elastic
1.
limits
rolling the 0-ring inside out on a
2.
dowel or inspection cone
subjecting the 0-ring to system
3.
pressure on a test stand
4. doing any of the above

Leather, and Teflon

2.
3.
4.

Single-spiral and double-dpiral
Expander and nonexpander
Right-hand spiral and left-hand spiral

Which of the following statements
concerning Teflon backup rings is false?
They are unaffected by any fluid or
1.
vapor
They do not deteriorate with age
2.
They are identified by their colOr
3.
code markings
They can withstand extreme
4.
temperatures

leakage
clean the internal surface of the
component

8-22.

Gaskets should NOT be compressed against
end caps
1.
smooth faces
2.
torqued smoothed faces
3.
irregular or rough surfaces
4.

8-23.

The purpose of the ltylinder head gasket
is to maintain a
gas and coolant-tight seal
1.
gas and lubricant-tight seal
2.
lubricant and coolant-tight seal
3.
lubricant and air-tight seal
4.

8-24.

Intake and exhaust manifold gaskets are
usually made from which of the following
materials?
Neoprene
1.
Cork
2.
Asbestos
3.
Oil resistant paper
4.

8-25.

When'installing any gaskets in an engine,
you should NEVER use heavy grease or
gasket compounds because of the
possibility of contamination.

What two types of backup rings are used in
support equipment?
1.

Left-hand
Right-hand

A wiper in a hydraulic component serves
to
clean and lubricate
1.
trap excessive leakage
2.
provide a bleed passage for internal
3.
4.

When installing an 0-ring over or through
a threaded area of a component, which of
the following should NOT be used to
protect the ring from the threads?
Adhesive tape
1.
An O-ring seal package
2.
3. An 0-ring entering sleeve
Lint-free bonding paper
4.

Single__
Double

Learning Objective: Recognize the
classification methods, types and uses,
and characteristics applicable to rivets
and bolts. Identify the use and removal
procedure of turnlock fasteners, and
indicate the correct manner of installing
safety wire.

Refer to figure 8-9 in your textbook.
After the fitting groove is examined for
roughness, what step should you take
next to install the leather-type backup
ring?
Soak the backup ring in clean
1.
hydraulic fluid
Install the gasket in the fitting
2.
groove
Position the jamnut well above the
3.
fitting groove
Immerse the gasket in the same type
4.
hydraulic fluid as that used in the
system

8-26.

What are the three principal parts of a
bolt?
1.
Head,
Head,
2.
3.
Head,
Head,
4.
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thread, extender
thread, shaft
thread, grip
thread, length

8-27.
:

1

A

8-28.

What is the grip length of a bolt?
1.
The unused portion of the thread next
to the shaft
2.
The unused portion of 411 the threads
3.
The length of the unthreaded portion
of the shaft
4.
The length of threads covered by the
bolt

Safety wire should be installed in such a
manner that
1.
the tension of the wire tends to
tighten the bolt or nut
2.
the tension of the wire tends to
loosen the bolt or nut
3.
it is always as tight as possible
4.
it has 5 turn's per inch

8-36.

What are the advantages of using blind
rivets?
1.

2.

3.

They do not require the use of a
backing bar and are lightweight
They are lighter than standard rivets
and do not require special tools
They are stronger than countersunk
rivets and will fit ho),613 that are

4.

not aligned
They do not cause spreading of the
plates being fastened and are always
true

8-37.

Blind rivets include rivets of which of
the following types?
1.
Rivnuts
2.
Self-plugging riveta (mechanical
lock)

8-29.

Cotter pins made of which petal are best
suited for a strong, corrosion resistant
application?
1.
Low-carbon steel
2.
Stainless steel
3.
Mild steel
4.
Any of the above

3.
4.

Select the rivet shown in column B to be used
under the conditions stated in column A.
A.

Conditions

B.

Rivets

Where maximum strength
is required

1.

Countersunk

8-31.

Where streamlining is
iMportant

2.

Brazier
head

8-32.

On an external surface

3.

Universal
head

8-33.

In place of other
protruding-head rivets
(similar to brazier head
rivets)

4.

Flat head

8-38.

What is the most desirable type of
fastener for access panels on support
equipment?
1.
Machine screw
2.
Turnlock fastener
3. .Structural screw
4.
Self-tapping screw

8-39.

Which of the following parts of the
airlock fastener is mounted in the door,
cover, or removable section?
1.

8-30.

Self-plugging rivets (friction lock)
All of the above

2.
3.

4.

Stud
Spring
Spring assembly
Each of the above

Learning Objective:
Recognize
components, properties, characteristics,
and stages of combustion of gasoline, and
indicate causes, results, and remedies
for detonation.

8-40.

8-34.

8-35.

Which elements
it burn freely
....1.:
Oxygen and
r 2. Carbon and
3.
Carbon and
\\,4.
Carbon and

How are solid rivets classified?
1.
By size
2.
By material
3.
By head shape
4.
In all of, the above ways

8-41.

h ch property of gasoline determines its
ncy to change from a liquid to a
vaporat-varying_temperatures?
1.
Purity '
2.
Antiknock quality
3.
Volatility
4.
Uniformity
W-N,

ten

Which of the following, types of rivets
should be used to strengthen the sheet
metal around the hole where streamlining
is not important?
1.
Countersunk
2.
Flathead
3.
Roundhead
4.
Universal-head

contained in gasoline make
in air?
hydrogen
hydrogen
oxygen
nitrogen
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8-42.

The Pest way to prevent vapor lock during
hot weather is to
1. insulate all parts of the fuel system
from the hot engine parts
remove the engine thermostat so that
2.
the engine will run cooler
use a ftiel of high volatility
3.
use a fuel of low volatility
4.

8-43.

Excessive choking of ani4c1;ine in cold
weather should be avoided because it
leaves excessive amounts of unvaporized
fuel in the intake and comrustion system
which, in turn
prevents proper fuel-air mixture from
1.
entering the system
2. seeps into the crankcase and dilutes
the lubricating oil'
causes the engine to overspeed when it
3.
warms up
4. reduces the operational economy of the
engine

8-49.
,/

How should the spark be adjusted with
respect to the octane rating of a fuel?
1.
Advance the spark when higher octane
fuel is used
Retard the spark when higher octane
2.
fuel is used
Advance the spark when lower octane
3.
fuel is used
Either retard or advance the spark
4.
when higher octane fuel is used,
depending on the heat rating of the
spark plugs

8-50.

Tetraethyl lead is added to gasoline for
the purpose of
decreasing the volatility of the
1
gasoline.
improving the starting qualities of
2.
the gasoline
reducing the rate at which gasoline
3.
burns
increasing the octane rating of the
4.
gasoline

8-51.

Since the Navy uses fuels of specified
octane ratings, detonation in a support
vehicle engine may be caused by

In items 8-44 through 8-46, select from column B
the stage of combustion in which each event
listed in column A occurs.
A.

gents

B.

Stages

1.

preignition-eny

2. -

fuel mixture only
a defective cooling system only
a defective cooling system, a lean
fuel mixture, or preignition

3.

4.

8-44.

Effective burning
occurs

1.

Formation of a
nucleus

8-45.

' . small ball of blue

2.

Hatching out

flame develops in
the gap of the spark
plug electrodes

3.

Propagation

8-46.

Fingers of flame
are sent into the
mixture in the
combustion chamber

8-47.

Detonation an result in destruction of an
engine. However, the most likely result
of detonation is
high fuel consumption only
1.
power loss only
2.
overheating only
3.
power loss, overheating, and high fuel
4.
consumption

8-48.

Recognize
Learning Objective:
requirements and characteristics of
diesel fuels and engines.

*o,46.

The best way to minimize knocking or
detonation is to
1.
use hot spark plugs
put heavy oil in the crankcase to
2.
increase ring sealing capabilities
thereby increasing compression in the
cylinders
use a gasoline of the octane
3.
recommended for the engine
preheat the fuel prior to injection
4.
into the cylinders
44

8-52.

Which quality of diesel fuel is
considered the most important and
necesssary?
1.
Volatility
2.
Viscosity
i3.
Cleanliness
Ignition quality
4.

8-53.

Why is water more objectionable in diesel
fuel than in gasoline?
Diesel fuel must ignite without a
1.
spark and water reduces this
capability
Diesel fuel is lighter than gasoline
2.
and mixes readily with water, and the
filter system cannot prevent water
from passing through the fuel system
Water causes rough running and also
3.
corrodes the injectors very quickly
The cooling effect of water retards
4.
diesel ignition

8-54.

8.755.

Which of the following statements
concerning the viscosity of diesel fuel is
correct?
I.The higher its viscosity, the less its
resistance to flow
2. The higher its viscosity, the greater
its resistance to flow
3.
The lower its viscosity, the greater
its resistance to flow
4.
The viscosity of the fuel has no
effect on its resistance to flow
Why do diesel engines knock when first
started or when idling?
I.
Diesel engines have a very high
compression ratio and the fuel ignites
too early
2. Diesel fuel does not burn fast enough
at a low temperature or with low
compression
3.
There is a delay between the.time of
injection and ignition
4.
Diesel engines have low compression
and the fuel ignites too late

8-59.

-

8-60.

Which characteristic of lubricating oil
is most important when'you are
determining the oil to use fn a diesel
engine equipped with an oil cooler?
1.
Viscosity
2.
Cleaning capability
3. Sealing quality
4.
Oxygen absorption capability

8-61.

Detergents are added to lubricating oils
to aid in cleaning dirt, gum, and other
impurities from the engine and then,
neutralizing them by
1.
forming heavy globules with the
impurities which then settle to the
bottom of the pan
2.
holding the impurities in suspension
in the oil
3. 'forming large globules with the
impurities which are then trapped in
the filtering system
4.
vaporizing the impurities so they can
be vented from the crankcase

8-62.

Why should lubricating oil be changed at
regular intervals?
1.
Because of its change in viscosity
2.
Because of its increase in acid
content
3.
Because of its buildup of gum and
varnish
4.
Because dirt, gum, and other
impurities are held in suspension in

4,earning Objective:

Recognize
requirements and characteristics of
JP-5 fuel.

8-56.

8-57.

8-58.

Two pounds of JP-5, while burning for one
hour in a piston engine, produce
approximately how many horsepower?
1.
One horsepower
2.
Five horsepower
3.
Three horsepower
4.
One-half horsepower
JP-5, with a vapor pressure of
approximately 0 psi, is what type of fuel?
1.
Gasoline
2: Kerosene
3.
Diesel
4. AiGas

a

it

8-63.

Under the system established oy the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) for
classifying lubricating oils, oil is
characterized by its
I.
specific gravity
2.
flash and fire points
3.
viscosity
4.
detergent capability

8-64.

In addition to its being used in the
engine, lubricating oil is also used in
the
1.
gear unit transmission only
2.
differential only
3.
steering gear unit only
4.
transmission, differential, and
steering gear unit

What type of additive is found in gksoline
that is NOT found in JP-5?
1.
Toluene
2.
Xylene
3.
Tetraethyl lead
4. Cumenelead

Leearning Objective:

Indicate functions,
characteristics, purposes of additives,
and uses of lubricating oils and
greases.

Although the primary function of
lubricating oil in an internal combustion
engine is
prevent metal-to-metal
contact of moving parts, it must also
function as a
1.
coolant only
2.
cleanser only
3.
sealing agent only
4.
coolant, cleanser, and sealing agent
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8-65.

Which of the following statements
describes the viscosity characteristics of
an oil with a low viscosity index?
It becomes thin at low temperatures
1.
and thick at high temperatures
It becomes thick at by temperatures
2.
and thin at high temperatures
It remains thin at all teeperatues
3.
It remains thick at all temperatures
4.

8-70.

The hydraulic fluid most commonly used in
aviation support equipment has what type
of base?
1
Petroleum
2.
Vegetable
3.
Synthetic
4.
Mineral

8-71.

Although the handling of all petroleum
products can create hazards, what is the
most hzzardous to handle because of its
toxic and highly combustible vapors?
Lubricating oil
1.
Hydraulic fluid
2.
Diesel fuel
3.
4.
Gasoline

8-72.

Compared to the weight of air, vapors
from petroleum products are
1.
lighter
heavier
2.
the same weight
3.
either lighter or heavier, depending
4.
on which product is produting_the
vapors

8-73.

What is the maximum time that a person,
may be exposed to petroleum vapors
without serious effects?
1.
6 min
10 min
2.

Recognize
Learning Objective:
hazards and safety precautions
associated with petroleum
products.

8-66. What is the MILSPEC of the type of lube oil
that is used in a gas turbine engine?
MIL-L-7808
1.
2. MIL-L-9502
MIL-L-23699B
3.
MIL-L-1010
4.

.

8-67.

In addition to satisfactory performance in
operation, tAs most important requirements
for grease include
stability only
1.
noncorroeiveness only
2.
meter resistance only
3.
stability, noAcorrosiveness, and water
4.
resistance

3.

4.

8-68.

8-69.

In the manufacture of grease, soaps are
added to regulate water resistance and
heat stability
1.
corrosive action
2.
oxidation
3.
4.
consistency

8-74.

What property of hydraulic fluid indicates
its desirable characteristics of
resistance to combustion and evaporation?
A low viscosity index
1.
A high flashpoint
2.
Chemical stability
3.
Freedom from acidity
4.

15 min
20 min

What type of fire extinguisher is
recommended for use on petroleum fires?
Dry chemical only
1.
2.
Water-acid
CO2 only
3.
Dry chemical or CO2
4.
e.
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Assignment 9
Corrosion

Texts

Pages 8 -31 through 9-20

9-4.

Which of the following methods is
.4
commonly used for preventing most types
of corrosion in support equipment?
1.
Painting
2.
Sealing
3.
Preserving
4.
UsingIhrouds, covers, and ceps

9-5.

Salt water causes electrochemical
corrosion because it furnishes both the
corrosive agents and
1.
a path of decay
2.
the chemical conductor
3.
a chemical neutralizer
4.
the electrical conductor

9-6.

Which of the following statements relative
to the flow of electrons during
electrochemical attack of metal is
correct?
1.
Electrons flow from the cathodic area
to the anodic area resulting in
deterioration of the cathodic area
2.
Electrons flow from the anodic area to
the cathodic area resulting in
deterioration of the cathodic area
3.
Electrons flow from the anodic area to
the cathodic area resulting in
deterioration of the anodic area
4.
Electrons flow from the cathodic area
to the anodic area resulting in
deterioration of the anodic area

9-7.

A secondary factor that a manufacturer
must consider in his selection of
materials for ground support equipment
construction is their corrosion resistant
properties.

9-8.

The most practical, positive means of
deterring corrosion is by
1.
preventive maintenance
2.
keeping equipment subject to corrosion
away from a corrosive environment
3.
educating all hands to be able to
recognize the different forms of
corrosion
4.
ensuring that no dissimilar metals are
used in the construction of any
equipment subject to a corrosive
environment

Learning Objective: Recognize causes
d effects of metal corrosion and
in irate methods of corrosion preve tion.

9-1.

9-2.

9-3.

Why is carrier-based ground support
equipment more susceptible to corrosion
than land-based ground support equipment
located at WAS Memphis?
1.
Because salt water is a primary source
of corrosion
2.
Because the mechanical stresses placed
on the carrier-based equipment are more
severe than those placed on land-based
equipment
3.
Because the alloys used in the
carrier-based equipment corrode easier
than the alloys used in land-based
equipment
4.
Because of all of the above
Since the AS must know the types and
methods of application of corrosion
prevention and moisture protecting
materials, he must be able to detect
corrosion on support equipment and parts,
and he must also be familiar with
1.
the materials and procedures for
preservation and depreservation
2.
the types and uses of cleaning
materials
3.
the types and causes of corrosion
4.
all of the above
The most significant factor in causing a
refined base metal to return to its natural
state is the presence of
1.
heat
2.
oxygen
3.
salt water
4.
moisture-laden air, whether fresh or
salt
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9-16.

In items 9-9 through 9-11, select from column B
the metal whose corrosion takes on the appearance
listed in column A.

9-9.

A. Appearances

B. Metals

Red rust

1.

9-10. White to gray powdery
deposit

2.

9-11. Dull gray-green

Copper and
its alloys
Iron and
steel sheet
stock

Which metal, when electroplated on steel,
is somewhat porous and will allow
corrosion to start at the pores unless a
supplementary coating is applied and
maintained?
1.
Chromium
2.
Copper
3.

Iron

4.

Cadmium

9-17.

Microbiological corrosion will not occur
on aluminum alloys.

3.

Magnesium
and its
alloys

9-18.

Exfoliation corrosion is most commonly
found on grain boundaries just below the
metal's surface.

4.

Aluminum and
its alloys

9-19.

Which form of corrosion occurs when the
failure of an insulation allows steel and
aluminum to come in direct contact with
one another?
1.
Stress
2.
Fatigue
3.
Fretting
4.
Galvanic

Learning Objective: Identify typical
corrosion characteristics of the
various common metals.

Indicate the
Learning Objective:
forms, causes, and identifying
features of corrosion and recognize
the probable areas of corrosion.

9-12. The most easily recognized form of metal
corrosion occurs on
copper
1.
2.
iron and steel
magnesium
3.
9-13. Corrosion on a structure fabricated from
which metal requires prompt attention
because it can penetrate the metal in a
very short time?
1.
Chromium
Cadmium
2.
Iron and steel sheet
3.
Magnesium
4.
9-14. Which metal is generally corrosion
resistant?
1.
Copper
Chromium
2.
Magnesium
3.
A.
Cadmium
9-15. Which metal, when used as a coatin
protect the part to which it is app
protects the base metal by being
intentionally consumed?
1.
Chromium
Iron and steel
2.
Cadmium
3.
Copper
4.

9-20.

A greater degree of corrosion occurs when
two aluminum surfaces are joined with.a
Monel rivet than when two Monel surfaces
are joined with an aluminum rivet.

9-21.

Which form of corrosion first appears on
the surface of aluminum alloys as a white
or gray dusty deposit which, when cleaned
away, reveals tiny holes in the surface?
1.
Pitting
2.
Exfoliation
Uniform etch
3.
4.
Intergranular

9-22.

Which form of corrosion may exist without
any visible evidence on the outer surface
of the metal?
1.
Stress
2.
Fatigue
Galvanic
3.
4.
Intergranular

9-23.

The presence of stress corrosion in metal
is indicated by
1.
2.

3.

4.
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sweats
cracks
bends
shrinks

In items 9-24 through 9-26, select from column B
a,cause of each type of corrosion listed in
column A.

9-24.

99-25.
9-26.

A. Types

B. Causes

Stress

1. Alternating
loads are
applied in
cycles to a

Fatigue
Fretting

Learning Objective:
Indicate methods
and procedures relative to the removal
and control of corrosion on different
metal surfaces and to the stripping of
painted surfaces.

9-30.

After cleaning ground support equipment,
how should you dry water from hinges and
latches?
1.
Low-pressure air blast
2.
Use lint-free rags
3.
Park equipment in the sun
4.
Spray with corrosion preventive
compound

9-31.

When preparing ground support equipment
for storage, the term preservation means
1.
painting any unprotected surfaces
2.
providing protection to
surface-damaged areas
3.
preventing salt water spray from
reaching the equipment
4.
both 1 and 2 above

9-32.

which of the following statements is
correct concerning repair of corroded
surfaces?
1.
Paint and corrosion must be removed
to bare metal
2.
Corrosion must be removed and paint
feathered
3.
Paint and corrosion must be sanded
smooth
4.
Corrosion only needs to be removed

9-33.

What are the two methods for removing
corrosion?
1.
Mechanical and chemical
2.
Sanding and blasting
3.
Hand and powered tools
4.
Acid and detergent washing

9-34.

After you have cleaned and painted a
corroded surface, what is the most common
cause of the paint peeling?
1.
Poor painting techniques
2.
Improper mixing of paint
3.
Surface not properly prepared
4.
Improper painting facilities

9-35.

After properly cleaning a corroded
surface, you must apply a protective
coating immediately to prevent corrosion
from restarting.

part.

2. The individual
grains of the
different elements in an
alloy react with
one another.
3. Vibration occqrs
between two connecting surfaces
which are
heavily loaded
and under
stress.
4. Static stresses
under corrosive
conditions are
applied to a
Surface for a
period of time.

9-27.

On ground support equipment, which
material is used most often to s)Tarate
metal from the corrosion environment?
1.
2.
3.

4.

9-28.

9-29.

Paints
Sealants
Preservatives
Shrounds, covers, and caps

Which of the following instructions
requires GSE shops to establish a
preventive maintenance schedule for all
items of equipment?
1.
OPNAVINST 4790.50
2.
OPNAVINST 4790.2
3.
OPNAVINST 4790.6
4.
All of the above
Which of the following forms can be used
to schedule and record corrosion
maintenance actions?
1.
OPNAV Form 4790/51
2.
OPNAV Form 4790/59
3.
OPNAV Form 4790/60
4.
OPNAV Form 4790/61
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9-36.

9-37.

9-38.

What is the first step that should be
taken in cleaning an item of equipment?
Selecting the proper cleaning agent
1.
for the method to be used
2.
Giounding the equipment
Placing the equipsent in the shade or
3.
beneath an overhead shelter if
possible
4. Covering or plugging all ducts and
openings on the equipment where
cleaning fluid or water could be
trapped
Hazards associated with the use of
solvents for cleaning support equipment
include
the danger that the solvents may
1.
ignite or explode
the effect that,the solvents may have
2.
when used on oxygen equipment
the toxic effect the solvents may have
'3.
on the, user if he breathes their
vapors for a prolonged period of time
all of the above
4.

The most efficient and inexpensive method
of removing grease from an item of support
equipment that is only slightly
contaminated is
1.
steam cleaning
emulsioh cleaning
2.
chemical cleaning
3.
alkaline cleaning
4.

9-39.

What cleaning method is recommended for
removing heavy oil and grease from surface
areas of ground support equipment?
1: Steam cleaning
Emulsion cleaning
2.
Chemical cleaning
3.
Water wash
4.

9-40.

Which cleaning method requires a thorough
rinse with clean water?
Steam cleaning
1.
2.
Acid cleaning
Solvent cleaning
3.
Abrasive blasting
4.

9-41.

What method of cleaning ground support
equipment requires that the personnel who
operate the cleaning equipment wear
breathing devices, face shields, and
protective clothing?
Abrasive blasting
1.
Emulsion cleaning
2.
Chemical cleaning
3.
Water wash
4.

9-42.

Which of the following methods is best
for obtaining the clean anchor pattern
necessary for most coating systems?
Abrasive blasting
1.
Alkaline cleaning
2.
Acid cleaning
3.
Solvent cleaning
4.

9-43.

Abrasive grit, once used on steel, cannot
be recycled and used on aluminum.

9-44.

Why is sodium nitrite, MIL-S-24521,
required when using the wet abrasive
blasting method of clean! ig corrosion?
To prevent flash rusting
1.
To retard rusting after painting
2.
To ensure primer adheres to base
3.
metal
4. 'To prepare unit for storage

9-45.

What type of corrosion removal process
should never be used on aluminum?
Wet abrasive blasting
1.
Acid cleaning
2.
Solvent cleaning
3.
Power-tool cleaning
4.

9-46.

Since painted surfaces can be easily
damaged by the careless use of handtools
and power tools, minutes of extra time in
the careful use of these tools can result
in the saving of hours of paint touchups
and corrosion removal work later.

9-47.

The most ineffective method used for
corrosion removal is
abrasive blasting
1.
hand-tool cleaning
2.
power-tool cleaning
3.
solvent cleaning
4.

9-48.

If chemical paint removers contact the
skin, you should NEVER do which of the
following?
Wash with soap and water
1.
Apply salves or ointments
2.
Obtain medical aid
3.
Rinse area with alcohol
4.

9-49.

A complete coating system usually
consists of
1.
primer
chemical conversion
2.
3.
4.

9-50.

50

finish
all of the above

Chemical conversion coatings used to
treat steel surfaces usually have what
base compounds?
Oxides
1.
Phosphates
2.
Sulfurics
3.
Chromates
4.

0

I
9-51.

Chemical conversion coatings used to treat
aluminum surfaces usually have what base
compounds?
1.
Oxides
2.
Phosphates
3.
Sulfurics
4. Combination of 2 and 3 above

9-52.

Primers used to provide a compatible
adhesion layer between paints and base
metals are classified as
1.
barriers
2.
corrosion-inhibitors
3.

sacrificial:,

4.

all of the above

9-53.

Epoxy primers are always used with eploxy
finish coatings and polyurethane primers
are used with polyurethane finish
coatings.

9-54.

Zinc chromate is a good sacrificial and
barrier-type primer that should be used on
ground support equipment.

9-55.

What is the set-up time, if any, for epoxy
polyamide before you spray it on a
prepared surface?
1.
15 minutes
2.
30 minutes
3.
60 minutes
No set-up time is required
4.

9-56.

What are the primary functions 00 fiilish
coatings?
1.
Undercoat protection and color
decoration
2.
Visual appeal and exposure resistance
3.
Covering defects in the surface and
undercoat protection
4.
Color decoration and covering defects
in the surface

9-57.

Which of the following instructions
should you refer to for the optimum paint
finish, regardless of the type paint you
are using?
1.
Ground support equipment corrosion
manual
2.
Aircraft weapons systems cleaning and
corrosion control manual
The paint manufacturer's instructions
3.
and directives
4.
Material furnishecrby NAMTRADETs

9-58.

If you are to completely repaint an MD-3A
tow tractor, what type of paint should be'
used?
Epoxy polyamide
1.
2.
Acrylic nitrocellulose
3.
Polyurethane
Acrylic enamel
4.

9-59.

Before painting with polyurethane, you
must have a special physical examination
and be certified as having no respiratory
problems.

9-60.

The Ground Support Equipment Corrosion
Control Manual, NAVAIR 17-1-125
1.
takes precedence over all MIMS
2.
lists all procedures and materials
used for GSE corrosion control
3.
shows corrosion-prone areas on GSE
does all of the above
4.
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A FINAL QUESTION: What did you think of this course? Of the text material used with the course?
Comments and recommendations received from enrollees have been a major source of course improvement.
You and your coemend are urged to submit your constructive criticisms and your recommendations.
This tear-out form letter is provided for your convenience. Typewrite if possible, but legible
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